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ABSTRACT

Everyday, the Earth gains about 100 tonnes of mass due to meteoroid mate-

rial - most of which ablates through the atmosphere before reaching the ground.

Currently, roughly 60,000 meteorites are held in collections around the world,

however only about 40 of these samples are of known dynamic origins. This

minority of meteorites are of the upmost value to the planetary science com-

munity, helping us to answer some profoundly difficult questions, such as the

source of life on Earth, and the formation and evolution of the Solar System

from a protoplanetary disk. It has been the self-appointed role of fireball net-

works to increase the number of orbit constrained meteorites by observing their

luminous entry through the atmosphere from multiple ground-based observato-

ries. Accuracy during the dynamic modelling and prediction of these observed

meteoroids is vital.

This doctorate thesis details and analyses a novel approach to triangulation

and dynamic modelling of observed meteoroids from multi-sensor line-of-sight

measurements. The proposed meteoroid triangulation and dynamic modelling

method is thoroughly compared to the popularised triangulation methods

within the literature using both simulation and observed fireball data. This

novel approach not only produces a meteoroid trajectory that better reflects

reality, but it is able to estimate a meteoroid’s mass throughout its observable

trajectory directly from the multi-station line-of-sight measurements - unlike

any other triangulation method before. Using a variety of simulations covering

a wide number of possible trajectories, comparisons of meteoroid triangulation

methods found the novel approach to perform more accurately given slow

entry events (ă25 km/s) or events observed from low convergence angles
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(ă10˝). Furthermore, comparisons of meteoroid triangulation methods using an

observed fireball event with visible signs of fragmentation revealed the novel

triangulation method to better fit the given data and accurately replicate the

time of fragmentation. Meteoroid triangulation accuracy has a direct effect on

the likelihood of meteorite recovery and the resulting accuracy of its determined

pre-Earth orbit.

An alternative numerical approach to meteoroid orbit determination is also

detailed in this work, and subsequently compared to its prevalent analytical

counterpart using the observed re-entry and known orbital telemetry of the

Hayabusa spacecraft. Comparisons between orbit determination methods

showed the novel numerical method to more closely match Hayabusa telemetry

in multiple cases. Additionally, simulations were able to highlight two classes

of trajectories with the most dissimilarity: meteoroids of relatively slow entry

velocities and meteoroids from Moon passing trajectories. In these cases, the

choice of orbit determination method is crucial in statistically predicting a

meteoroid’s parent body or source region.

Both of these novel methods of meteoroid modelling, alongside a variety

of additional modelling techniques, were incorporated into the automated

data reduction pipeline of the Desert Fireball Network, and contributed in the

recovery of three confirmed and two unconfirmed meteorites of known origin.

Building on and inspired by the distributed network approach utilised within

the fireball community, herein describes a new technique to space situational

awareness with the use of multiple wide field-of-view, relatively low resolution

ground-based sensors. This approach is demonstrated by the successful recre-

ation of the OSIRIS-REx slingshot manoeuvre from thousands of multinational

line-of-sight observations. Comparisons to OSIRIS-REx telemetry showed a
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maximum orbit deviation of about 10 km over the 4 hour viewing window -

closer on average than NASA Horizons trajectory prediction. The triumph

of this proof-of-concept demonstration through the recreation of a NEO-like

orbit encouraged the design and deployment of a more durable and remote

network of observatories for continual and autonomous satellite surveillance,

now known as FireOPAL.

To showcase FireOPAL’s true capability, an automated satellite data associa-

tion and orbit determination/refinement pipeline was needed. Herein details

the inner-workings of a completely independent and autonomous satellite data

pipeline, capable of creating and maintaining a self-starting catalogue of satel-

lite orbits. The accuracy of the orbit determination and prediction components

within this pipeline was rigorously investigated through a variety of internal

and external tests. A series of satellite hand-off experiments revealed our ability

to re-acquire over 90% of LEO and GEO objects after 24 hours using an external

„ 1˝ field-of-view telescope owned and operated by Australia’s Defence Science

and Technology Group. Further internal self-consistency checks quantified this

predictive accuracy to roughly 50 arcsec and 5 arcsec for LEO and GEO objects

respectively after „24 hours. This predictive capability has great potential not

only as a satellite manoeuvre detection and collision alert system, but as a major

contributor to a global space traffic management strategy.

Techniques and ideas discussed within this doctorate thesis have significant

carry-over into other fields of research, such as dynamic modelling, remote

sensing, sensor fusion, and data association.
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Shoot for the moon. Even if you miss, you’ll land among the stars.

- Norman Vincent Peale
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

This doctorate thesis describes improvements and novel approaches to trian-

gulation, dynamic modelling, and orbit determination of observed meteoroids

from fireball networks. Additionally, building on, and inspired by the dis-

tributed network approach utilised within the fireball community around the

world, herein describes a new technique to space surveillance and tracking with

the use of multiple, wide field-of-view, relatively low resolution, ground-based

sensors.

Three of the five chapters presented as part of this doctorate thesis are either

published or awaiting publication in various peer-reviewed journals. The

remaining two chapters detail the additional work undertaken as part of this

PhD.

1.1. RESEARCH AIMS

The aims of this research were to improve the design, modelling, and automa-

tion of meteoroid data reduction pipelines to facilitate accurate orbit determina-
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tion and successful meteorite recoveries. Furthermore, this research planned

to implement satellite orbit determination and refinement capabilities to a dis-

tributed network of multiple ground-based sensors. Results from these research

efforts have substantial carry-over to other applications in the remote-sensing

and data-association fields.

1.2. BACKGROUND

This section of the introduction provides the relevant background information

and greater context to all chapters within this thesis, describing the flow of

ideas between the chapters themselves. A complete literature review is not pro-

vided in this introduction as all chapters provide their respective background

literature.

1.2.1. THE VALUE OF METEORITES

Over the millions of years since Earth’s coalescence within the protoplanetary

disk, it has been continually bombarded by Solar System material. Today, mete-

oroid accretion rates have been measured to be roughly 40ˆ 106 kg/yr (Love

and Brownlee, 1993; Drolshagen et al., 2017), however most of this material

violently and completely ablates during its hypersonic entry through Earth’s

atmosphere, before reaching the ground.

Currently, about 60,000 meteorites are held in collections around the world

and studied in order to better understand the formation and evolution of our

Solar System. Dating meteorites and analysing their composition allows us

to further constrain planetary migration models (Morbidelli et al., 2015) and

provide valuable insights into the origin of life through the study of organics

and trapped H2O within these samples.
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While these chunks of cosmic material are extremely important on their

own, they are much more useful to the scientific community knowing where

in the Solar System they originated. In fact, many space agencies around the

world invest billions of dollars conducting space missions to return samples

of interplanetary material of known origins, including Hayabusa 1, Hayabusa

2, OSIRIS-REx, and Stardust. In addition to the invaluable science that can be

obtained from these samples, having the celestial context alongside these space

rocks allows us to create a material catalogue or ”geological map” of the Solar

System, with applications in future space exploration, namely asteroid mining.

Besides these expensive sample return missions, the only way to determine

the celestial origin of a meteorite is to observe its trajectory through the atmo-

sphere before Earth impact. This has been the primary aim of many fireball

networks around the globe - recovering meteorites with known orbits for a

fraction the cost of a sample return mission.

1.2.2. FIREBALL NETWORKS

In 1959, the Přı́bram meteorite was the first meteorite recovered by observing

the fireball trajectory through the atmosphere using high quality photography

from multiple observatories (Ceplecha, 1961). This meteorite recovery paved

the way for the development of further fireball networks, all with the unified

goal of retrieving meteorites with known orbits.

All the past and present fireball networks have needed to implement ways of

dynamically modelling these objects from a few seconds of multi-station optical

observations. This observed fireball phenomena is produced as a meteoroid

rapidly decelerates, ionising the upper atmosphere from roughly 90 km altitude

down as far as 30 km. Since these optical lines-of-sight observations contain no

measure of the range to the meteoroid object, specific triangulation and dynamic

modelling methods needed to be designed and built in order to determine
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the meteoroid’s state throughout its hypersonic ballistic decent. Additional

modelling is required to calculate where the meteoroid originated from in the

Solar System, called the meteoroid’s pre-Earth orbit, and where the meteoroid

is likely to travel on it’s decent through the remainder of the atmosphere to the

Earth’s surface, called the meteoroid’s darkflight.

Historically, the triangulation and dynamic modelling of an observed me-

teoroid were determined independently. The most popular and wide-spread

triangulation methods - namely the Method of Planes published by Ceplecha

(1987) and the Straight Line Least Squares method of Borovicka (1990) - are both

purely geometric, requiring the additional dynamic modelling of Pecina and

Ceplecha (1983, 1984) to determine velocities for orbit determination and possi-

ble darkflight analysis. It was not until relatively recently that the triangulation

and dynamic modelling steps were combined for more accurate and optimised

results (Gural, 2012). However, the dynamic models used by Gural (2012) are

rather simplistic models of reality and do not fit well to meteorite dropping

fireballs. In fact, Gural (2012) states that the considered models ”effectively

cover a mass range up to 50 g”, much lighter than a typical meteorite-dropping

event. Sansom et al. (2019) also describes how the straight line assumption is

an ”oversimplification” that will affect orbit calculations and meteorite search

regions on a significant fraction of meteorite-dropping events.

In light of this need for further modelling of meteorite-dropping events, I

designed and implemented a new triangulation and dynamic modelling tech-

nique, called the Dynamic Trajectory Fit. Unlike the most recent triangulation

method of Gural (2012), it removes the simplistic straight line assumption.

Additionally, the Dynamic Trajectory Fit can handle line-of-sight data with no

absolute and/or relative time information, events with discrete fragmentation,

and even estimate mass throughout the trajectory - providing a valuable met-

ric of meteoroid survivability. The novel Dynamic Trajectory Fit algorithm is

described in detail and compared to the alternative triangulation methods in
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Chapter 2 (Jansen-Sturgeon et al., submitted).

Having a well-constrained and accurate triangulation method is very impor-

tant for correctly predicting the cosmic origins of the meteoritic material and

possible links to asteroidal parent bodies, thereby bridging the gap between

meteorites and asteroids. These cosmic origins can be first deduced through the

determination of the meteoroid’s pre-Earth orbit, namely the heliocentric path it

took before any significant Earth/Moon influence occurred. Within the fireball

network community, there are two primary approaches used for determining

the pre-Earth orbit of observed meteors: the analytical approach described by

Ceplecha (1987) and a numerical approach.

Briefly, the analytical method of Ceplecha (1987) assumes the observed mete-

oroid to be on a hyperbolic collision orbit around Earth, where its hyperbolic

perigee was less than the radius of Earth. This algorithm merely applies two

corrections to the triangulated pre-atmospheric velocity vector to determine its

pre-Earth velocity vector. These corrections adjust the pre-atmospheric velocity

vector’s zenith angle and magnitude to account for the Earth’s attractive affects,

thus determining the asymptote of this hyperbolic orbit and subsequently the

heliocentric orbit itself.

Alternatively, numerical methods have the capability of incorporating a num-

ber of additional perturbations, such as affects due to the Earth’s atmosphere,

the Earth’s oblateness, the Moon’s third body gravity, and any number of plan-

etary bodies. The pre-Earth orbit is determined by integrating the meteoroid

back in time, including all significant perturbations along the way to determine

a more realistic account of the meteoroid’s true dynamic origin.

As of 2017, all fireball networks bar one were using the simplistic analytical

approach (or a variation). I suggest an alternative numerical method, referred

to as JS-19, designed to improve the accuracy of the meteoroid’s determined

orbit. The method’s procedure and comparisons to the two existing methods of
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pre-Earth orbit determination are detailed in Chapter 3 (Jansen-Sturgeon et al.,

2019).

For any fireball network to be successful, meteorite recovery is key. While

there are tens of thousands of meteorite finds and an equally great number of

meteoroid orbits determined by fireball networks, there is very little overlap

- less than 40. This could be attributed to a variety of reasons, such as the

relatively low percentage of observed meteorite-dropping events, the imprecise

determination of meteoroid triangulation, dynamic modelling, and predictive

darkflight, or simply the difficulty in meteorite recovery.

In the past, fireball networks were built in areas of relatively difficult ground

searchability. Of the accumulated meteorites in collections around the world, a

large portion have been found in desert regions, including the Sahara, Antarc-

tica, and the Nullarbor (Bevan et al., 1998; Bland et al., 2000; Harvey, 2003). Not

only are meteorites in these areas easier to find due to the lack of vegetation,

but they are the most pristine samples due to the lack of rainfall and weathering

effects. Additionally, the clear night skies in these desert regions lend to more

frequent observations for fireball networks and therefore a larger number of

recorded meteorite candidates to retrieve. It was for this reason that a new

network of large format film-based observatories was built and tested in the

Nullarbor of Australia from 2005-2015 (Bland et al., 2012). In that time, two

meteorites were recovered, named Bunburra Rockhole (Bland et al., 2009) and

Mason Gully (Spurny et al., 2012).

Following the successful demonstration of the film-based fireball network

in Australia’s Nullarbor desert, digitised and miniaturised observatories were

developed and deployed from 2014 - the beginnings of what is now the world’s

largest fireball observatory: the Desert Fireball Network (Howie et al., 2017).
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1.2.3. THE DESERT FIREBALL NETWORK

The Desert Fireball Network (DFN) is now an array of 50+ remote autonomous

observatories built throughout the Australian outback with the goal of recording

and recovering meteorites. Each observatory is programmed to continually

capture long exposure images of the night sky every 30 seconds, which span

from horizon-to-horizon through the use of a fish-eye lens. These images are

encoded using a de-Bruijn sequence within the long exposure to allow for

absolute timing resolution on any observed fireballs (Howie et al., 2017).

If a fireball is observed from two or more observatories simultaneously, it is

triangulated and dynamically modelled in 3D space (as discussed in Chapter 2 -

Jansen-Sturgeon et al., in prep) before being propagated back in time in order

to determine its pre-Earth orbit (as discussed in Chapter 3 - Jansen-Sturgeon

et al., 2019). To better understand the orbital history of an observed meteoroid,

orbital regression analysis can be used to probabilistically determine its resonant

source region or asteroid parent body. Additionally, if an observed meteoroid

gets slow and low enough without completely ablating, a darkflight analysis is

performed to determine where it is likely to land on the ground. In the case of a

successful meteorite recovery, material composition analysis can be undertaken,

thereby helping to answer some of the big questions in planetary science.

The data reduction for such a large network needed thoughtful design and

robust automation. This was a team effort requiring various fields of expertise

including astronomy, geology, physics, remote sensing, and machine learning.

An outline of the DFN’s data collection and reduction pipeline, specifically

highlighting my unique contributions, is presented and discussed in Chapter 4.

Since the network’s digital roll-out in 2014, the DFN has captured roughly

45 million images and triangulated roughly 1,400 events, resulting in approx-

imately 36 rocks on the ground. Of these 36 rocks, 3 have been recovered,

officially dubbed Creston (Jenniskens et al., 2019), Murrili (Devillepoix et al.,
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2016) and Dingle Dell (Devillepoix et al., 2018). The DFN now joins 13 partner-

ship fireball networks from 8 countries around the globe - Argentina, Australia,

Canada, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, Mexico, Morocco, the United Kingdom, and

the United States of America - to form the first fireball network-of-networks,

called the Global Fireball Observatory (GFO).

Although the DFN was designed and deployed to observe fireballs and

bolides, it has many applications in other areas, such as weather monitoring

and astrometric transient detection. In fact, the DFN was used to constrain the

brightness of the GW170817 gravity wave detected in August, 2017 (Andreoni

et al., 2017) and has been proposed in the study of low-mass macroscopic

Dark Matter (Sidhu and Starkman, 2019). Additionally, the DFN has observed

multiple rocket boosters mid-transfer to geosynchronous orbit as well as many-

many satellites, which raised the question: could the distributed network

approach used by fireball networks be reapplied to effectively and efficiently

observe, survey, and track satellites?

1.2.4. SATELLITE TRACKING

The number of objects in space has been increasing ever since the first satellite

was launched in 1957. Today, there are about 19,000 tracked objects in orbit

around the Earth, including active satellites, rocket bodies, and most of all,

space debris. Roughly half of all tracked space debris has been caused by two

discrete collision events in the past: the 2007 Chinese anti-satellite test (Kelso,

2007) and the 2009 Iridium-Kosmos collision (Kelso, 2009), generating about

3,500 and 2,500 fragments, respectively. Even as recently as March 2019, India

conducted its own anti-satellite demonstration. However, in contrast to China’s

anti-satellite test, India performed theirs at sufficiently low altitude to ensure

the majority of the resulting fragments would de-orbit and burn up in Earth’s

atmosphere within a matter of weeks.
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Kessler and Cour-Palais (1978) proposed there to be a spacial density limit

to the number of orbiting space objects before unintentional collisions begin

a chain-reaction, causing further satellite collisions and leading to satellite de-

struction on a mass scale. This critical event is known as the Kessler Syndrome.

To minimise the number of satellite collisions in an attempt to avoid the Kessler

Syndrome, satellite manoeuvrability is crucial. To make the best manoeuvre

plan in the case of a predicted collision, extensive knowledge of other space ob-

jects is required. While a large number of orbiting space objects are maintained

in catalogues around the world and monitored as closely as possible, there are

exponentially more objects that have not been seen and catalogued due to their

size. It is vital to observe and catalogue the orbits of these unknown debris

objects to predict and avoid any further satellite collisions from occurring.

Typically, observations of objects within Low Earth Orbit (LEO) are per-

formed mainly using radar and lidar, while objects within Geosynchronous

and Geostationary Orbits (GSO/GEO) are recorded through telescopes (Potter,

1995; Johnson, 1993). Objects within Medium Earth Orbit and High Earth Orbit

(MEO/HEO) are also generally maintained by telescopes, but are particularly

hard to initially observe and track without prior knowledge due to their dis-

tance from Earth combined with their non-zero sidereal orbital velocities (Dick

et al., 2009). This acquisition problem is common of many narrow field-of-view

telescope observatories. A suggested new and alternative approach to acquire

and catalogue formerly untracked pieces of space debris is to utilise a network

of optical, wide-angled, relatively low-resolution observatories. This approach

results in an extremely wide field-of-view sensor while retaining the required

positional precision through space object triangulation.
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1.2.5. THE NETWORKED APPROACH

Celestial object triangulation has already been proposed in the NEO community

from ground-based and space-based sensors (Abalakin et al., 2000; Eggl, 2011;

Eggl and Devillepoix, 2014). Only recently has the triangulation concept been

applied to the orbit determination of Earth-bound satellites. In fact, at the

68th International Astronautics Congress of 2017, I presented multiple orbit

simulations showing the advantage of ground-based satellite triangulation over

the traditional single observatory approach, even with equivalent measurement

density (Jansen-Sturgeon et al., 2017; Appendix B).

Multiple private companies are now developing telescope networks around

the world to track satellite objects and space debris, including the Falcon Tele-

scope Network (Chun et al., 2014, 2018), the ExoAnalytic Global Telescope

Network (Herz et al., 2017; Lane et al., 2017), and the Numerica Telescope Net-

work (Aristoff et al., 2018). However, these telescope networks lack the wide

field-of-view needed to effectively find and track LEO, MEO, or HEO objects

without prior orbital knowledge. This motivated the design and field test of a

wide-angled, relatively low-resolution, networked approach to Space Surveil-

lance and Tracking (SST), a segment of the larger Space Situational Awareness

(SSA) programme (Bobrinsky and Del Monte, 2010).

In early-mid 2017, the DFN team constructed multiple portable, lightweight,

semi-automated observatories using hardware from the tried and tested DFN

observatories to make up the nodes of a prototype network. To demonstrate

the capability of this wide-angled distributed network approach to SST, I organ-

ised an observation campaign centred around NASA’s OSIRIS-REx spacecraft’s

Earth flyby event of 2017 with the goal of tracking, recording, and later recreat-

ing this slingshot trajectory.

The observation campaign was conducted in September, 2017, from 12 loca-

tions around Australia and New Zealand, geographically located to optimise
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triangulation capability and minimise light-pollution. The details of this cam-

paign and the determined slingshot trajectory in comparison to orbital telemetry

is presented in Chapter 5 (Jansen-Sturgeon et al., in review).

Following the successful demonstration of the networked approach to SST,

the proof-of-concept network used in the OSIRIS-REx observation campaign

inspired the creation of a more permanent, autonomous, and remote network

of observatories, now known as FireOPAL.

1.2.6. FIREOPAL

FireOPAL (Fireball OPtical ALert) is a distributed network of wide field-of-

view, relatively low resolution, fully autonomous observatories built off the

engineering heritage of the DFN - as acknowledged in the name. It currently

consists of 19 remote sensors spread across Australia, targeting and tiling the

GEO belt like a ”fence”. This ensures all visible GEO satellites are covered, with

LEO, MEO, and HEO objects captured as they pass through the observatory’s

field-of-view (Bland et al., 2018; Bold et al., 2018; Madsen et al., 2018).

Each observatory within the FireOPAL network captures 5 second long ex-

posures every 10 seconds and immediately performs on-board streak detection

and light-curve extraction. If one or more satellites are detected in an image,

they are astrometrically and photometrically calibrated before being pushed to

the central database of satellite streaks. As this central database is populated,

automatic cross-sensor data association and satellite orbit determination/refine-

ment is initiated using a satellite data reduction pipeline I personally developed.

This data reduction pipeline groups multi-observatory satellite streaks from

LEO to GEO and determines their orbits without any prior knowledge - gen-

erating a self-starting catalogue of satellite objects. Thorough detail on the

development and current form of the satellite data pipeline as well as capability

demonstrations are presented in Chapter 6.
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This networked approach to SST has proven to be very successful in deter-

mining and maintaining satellite orbits. The network concept has opened many

possibilities in the future of ground-based satellite observations and could easily

play a very big role in future space traffic management systems.

1.3. THESIS OVERVIEW

This doctorate thesis is submitted as a hybrid-type thesis, comprising of a

collection of three journal-style manuscripts (one published, two in review) and

two other chapters that detail the additional work I have undertaken as part

of my PhD. Statements of author contributions are provided for all authored

works. The chapters of this thesis are organised as follows:

CHAPTER 2: A DYNAMIC TRAJECTORY FIT TO MULTI-SENSOR FIREBALL OB-

SERVATIONS — presented in manuscript format, submitted to the Astronomical

Journal, awaiting imminent review. This chapter compares the three most

widely used meteoroid triangulation methods with an alternative approach,

designed and built by the author. Comparisons make use of simulated data as

well as real meteoroid measurements captured from observatories within the

Desert Fireball Network.

CHAPTER 3: COMPARING ANALYTICAL AND NUMERICAL APPROACHES TO

METEOROID ORBIT DETERMINATION USING HAYABUSA TELEMETRY — pub-

lished in Meteoritics and Planetary Science. This chapter challenges the con-

ventional analytical approach to meteoroid orbit determination with a novel

numerical method. The observation data from the well known and documented

Hayabusa re-entry was used for comparative analysis. A copy of the published

manuscript may be found in Appendix A along with reprint permissions from

the publisher.
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CHAPTER 4: THE AUTOMATION AND INNER WORKINGS OF THE DESERT

FIREBALL NETWORK’S DATA REDUCTION PIPELINE - This chapter details the

author’s further contributions to the Desert Fireball Network’s data reduction

pipeline, including meteorite impact site prediction, regression analysis, and

further dynamic modelling techniques. A 2016 event that lead to a recovered

meteorite, now known as Dingle Dell, is used to demonstrate the inner workings

of the Desert Fireball Network’s data pipeline.

CHAPTER 5: RECREATING THE OSIRIS-REX SLINGSHOT MANOEUVRE FROM

A NETWORK OF GROUND-BASED SENSORS — submitted to a peer-reviewed

journal, and in review. This chapter documents a non-traditional distributed

network approach to NEO and satellite observations using the 2017 OSIRIS-REx

slingshot manoeuvre as a proof-of-concept example.

CHAPTER 6: AN AUTOMATED SELF-STARTING SATELLITE ORBIT DETERMINA-

TION AND REFINEMENT PIPELINE - This chapter details a fully autonomous and

independent satellite orbit determination and refinement pipeline, developed

solely by the author to demonstrate the capability of FireOPAL. Orbit determi-

nation and prediction accuracy is shown through a series of telescope hand-off

experiments conducted in coordination with Australia’s Defence Science and

Technology Group.

CHAPTER 7: THESIS CONCLUSIONS - This chapter summarises the overall

outcomes of this research and highlights the contributions made to the field.

Additionally, possible avenues for future PhD-level research are proposed.
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ABSTRACT

Meteorites with known orbital origins are key to our understanding of Solar

System formation and the source of life on Earth. However, these pristine sam-

ples of space material are incredibly rare. Less than 40 of the 60,000 meteorites

held in collections around the world have known dynamical origins. Fireball

networks have been developed globally in a unified effort to increase this num-

ber by using multiple observatories to record, triangulate, and dynamically

analyse ablating meteoroids as they enter our atmosphere. The accuracy of the

chosen meteoroid triangulation method directly influences the accuracy of the

determined orbit and the likelihood of possible meteorite recovery.

There are three leading techniques for meteoroid triangulation discussed in

the literature: the Method of Planes, the Straight Line Least Squares method,

and the Multi-Parameter Fit method. Here we describe an alternative method

to meteoroid triangulation, called the Dynamic Trajectory Fit. This approach

uses the meteoroid’s 3D dynamic equations of motion to fit a realistic trajectory

directly to multi-sensor line-of-sight observations. This method has the ability

to resolve fragmentation events, fit systematic observatory timing offsets, and

determine mass estimates of the meteoroid along its observable trajectory.

Through a comprehensive Monte-Carlo analysis of over 100,000 trajectory

simulations, we find this new method to more accurately estimate meteoroid

trajectories of slow entry events (ă25 km/s) and events observed from low

convergence angles (ă10˝) compared to existing meteoroid triangulation tech-

niques. Additionally, we triangulate an observed fireball event with visible

fragmentation using the various triangulation methods to show that the pro-

posed Dynamic Trajectory Fit implementing fragmentation to best match the

captured multi-sensor line-of-sight data.
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2.1. INTRODUCTION

Fireball networks have been around since the 1960’s with the specific goal of

observing meteors from multiple stations to determine their past and future tra-

jectories (Ceplecha, 1961). The meteoroids of real interest are the bright, deeply

penetrating kind, with the highest chance of surviving the violent atmospheric

entry process to produce meteorites. Finding meteorites with known orbits is

key for giving these cosmic samples a regional context in the greater Solar Sys-

tem, potentially helping to answer some of the biggest questions in planetary

science, such as the Solar System formation, and the origin of life on Earth. As

of mid-2019, only 36 out of about 60,000 collected meteorites have known orbits;

5 of which have been found in recent history by the Global Fireball Observatory

(GFO), a global collaboration of fireball networks, including Australia’s Desert

Fireball Network (DFN).

Successful recovery of the incoming meteorite requires accurate knowledge

of the fall position. If found, it is highly desirable to have a well constrained and

accurate orbit associated with the sample. Determining an orbit requires the

entry radiant and velocity of the meteoroid, while prediction of fall positions

require darkflight modelling, where darkflight is the period of meteoroid free

fall to Earth after visible observations cease, during which the body is strongly

influenced by its size and shape, as well as atmospheric winds. At the heart of

all this dynamic analysis lies the triangulation and modelling of the observed

luminous trajectory; giving both the darkflight and orbit determination their

initial conditions. To improve the accuracy of these predictions, we must first

improve the accuracy of our triangulation modelling techniques.

Three prominent methods of meteoroid triangulation have been documented

and used in the past; Method of Planes (Ceplecha, 1987), Straight Line Least

Squares (Borovicka, 1990), and Multi-Parameter Fit (Gural, 2012). These three
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methods are outlined conceptually below. For more detail and mathematical

rigour, please refer to their respective papers.

A notable additional technique is the particle filter modelling method of

Sansom et al. (2019) as an alternative to the traditional triangulation methods.

While particle-type approaches are thorough, they are also quite computation-

ally intense and are not feasible as the default triangulation method for large

meteoroid data-sets. Instead, it is generally best suited to special cases when a

surviving meteorite is suspected.

2.1.1. METHOD OF PLANES (CEPLECHA, 1987)

Although the Method of Planes (MOP) is the oldest and least accurate of the

three prominent triangulation methods, it is very computationally simple and

often used for constructing the initial trajectory guess for more complex meth-

ods, such as the Straight Line Least Squares and Multi-Parameter Fit (see

Section 2.1.2 and Section 2.1.3). MOP comprises four main steps: plane con-

struction, radiant formation, position determination, and velocity fitting.

To begin, MOP constructs a plane for every sensor. This plane includes the

sensor’s location and best fits to its associated observation rays using a least

squares approach. It does so by adjusting the plane normal to minimise the

square of the angular residuals between the rays and the plane.

Once the optimum plane is calculated for each sensor, they are intersected

in 3D space to determine the straight line trajectory. In the case where more

than two sensors recorded the meteoroid, a statistical weighting can be used to

combine the straight line solutions from every different sensor-pair combination

to produce one unique straight-line trajectory. This weighting is based on the

convergence angle between the two planes as well as on the combined angular

span of the observed meteoroid across the sensors.
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Positions along the determined straight-line trajectory are found for every

observation (regardless of time) as the closest point on the trajectory-line from

that observed line-of-sight. These 3D positions are generally calculated by the

intersection of the trajectory itself with a series of planes that each contain an

individual line-of-sight and its associated optimum plane normal.

Lastly, the velocities are determined by fitting a model to the positional

lengths along the trajectory as a function of time. These velocity models and

fitting methods are described by Pecina and Ceplecha (1983, 1984). However, it

is interesting to note that Pecina and Ceplecha (1983, 1984) state these equations

are “violated” for longer trajectories, indicating the simplicity of their chosen

velocity models.

2.1.2. STRAIGHT LINE LEAST SQUARES (BOROVICKA, 1990)

Only three years following MOP, the Straight Line Least Squares (SLLS) method

was published. Although Borovicka (1990) showed the SLLS method to pro-

duce lower residuals than MOP, they concluded that both methods produce

similar results and could not recommend one over the other; even suggesting

a combination of both may be preferable, depending on the case. That said,

Gural (2012) found the SLLS method to be more robust when lower resolution

cameras were used.

Unlike MOP, the SLLS method best fits a straight line trajectory directly

to all the observed lines-of-sight at once. It does so by minimising the per-

pendicular distances between the lines-of-sight and the straight line trajectory

itself. It was later stated by Gural (2012) that a better alternative to the initially

published SLLS method was to minimise the angular distance rather than the

perpendicular distance. Using the angular distance acts to indirectly weight the

line-of-sight measurements based on their observation range.
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The positions are determined for every line-of-sight by determining the

closest point on the optimised straight line trajectory to that given line-of-sight

(regardless of time). Similar to MOP, the SLLS method requires a separate

step to determine the velocity along the trajectory. The methods of Pecina and

Ceplecha (1983, 1984) are used to determine this velocity by considering the 1D

lengths along the trajectory over time.

We must note that Borovicka (1990) offers the SLLS method in both the Earth

Centered/Earth Fixed (ECEF) frame and the Earth Centred Inertial (ECI) frame;

the main difference is where the straight line trajectory is defined. Performing

the SLLS method in the ECI frame implicitly includes the Coriolis force, but

requires absolute timing knowledge to operate. It is up to the user to determine

which variation is more physically realistic.

2.1.3. MULTI-PARAMETER FIT (GURAL, 2012)

The previously discussed MOP and SLLS methods are purely geometric tri-

angulation solutions; i.e. the trajectory fitting component can be performed

without any timing information. It is only as a second step, when velocity

analysis is needed, that timing of the observed meteoroid is considered. This

means MOP and SLLS determine a unique position for every line-of-sight; if

there are simultaneous observations from N sensors, there will be N unique

positions along the trajectory corresponding to the same point in time. Only

later, in the velocity analysis step, can this potential scatter be dealt with.

The Multi-Parameter Fit (MPF) technique of Gural (2012) differs from the

previous two triangulation methods in that it fits raw observations directly to a

trajectory solution, combining the straight line fitting and velocity modelling

steps into one. Hence, N simultaneous observations will now result in one

unique position along the trajectory. One implication of this approach is that the

convergence angle can now be thought of as the angle between simultaneous
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lines-of-sight rather than between planes, which is a significant distinction.

As the name suggests, the MPF algorithm best fits unknown trajectory

parameters to the measured lines-of-sight by minimising the angular distance

between said lines-of-sight and the predicted lines-of-sight given their modelled

positions along a straight line trajectory. These fitting parameters include

the initial position (~p0), the initial velocity (~v0), some deceleration coefficients

depending on the chosen model (ai), and sensor timing offsets (∆tk), giving the

MPF the ability to handle asynchronous sensors assuming they all have relative

timing. Positions along the straight line trajectory are determined using one of

three velocity models: a constant velocity along the track, a linearly decreasing

velocity with time, or an exponentially dependent deceleration (Jacchia et al.,

1967). However, these suggested velocity models do not physically represent

the trajectory dynamics. Gural (2012) suggests that this technique is most

applicable to smaller mass meteors (ă 5 g) of short duration (ă 3 sec), unless a

better model is used.

2.2. NEW APPROACH - DYNAMIC TRAJECTORY FIT

Of the three most prevalent triangulation methods (as discussed in Section 2.1),

none claim to be able to fit long-duration fireballs of significant mass, in part

because all methods have assumed a straight line trajectory. While Jenniskens

(2006) claim that masses ă 50 g or equivalent magnitude of -2 can be approxi-

mated using straight line trajectories, if the goal is to observe deeply penetrating

fireballs such as those targeted by the GFO, the fireballs are not guaranteed

to follow this straight line assumption. In fact, Sansom et al. (2019) show

that the straight line assumption is an oversimplification that will affect orbit

calculations and meteorite search regions for a significant number of fireball

events.
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The Dynamic Trajectory Fit (DTF) method proposed here removes this

straight line assumption by fitting differential equations of motion directly

to the measured lines-of-sight, thereby including all spacial/temporal infor-

mation in one step and ultimately providing a more realistic account of the

meteoroid’s fall trajectory. This methodology takes the ideas of global fitting

proposed in Gural (2012) several steps further. The differential equations that

describe meteoroid fall dynamics and ablation are as follows (Sansom et al.,

2015):
d~v

dt
“ ´

cdAρa
›

›~vrel
›

›

2ρ2{3
m m1{3

~vrel ` ~agrav (2.1)

dm

dt
“ ´

chAρam
2{3
›

›~vrel
›

›

3

2H˚ρ
2{3
m

(2.2)

where ~v is the meteoroid’s absolute velocity in the Earth-Centred Inertial

(ECI) frame, ~vrel is the meteoroid’s velocity relative to the atmosphere, m is the

meteoroid’s mass, ~agrav is the acceleration due to gravity1, cd is the drag coeffi-

cient, A is the shape-density parameter (Bronshten, 1983), ρm is the meteoroid’s

density, ρa is the atmospheric air density2, ch is the heat-transfer coefficient, and

H˚ is the enthalpy of sublimation.

However, not every unknown parameter from Eq. 2.1 and Eq. 2.2 can be re-

solved as many terms are dynamically coupled, and therefore indistinguishable

given only the line-of-sight measurements we obtain. Therefore, we can alter

these equations by grouping the coupled terms together as shown:

d~v

dt
“ ´

ρa
›

›~vrel
›

›

2β ~vrel ` ~agrav (2.3)

dβ

dt
“ ´

σρa
›

›~vrel
›

›

3

6 (2.4)

1Care must be taken in calculating the direction of the Earth’s gravitation vector. It should
be perpendicular to Earth’s ellipsoid rather than towards Earth’s center-of-mass; a subtle, but
accumulative difference.

2The atmospheric density, ρa, is calculated using the NRLMSISE-00 empirical atmospheric
model (Picone et al., 2002).
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where β “ 3
a

mρ2
m{pcdAq “ m{pcdSq is the meteoroid’s ballistic coefficient,

σ “ ch{pcdH
˚q is the meteoroid’s ablation coefficient, ~vrel “ ~v ´ ~vatm is the me-

teoroid’s velocity relative to the atmosphere, ~vatm “ ~ωe ˆ ~p is the velocity of

the atmosphere, ~ωe is Earth’s rotational angular velocity, ~p is the meteoroid’s

position in the ECI frame, and S is the meteoroid’s cross-sectional area.

In addition to estimating the dynamic parameters (~p and ~v), by fitting the

above differential equations to the measurements, the DTF method can also

estimate some physical parameters, including the ballistic parameter, β, and

ablation coefficient, σ. By assuming a constant value of the meteoroid’s shape

and density throughout its luminous trajectory, the fitted ballistic parameter,

β, can be used to estimate the meteoroid’s mass during its observed decent

through the atmosphere - see Section 2.2.1 for details.

Although some fireball networks have sub-millisecond timing precision on

their shutter actuations within a long-exposure image, such as those obser-

vatories within the GFO (Howie et al., 2017b), the identification of the exact

shutter breaks is sometimes impossible due to halo-ing and/or saturation of the

fireball, causing the loss of all time information. Provided at least one sensor has

absolute timing for reference, the DTF method is able to handle observations

without timing all-together. Additionally, the DTF method can resolve for any

timing offsets between sensors, which is necessary for those meteor and fireball

networks that only record relative time information.

One extra feature available as a consequence of the DTF approach is the

option to include fragmentation events, which can be user-diagnosed by large

flares in the light-curve. If prompted, the DTF method can resolve for both time

and amount of discrete fragmentation using the deceleration characteristics of

the meteoroid inherent in the observations.
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2.2.1. PROCEDURE

A mostly conceptual overview of the Dynamic Trajectory Fit (DTF) methodology

will be presented here, containing sufficient detail and references to ensure

reproducibility. This conceptual overview is supplemented with a pseudocode

representation of the algorithm to visually demonstrate the overall structure

and information flow within the DTF method, shown in Fig. 2.1. Additionally,

all the associated Python source code files are publicly available on the DFN’s

GitHub page3 for reference and/or use.

Computationally, the DTF algorithm is divided into three main parts: state

approximation, sanity checks, and optimisation.

PART 1: STATE APPROXIMATION In preparation for the main optimisation

step (Part 3), we must estimate all the unknown parameters for a single point

in time that describe the meteoroid’s dynamics, see Eq. 2.3 and Eq. 2.4. The

collection of these parameters is termed the meteoroid’s “state”, and is given

by the following vector:

~χfest “ rp
f
x, p

f
y , p

f
z , v

f
x , v

f
y , v

f
z , β

f , σ, δfrag,i, tfrag,i,∆tj, trelk s (2.5)

where ~pf “ rpfx, p
f
y , p

f
z s is the final position, ~vf “ rvfx , v

f
y , v

f
z s is the final

velocity, βf is the final ballistic coefficient, and σ is the ablation coefficient. We

use the end of the observable trajectory in the state estimate as it is far easier

to constrain the ballistic coefficient, which relates to meteoroid mass, to be

greater than zero for all times along the observable trajectory (βptq ą 0). These

first 8 parameters are always required to define the trajectory. If one or more

fragmentation events are suspected, the percentage fragmentation, δfrag, and

the time of fragmentation, tfrag, are added to the state for every suspected

3 For online access to the source code of the DTF algorithm, please follow this link:
https://github.com/desertfireballnetwork/dtf_triangulation/

https://github.com/desertfireballnetwork/dtf_triangulation/
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fragmentation event. If any observatories are found to contain timing offsets,

an estimated offset time, ∆t, is added to the state for every offset observatory.

Finally, if one or more observatories contain lines-of-sight without relative times,

an estimated relative time, trel, is added for every line-of-sight that is missing

timing information.

To calculate these estimates, we must first get an idea of the trajectory from

simpler triangulation methods. Using a boot-strapping approach, we can build-

up from the MOP (Ceplecha, 1987) to the SLLS (Borovicka, 1990), from which

we can then estimate most of the state parameters. The time components are

estimated first to ensure we calculate the correct position, velocity, and ballistic

coefficient parameters.

To determine if any observatories have a timing offset problem, we start

by assuming all the sensors are offset and determine what ∆t is needed to

synchronise them. This involves first designating a ”master” observatory to

act as a temporal anchor, chosen as the observatory with the most lines-of-

sight with timing. Next we adjust the estimated timing offsets for every other

observatory to minimise the differences in lengths along the SLLS line when

compared to the ”master”, interpolating if necessary. If the estimated offset

is greater than a given tolerance, say 0.05 seconds, then the timing from that

observatory is used as relative timing only, and the estimated offset is added to

the state to be optimised.

All the lines-of-sight without timing are then very roughly estimated by

comparing their lengths along the SLLS line to a modelled length/time function.

This function is constructed by fitting a trajectory of constant velocity to the

SLLS lengths along the line over time. All timeless lines-of-sight have their

along-track lengths converted to relative timing, trel, and are subsequently

added to the state estimate to be optimised. After optimisation, these lines-of-

sight each produce zero along-track error, as expected.
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Now using the rough timing corrections above, we are able to more accu-

rately estimate the meteoroid’s final position and velocity from the SLLS fit.

Put simply, the estimated position is merely the final triangulated point along

the SLLS line, and the estimated velocity is a least-squares average velocity

of the last eight SLLS triangulated positions. The ablation coefficient, σ, is

initially estimated as 14 ˆ 10´9 s2{m2 in all cases (Sansom et al., 2015). The

ballistic coefficient, βf , is roughly determined by adjusting it to equate the

SLLS trajectory length with the propagated trajectory length using the mete-

oroid’s dynamic equations of motion - Eq. 2.3 and Eq. 2.4. This is achieved

using Brent’s root-finding method on the range log10pβ
f q P r1, 4s, which ap-

proximately equates to a meteoroid mass range of 0.1 g to 100 ton sphere of

chondritic density (3500 kg{m3).

If any fragmentation is suspected by the user, one or more fragmentation

times are able to be input to the algorithm and serve as the tfrag parameter in

the state estimate. The fragmentation percent, δfrag is always estimated initially

as 30%, and adjusted upon optimisation.

We must note that these estimates’ sole purpose is to start the optimisa-

tion sufficiently close to the global minimum to allow convergence. Once the

minimisation algorithm begins, the measurements are the only things directly

influencing the trajectory solution; it is not building off already processed data.

PART 2: SANITY CHECKS As some fireball data reduction pipelines can be

almost completely automated, such as that of the GFO, there is a chance sensor

data is corrupt or has been incorrectly grouped. This could occur for a variety

of reasons, including calibration errors, planes and/or satellites being misiden-

tified as meteoroids, or the rare cases where multiple simultaneous fireballs are

incorrectly correlated across sensors.

To avoid triangulation errors within the optimisation routine, a variety

of sanity checks need to be performed to remove erroneous data before the
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optimisation is attempted. All the following checks use the rough triangulation

of SLLS and the state approximation (as determined in Part 1) to ensure that

each observatory’s triangulated observations:

1. Decrease in height over time.

2. Change in height at roughly the same rate.

3. Produce sufficiently low SLLS residuals.

4. Triangulate to positions above the ground.

5. Triangulate to positions less than 200 km altitude.

6. Produce a final state velocity estimate less than 200 km/s.

These conditions are designed to be quite extreme to prevent accidentally

discarding any valid data that has happened to triangulate poorly using the

SLLS procedure. If any data is found inaccurate, the first sensor to fail an

above condition is eliminated and the procedure begins over from the state

approximation (Part 1).

PART 3: OPTIMISATION Now that we have an initial state estimate (Part 1) using

good data (Part 2), we are in a position to begin the trajectory optimisation. This

step could be performed with any robust minimisation routine that imposes

bounds on the optimised state to ensure realistic results. For reliability, we have

elected to use SciPy’s in-built least-squares function that has been thoroughly

tried and tested (Virtanen et al., 2019). Within this function, the Trust Region

Reflective (TRF) method is chosen as it is robust and permits bounds to be

set on the allowable state. We define rather generous state bounds to give the

optimisation routine enough room to effectively search the state-space while at

the same time keeping the resulting state physically realistic, see Table 2.1.
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TABLE 2.1: State boundary conditions given to the least-squares algorithm to
ensure realistic results, where LB and UB stand for lower-bound and upper-
bound respectively. Also, the star-symbol represents the associated estimated
state parameter as determined in Part 1.

State ~pf ~vf β σ δfrag tfrag ∆t, trel
Parameters pkmq pkm{sq pkg{m2q pkg{Jq p%q psq psq

LB * - 40 * - 5 10´10 3ˆ 10´9 0 tmin * - 10
UB * + 40 * + 5 104 3ˆ 10´6 100 tmax * + 10

The chosen TRF method also offers the option for user-defined Jacobian

and state step-size. For accuracy and computational speed, we provide a

parallelised custom Jacobian function that utilises a central differencing routine.

The step-size is defined equal to the change in state used in the Jacobian’s

central differencing algorithm to avoid state divergence by overshooting the

bounds of Jacobian linearity.

Once the least-squares algorithm is setup and initiated, the state is propa-

gated to all other observation times using Eq. 2.3 and Eq. 2.4 combined with an

ordinary differential equation solver, such as SciPy’s odeint function (Virtanen

et al., 2019). These observation times are possibly adjusted by an offset, ∆tj ,

or completely generated, trelk , using the parameters within the current state

estimate (Eq. 2.5). Also, if any fragmentation parameters exist within the to-be-

optimised state (Eq. 2.5), the state propagation procedure is interrupted at these

specified fragmentation times, tfrag,i, to discretely change the meteoroid’s mass

by a specified percentage, δfrag,i, whilst keeping all other state parameters the

same to ensure trajectory continuity.

The positions within the set of propagated states are subsequently converted

to lines-of-sight given the various observatory’s locations and times. These

predicted lines-of-sight are differenced from the observed lines-of-sight to give

the angular along-track and cross-track residual components. With the help of

the Jacobian to show the direction of the local (and hopefully global) minimum,

the state parameters are adjusted to minimise these angular residuals, weighted
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by their individual astrometric uncertainties. This procedure occurs iteratively

until the state does not differ significantly enough from one iteration to the next;

therefore signifying that a minimum is reached and the resulting state matches

the observations as closely as possible.

Now that the optimised state solution is obtained, the state errors are deter-

mined (as discussed in Section 2.2.2) and propagated to all the other observation

times alongside the state itself before being saved to file for subsequent orbit de-

termination and possible darkflight analysis. Various plots are then constructed

using this data, see Section 2.3.2.

2.2.2. NOTES ON ERRORS

We must note that the least-squares algorithm used within the DTF method does

not produce errors. Instead, covariance errors can be estimated afterwards from

both the Jacobian of the optimised state and the covariance on the line-of-sight

measurements as follows (Bevington et al., 1993):

~χcov “ ~χrescov ` ~χzcov (2.6)

~χrescov “ pd~χ{d ~resq
Tdiagp ~res2

qpd~χ{d ~resq (2.7)

~χzcov “ pd~χ{d ~resq
T
pd ~res{d~zqT~zcovpd ~res{d~zqpd~χ{d ~resq (2.8)

d~χ{d ~res “ p ~J ~JT q´1 ~JT (2.9)

where ~J is the state Jacobian matrix, describing how the residuals change

with a change in state; d~χ{d ~res is the inverse of the Jacobian, describing how

the state changes with a change in residuals; d ~res{d~z is a coordinate transform,

describing how the residuals (along-track/cross-track) change with a change in

line-of-sight measurements (ra/dec); ~zcov is the covariance on the measurements;

and diagp ~res2
q is the residual vector at the optimised state, diagonalised.
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FIGURE 2.1: A pseudocode flowchart of the DTF algorithm divided into its
three main parts: state approximation (red), sanity checks (yellow), and opti-
misation (green). The start and end of the algorithm are highlighted in blue,
and all other inputs are highlighted in grey.
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As shown in Eq. 2.6, we are able to incorporate the residual covariance due

to the spread in residuals around the model, ~χrescov, and measurement covariance

due to the astrometric uncertainty, ~χzcov, into an overall covariance estimate. Sep-

arate testing showed that the measurement covariance component accurately

reflected the covariance of the state through repeated Monte-Carlo analyses in

which the measurements were varied within their astrometric covariance space.

However, we must also make note that the uncertainty formulation discussed

above does not account for errors arising due to the meteoroid equations of

motion as well as assumptions made within this model (Eq. 2.3 and Eq. 2.4),

such as a constant ablation coefficient, shape, and density of the meteoroid

throughout the visible trajectory. Therefore, the determined covariance from

Eq. 2.6 can be viewed as minimum uncertainties given the observations.

2.3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To demonstrate and compare the capabilities of the four previously discussed

triangulation methods, we conduct two independent comparative analyses:

The first study uses over 100,000 randomly simulated trajectories, comparing

the fitted initial velocity vector to the simulated ”truth”. The second study

uses a real fireball event, captured by multiple observatories within the Desert

Fireball Network.

2.3.1. RANDOMISED SIMULATIONS

To fully analyse the accuracy of a triangulation algorithm through the full range

of possible trajectory conditions, one must rely on simulation. Simulations allow

us to compare a triangulation solution against the unaltered trajectory ”truth”.

For the following comparative analysis, a fireball simulator was designed, built,
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and heavily tested under a variety of initial conditions before being used to

compare the various triangulation methods.

This fireball simulator begins with a set of randomised physical and dy-

namical initial conditions at the top of the atmosphere, that completely defines

a meteoroid’s state at that point. This randomised state is then numerically

propagated forward in time using the meteoroid’s 3D differential equations of

motion until the meteoroid’s speed relative to the ground falls below 2 km/s.

Likewise, the initial meteoroid’s state is also propagated back in time until the

meteoroid’s height exceeds 200 km.

Once this simulated trajectory has been established, perfect azimuth and

elevation measurements are generated every 0.1 seconds for two (or more) ran-

domised observatory locations for the section of the trajectory that would be

visible to the sensor - i.e. while the meteoroid is more than 10˝ above the horizon

and ablating rapidly enough to be detectable from each observatory’s perspec-

tive. These resulting measurements are then varied within some randomised

Gaussian measurement error to better reflect reality4.

The initial state of these simulated trajectories was generated with a fixed

latitude of 0˝, a fixed longitude of 0˝, a fixed height of 100 km, a uniformly

random slope between 10˝ and 90˝, a uniformly random bearing between

0˝ and 360˝, and a uniformly random speed between 12 km{s and 72 km{s.

Additionally, the meteoroid was initialised with a fixed density of 3500 kg{m3,

a fixed spherical shape, and a uniformly random mass (in log-space) between

100 g and 100 kg. Two uniformly random observatory locations were generated

that could view the centre of the observable trajectory at an elevation greater

than 20˝. This did not always generate geometrically favourable observation

combinations.
4This trajectory can also be effected by multiple randomised or user defined fragmentation

events, and/or systematic observatory timing offsets to increase realism, however these abilities
are not used in this analysis.
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The simulated line-of-sight observations were given measurement error of

2.4 arcmin, characteristic of the measurement errors given by a Desert Fireball

Network observatory (Howie et al., 2017a). Gural (2012) found that the resulting

radiant error was proportional to measurement error, and therefore any results

found through this analysis can be linearly extrapolated to imaging systems of

higher or lower resolution.

In this analysis, we generated 123,337 sets of realistic double-station measure-

ments from random trajectories using the fireball simulator. Each measurement

set was subsequently passed to the four triangulation methods for trajectory

fitting: the Method of Planes (MOP), the Straight Line Least Squares (SLLS)

method, the Multi-Parameter Fit5 (MPF) method, and the novel Dynamic Trajec-

tory Fit (DTF) method. The original simulated radiant velocity vector and the

four fitted radiant velocity vectors from the top of the trajectory are then com-

pared, distinguishing the differences in slope, bearing, and velocity magnitude

components.

Similar to the analysis performed by Gural (2012), the difference between the

true and estimated radiant parameters are statistically analysed by considering

its median value within small, equally divided bins that subtend the x-axis.

This avoids excess clutter and highlights the general trends of the various

triangulation methods.

Using the approach described above, we can compare the fitting errors

against different meteoroid trajectory parameters, such as observation conver-

gence angle, initial speed, trajectory duration, and trajectory length as shown

in Fig. 2.2, Fig. 2.3, Fig. 2.4, and Fig. 2.5, respectively.

From these simulation results, we notice that all triangulation methods

5Gural (2012) states that ”the algorithm is not ill-conditioned to having too many velocity
velocity fitting parameters as long as there is measurement sample support.” Therefore, we
have chosen to use the exponentially dependent deceleration model specified in Eq. 4 of Gural
(2012) for MPF analysis within this paper.
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FIGURE 2.2: The median absolute dif-
ferences between the simulated and the
fitted radiant at the top of the mete-
oroid’s trajectory by varying observa-
tion convergence angle.

FIGURE 2.3: The median absolute dif-
ferences between the simulated and
the fitted radiant at the top of the me-
teoroid’s trajectory by varying initial
speed.
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FIGURE 2.4: The median absolute dif-
ferences between the simulated and the
fitted radiant at the top of the mete-
oroid’s trajectory by varying trajectory
duration, where duration is roughly
proportional to number of collected ob-
servations.

FIGURE 2.5: The median absolute dif-
ferences between the simulated and the
fitted radiant at the top of the mete-
oroid’s trajectory by varying trajectory
length, where length can be roughly
related to initial speed and trajectory
duration.
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generally agree and tend to follow the same trends. Areas of most model

inaccuracy arise when a meteoroid trajectory is viewed from observatories of

low convergence angle, is short in length, or displays a relatively slow entry

velocity. Interestingly, these are the regions that the DTF method either matches

or exceeds in accuracy when compared to the alternative triangulation methods.

In particular, the DTF provides a more accurate trajectory solution at low

convergence angles (ă 10˝), slow to moderate entry velocities (ă 25 km{s), and

extremely fast entry velocities (ą 65 km{s).

Regions where the DTF method appears to perform poorly could be due

to the underlying least-squares algorithm either reaching a non-global min-

imum or simply terminating optimisation procedures too early. Regardless,

the estimated errors calculated as part of the DTF procedure (Section 2.2.2)

are on the same order as the median absolute deviations shown from these

simulations. This indicates that the true meteoroid trajectory is accurately

encompassed within the DTF errors, which is the ultimate goal of meteoroid

trajectory modelling.

It is also interesting to note that in most trajectory scenarios, the modelled

velocity error is on the order of 0.1 km/s. However, as stated before in Gu-

ral (2012), the magnitude of this model error is directly proportional to the

uncertainty in the line-of-sight observations. Therefore, we can conclude that

meteoroid events with observation errors less than the 2.4 arcmin simulated

here should result in a velocity accuracy better than „0.1 km/s - the threshold

needed for accurate identification of meteoroid source regions within the Solar

System (Granvik and Brown, 2018).

Although extensive simulations of meteoroid trajectories observed through

two sensors were used to statistically analyse and compare the different trian-

gulation methods, analysis of meteoroid trajectories observed by more than

two sensors was not explored here. It would be insightful, however, to perform
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FIGURE 2.6: The captured long-exposure image of event DN141125 01 taken
from the Mulgathing station within the Desert Fireball Network, showing
visible signs of fragmentation towards the end of the luminous trajectory.

a similar statistical analysis on cases with three or more sensors. In general,

trajectory results from all triangulation methods would improve in accuracy

given additional sensor data - not just due to an increase in data density, but

also due to the additional triangulation information an extra sensor can provide.

To what degree is yet to be shown, and will be the subject of future work.

2.3.2. CASE STUDY: FRAGMENTATION EVENT (DN141125 01)

Simulations are a way to thoroughly investigate and compare various models to

an estimated reality. However, no simulation can 100% replicate reality. It is for

this reason that we analyse and compare the various meteoroid triangulation

methods using a real-world example. We choose an event with visible signs of

fragmentation to highlight the fragmentation handling within the DTF method,

as shown in Fig. 2.6.

This fireball event with visible fragmentation, referred to as DN141125 01,

was captured by five DFN observatories - two of which could not be resolved

for timing due to the distance of the observations. Although the DTF method

can incorporate data with this lack of timing information, we chose to discard

the data from these observatories for triangulation comparison purposes. The

DN14125 01 event was visible for 9.24 seconds, comprising of 459 line-of-sight

observations at a maximum convergence angle of 35˝. The triangulation for
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FIGURE 2.7: The triangulation of event DN141125 01 using a total of 459 line-
of-sight measurements from three South Australian observatories within the
Desert Fireball Network: Mulgathing, Northwell, and Mount Ives.

event DN141125 01 is shown visually in Fig. 2.7 and is summarised in Table 2.2.

To determine which triangulation model best fits the line-of-sight observa-

tions, we compare the residual magnitudes as stated in Table 2.2 and shown

more thoroughly in Fig. 2.8. Unsurprisingly, the residuals in the cross-track di-

rection are smallest using the SLLS method as this is its optimisation parameter.

However, the DTFfrag model possesses the smallest total residuals.

The velocities determined by the various triangulation methods rely on dif-

ferent models, each containing unique assumptions. The velocity determination

algorithm used within the MOP and SLLS methods fits the 1D meteoroid equa-

tions of motion to the lengths along the 1D trajectory, assuming an exponential

atmosphere Pecina and Ceplecha (1983). The velocity calculated by the MPF

method uses a purely empirical formula (Whipple and Jacchia, 1957; Gural,

2012). Lastly, the velocity results from the DTF method consults the meteoroid’s

3D equations of motion directly, without any simplifying straight line or atmo-

spheric assumptions. The subtleties between these velocity models using data
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TABLE 2.2: Summary of event DN141125 01 trajectory parameters using the
four triangulation methods discussed in this paper: the Method of Planes
(MOP), the Straight Line Least Squares (SLLS), the Multi-Parameter Fit (MPF),
and the Dynamic Trajectory Fit (DTF). In addition, the triangulation solution
of the Dynamic Trajectory Fit with fragmentation (DTFfrag) was also given to
highlight this added fitting feature. The results are divided into four sections;
the standard deviations of the trajectory residuals to indicate goodness of
fit, the radiant direction for possible meteor stream classification, the initial
trajectory position and velocity at 15:21:15.386 UTC used for orbit determina-
tion, and the final trajectory position and velocity at 15:21:24.626 UTC used for
darkflight analysis.

MOP SLLS MPF DTF DTFfrag
ATR [’] 8.700 4.099 6.385 2.543 2.332
CTR [’] 2.427 0.861 2.314 3.392 3.411
Total [’] 9.033 4.188 6.792 4.240 4.132
RA8 [˝] 345.257 345.101 345.088 345.014 345.010
Dec8 [˝] -46.398 -46.701 -46.663 -46.333 -46.311
Lat0 [˝] -31.593 -31.600 -31.600 -31.593 -31.592
Lon0 [˝] 133.770 133.767 133.765 133.768 133.769
Hei0 [km] 80.441 80.752 80.815 80.285 80.189
Vel0 [km

s
] 13.977 14.095 14.381 13.989 13.908

Slope0 [˝] 26.710 26.712 27.236 26.532 26.520
Azi0 [˝] 230.046 229.688 228.656 230.054 230.075
Mass0 [kg] N/A N/A N/A 0.901 1.605
Latf [˝] -31.011 -31.011 -31.012 -31.010 -31.010
Lonf [˝] 134.545 134.541 134.538 134.539 134.540
Heif [km] 30.456 30.627 30.732 30.543 30.521
Velf [km

s
] 4.711 4.954 3.041 4.738 4.892

Slopef [˝] 26.705 26.707 27.232 25.822 25.861
Azif [˝] 230.043 229.686 228.654 231.889 231.803
Massf [kg] N/A N/A N/A 0.081 0.113
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FIGURE 2.8: The along-track and cross-track residuals from all three observa-
tories of the DN141125 01 event using five triangulation methods: the four
discussed methods as well as the Dynamic Trajectory Fit method with fitted
fragmentation (DTFfrag). The standard deviation of these residuals are given
in Table 2.2.

from event DN141125 01 are compared in Fig. 2.9.

As shown in Table 2.2 and Fig. 2.9, the final velocity predicted by the MPF

method does not appear to follow the instantaneous velocity scatter, suggesting

the exponentially dependent velocity model does not reflect reality for long

fireball-type events. Excluding the MPF velocity, the remaining velocity models

seem very similar, varying by about 300 m/s at the extremities. However, this

300 m/s variation would still lead to considerably different darkflight and orbit

regression results.

As discussed in Section 2.2, the DTF method is able to resolve for the mete-

oroid’s ballistic coefficient over time, βptq. By assuming a constant meteoroid

shape and density, we can estimate the meteoroid’s mass throughout the ob-

served luminous trajectory directly using the line-of-sight observations - unlike

any other compared triangulation method. This feature not only helps diagnose

meteorite-dropping events, but assists greatly in constraining the meteorite
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FIGURE 2.9: The modelled velocity of the DN142511 01 event from the var-
ious triangulation methods, as discussed in Section 2.1 and Section 2.2. The
surrounding scatter is the instantaneous velocities as calculated by the change
in adjacent SLLS positions along the trajectory over the change in time from
each observatory, separately. Velocity subtleties at the beginning, middle, and
end of the trajectory are highlighted by zoomed in sections.
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FIGURE 2.10: The estimated mass of the DN141125 01 event throughout its
trajectory determined by the Dynamic Trajectory Fit, both with (DTF) and
without (DTFfrag) fragmentation fitting. The other three triangulation models
are not plotted here as they do not produce mass estimates.

search area. The mass estimates for event DN141125 01 using the DTF and

DTFfrag methods are compared in Fig. 2.10. The DTFfrag method predicts the

meteoroid from DN141125 01 broke up around 5.3 seconds, at an altitude of

47.3 km - consistent with the visible fragmentation shown in Fig. 2.6.

To summarise this comparison of triangulation methods, the Dynamic Tra-

jectory Fit with fragmentation handling (DTFfrag) appears to be the best model

for event DN141125 01. While there may be events that are better suited to

the other triangulation methods, the simulations discussed in Section 2.3.1

show that the DTF method is an equal if not better choice for most events.

Additionally, the DTF method can estimate the mass of the meteoroid from the

line-of-sight observations directly, as discussed in Section 2.1.1, Section 2.1.2,

and Section 2.1.3.
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2.4. FUTURE FUNCTIONALITY

While the proposed DTF method appears successful in its current form, and

poses considerable merit, there are a few improvements that could be applied

to increase realism and draw out additional subtleties within the gathered data.

These improvements include:

LIGHT-CURVE INCORPORATION With the inclusion of light-curve data, we

would have the opportunity to better model meteoroid mass-loss along the

trajectory, which would act to further constrain the meteoroid state and its asso-

ciated uncertainty. Luminous efficiency models, such as Gritsevich and Koschny

(2011), could be relatively easily incorporated into the state propagation of the

meteoroid to better estimate its physical and dynamical parameters.

AUTOMATED FRAGMENTATION DETERMINATION Currently, we rely on a user-

defined time of fragmentation. However, with full light-curve history, we

should be able to flag fragmentation events from light-curve peaks alone, there-

fore negating any user-required input to the algorithm. However, this function-

ality could easily be integrated upstream in a larger data reduction pipeline

using measurements from highly sensitive radiometers (Buchan et al., 2019),

not necessarily integrated in the triangulation method itself.

METEOROID SPIN MODELLING For some particularly long fireballs, such as

Case 1 of Sansom et al. (2019), trajectories appear to considerably deviate from

the fall-plane, suggesting there are unaccounted aerodynamic effects. We hy-

pothesise this might be in part due to the Magnus Effect at high velocities; that is,

the resulting curvature of an objects trajectory due to its spin. It would be very

interesting to model these cases with meteoroid spin considered. The proposed

DTF method would simply require an additional three state parameters to

model this phenomena; namely the angular velocity vector, ~ωspin “ rωx, ωy, ωzs.
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It would be conceivable to extend the DTF method to optimise without spin,

only re-optimising with spin if the measurements did not adequately match the

model (reduced chi squared χ2
ν « 1).

GLOBAL TRIANGULATION SOLUTION Until alterations to the DTF algorithm

are made to avoid some of the discussed inaccuracies, see Section 2.3.1, the

alternative triangulation methods could be utilised under certain trajectory

conditions - for example, using SLLS/MPF methods for those meteoroid cases

with determined velocities between 25 km/s and 65 km/s. Alternatively, one

could even perform all triangulation methods on the same event and combine

their results with various weights depending on the meteoroid’s determined

traits, such as speed and convergence angle.

2.5. CONCLUSIONS

Meteoroid orbits and meteorite samples provide invaluable information that

helps planetary scientists investigate Solar System formation and the origin

of life on Earth. Fireball networks around the globe are on the forefront of

providing this knowledge. However, the accuracy of the determined orbit

and the chance of meteorite recovery both rely heavily on the accuracy of the

underlying meteoroid triangulation method.

Three triangulation methods have been proposed in the past: the Method

of Planes (Ceplecha, 1987), the Straight Line Least Squares method (Borovicka,

1990), and the Multi-Parameter Fit (Gural, 2012). The first two listed methods

above separate out the geometric fit from the dynamic modelling. In 2012,

Gural simplified this procedure to a single step, changing the well-known

convergence angle from that between planes to that between simultaneous rays -

a clear advantage over the past traditional triangulation methods. However, the

velocity models suggested within Gural (2012) are empirically derived for small
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meteors and do not reflect reality, particularly for meteorite-dropping events.

The proposed novel Dynamic Trajectory Fit method not only contains a more

realistic dynamic model, but it possesses the ability to determine the meteoroid’s

ballistic coefficient throughout the observable trajectory directly from the line-

of-sight measurements - unlike any other proposed triangulation method. With

meteoroid shape and density assumptions, this ballistic coefficient can be easily

translated into meteoroid mass.

Over 100,000 multi-station meteoroid simulations revealed the advantage of

the Dynamic Trajectory Fit method particularly for relatively slow entry events

(ă25 km/s) as well as events observed from low convergence angles (ă10˝).

Additionally, a visibly fragmenting fireball event captured by three stations

of the Desert Fireball Network was used to compare the four triangulation

methods. The Dynamic Trajectory Fit with fragmentation was shown to best

match the observations, with the predicted fragmentation time in agreement

with the observed data.

The method proposed here could be easily modified to fit arbitrarily complex

equations of motion, to include light-curve data, and to provide automated

fragmentation detection in the future.
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ABSTRACT

Fireball networks establish the trajectories of meteoritic material passing

through Earth’s atmosphere, from which they can derive pre-entry orbits. Tri-

angulated atmospheric trajectory data requires different orbit determination

methods to those applied to observational data beyond the Earth’s sphere-

of-influence, such as telescopic observations of asteroids. Currently, the vast

majority of fireball networks determine and publish orbital data using an an-

alytical approach, with little flexibility to include orbital perturbations. Here

we present a novel numerical technique for determining meteoroid orbits from

fireball network data and compare it to previously established methods. The

re-entry of the Hayabusa spacecraft, with its known pre-Earth orbit, provides a

unique opportunity to perform this comparison as it was observed by fireball

network cameras.

As initial sightings of the Hayabusa spacecraft and capsule were made

at different altitudes, we are able to quantify the atmosphere’s influence on

the determined pre-Earth orbit. Considering these trajectories independently,

we found the orbits determined by the novel numerical approach to align

closer to JAXA’s telemetry in both cases. Using simulations, we determine the

atmospheric perturbation to become significant at „90 km; higher than the first

observations of typical meteorite dropping events.

Using further simulations, we find the most substantial differences between

techniques to occur at both low entry velocities and Moon passing trajectories.

These regions of comparative divergence demonstrate the need for perturbation

inclusion within the chosen orbit determination algorithm.
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3.1. INTRODUCTION

Fireball networks track meteoritic material as it transits our atmosphere. Trian-

gulated observations of fireballs provide precise trajectories for these objects.

By propagating such trajectories back in time, we can acquire orbital data for

meteoroids, be it of cometary or asteroidal origin. For objects ă10 m diameter -

typically below the resolution of telescope observations - fireball networks are

currently the only method capable of delivering bulk orbital datasets for this

class of solar system material. Fireball networks have an additional value in

providing trajectory data that can facilitate the physical recovery of meteorites

with orbits.

As of early 2018, only a mere 32 meteorites have been recovered where their

observed atmospheric entry data allows an orbital trajectory to be determined

with varying degrees of reliability and precision (Granvik and Brown, 2018). The

accurate knowledge of the origins of this material is vital to our understanding

of Solar System formation. Differences in orbital characteristics, however slight,

will be amplified with time as material is propagated back perhaps thousands,

if not millions of years in order to find a match to a potential parent body

or source region. Using probabilistic orbital evolution modelling techniques

(Bottke et al., 2002a), one can trace back a meteoroid’s determined pre-Earth

orbit and probabilistically link the observed space rock to particular Near Earth

Object (NEO) source regions. The mechanism triggering the migration of an

object’s stable orbit, such as an unstable mean-motion orbital resonance or

a close encounter with a planetary body, can be probabilistically identified.

Understanding a meteoroid’s origin, and thereby uncovering a piece of recent

dynamical history of the solar system, requires both accuracy and precision in

the meteoroid’s initial orbit determination techniques.

One such analytical technique is outlined in Section 11 of the work by Ce-
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plecha (1987), hereafter referred to as “C-87”. It includes two corrections to

the initial velocity vector based on simplifying assumptions to determine the

meteoroid’s pre-Earth orbit. An alternative approach would be a numerical

propagation method - an integration-based approach that iteratively propagates

a meteoroid’s initial state vector, through the most significant perturbations,

back in time until the Earth’s influence is considered negligible, at which point

the pre-Earth orbit is produced.

Historically, C-87 has long been used as the method of choice due to its

computational ease and convenience. However, as computational power has

increased, so has the viability of the numerical approach. There are at least 9

groups that publish orbital data from meteor and fireball observations, and

C-87 is used by all but one of them [C-87: Brown et al. (2010); Colas et al.

(2015); Cooke and Moser (2012); Gural (2011); Madiedo and Trigo-Rodrı́guez

(2008); Rudawska and Jenniskens (2014); Spurný et al. (2007); Wiśniewski et al.

(2017), Numerical: Dmitriev et al. (2015)]. The current numerical approach used

by Dmitriev et al. (2015) is available as part of the standalone Meteor Toolkit

package (hereafter referred to as “MT-15”) and will be compared alongside

the novel numerical propagation method described in this work. This new

numerical method will hereafter be referred to as “JS-19”.

Some studies have been established in the past comparing the analytical and

numerical approaches to orbit determination Clark and Wiegert (2011), however

these comparisons were conducted using published meteor observations with

no pre-Earth sightings. To compare the various orbit determination methods, a

real world example with well recorded data both before and after it encounters

Earth’s perturbing influence, namely the pre-Earth orbit and the triangulated

atmospheric trajectory respectively, would be invaluable.

In November 2005, Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency’s (JAXA’s)

Hayabusa mission successfully retrieved samples from the near-Earth aster-
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oid 25143 Itokawa (Nakamura et al., 2011). On its scheduled return to Earth,

the Hayabusa spacecraft made several trajectory correction manoeuvres, the

last being about three days before predicted re-entry over the Woomera Pro-

hibited Area (WPA), South Australia. Following this last correction burn, the

orbit was calculated using precise positional telemetry by the Deep Space Net-

work team at NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory (Cassell et al., 2011). On 13

June, 2010, 13:52 UT, the Hayabusa spacecraft and its return capsule made a

coordinated ballistic re-entry over WPA. This re-entry was recorded by two

temporary stations set up by JAXA’s ground observation team (Fujita et al.,

2011), four autonomous observatories of Australia’s Desert Fireball Network

(DFN) (Borovicka et al., 2011), and one optical imaging station within NASA’s

DC-8 airborne laboratory (Cassell et al., 2011). Although it is not strictly a

meteoroid, the Hayabusa mission is a fitting candidate for orbit determination

analysis. Its re-entry mimicked real meteoroid entry phenomena in its ballistic

nature and was observed in a similar fashion to fireballs, while also possessing

a ‘ground truth’ orbit from DSN telemetry.

3.2. METHODS

All orbit determination methods studied in this paper utilise the same triangu-

lated observation data and all return identical outputs, providing an excellent

setting for comparison and analysis.

The inputs are simply the meteoroid’s initial ‘state’ taken at the highest

reliable altitude that was observed. This initial state includes the absolute UTC

time of observation (epoch time), and the triangulated position and velocity

vectors at this time, expressed in Earth Centred Inertial (ECI) coordinates.

The outputs are the six Classical Orbital Elements (COE’s) that describe

the original orbit of the meteoroid before the gravitational influence of the
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Earth/Moon system at the initial observed time, or epoch time. These orbital

elements are the semi-major axis (a), eccentricity (e), inclination (i), argument

of periapsis (ω), longitude of ascending node (Ω), and the true anomaly (θ).

However, the true anomaly is generally not quoted for entry orbits if the epoch

time is provided.

In this method section, we will first review the method C-87 outlined in

Ceplecha (1987) by presenting the approach in a more conceptual and modern

setting, before going on to describe our new numerical method (JS-15). A de-

tailed description of the Meteor Toolkit (MT-15) approach is given by Dmitriev

et al. (2015).

3.2.1. ANALYTICAL METHOD OF CEPLECHA (C-87)

As first outlined in Ceplecha (1987), C-87 is based on the assumption of an

initial hyperbolic collision orbit with Earth. Using the mathematical theory

of conics, the hyperbolic entry orbit’s asymptote can be determined, which

is taken to be the local path of the meteoroid around the Sun before Earth’s

gravitational influence, as shown in Fig. 3.1. There are two adjustments made

to the initial velocity vector that best estimate this local path relative to Earth.

These adjustments are made to the magnitude and zenith angle of the initial

velocity vector.

The magnitude adjustment to the initial velocity vector is two-fold; firstly

to account for the atmospheric influence, and secondly to account for Earth’s

gravitational attraction component. The pre-atmospheric velocity, ~v8, can be

determined using methods described in the appendix of Pecina and Ceplecha

(1983, 1984). Using this inertial pre-atmospheric velocity, ~v8, and the escape

velocity at that particular height, vesc, the magnitude of the resulting geocentric
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FIGURE 3.1: Ceplecha’s orbital assumption in the local region of Earth, where
~vg is the uninfluenced pre-Earth velocity vector and ~v8 is the (Earth affected)
velocity vector determined outside the atmosphere using the method described
in the appendix of Pecina and Ceplecha (1983, 1984). [Globe image credit:
earthobservatory.nasa.gov]

velocity vector, vg, can be determined as follows:

vg “

b

›

›~v8
›

›

2
´ v2

esc where vesc “

d

2µe
›

›~x0
›

›

(3.1)

where µe “ Gˆme “ 3.986005ˆ1014m3s´2 (Moritz, 2000) is Earth’s standard

gravitational parameter, and ~x0 is the inertial position corresponding to the

highest triangulated point.

The direction of the geocentric velocity vector is simply the direction of ~v8

with an adjustment to its zenith angle, zc, as follows:

ag “ ac, zg “ zc ` dzc where dzc “ 2 arctan
ˆ

›

›~v8
›

›´ vg
›

›~v8
›

›` vg
tan

´zc
2

¯

˙

(3.2)

where ac and zc are the local azimuth and zenith angles of the observed

radiant, corrected for Earth’s rotation, and ag and zg are the azimuth and zenith
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angles of the geocentric radiant.

The geocentric velocity vector can now be determined from the velocity’s

magnitude, azimuth and zenith angles formulated above. The resulting orbit is

then calculated by transforming the geocentric position and velocity vectors,

~x0 and ~vg, into heliocentric inertial coordinates (J2000) followed by heliocentric

COE’s. Notice there are no modifications to the position of the meteoroid

due to Earth’s influence, or any other perturbing body, as it is assumed that

any adjustment would make near negligible difference to the resulting orbital

elements.

We must note that C-87 cannot determine the orbit of an entry object that had

been gravitationally bound to Earth due to its primary assumption of an initial

hyperbolic collision orbit with Earth. We must also note that the determination

of the pre-atmospheric velocity, ~v8, as outlined in the appendix of Pecina

and Ceplecha (1983), is not as well known amongst the meteor modelling

community, and is frequently mistaken as the velocity at the first triangulated

point, ~v0 (Vida et al., 2018). This will lead to a misuse of Eq. 3.1 and Eq. 3.2 in

calculating ~vg as the Earth’s atmospheric influence will not be accounted for. In

order to objectively assess the effect of omitting the pre-atmospheric velocity

determination on orbital calculations, we will additionally analyse C-87 setting

~v8 to ~v0.

3.2.2. NOVEL NUMERICAL METHOD (JS-19)

Unlike C-87, JS-19 makes no assumptions about the origin of the meteoroid and

can accommodate perturbations with ease. This method effectively rewinds the

clock by propagating the meteoroid’s state back in time to a point well outside

the Earth’s sphere of influence.

Modified Equinoctial Orbital Elements (EOE’s) are used to describe the me-
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teoroid’s state as these elements avoid the singularities inherent in the COE

parameterisation at zero- and ninety-degree inclinations and zero eccentricity

(Betts, 2000; Cefola, 1972). The initial conditions, namely the highest reliable

inertial position, ~x8, and velocity, ~v8, are converted from inertial vector coor-

dinates into COE’s and then from COE’s into EOE’s, as outlined in Section 3.5

and Section 3.4 respectively of Colasurdo (2006). These EOE’s are vectorised

following the European Space Agency’s notation (Walker et al., 1985) as:

~y “
”

p f g h k L
ıT

(3.3)

where p is the meteoroid’s periapsis, f and g relate to the eccentricity of

the meteoroid, h and k relate to inclination of the meteoroid, and L is the

meteoroid’s true longitude at epoch. Refer to Colasurdo (2006) for more detail.

In order to propagate the meteoroids state elements back to its originating

orbit, a dynamic model (or a set of ordinary differential equations) is needed,

namely the variation of parameters on the equinoctial element model (Betts,

2000):
9~y “ ~A ~utot `~b (3.4)

~A “
1
w

c

p

µe

»

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

–

0 2p 0

w sinpLq pw ` 1q cospLq ` f ´gβ

w cospLq pw ` 1q sinpLq ` g ´fβ

0 0 s2 cospLq{2

0 0 s2 cospLq{2

0 0 β

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

(3.5)

~b “
”

0 0 0 0 0 ?
µeppw{pq

2
ıT

(3.6)

where ~A is the state rate matrix,~b is the state rate constant, and ~utot is the total

perturbing acceleration in the body frame [radial, tangential, normal]. Also w,
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s, r, and β are some shorthand notations of common expressions:

w “ 1` f cospLq ` g sinpLq, s2
“ 1` h2

` k2

r “ p{w, β “ h sinpLq ´ k cospLq
(3.7)

For accurately determining the original orbit of incoming meteoroids, per-

turbations need to be added to this dynamic model. However, as there will

be relatively minimal net movement of the meteoroid through time, the only

perturbations that would non-negligibly affect the resulting orbit are those pro-

duced by the Earth/Moon system. These include the atmospheric drag, third

body gravitational and zonal harmonic perturbations: ~utot “ ~udrag ` ~utb ` ~uJ2 .

The first zonal harmonic (J2) perturbation is due to the Earth’s oblate shape,

and is about three times the magnitude of the next zonal harmonic (Moritz,

2000). Therefore, the Earth’s J2 zonal harmonic perturbation is the only one

considered, and is calculated in the body frame as follows (Kechichian, 1997):

~uJ2 “
´3µeJ2R

2
e

r4s4

»

—

—

—

–

ps4 ´ 12β2q{2

4βph cospLq ` k sinpLqq

2βp2´ s2q

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

(3.8)

where J2 “ 1.08263ˆ 10´3 (Moritz, 2000) is the dynamical form factor of the

Earth, and Re “ 6371.0 km (Moritz, 2000) is the Earth’s mean radius.

The Newtonian third body perturbation equation has been shown to often

promote substantial numerical errors due to the significantly different magni-

tude of the terms involved (Battin, 1999). To avoid this numerical inaccuracy,

the following equation (Betts and Erb, 2003) is used to model third body pertur-
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bations in the inertial (J2000) frame:

~utb “ ´µtb
~xm ` f~ρtb
›

›~xm ´ ~ρtb
›

›

where f “
3q ` 3q2 ` q3

1` p1` qq3{2 and q “~xm ¨
~xm ´ 2~ρtb
›

›~ρtb
›

›

2

(3.9)

where ~xm is the position of the meteoroid, ~ρtb is the position of the third body,

and ~µtb is the standard gravitational parameter of the third body.

Finally, while the atmospheric drag acceleration is a fairly standard formula,

the density of air in the upper atmosphere is not. The density in this region

varies with not only height, but latitude, longitude, time, and solar activity.

To incorporate all these subtle effects, we utilised the empirical NRLMSISE-00

atmospheric model (Picone et al., 2002) to calculate the atmospheric density

(ρair) within our drag equation:

~udrag “
´ρairCdS

›

›~vrel
›

›~vrel

2M (3.10)

where M is the mass of the meteoroid, Cd is the drag coefficient, S is the me-

teoroid’s cross-sectional area, and ~vrel is the meteoroid’s velocity vector relative

to the surrounding atmospheric air. Note that like the third body perturbation,

the atmospheric drag perturbation needs a coordinate transformation into the

body frame to be used in the dynamic model.

Now that the dynamic model is established (Eq. 3.3-3.10), a numerical inte-

grator is needed to propagate the meteoroid’s state variables through time. We

have chosen a Runge-Kutta Dormand-Prince (RKDP) (Dormand and Prince,

1980) method for the integration due to its ability to constrain relative errors

by internally controlling step size; a new approach to numerical fireball orbit

modelling. Additionally, it supports a good accuracy to computation ratio,

namely fifth order accuracy for six function evaluations per step.
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The RKDP method computes and compares a fourth and fifth order Runge-

Kutta solution in parallel to determine whether the current time step is suffi-

ciently small. If the difference between the solutions exceeds the error bounds,

then the time step is decreased (by 1/10) and the RKDP is re-run on the current

iteration step. If this difference is much smaller than the error bounds, the

current solution is taken and the time step is increased (by 1/10) for the next

RKDP iteration. The coefficients of the RKDP were chosen to minimise the error

of the fifth order solution, therefore it is this solution that is used in the next

step of the integration procedure.

Starting with an initial step size estimate of a tenth of a second, we use the

RKDP iterative integration process to propagate the meteoroid’s Earth centred

inertial EOE’s, yinitial, to the edge of the Earth’s sphere of influence (SOI), where

the coordinates are converted into the Sun centred inertial frame (J2000). The

integration process is then continued until the meteoroid has propagated to

ten SOI, upon which the Earth/Moon perturbations are removed from the

dynamic model and the meteoroid is propagated back to epoch time. The

resulting orbital elements, yfinal, reflect the meteoroid’s original orbit around

the Sun expressed in J2000 coordinates, and can be trivially converted to COE’s

as described in Section 3.4 of Colasurdo (2006).

Discontinuities can arise when switching between geocentric and heliocentric

reference frames. To avoid such a discontinuity at the limit of Earth’s SOI, the

Sun and Moon are considered perturbations when in the geocentric frame,

while the Earth and Moon are considered perturbations within the heliocentric

frame.

The JS-19 method described above is similar to that of MT-15 (Dmitriev et al.,

2015), but differs in the choice of state representation, integration method, and

error handling.
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3.3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To properly compare these methods for their accuracy, an example object with

both a measured orbit and a measured bright flight entry would be invaluable

for analysis. The re-entry of the Hayabusa mission constitutes an excellent

calibration event in this regard, with a measured pre-Earth rendezvous orbit, as

determined by the spacecraft’s navigational systems, and an observed re-entry

trajectory, as published in Borovicka et al. (2011).

JAXA’s engineering team kindly provided their orbital telemetry data for the

Hayabusa mission (through personal communication) at 2010-06-09T06:04:00.0

UTC, just after its final correction manoeuvre (TCM-4), in the form of a J2000

equatorial (Earth-Centred Inertial) state vector. This position and velocity state

is easily converted into the following COE’s:

»

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

–

Rx

Ry

Rz

Vx

Vy

Vz

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

“

»

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

–

´1.074047355ˆ 106 km

1.232756795ˆ 106 km

0.935509892ˆ 106 km

2.751442755 km{s

´3.231296260 km{s

´2.442756954 km{s

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

ÝÑ

»

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

–

a

e

i

ω

Ω

θ

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

“

»

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

–

1.32381AU

0.25732

1.68383 ˝

147.47773 ˝

82.46569 ˝

27.71211 ˝

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

(3.11)

Triangulated positions of the Hayabusa re-entry from ground based obser-

vations are detailed in Borovicka et al. (2011). Two reduced trajectories given

in this work are for the observed re-entry of the spacecraft and for the capsule;

these can be used as two separate cases for orbit determination method compar-

isons. The tabulated triangulated positions and time in Borovicka et al. (2011)

are used to determine the velocity, thereby defining the initial conditions of the

luminous trajectories. In both the spacecraft and capsule cases, the numerical

propagation methods will integrate the corresponding object back to the time
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of telemetry reading for consistent orbital comparisons. Since C-87 does not

consider any perturbations, an epoch change would simply require a two body

propagation, altering only the orbit’s anomaly (θ). As this sixth element is not

needed for orbit comparison analysis, the epoch re-calculation is not necessary.

In the two cases, we compare the orbit determined using the three different

methods (C-87, MT-15, and JS-19). As the atmospheric correction to the initial

velocity vector (Pecina and Ceplecha, 1983, 1984) used in C-87 is not always

applied (Vida et al., 2018), we shall additionally provide the orbital results of

C-87 by equating ~v8 and ~v0 (see Section 3.2) to assess the effects.

3.3.1. HAYABUSA’S ORBIT DETERMINED FROM THE SPACECRAFT’S RE-

ENTRY

The initial position vector and corresponding initial time of the spacecraft can

be taken directly from Table 2 of Borovicka et al. (2011) at a height of 99.88 km.

However, as there was no given radiant vector describing the spacecraft’s

velocity, the initial velocity vector of the spacecraft was deduced using a straight

line least squares approach on the first three1 triangulated positional data points

with timing in Table 2 of Borovicka et al. (2011).

Additionally, the atmospheric perturbation model requires an estimated

mass and cross-sectional area of the object to more accurately model the aero-

dynamics. While the mass and shape of the spacecraft are relatively well

documented to be 415 kg and 1.5mˆ 1.5mˆ 1.05m cube respectively, the orien-

tation of the spacecraft with respect to the atmosphere is more uncertain. This

leaves us to assume the spacecraft’s cross-sectional area corresponds to its most

aerodynamically stable orientation.

Using these initial conditions, the heliocentric orbit is calculated using all

1The orbits derived by fitting different numbers of initial data points were analysed and
compared with similar results. For simplicity, only one case is documented in this paper.
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three methods and are compared to the orbit derived from the spacecraft’s

navigation system (Table 3.1; Fig. 3.2). The Southworth and Hawkins similarity

criterion (Southworth and Hawkins, 1963) is included in Table 3.1 as a quantita-

tive measure of the orbital difference between JAXA’s telemetric orbit and the

orbit determined using the respective methods.

TABLE 3.1: The calculated heliocentric classical orbital elements for the
Hayabusa satellite’s Earth rendezvous as compared to the telemetric orbital
data at T = 2010-06-09T06:04:00.0 UTC. Note: the errors are determined as-
suming 10 m/s error on the initial velocity magnitude, as discussed in Sec-
tion 3.3.4.1.

Heliocentric
Orbital Telemetry C-87 C-87 (~v8 “ ~v0)c MT-15 JS-19
Elements Datab (Ceplecha, 1987) (Ceplecha, 1987) (Dmitriev et al., 2015) (this work)
(ECLIPJ2000)

a [km] 1.32381 1.30395 1.32000 1.32241 1.32265
˘ 0.003 ˘ 0.003 ˘ 0.001 ˘ 0.003

e 0.25732 0.24589 0.25472 0.25646 0.25654
˘ 0.002 ˘ 0.002 ˘ 0.0007 ˘ 0.002

i [deg] 1.68383 1.64028 1.67009 1.68203 1.68367
˘ 0.007 ˘ 0.007 ˘ 0.002 ˘ 0.007

ω [deg] 147.47773 147.96599 147.67417 147.48000 147.52451
˘ 0.2 ˘ 0.2 ˘ 0.07 ˘ 0.2

Ω [deg] 82.46569 82.34476 82.34414 82.46687 82.46664
˘ 0.001 ˘ 0.001 ˘ 0.0002 ˘ 0.002

Similarity N/A 0.01178 0.00269 0.00087 0.00082Criteriona

a Southworth and Hawkins (1963) similarity criterion as compared to the telemetry data.
b Obtained through private communication with JAXA’s engineering team.

c The pre-encounter velocity, ~v8 , uses the velocity calculated at first observed point (~v0). See Section 3.2 for details.

The perturbations included in JS-19 are those of the Earth, Moon, and Sun’s

gravity, the Earth’s first zonal harmonic (J2), and the atmospheric drag. These

are the non-reversible, significant perturbing effects. Their respective strengths

are calculated iteratively during the backward integration of JS-19 and are

represented in Fig. 3.3. C-87 neglects the majority of these influences.

3.3.2. HAYABUSA’S ORBIT DETERMINED FROM THE CAPSULE’S RE-ENTRY

The second interesting case is that of the Hayabusa capsule’s re-entry; it is

only distinguished from the other parts of ablating spacecraft much lower
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FIGURE 3.2: A comparison between Hayabusa’s heliocentric orbit (as deter-
mined from telemetry) and the spacecraft orbit calculated using Ceplecha’s
analytical method (C-87), Dmitriev’s numerical method (MT-15) and the new
numerical method outlined in this work (JS-19), as projected on the plane of the
ecliptic. Also featuring the inner terrestrial planets as references. Included is
an enlarged view around the communal aphelion to emphasise the orbital dis-
crepancies. Note the difference in C-87 orbits using different pre-atmospheric
velocity assumptions (see Section 3.2).

FIGURE 3.3: Selected perturbations over the Hayabusa’s orbit from the final
correction manoeuvre (TCM4) until Earth rendezvous. Note: the Earth’s J2 and
atmospheric drag perturbations are considered negligible outside the Earth’s
SOI at 924,000 km, and above the exosphere at 10,000 km respectively.
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down in the atmosphere („ 65 km altitude). Although the capsule has already

decelerated heavily by this point, its mass and cross-sectional diameter are

very well documented to be 20 kg and 40 cm respectively. This sets us up for an

excellent comparative study as to the effects of the atmospheric perturbation on

the resulting orbital predictions.

The initial inputs for this case originated from Table 3 of Borovicka et al.

(2011). The initial position corresponds to the highest recorded sighting of the

capsule with timing, corresponding to 64.71 km. The initial velocity vector is

deduced from the first two given position data points with timing. Note a

straight line least squares fit was not attempted here as the capsule was already

in a state of high deceleration. Also note that the telemetry provided for the

capsule is approximated as we have not accounted for the small delta-v used in

capsule ejection 3hours prior to re-entry (Cassell et al., 2011). Again, two cases

of C-87 are assessed using different initial velocity approaches. The comparison

of orbital results are shown in Table 3.2 and Fig. 3.4.

TABLE 3.2: The calculated heliocentric classical orbital elements for the
Hayabusa capsule’s Earth rendezvous as compared to the telemetric orbital
data at T = 2010-06-09T06:04:00.0 UTC. Note: the errors are determined as-
suming 10 m/s error on the initial velocity magnitude, as discussed in Sec-
tion 3.3.4.1.

Heliocentric
Orbital Telemetry C-87 C-87 (~v8 “ ~v0)c MT-15 JS-19
Elements Datab (Ceplecha, 1987) (Ceplecha, 1987) (Dmitriev et al., 2015) (this work)
(ECLIPJ2000)

a [km] 1.32381 1.38633 1.17873 1.36699 1.31322
˘ 0.003 ˘ 0.003 ˘ 0.001 ˘ 0.003

e 0.25732 0.28928 0.16954 0.27995 0.25160
˘ 0.002 ˘ 0.002 ˘ 0.0007 ˘ 0.002

i [deg] 1.68383 1.75327 1.32041 1.73243 1.64657
˘ 0.007 ˘ 0.007 ˘ 0.002 ˘ 0.007

ω [deg] 147.47773 150.05468 138.57245 149.13093 146.99422
˘ 0.2 ˘ 0.2 ˘ 0.06 ˘ 0.2

Ω [deg] 82.46569 82.34249 82.35312 82.44881 82.47087
˘ 0.001 ˘ 0.001 ˘ 0.0002 ˘ 0.002

Similarity N/A 0.03413 0.09428 0.02394 0.00615Criteriona

a Southworth and Hawkins (1963) similarity criterion as compared to the telemetry data.
b Obtained through private communication with JAXA’s engineering team.

c The pre-encounter velocity, ~v8 , uses the velocity calculated at first observed point (~v0). See Section 3.2 for details.
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FIGURE 3.4: A comparison between Hayabusa’s orbit (as determined from
telemetry) and the capsule’s orbit calculated by Ceplecha’s analytical method
(C-87), Dmitriev’s numerical method (MT-15) and the new numerical method
outlined in this work (JS-19), as projected on the plane of the ecliptic. In-
cluded is an enlarged view around the communal aphelion to emphasise
the orbital discrepancies. Note the difference in C-87 orbits using different
pre-atmospheric velocity assumptions (see Section 3.2).
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The drastic difference between the predicted orbits of the Hayabusa capsule

is primarily due to how the atmosphere is considered by the various methods.

This orbital discrepancy really highlights the importance of a well modelled

atmospheric perturbation influence in the orbit determination algorithm, es-

pecially for those objects initially observed at lower altitudes, such as some

meteorite dropping fireballs.

3.3.3. ATMOSPHERIC INFLUENCE

The significant difference between the determined pre-Earth orbits of the

Hayabusa capsule is due to the handling of perturbations. The most domi-

nant perturbation in this case is the atmosphere. To assess the altitude at which

the atmospheric influence on the orbit diminishes, we compared JS-19 (that

accounts for the atmosphere) to C-87 where ~v8 “ ~v0 (that negates the atmo-

sphere). The initial conditions for these comparisons were determined using

JS-19; i.e. the Hayabusa capsule was integrated back along its re-entry path to a

specified altitude at which point C-87 (~v8 “ ~v0) was initiated alongside JS-19.

The orbital difference between these two orbit determination methods from

these initiation altitudes were then determined using Southworth and Hawkins

similarity criterion (Southworth and Hawkins, 1963).

Fig. 3.5 reveals a couple of interesting features about the comparative nature

of the two orbit determination methods. Firstly, the similarity is shown to

converge to a fixed value„ 90 km altitude, indicating the atmospheric influence

on the orbit diminishes at this point. Many meteorite dropping events are not

observed before this altitude, and are thus already experiencing significant

atmospheric drag. However, the object’s physical characteristics, such as mass,

shape, and density, would directly influence the magnitude of this atmospheric

perturbation, and hence this 90 km convergence altitude is specific to the case

of the Hayabusa capsule. Variation to this altitude for other events requires
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FIGURE 3.5: The orbital similarity between C-87 (~v8 “ ~v0) and the new numer-
ical approach at different initial altitude states, according to the Southworth
and Hawkins similarity criterion (Southworth and Hawkins, 1963).

further investigation.

Secondly, the apparent asymptote at high altitudes is non-zero. This is due

to the continuing effects of the larger scale perturbations acting on the object,

namely the Earth flattening and third body affects. While the magnitude of

the Earth flattening perturbation drops off relatively quickly, the third body

perturbations continue to influence the object’s orbit over the duration of the

integration.

3.3.4. ERROR ANALYSIS

For the orbital results to be validated and properly compared, their errors must

be identified and quantified. These errors originate from a variety of sources,

which can be factored into two groups; the observational errors and the model

errors.

The observational errors are simply the uncertainties associated with the

epoch time, the initial triangulated position vector and the initial determined

velocity vector before the orbital calculations begin. While the epoch time

and positional errors are merely the uncertainties in the measurement data,
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the velocity errors are not so straightforward. The directional errors of the

velocity are calculated by considering the triangulated positional radiant data

as a whole, therefore minimising the potential errors in the radiant entry angle.

On the other hand, the errors in velocity magnitude are determined by referring

to the velocity scatter at the beginning of the object’s observable bright flight,

before the atmosphere presents a significant resistive influence.

The model errors are the uncertainties introduced within the orbit deter-

mination method itself, such as the imperfect nature of the state equations in

representing meteoroid flight (small perturbations missed etc.), performing

discrete time integration using the Dormand-Prince integrator (bounded at

1mm per time-step), and the use of coordinate transforms2. Despite model

uncertainties being small with respect to observational errors, their inclusion

must be considered for a robust analysis. Combining all these uncertainties

gives the overall error, or precision, of the results.

3.3.4.1. PRECISION

The precision of the orbit determination methods is primarily controlled by the

error in the initial velocity magnitude3. The epoch time error, initial triangulated

position error and the model errors combined cause an orbital uncertainty three

orders of magnitude smaller than the initial velocity magnitude error alone. The

initial velocity directional error is somewhat more influential on the resulting

orbital errors, but still between one and two orders of magnitude smaller than

the orbital uncertainty caused by the initial velocity magnitude error.

No individual position errors were provided for the triangulation results in

the original paper (Borovicka et al., 2011). In order to perform a general error

analysis, a velocity magnitude error of 10m{s was assumed, with error results

2All coordinate transforms were performed using version 1.3 of Python’s Astropy module.
3Using typical errors calculated by atmospheric trajectory modelling.
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given alongside the corresponding orbital elements in Table 3.1 and Table 3.2.

Other velocity magnitude errors were considered and found to scale roughly

linearly to the resulting orbital errors; i.e. multiplying the velocity magnitude

error by two causes the orbit uncertainty to double.

The errors on JS-19 are calculated using a Monte Carlo approach to handle

the non-linearity of the included perturbations, where the error on the initial

velocity magnitude can be transformed into errors on the final orbital elements.

The reliability of these errors were confirmed through repeated Monte Carlo

trials each consisting of one thousand particles. The error on the orbit deter-

mined by C-87 was also calculated using a Monte Carlo approach, however the

error determined by MT-15 uses a series of covariance transforms throughout

the algorithm. This covariance approach linearises the error at each step, and

therefore does not account for any significant non-linear effects, such as a close

encounter with the moon.

Table 3.1 and Table 3.2 reveal that the orbital precision of C-87 and JS-19

only differ significantly in their longitude of ascending node, Ω. This small dis-

crepancy is due to C-87 assuming that the meteoroid’s original (pre-perturbed)

Ω is simply the Earth’s heliocentric longitude at the time of initial contact,

which does not completely account for the Earth’s gravitational influence on

the meteoroid’s trajectory. Clark and Wiegert (2011) suggest that “the very

tight uncertainties often reported for Ω are far too aggressive, and should be

minimally expanded to incorporate this discrepancy”. This is clearly demon-

strated by comparing the true Ω to the analytically and numerically determined

Ω in Table 3.1 and Table 3.2, highlighting the imprecise assumption that C-87

employs.
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3.3.4.2. ACCURACY

While the precision describes the spread of orbital results around the determined

solution, the accuracy is a measure of how close that solution comes to the true

orbit, or in our case, the orbit as determined using the spacecraft’s navigational

systems. This error can be quantified by calculating the difference between the

true orbital elements and the determined orbital elements. However, a more

robust and encompassing measure of the determination method’s accuracy is

by employing the similarity criterion (Southworth and Hawkins, 1963). As

shown in Table 3.1 and Table 3.2, the new numerical approach consistently

produces more accurate orbital results. This comparison of accuracy has also

been demonstrated visually in Fig. 3.2 and Fig. 3.4.

3.3.5. RELATIVE SIMILARITY

A further assessment of similarity between C-87 and JS-19 can be made beyond

the single observed Hayabusa re-entry using a variety of simulated re-entry

trajectories. We can generate simulated trajectories using the Earth fixed re-

entry radiant unit vector of the Hayabusa satellite as the trajectory backbone.

This is then varied by artificially altering the velocity magnitude and the time

of re-entry. By modifying the re-entry time, we are effectively adjusting the

longitude of the re-entry in an inertial frame due to the Earth’s diurnal rotation.

We vary the re-entry time through an entire day in 20minute increments, given

in UTC time. At each of these discrete time increments, the re-entry velocity

magnitude is also varied to cover all possible heliocentric orbits conservatively,

i.e. from 10 km{s up to 80 km{s in 250m{s increments; any resulting hyperbolic

orbits are dismissed. On each of the 2,088 simulated trajectories within this

dataset, the orbit is computed once using C-87 and once using JS-19. The

similarities of the determined heliocentric orbits are shown in Fig. 3.6.
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FIGURE 3.6: Orbital similarity between Ceplecha’s analytical method (C-87)
and the new numerical method described in this paper (JS-19) according to
the Southworth and Hawkins similarity criterion (Southworth and Hawkins,
1963). The darker the shade, the more difference there is between the simulated
orbits. Only the heliocentric orbits are shown; all hyperbolic and geocentric
orbits are discarded. The sinusoidal-like shape is due to the orbital velocity of
the Earth around the Sun. The two distinctly darker areas at lower velocities
represent strong perturbations that are not considered in the C-87 model.

The general shape of Fig. 3.6 is due to the Earth’s velocity around the Sun. At

about 15:00 UTC on June 13th, 2010, the Earth’s velocity acts in the same direc-

tion as the simulated Hayabusa re-entry, therefore reducing the velocity needed

to obtain a hyperbolic orbit relative to Earth. Conversely, around 03:00 UTC, the

simulated velocity relative to Earth must be much higher to obtain a hyperbolic

orbit as the Earth’s velocity opposes the simulated Hayabusa re-entry velocity.

Additionally, the minimum Earth centred velocity needed to obtain a helio-

centric orbit is the Earth’s escape velocity, regardless of the Earth’s orientation

around the Sun.

Interestingly, certain regions of orbital dissimilarity can be identified by

excluding particular perturbations from JS-19. For example, by removing the

Moon’s gravitational perturbing influence, the orbit produced by the numerical

algorithm becomes more like the orbit produced by C-87 in the area between

08:00-12:00 UTC (Fig. 3.7).
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FIGURE 3.7: Orbital similarity (Southworth and Hawkins, 1963) between
Ceplecha’s analytical method (C-87) and the new numerical method described
in this paper (JS-19) having removed the Moon’s perturbation influence from
the latter. Note the removal of the lunar effect between 08:00-12:00 UTC from
Fig. 3.6.

Other regions of orbital dissimilarity in Fig. 3.6 and Fig. 3.7 can also be

identified. The darker region at lower re-entry velocities is due to the resulting

orbit being close to that of the Earth’s orbit, and therefore experiencing a greater

time for the Earth/Moon perturbations to influence the orbit off its Keplerian

path. Additionally, the roughly horizontal region at higher re-entry velocities,

around 05:00 UTC, corresponds to an area of high orbital eccentricity (Fig. 3.8).

As Jopek (1993) describes, the values of the similarity criterion (Southworth

and Hawkins, 1963) “strongly depend on the orbit eccentricity when e ą 0.9”,

therefore accounting for this region of apparent dissimilarity.

Also note, the isolated dots in Fig. 3.6 and Fig. 3.7 are single orbital cases

where the inclination is so close to zero that the calculated longitude of ascend-

ing node, Ω, in one orbital estimation is the longitude of descending node,

Ω

, in

the other. This results in a misdiagnosis of orbital similarity.

To give the reader an idea of these orbital differences, if the velocity magni-

tude uncertainty was the only acting source of orbit error, then 1m{s, 10m{s,

100m{s uncertainties on initial velocity magnitude would correspond to orbital
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FIGURE 3.8: The region of high eccentricity for the simulated dataset of re-entry
trajectories.

similarities of 0.0002, 0.002, and 0.02, respectively. These correlations are specific

to the geometry of the Hayabusa trajectory and may vary for different events,

but serve well as a rough similarity conversion for Figures 3.6 and 3.7. That

said, the similarity range in Figures 3.6 and 3.7 are capped at 0.001 to highlight

subtleties, however some orbit comparisons, especially at the low velocity end,

did show similarities on the order of 0.02, or roughly 100m{s variation in initial

velocity magnitude; a significant difference in orbital terms.

This analysis highlights differences in orbit determination methods due to

re-entry timing and velocity magnitude, and even further differences may be

caused by variations in re-entry height, latitude, azimuth and zenith angles.

So, without the ability to include perturbations, C-87 cannot properly ac-

count for the complexities inherent in the estimation of pre-Earth orbits. Any

discrepancy from the meteoroid’s ‘true’ orbit will be magnified when a prob-

abilistic method, such as Bottke et al. (2002b), is used to determine its orbital

origins, therefore making it significantly harder to link meteoroids to their

rightful parent bodies or source regions.
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3.4. CONCLUSIONS

Ceplecha’s analytical method of orbit determination (C-87) is computationally

easy, and historically the most widely used technique in determining the orig-

inating orbits of meteoroids. However, it does not allow for perturbations in

orbit calculations such as third bodies (including the Moon) or Earth flattening

effects. A numerical approach is able to incorporate such perturbations. With

increasing computational power, such an approach is preferable.

A new numerical method (JS-19) is presented in this study. To compare

the results of this new orbital determination technique to the typical analyti-

cal method (C-87) and the numerical approach provided in the Meteor Toolkit

package (MT-15), the re-entry observations of JAXA’s Hayabusa, with its known

heliocentric orbit as a ‘ground truth’, was invaluable. As observations were

made of both the spacecraft and the capsule re-entry separately, these data

provide two excellent test cases with which models could be compared to he-

liocentric telemetry. The spacecraft was first observed at „ 100 km altitude

while the capsule was not observed until „ 65 km altitude. The low observation

altitude of the capsule tests the capability of models to incorporate atmospheric

influences. In both cases, JS-19 determined the most similar orbit to JAXA’s

recorded orbit than either C-87 or MT-15. This was especially evident in the

second case due to the greater atmospheric influence that the capsule experi-

enced before initial sighting. Further investigation of the atmospheric influence

shows the need for atmospheric consideration in meteoroid orbit determination

below „ 90 km altitude. This is therefore highly relevant for many meteorite

dropping events which may not be initially observed above this height by fire-

ball networks tuned to brighter events. We also stressed that C-87 alone does

not account for atmospheric drag effects, requiring a pre-atmospheric initial

velocity to be determined prior to its use. The calculation of this initial velocity

by the majority of current fireball networks that use C-87 is unclear and may
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need to be revised.

We made a detailed assessment on the accuracy and precision of orbital

calculations. The numerical methods are shown to produce more realistic

precision and deliver superior accuracy in estimating the Hayabusa spacecraft’s

pre-Earth orbit from re-entry observations than the analytical method, verifying

such claims of previous authors (Clark and Wiegert, 2011; Jenniskens et al.,

2011).

The resulting orbital element precision is primarily determined by the size

of the initial velocity magnitude error, as all other foreseeable uncertainties

combined correspond to orbital errors at least an order of magnitude smaller

than the initial speed uncertainty, as discussed in Section 3.3.4.1. While the

precision of the orbit determination methods were comparable, JS-19 demon-

strated greater accuracy due to its complete detailed representation of Earth’s

gravity and its inclusion of perturbations, as shown in Section 3.3.4.2.

By generating a great variety of simulated re-entry trajectories, we were able

to explore the effect of different perturbations by comparing orbits calculated by

both C-87 and JS-19. Simulated trajectories with low entry velocities or which

pass close to the Moon show the most drastic orbital divergences. This demon-

strates the vital need for perturbation inclusion within the orbit determination

method. The limitations of C-87 should be considered and discussed if used

for meteoroid orbit determination. Previously determined orbits, especially

those in regions of significant orbital divergence (as discussed in Section 3.3.4.2)

should be re-analysed to avoid inaccurate orbital histories.

The Hayabusa case used in this work has provided a unique opportunity to

compare orbit determination techniques. Although this case assesses only a

heliocentric orbit, it must be noted that JS-19 can compute an observed mete-

oroid’s orbit regardless of whether it originated around the Earth (geocentric),

around the Sun (heliocentric), or from outside the solar system (hyperbolic),
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proving itself to be a more robust and real world approach than its analytical

counterpart.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL: INITIAL CONDITIONS

The initial conditions for our comparative analysis are determined using the

tabulated values given in Borovicka et al. (2011), but are collated in the table

below. Note the quoted velocities are relative to the ground (ECEF frame).

Spacecraft Capsule
Epoch Time 2010-06-13T13:51.56.6 2010-06-13T13:52.16.0
Latitude [deg] -29.0243 -29.6545
Longitude [deg] 131.1056 133.0768
Height [km] 99.880 64.710
Initial velocity [m/s] 11725.1 11330.5
Radiant azimuth [deg] 290.5220 289.2733
Radiant elevation [deg] 10.0173 8.7955
Mass [kg] 415 20
Cross-sectional Area [m2]a 2.15 0.126
Corresponding radius [m] 0.827 0.2
Infinite velocity [m/s]b 11678.84 11939.04
a Using a drag coefficient of 2.
b Using methods described in the appendix of Pecina and Ceplecha (1983).
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4.1. INTRODUCTION

As the Earth revolves around the Sun, it is continually bombarded by Solar

System material, collecting roughly 100 tonnes per day (Love and Brownlee,

1993; Drolshagen et al., 2017). The sizes of this meteoritic material follows

a roughly logarithmic size-frequency distribution (power law), with the vast

majority small enough to completely ablate before reaching Earth’s surface. To

date, there about 60,000 well-documented meteorite finds, however less than

40 of these have reliable orbital information accompanying them.

Meteorites with orbits are of enormous value to the scientific community.

By cataloguing and collating these objects, we can effectively create a ‘map’ of

Solar System material, allowing us to make detailed theories about Solar System

formation/evolution and the origins of life. This ‘map’ also has applications in

future asteroid mining and exploration advancements.

So in order to answer these big questions in planetary science and pave the

way to a future of space exploration, we need to design hardware and software

to meet these primary goals:

• Retrieve meteorites with known orbits.

• Statistically survey incoming fireballs.

Individual rock composition analysis and orbital regression predictions

can be derived after the successful completion of the first goal, whereas the

overall orbit distribution and statistical flux analysis can be performed with the

accumulation of observed meteoroid events - the second goal.

Many fireball networks have been designed, built, and deployed to meet

these scientific goals, including the largest fireball network-of-networks; the

Global Fireball Observatory (GFO). As the name suggests, the GFO is a global
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array of remote fireball observatories, currently distributed in network clusters

over several countries. It is the first fireball network-of-networks. The largest

network cluster within the GFO is the Desert Fireball Network (DFN), which

covers about a third of Australia’s airspace, or 2.5 million km2.

The only way to maintain such a large network with such a small team of

people is automation of both the hardware and the software. The observatories

used in the DFN have been through multiple design iterations, resulting in a low

maintenance, low power, remotely accessible, weather hardened fireball station.

The firmware and running software have also been regularly altered to perform

more efficiently and effectively over the years, leading to less frequent servicing

and higher reliability. For more information on fireball camera networks and

the design aspects behind them, see Howie et al. (2017a).

This autonomous hands-off approach to fireball data collection must be ac-

companied by a robust and equally autonomous fireball data reduction pipeline,

able to handle and process large amounts of information from a variety of re-

mote observatories. The DFN’s fireball data pipeline can be broken down into

ten separate stages, with an extra stage to describe the meteorite recovery pro-

cedure. The stages of this pipeline can be represented visually in Fig. 4.1 and

are briefly outlined as follows:

1. Image Capture: Continually collects snapshots of the entire night sky at

regular 30 second intervals on-board the remote observatory.

2. Event Detection: Identifies straight line streaks within tiles from captured

images on-board the remote observatory.

3. Event Corroboration: Confirms multi-observatory fireball events on a

central server based on sensibly triangulatable streak pairings.

4. Time Decoding: Determines the fireball’s path over time in the images

from a corroborated event.
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5. Astrometric Calibration: Converts the fireball’s image coordinates into

astrometric sky coordinates.

6. Photometric Calibration: Determines the fireball’s brightness throughout

its trajectory from every observatory.

7. Triangulation and Dynamic Modelling: Determines the fireball’s ob-

served position, velocity, and mass over time from all observatory’s astro-

metric sky coordinates.

8. Orbit Determination: Propagates the fireball’s initial conditions back in

time to establish its orbit prior to Earth’s influence.

9. Regression Analysis: Propagates the fireball’s initial conditions far back

in time to uncover its possible source region or parent body.

10. Darkflight Analysis: Propagates the fireball’s final conditions forward in

time to predict its impact site for meteorite recovery.

11. Meteorite Search: Outlines the procedure for safely searching the me-

teorite’s predicted fall site and describes the meteorite sample return

protocol.

Only two stages of the above pipeline require any human interaction; that

is the manual confirmation of detected fireball events and the manual picking

of fireball streak segments within the images. However, both of these stages

have been automated as much as possible to assist manual effort, minimising

task complexity and human-time investment, as discussed in Section 4.4 and

Section 4.5, respectively.

Data quality and reliability is vital and must be carefully maintained in every

step of the fireball data pipeline. Not only could a single undetected systematic

offset or data manipulation error lead to an inaccurate and misguided under-

standing of the Solar System, but it could also waste tens of thousands of dollars
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FIGURE 4.1: A flowchart describing the Desert Fireball Network’s data pipeline
from Image Capture through to Orbit Determination and Meteorite Search.

in man-hours and resources to search for an incorrectly predicted meteorite. It

is for this reason that each stage of the pipeline is heavily tried and tested.
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HOW TO READ THIS CHAPTER — Each of the stages outlined above and shown

in Fig. 4.1 have been given their own separate section in this chapter. For

completeness, and to provide proper context, I include significant background

on pipeline elements that were developed by colleagues. To highlight my

contribution to the fireball data pipeline, I have added percentages to every

section or subsection heading to quantitatively reflect the amount of input I

have personally made to that particular stage of the pipeline as part of my PhD.

To demonstrate how the whole pipeline works, I will be showcasing one

of the DFN’s meteorite-dropping fireball examples, affectionately known as

DN161031 01. This event was chosen as it was seen from more than two

observatories, it contained visual signs of fragmentation, it was one of the

biggest events recorded by the DFN, and most importantly, it produced the

recovered meteorite now known as Dingle Dell; a search trip I personally took

part in. The details on this meteorite fall have been published by Devillepoix

et al. (2018); Appendix C. Here, I investigate every step of the data reduction

process in more detail using the Dingle Dell event as an example.

4.2. IMAGE CAPTURE (0%)

Still images are automatically captured every 30 seconds from each observatory

between sunset and sunrise. These images are taken as 25-29 second long-

exposures, with the longer exposures possible with later observatory builds.

The 1-4 second down-time is necessary to write the image to file and to ensure

the camera is ready for the next long-exposure.

As these long-exposure images are being taken, a liquid-crystal (LC) shutter

is continuously encoding timing information into the images by oscillating

rapidly between being transparent and opaque. The oscillations occur accord-

ing to a de Bruijn sequence described in Howie et al. (2017b), giving us the
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ability to determine absolute time from within a single still image. To ensure the

encoded absolute time is accurate, the LC shutter is designed to trigger precisely

using GPS time. This also has the advantage of providing synchronised mea-

surements across the network, providing more flexibility in later triangulation

and dynamic analysis steps.

To save precious shutter actuations and hard-drive space, autonomous cloud

detection is implemented every 5 minutes, where cloudiness can be inferred by

the lack of stars in an image. If the star count is lower than a threshold, image

capture is suspended until the next automated cloud detection is triggered.

4.3. EVENT DETECTION (0%)

Encoded images from the previous step are analysed for potential fireball

candidates using a series of tests increasing in computational intensity. The first

test involves splitting up the image into smaller tiles and subtracting these from

the equivalent tile of the previous image to determine if there is any substantial

change. If not, the tile is considered featureless and discarded. The next test

is similar to the previous test, but a Gaussian blur is applied to the image tiles

before differencing. Again, if there is not enough change between tiles, the tile

is discarded. The majority of the tiles are discarded by this stage, leaving a

much smaller number to progress to the most computationally intensive test;

the Hough Transform (HT).

The HT is designed to identify any straight line features within an image,

or in our case, identify any fireball candidates within a tile. The HT is tuned

to ignore sufficiently small lines, thereby avoiding an overabundance of false-

positive candidates, perhaps from horizon features or light clouds illuminated

by the moon. Fireball candidates that pass this test are then compared to

fireball candidates from the last couple of images; if any fireball candidates
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span three or more consecutive images from the same observatory, it is assumed

to be a plane or a satellite and removed from the final fireball candidate pool.

Finally, any remaining fireball candidates within the image have their image

coordinates (x/y) roughly converted to sky coordinates (azimuth/elevation)

using a lens equation and subsequently saved to file.

This fireball detection procedure is carried out on all images the following

morning when the sun is up, to avoid straining the battery on the outback

systems. The results from the fireball detection algorithm are then remotely

pulled to the central server from every observatory over the mobile network.

Due to the limited bandwidth, only the minimum amount of data is allocated to

be pulled, including the thumbnails of the fireball candidate and it’s associated

image/sky coordinate file. As an example, Fig. 4.2 shows the image thumbnails

that passed the event detection algorithm at 12:03:30 UTC on Halloween night,

2016.

Other algorithms have been used to detect fireballs within images, such as

neural networks, however the HT method has been heavily tried and tested.

For more information on the event detection procedure, see Towner et al. (2019).

4.4. EVENT CORROBORATION (0%)

Once the central server has the thumbnails and coordinate files from all cam-

eras, it automatically pairs up fireball candidates likely to be the same event.

Candidate pairings occur if they are captured at the same time from two dif-

ferent observatories within 500 km of one-another. To determine if two fireball

candidates belong to the same event, they are triangulated using the Method of

Planes (Ceplecha, 1987) as this triangulation method always provides a solu-

tion and is computationally cheap. The resulting triangulation is subsequently

required to pass height sanity checks, namely the event must triangulate above
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FIGURE 4.2: Six image thumbnails that passed the event detection algorithm
from Western Australian observatories, captured as long-exposures starting at
12:03:30 UTC on October 31st, 2016; Halloween night. The image thumbnails
are labeled with their associated observatory locations.

the ground and below 400 km altitude. Any candidate pairs that do not satisfy

this condition are discarded.

These sanity checks are necessary since any two fireball candidates can be

successfully triangulated anywhere using the Method of Planes, even if they

are different events. These bounds are fairly generous to cater for the rough sky

coordinates derived in the previous step.

The remaining fireball candidate pairs are then emailed to the DFN team for

manual inspection. If a fireball event is confirmed, an event folder is created

on the server and automatically populated with required files, including the

full-frame Nikon Electronic Format (NEF) images from all confirmed pairs of

detected fireballs at that time (previously only thumbnails) and the full-frame

NEF images from any nearby observatories that may not have been detected,
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alongside all their respective full-frame calibration images. All these files are

automatically pulled from the observatories by the server.

This was the case with the image tiles from Fig. 4.2; after the fireball event

from Halloween night, 2016, was confirmed by the DFN team, the central server

automatically collated the full-frame images from those observatories and

nearby observatories into an event folder titled DN161031 01. All observatories

that sighted DN161031 01 have their locations highlighted in Fig. 4.3 using a

crop of their captured images.

4.5. TIME DECODING (0%)

By this stage, the fireball event has been established and all the relevant full-

framed NEF images have been collated into one event folder on the central

server. While the Hough Transform from the event detection step managed

to roughly pick out the fireball from a small thumbnail, we need to now accu-

rately determine the fireball’s position in the full-framed image over time from

beginning to end; a much more challenging task.

As briefly mentioned in Section 4.2, the captured fireball images have been

encoded using a de Bruijn sequence triggered precisely across the network by

the GPS time. In our case, we have used a de Bruijn sequence of order 9 with

alphabet size-2, where the alphabet consists of zero and one corresponding to a

short dash (0.02 seconds) and a long dash (0.06 seconds) respectively, occurring

every 0.1 seconds. The 9th order de Bruijn sequence happened to be the lowest

order of size-2 that exceeded 30 seconds at a frequency of 10 Hertz. This means

if a fireball lasts more than 0.9 seconds, accurate absolute timing within the

image window can be resolved. If not, only relative timing can be accurately

achieved (Howie et al., 2017b). Absolute time decoding is vital to constrain

the meteoroid’s pre-Earth orbital path and aids greatly in orbital regression
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FIGURE 4.3: The six different viewpoints of fireball event DN161031 01, as
recorded on the night of October 31st, 2016. Their locations are represented by
the cropped image position on the Western Australian map, with the exception
of Perenjori, whose offset is indicated. The fireball’s approximate trajectory
is represented by the orange arrow and the eventual meteorite recovery loca-
tion is highlighted by the red dot. This figure is used with permission from
Devillepoix et al. (2018).
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analysis, which will be discussed in Section 4.9 and Section 4.10, respectively.

To determine the position of the meteoroid in the full-framed image over

time, the DFN team have developed a user-friendly graphical interface to aid in

the manual decoding of the sequence. This GUI tool, dubbed the point-picker,

allows a user to manually pick the x/y image coordinates of the start and end

of every de Bruijn element with a single click of a mouse. Once all the visible

elements that make up the fireball are “picked” from one image, the resulting

x/y coordinates and associated time (given by the de Bruijn element number)

are saved to a trajectory file. This step is repeated for all images in the event

folder that contain the fireball.

Efforts were made to completely automate this step, but nothing that meets

our standards of robustness and reliability has been produced so far. It turns

out to be very difficult to accurately model, decode, and predict the fireball’s po-

sition on the lens due to fish-eye lens flare, fireball sensor saturation, meteoroid

fragmentation, etc. Additionally, if automated, there is the fear of pre-fitting

the data from the very beginning, therefore possibly losing any subtleties in the

meteoroid’s dynamic trajectory.

Before 2018, and in the case of the DN161031 01 event, the fireballs were

encoded using pulse-width encoding. This encoding was changed in early

2018 to pulse-frequency encoding to make point-picking easier and more accu-

rate, thereby increasing data quality throughout the remainder of the pipeline

(Howie et al., 2017b).

The decoded de Bruijn sequence for three of the six closest images captured

for event DN161031 01 are shown in Fig. 4.4. The remaining three captures were

discarded as their distance from the event and perspective proximity to the

horizon prevented accurate astrometry calibration, as discussed in Section 4.6.
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FIGURE 4.4: The manually decoded pulse-width de Bruijn sequence for the
three closest observations of the DN161031 01 event.
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4.6. ASTROMETRIC CALIBRATION (0%)

Following the successful decoding of the fireball from two or more observa-

tories, manually picked image coordinates from Section 4.5 are transformed

into sky coordinates. Although a very rough coordinate conversion was carried

out in Section 4.3, this is no-where near accurate enough to perform proper

triangulation and dynamic modelling. Instead, we use the known star posi-

tions to generate an astrometric calibration map capable of converting image

coordinates to sky coordinates.

Unfortunately, we cannot use the fireball’s full-frame image as the stars

behind and around the picked fireball are blocked by the fireball itself. So to

increase the star count and decrease astrometric uncertainties around these

regions of high interest, a different, relatively recent image is used to generate

this calibration map in local coordinates of azimuth and elevation. Addition-

ally, studies were carried out that successfully verified long-term observatory

stability (Devillepoix et al., 2018), therefore validating the use of a different

image to astrometrically calibrate the fireball. As briefly mentioned at the end

of Section 4.4, this calibration image is chosen and pulled from the observatories

by the server.

The process of creating the astrometric calibration map is complicated by the

fish-eye lens distortion. To generate a calibration map for the entire lens field-

of-view, a third order polynomial correction is fitted to the radial component to

minimise the difference between the observed star coordinates and the Tycho-2

catalogued star coordinates. This third order polynomial correction is first

fitted on the subset of stars in the centre of the lens. The resulting fit is then

extrapolated slightly and re-fit to include another radial layer of stars. This

process is repeated until all the stars down to the horizon have been fitted,

resulting in a complete calibration map. Depending on the location, light
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pollution, and obstructions, calibration degradation usually begins around 10˝

on most observatory systems (Devillepoix et al., 2018).

Astrometric uncertainties on this global fit are obtained individually for

every decoded point along the meteoroid’s path according to how well the

fitted stars match the catalogue in the point’s local region. These uncertainties

are usually on the order of 1 arcmin, as shown by the astrometric residual plot

in Fig. 4.5.

4.7. PHOTOMETRIC CALIBRATION (0%)

Now that we accurately know the meteoroid’s sky coordinates over time, we can

perform a photometric calibration on the motion-corrected brightness along the

fireball streak by comparing the apparent brightness of the nearby stars to their

Tycho-2 catalogued magnitudes. The motion-corrected brightness is simply

calculated by integrating the individual pixel brightness within a region either

side of each observed de Bruijn element and dividing by the de Bruijn exposure

length. Likewise, the apparent star brightness is calculated by integrating the

individual pixel brightness around the star. Finally, comparing the apparent star

brightness to catalogued star magnitudes creates the photometric calibration

map needed to convert the motion-corrected fireball brightness into apparent

magnitude.

This described procedure is far inferior in quality when compared to dedi-

cated photometric instruments, but proves useful in highlighting interesting

features, such as fragmentation. In the near future, the DFN has planned on

adding a radiometer to their observatories to aid in automated fragment de-

tection, ablation analysis, and meteoroid composition analysis (Buchan et al.,

2019).

In the case of bright events that saturate the sensor, like event DN161031 01,
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FIGURE 4.5: The residuals on the global astrometric calibration from the Peren-
jori observatory for event DN161031 01. For scale and to highlight the quality
of the astrometric solution, the pixel size at the centre of the observatory’s
field-of-view is shown by the grey square in the top-right corner. The x/y
error bars represent the astrometric standard deviation of the fit. The azimuth
residuals are normalised by cospelevationq to correct for the polar singularity.
This figure is used with permission from Devillepoix et al. (2018).

it is difficult to produce a useful light-curve from the photograph. However, an

alternative method can be used to generate uncalibrated all-sky brightness by

analysing the video captured alongside the still image. This simply involves

summating the pixel brightness of the fireball within each frame and dividing

the result with the recorded brightness of an unobstructed bright celestial object,
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such as Venus, to normalise for the video’s auto-gain effects. Event DN161031 01

uses this exact method to determine possible fragmentation points throughout

the observed fireball trajectory, as shown in Fig. 4.6.
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FIGURE 4.6: The Venus-normalised light-curve from the video footage of the
Perenjori observatory for the DN161031 01 event. Interesting features and
possible fragmentation points are labelled A through F. This figure is used with
permission from Devillepoix et al. (2018).

4.8. TRIANGULATION AND DYNAMIC MODELLING

(85%)

The determination of the meteoroid’s position in 3D space from multi-

observatory line-of-sight measurements is more difficult than one might initially

think. Firstly, multiple 1D lines-of-sight are never going to intersect perfectly in

3D space, not only due to measurement error, but due to the limited precision on

these measurements. Additionally, these measurements are not necessarily go-

ing to be simultaneous between multi-station observatories, or even have time

information associated with them at all; sensor saturation, meteoroid fragmenta-
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tion, and lens flare can sometimes make the de Bruijn time sequence impossible

to decode. All these complications and hidden complexity must be considered

when designing models to express the meteoroid’s motion throughout our

atmosphere.

The DFN has currently implemented and compared many alternative models

to describe the meteoroid’s observable trajectory, as shown in Fig. 4.7. These

various methods are briefly summarised as follows:

• Method of Planes proposed by Ceplecha (1987): Intersects optimised

planes from every observatory that best fits that observatory’s lines-of-

sight. This triangulation method is a completely geometric approach

as there is no need for timing. It therefore requires separate dynamic

modelling to determine velocity and mass along the meteoroid’s trajectory,

namely an Extended Kalman Smoother (Sansom et al., 2015).

• Straight Line Least Squares modified from (Borovicka, 1990): Optimally

fits a straight line directly to the lines-of-sight from every observatory, ir-

respective of time. Like the Method of Planes, this triangulation method is

completely geometric, and therefore requires separate dynamic modelling

to calculate the meteoroid’s velocity and mass, again using an Extended

Kalman Smoother (Sansom et al., 2015).

• Dynamic Trajectory Fit detailed in Chapter 2: Optimally fits the mete-

oroid dynamic differential equations of motion directly to the lines-of-

sight from every observatory. This triangulation method is able to resolve

for velocity, ballistic coefficient (incorporates mass), and any uncertain

timing; performing triangulation and dynamic modelling in the one step.

• Unscented Kalman Filter inspired by Sansom et al. (2015): Iteratively

fits position, velocity, and ballistic coefficient directly to the time-ordered

line-of-sight measurements, one-by-one, through a series of predict and
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update steps. This is directly followed by an Unscented Kalman Smoother

that refines the filter’s estimates to ensure all parameters throughout the

trajectory use the information from all line-of-sight observations.

• Interacting Multiple Model inspired by Sansom et al. (2016): Iteratively

executes two Unscented Kalman Filters in parallel with different mo-

tion model noise, interacting and combining their results at every step

along the way to identify possible regions of meteoroid fragmentation

throughout the trajectory.

• 1D Particle Filter proposed by Sansom et al. (2017): Iteratively predicts,

weights, and re-samples particles based on the positional results of the

Straight Line Least Squares triangulation. Each particle represents a

meteoroid object, with only the ones best matching the positional data

surviving the re-sampling step.

• 3D Particle Filter proposed by Sansom et al. (2019): Iteratively predicts,

weights, and re-samples particles based directly on the line-of-sight mea-

surements from each observatory. Like the 1D Particle Filter, each particle

represents a meteoroid object that will survive to be re-sampled if it hap-

pens to be sufficiently close to the observations.

All the triangulation and dynamic modelling methods listed above begin

with the exact same observation data and end up producing the same output

parameters - perfect for comparative analysis. To be explicit, the input data

consists of time, azimuth, elevation, and all associated uncertainties from two

or more observatories, while the output parameters include modelled position,

velocity, and mass along the trajectory for all unique input times. Some of these

methods function without timing information, given at least one observatory is

picked with some timing information.

For clarity and comparative purposes, I have collated the trajectory solu-

tions for the DN161031 01 event using the various triangulation and dynamic
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FIGURE 4.7: The flowchart highlighting the different approaches to triangula-
tion and dynamic modelling used within the Desert Fireball Network’s data
reduction pipeline, as shown in Fig. 4.1.

modelling methods from Fig. 4.7 into one summary section at the end (see

Section 4.8.8). To give the reader some perspective, the observed lines-of-sight

and rough trajectory for event DN161031 01 is shown in Fig. 4.8.

Note: although not strictly part of the pipeline, a fireball simulator was devel-

oped by me to verify and test the Dynamic Trajectory Fit, Unscented Kalman

Filter, and Interacting Multiple Model algorithms during their construction.

More information on this fireball simulator can be found in Chapter 2.

4.8.1. METHOD OF PLANES (70%)

The earliest and arguably the simplest triangulation method is the Method Of

Planes (MOP) proposed by Ceplecha (1987). It initially treats every observatory
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FIGURE 4.8: The approximate trajectory of event DN161031 01 is highlighted
in yellow and moving toward the Perenjori observatory. The observed lines-of-
sight from the three closest observatories used to form the trajectory are shown
as white rays. The three furthest observatories were all around 500 km away
from the event and were not used in the triangulation and dynamic modelling
procedures. This figure is used with permission from Devillepoix et al. (2018).

independently, fitting an optimised plane to the measurements from one obser-

vatory at a time, before intersecting those planes to determine the 1D straight

line meteoroid trajectory in 3D space, as shown in Fig. 4.9.

The optimised plane for each observatory is completely defined by the

plane’s normal vector and the observatory’s location, which can be described by

two angles in spherical coordinates and three position coordinates respectively.

As the plane must contain the observatory location, only the two angular

coordinates defining the plane’s normal need to be determined using a least-

squares approach. The plane’s normal can be initially approximated by the

cross-product between the first and last line-of-sight measurements from that

observatory. The plane’s normal is then optimised by minimising the angle

between all the lines-of-sight and the plane itself.
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FIGURE 4.9: A conceptual depiction of the Method of Planes (MOP) triangula-
tion technique as published by Ceplecha (1987).

Once the optimised planes have been calculated, the straight line trajectory

can be determined by intersecting these planes. If there are more than two

observatories, and therefore more than two optimised planes, every plane-pair

combination will produce a straight line trajectory. The trajectories from these

plane-pairs are statistically weighted and summated to give a single straight

line trajectory. The weighting is based on the plane-pair convergence angle and

the angular span of the fireball across the sensors.

Every line-of-sight produces a position along the trajectory, where a posi-

tion can be determined by the intersection of the straight line trajectory with

a constructed plane perpendicular to a measurements optimised plane and

containing the line-of-sight measurement itself. Now, if there are simultaneous

measurements from N observatories, there will be N positions along the straight

line trajectory for that instant in time. Since the meteoroid cannot be in N-places

at once and because we need velocity and mass estimates for later darkflight

and orbit analysis, the MOP algorithm must be followed by dynamic modelling.
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However, occasionally the times associated with the line-of-sight measure-

ments from an observatory are systematically offset from the true GPS time

due to loss of signal or hardware issues. Therefore, before dynamic modelling,

these timing offsets are corrected by comparing the positional lengths along

the trajectory as a function of time to a ”master” observatory, where the mas-

ter is chosen as the observatory with the longest recorded fireball duration.

We then introduce an independent unknown timing offset to every other ob-

servatory, varying this offset time to minimise the difference in along-track

lengths between the interpolated master lengths and the other observatories. If

any resulting timing offsets exceed 0.05 seconds, the positions along the trajec-

tory for that observatory have their times corrected before dynamic analysis

commences.

To obtain one-and-only-one position for every unique time and to determine

velocity and mass estimates along the straight line trajectory, we must fit a

model to the position coordinates from the MOP. This dynamic model uses

the novel approach proposed by Sansom et al. (2015), however with one small

modification; the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) is initialised from the end of

the trajectory and filters back in time to better constrain the mass estimates

throughout the trajectory.

To summarise the current EKF method briefly, the final length, speed, and

mass are initially estimated as the total trajectory length, the change length

over time at the end of the trajectory, and final mass estimate determined by

Gritsevich (2009), respectively. The EKF then iteratively refines this estimated

state from the bottom of the trajectory to the top, using a series of predict and

update steps, where the prediction step utilises the meteoroid’s 1D equations

of motion (Sansom et al., 2015). If there are two or more length coordinates

for the same time, the prediction step is effectively skipped until all the length

measurements for that time step are included in the filter. Once the EKF reaches

the beginning of the trajectory, having included all the length measurements,
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an Extended Kalman Smoother (EKS) is initialised. The EKS refines the filters

state estimates from the top down, providing modelled length, speed, and mass

estimates for the entire trajectory using all observations.

4.8.2. STRAIGHT LINE LEAST SQUARES (70%)

Three years after the publication of the MOP, another method to meteoroid

triangulation was published, namely the Straight Line Least Squares (SLLS)

method by Borovicka (1990). This method optimises the straight line trajectory

by directly fitting the line-of-sight measurements from all observatories to the

trajectory line itself, as shown in Fig. 4.10. The one modification we made to

Borovicka (1990) method is the minimisation of angles between the lines-of-

sight and the straight line trajectory, not distances as proposed in the published

SLLS procedure. Minimising these angular residuals effectively weights the

line-of-sight measurements by their observation range, thereby providing a

more realistic use of the recorded fireball data.

The straight line trajectory can be described by a position on the line (three

coordinates) and the line direction (three unit vector coordinates), which are

initially estimated using the MOP triangulation procedure on the measurements

from any two observatories, see the first half of Section 4.8.1. However, we can

fix one position coordinate and one direction coordinate before optimisation

since the position coordinate is free to move along the line and the direction

coordinate is defined as a unit vector. The remaining four coordinates are varied

to minimise the angular residuals between the line-of-sight measurements and

the closest point on this straight line trajectory from the observatory’s point-of-

view. Positions are determined for every line-of-sight as the closest point along

this straight line trajectory to a given line-of-sight.

Once the positions along the trajectory line are established, the remaining

procedure mirrors that of the MOP, Section 4.8.1; all timing offsets are resolved
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FIGURE 4.10: A conceptual depiction of the Straight Line Least Squares (SLLS)
triangulation method as published by Borovicka (1990).

and corrected between observatories and the dynamic modelling of Sansom

et al. (2015) is applied to generate estimated position, velocity, and mass values

for every unique point in time along the straight line trajectory fit.

We note that the straight line is defined in the Earth-Centred Earth-Fixed

(ECEF) frame, meaning the trajectory is no-longer straight after the coordinate

transform to the Earth-Centred Inertial (ECI) frame. However, there is the

option in the DFN pipeline to determine the straight line trajectory in the ECI

frame if desired.

4.8.3. DYNAMIC TRAJECTORY FIT (100%)

In an effort to combine the historically separate triangulation and dynamic

modelling steps, the Dynamic Trajectory Fit (DTF) procedure was designed

and built by myself as detailed in Chapter 2. The DTF method is able to fit a

realistic trajectory directly to all the line-of-sight measurements by using the
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meteoroid’s 3D dynamic equations of motion, producing one-and-only-one

3D position coordinate for every N-simultaneous measurements, as shown in

Fig. 4.11. In doing so, the DTF algorithm avoids the straight line assumption

used in all past triangulation methods.

FIGURE 4.11: A conceptual depiction of the Dynamic Trajectory Fit (DTF)
triangulation method as proposed and detailed in Chapter 2.

The DTF algorithm uses a least-squares approach to fit a trajectory described

by the 3D meteoroid equations of motion to the line-of-sight measurements.

This trajectory can be completely defined given the meteoroid’s position, ve-

locity, ballistic coefficient (proportional to the cube-root of mass), and ablation

coefficient from one instant in time. We elect to use the meteoroid’s state corre-

sponding to its latest observed time in order to constrain the ballistic coefficient

above zero for all points along the trajectory.

The meteoroid’s state parameters are first estimated based on the positional

results of the SLLS method; the final position, velocity, and ablation parameters

are determined using the final SLLS position, the averaged velocity of the

last few SLLS positions over time, and a physically realistic ablation value,
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respectively. The final ballistic coefficient is estimated by varying it to equate

the propagated trajectory length with the SLLS trajectory length using Brent’s

root finding algorithm. Additional state parameters are included if timing

offsets are detected between observatories, if some lines-of-sight have not been

picked with timing information, or if fragmentation events have been flagged

manually by the user.

Before the estimated meteoroid state is optimised using the least-squares

algorithm, a few sanity checks are conducted to ensure the quality of the input

data. These verifications include checking that all SLLS positions decrease in

height at the same rate over time, all SLLS positions triangulate between the

ground and 200 km altitude, the SLLS residuals are sufficiently low, and the

meteoroid’s final velocity estimate does not exceed 200 km/s. If any conditions

are violated then the culprit observatory is identified and removed, the state

estimate is recalculated, and the sanity checks are reassessed before moving

onto the trajectory optimisation.

Having passed all the sanity checks, the optimisation of the estimated state

parameters begins. This process involves iteratively varying the final state

parameters to minimise the angular along-track and cross-track differences

between the lines-of-sight and the propagated state positions from the observa-

tory’s perspective. The optimised final state is then propagated to all unique

measurement times to describe the meteoroid’s position, velocity, ballistic coef-

ficient, and ablation coefficient throughout it’s observed 3D trajectory.

If one or more fragmentation events are flagged to the DTF algorithm by the

user, the continuity of the meteoroid equations of motion is no longer assured,

with the ballistic parameter now able to discretely vary at one or more points

in time, while ensuring the continuity of all other trajectory parameters. The

fragmentation time and amount are governed by parameters added into the

meteoroid’s state for optimisation. The inclusion of fragmentation provides yet
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another dynamic trajectory solution, and will be considered a separate method

for comparison in Section 4.8.8.

Again, for more information on this novel meteoroid triangulation and

dynamic modelling method, please refer to Chapter 2.

4.8.4. UNSCENTED KALMAN FILTER (100%)

Like the DTF method, the Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF) combines triangu-

lation and dynamic modelling into the one algorithm to avoid dynamically

modelling pre-triangulated data. The UKF algorithm uses the meteoroid’s 3D

dynamic equations of motion to iteratively fit a realistic trajectory directly to the

line-of-sight measurements using a predict and update procedure, as shown in

Fig. 4.12. This method was inspired by the works of Sansom et al. (2015), with

the two major differences being the replacement of the EKF with the UKF to

better handle the non-linearity within the motion and measurement models,

and the use of 3D lines-of-sight instead of already triangulated 1D positions

along a straight line.

The UKF state is initialised at the latest observed measurement time by the

results from the DTF algorithm. The UKF state only includes the meteoroid’s

3D position, 3D velocity, and ballistic coefficient; the ablation coefficient is

removed from the state and fixed throughout the meteoroid’s trajectory to

avoid it becoming negative, and therefore unrealistic. Uncertainties on these

state parameters are initialised as 2 km in position, 1 km/s in velocity, and 20%

in ballistic coefficient, which produce the meteoroid’s first estimated covariance.

Once initialised, the UKF algorithm begins iteratively predicting and up-

dating the state to each unique time-step in turn. The prediction step converts

the state’s mean and covariance into a series of particles, called sigma points.

These sigma points are propagated to the next time-step using the meteoroid’s
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FIGURE 4.12: A conceptual depiction of the Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF)
used in meteoroid trajectory modelling.

equations of motion, before being converted back into a predicted mean and

covariance. This prediction is then updated based on all the line-of-sight mea-

surements at the current time-step and their associated covariances.

This UKF procedure reiterates through these two steps until all the line-of-

sight measurements have been included and we obtain a state estimate at the

beginning of the meteoroid’s trajectory. At this point, we initialise an Unscented

Kalman Smoother (UKS) to work back down through the meteoroid’s trajec-

tory to refine all the UKF state estimates with knowledge of all line-of-sight

information.

4.8.5. INTERACTING MULTIPLE MODEL (100%)

As the name suggests, the Interacting Multiple Model (IMM) executes multiple

different filter models concurrently to determine the likelihood of a given model

for any point in time. In our case, we are particularly interested in meteoroid
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fragmentation, which has been notoriously hard to model without manual

intervention. This method was inspired by Sansom et al. (2016), however differs

considerably by using the line-of-sight measurements directly, as shown in

Fig. 4.13, as opposed to pre-triangulated positions along a straight line.

FIGURE 4.13: A conceptual depiction of the Interacting Multiple Model (IMM)
used in meteoroid trajectory modelling.

The IMM provides an automated way to detect regions of possible fragmen-

tation by comparing two UKF’s described in Section 4.8.4; with the difference

being the amount of motion model noise used in the prediction step. If a frag-

mentation event were to occur, the meteoroid would vary considerably from it’s

current trajectory, and can be modelled relatively well using a larger uncertainty

after the state prediction.

The IMM procedure is initiated exactly the same as the UKF method; i.e. the

initial mean is equated to the final observable state of the DTF algorithm, and

the initial covariance is set to 2 km, 1 km/s, and 20% in position, velocity and

ballistic coefficient, respectively. The dual UKF algorithms then independently

and iteratively predict and update this state using different amounts of motion
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model noise. Before each prediction step however, there is an extra interaction

step that alters both UKF states by the likelihood of model switch. Once the

IMM algorithm incorporates all the line-of-sight measurements, the model

probability and the state combination can be determined for every unique

observation time throughout the meteoroid’s flight.

Now that the IMM filter has produced combined state and model probability

estimates for all unique time-steps, an IMM Smoother is then used to work

back down the trajectory to refine these estimates with knowledge from all

line-of-sight measurements.

4.8.6. 1D PARTICLE FILTER (30%)

As published by Sansom et al. (2017), the 1D Particle Filter (PF1) is an iterative

filter that uses particles to describe multiple possible states of the meteoroid

along its trajectory. The PF1 uses pre-triangulated positions along a 1D straight

line trajectory as its measurements, as shown in Fig. 4.14. This simplified 1D

approach reduces the number of required state parameters when compared to

its 3D equivalent in Section 4.8.7. To generate the 1D positional measurements,

the SLLS triangulation technique is generally used as described in Section 4.8.2.

FIGURE 4.14: A conceptual depiction of the 1D Particle Filter (PF1) for mete-
oroid modelling as published by Sansom et al. (2017).

Basically, a large amount of particles (10,000+) are randomly initialised to
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span a wide range of possible meteoroid states, where one state describes a

meteoroids length along the trajectory, speed, mass, ablation coefficient, and

shape-density parameter. These randomised particles then undergo predic-

tion, weighting, and re-sampling steps for every position coordinate along the

straight line trajectory in turn.

The prediction step simply propagates the particles to the next point in time

using the 1D meteoroid equations of motion (Sansom et al., 2017). If the particles

are to progress between two or more simultaneous positions generated by the

SLLS algorithm, the prediction step is effectively skipped since there would

be no change in time between measurements. The predicted particles are then

weighted on their proximity to the position measurement and subsequently

re-sampled in proportion to this weighting. The resulting particles repeat

this procedure until all 1D positional measurements are incorporated into the

particle estimates. An overall meteoroid state and covariance can be determined

for every unique time-step by computing the average parameters within the

surviving/re-sampled particles.

Since there are no particle-type smoothing methods currently available in the

literature, we are only able to get reliable estimates for the end of the meteoroid’s

trajectory - essential for darkflight analysis. In theory, we could also get good

particle estimates at the beginning of the trajectory, but a reverse particle filter

has not yet been implemented in the DFN pipeline.

4.8.7. 3D PARTICLE FILTER (10%)

Like the PF1, the 3D Particle Filter (PF3) uses particles to describe the mete-

oroid’s state at every time-step throughout the meteoroid’s observed trajectory,

as published by Sansom et al. (2019). As shown in Fig. 4.15, the PF3 method

differs from the PF1 in that it directly uses the 3D line-of-sight measurements

as opposed to positions along a pre-fitted 1D trajectory. This allows more of
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the meteoroid’s dynamic subtlety to be incorporated into the particle state

estimates.

FIGURE 4.15: A conceptual depiction of the 3D Particle Filter (PF3) for mete-
oroid modelling as published by Sansom et al. (2019).

The particles are randomly initialised just like the PF1 method, with an extra

four extra states to describe the additional position and velocity dimensions.

The particles are propagated to each measurement time in turn using the mete-

oroid’s 3D equations of motion and compared to the line-of-sight measurement

itself. Particles are then weighted and re-sampled based on their angular dis-

tance to the line-of-sight from the observatory. Once the procedure includes

all the measurements, the state and covariance is estimated from the spread of

particles at each time-step. For more detail on this trajectory analysis method,

please refer to Sansom et al. (2019); Appendix C.
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4.8.8. SUMMARY OF TRIANGULATION TECHNIQUES

As discussed above, there are several alternative triangulation and dynamic

modelling techniques used in the DFN’s fireball data reduction pipeline. All

these methods use the exact same observed lines-of-sight to deduce the mete-

oroid’s trajectory through 3D space, acting as the initial conditions to orbit de-

termination and possible darkflight analysis. In the case of event DN161031 01,

we use the calibrated lines-of-sight from the closest three observatories as dis-

cussed in Section 4.5 and Section 4.6. In Table 4.1, I present a summary of the

alternative trajectory solutions for cross-comparison purposes. Note: the parti-

cle filter approaches (PF1 and PF3) will not be included in this summary section

as they are not regularly run as part of the DFN’s data reduction pipeline. It is

only in special cases, such as potential meteorite-dropping events, that these

methods are employed.

As presented in Table 4.1, all triangulation / dynamic analysis methods

produce the same rough trajectory, with subtleties arising due to the assump-

tions used within each respective method. Fig. 4.16 highlights some of these

trajectory subtleties within the modelled trajectory velocity over time.

One very important outcome of these trajectory models is their estimation

of the meteoroid’s mass throughout the observed flight. The mass is deduced

internally from the deceleration model fit to the line-of-sight measurements.

The estimated mass profile plays a big role in not only whether a search trip is

worthwhile, but where ground search efforts are focused if a search is conducted.

All trajectory solutions yield a mass in excess of 1 kg, as shown in Fig. 4.17,

demonstrating the confidence we have that a meteorite was produced.

These mass estimations are made by assuming a spherical meteoroid of

chondritic density (3500 kg{m3). If the meteoroid were to be more ellipsoidal

and travelling streamlined or sideways, these mass estimates would be lower

or higher, respectively, to maintain the determined ballistic coefficient. One
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TABLE 4.1: Summary of the DN161031 01 trajectory parameters using the
alternative triangulation and dynamic modelling techniques, divided into four
sections; the trajectory residual standard deviations to indicate goodness of
fit, the radiant direction for possible meteor stream classification, the initial
trajectory parameters at 12:03:48.126 UTC used for orbit determination, and the
final trajectory parameters at 12:03:53.826 UTC used for darkflight analysis. The
along-track and cross-track residuals, ATR and CTR, can be used to estimate
how well the model fit the line-of-sight data.

MOP SLLS DTF DTFfrag UKF IMM
ATR [’] 1.498 1.534 1.707 1.419 1.629 1.477
CTR [’] 1.599 1.007 0.857 0.871 0.820 0.728
Total [’] 2.191 1.835 1.910 1.665 1.824 1.646
RA8 [˝] 351.928 351.847 351.949 351.960 351.977 351.984
RAerr [˝] 0.403 0.017 0.034 0.032 0.122 0.146
Dec8 [˝] 6.382 6.397 6.493 6.489 6.420 6.413
Decerr [˝] 0.078 0.017 0.020 0.020 0.133 0.159
Lat0 [˝] -28.809 -28.810 -28.808 -28.809 -28.808 -28.809
Lon0 [˝] 116.399 116.399 116.398 116.398 116.398 116.398
Hei0 [km] 75.415 75.415 75.423 75.340 75.390 75.383
Vel0 [km

s
] 15.918 15.942 15.700 15.609 15.631 15.622

Slope0 [˝] 51.565 51.552 51.987 51.987 52.044 52.048
Azi0 [˝] 26.133 26.142 23.962 23.982 24.047 24.062
Mass0 [kg] 99.696 98.739 7.103 18.83 9.62 9.734
Latf [˝] -29.171 -29.171 -29.170 -29.170 -29.171 -29.171
Lonf [˝] 116.196 116.196 116.195 116.195 116.196 116.196
Heif [km] 19.074 19.092 19.182 19.171 19.136 19.134
Velf [km

s
] 3.294 3.310 3.288 3.412 3.250 3.355

Slopef [˝] 51.559 51.546 53.708 53.651 53.550 53.528
Azif [˝] 26.135 26.143 15.016 15.481 14.682 15.135
Massf [kg] 3.953 4.065 1.275 1.796 1.275 1.349

interesting takeaway from Fig. 4.17 is the DTFfrag solution: the determined

fragmentation time occurs 0.3 seconds before the corresponding flare in pho-

tometry (flare ”D”), as shown in Fig. 4.6. This result raises our confidence in the

accuracy of the determined fragmentation event.

Although it is hard to make conclusions about which method is best overall

due to observation errors, we can get an idea of each method’s accuracy by com-

paring the total along-track and cross-track standard deviations, as presented

in the third row of Table 4.1 and shown in Fig. 4.18.
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FIGURE 4.16: The modelled trajectory velocity of event DN161031 01 from
the various triangulation / dynamic modelling algorithms used within the
DFN’s data reduction pipeline. The included scatter corresponds to the raw
instantaneous velocities determined by the SLLS triangulation method before
dynamic analysis. The lack of SLLS raw velocities around 5 seconds is due to
the lack of line-of-sight data from sensor saturation, as shown in Fig. 4.4.

FIGURE 4.17: The estimated mass of the DN161031 01 event throughout its
observed trajectory using the various triangulation and dynamic modelling
algorithms available within the DFN’s data reduction pipeline.
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FIGURE 4.18: The along-track and cross-track triangulation residuals of event
DN161031 01 using various methods within the DFN’s data reduction pipeline.
Each method is highlighted by a different colour, with the three observato-
ries undistinguished from one another. A summary of the residual standard
deviations are provided in Table 4.1.

As highlighted in Table 4.1, the DTFfrag and IMM methods present the low-

est total residuals, suggesting these to be the best triangulation and dynamic

fitting methods for this particular event. This is unsurprising as these algo-

rithms inherently contain fragmentation modelling, which can be seen in this

particular meteoroid event from sensor saturation (Fig. 4.4) and light-curve

analysis (Fig. 4.6). Due to the timing accuracy of the predicted fragmentation

event within the DTFfrag method (given by the along-track residual standard

deviation in Table 4.1), we will be using its DN161031 01 trajectory solution to

demonstrate the remaining data reduction pipeline of the DFN, including orbit

determination, regression analysis, and darkflight analysis.
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4.9. ORBIT DETERMINATION (100%)

The main scientific goal of the DFN is to retrieve meteorites with known orbits

in order to provide the desired contextual knowledge of material’s origin. It is

for this reason that the network was initially designed, built, and deployed to

observe fireballs and bolides. A meteoroid’s orbit is also important to determine

as it can dramatically affect the urgency/priority of meteorite ground search

efforts. For example, no meteorite of known cometary origins (such as Jupiter-

family objects) has been recovered to date. If a cometary object was predicted to

have survived atmospheric entry, this would rapidly become our top priority.

To understand where in the Solar System a particular detected meteoroid

came from, we determine its orbit prior to Earth influence/encounter using the

established position and velocity vectors from the beginning of its observed

trajectory, see Section 4.8. Two methods to compute the pre-Earth impact orbit

are available within the DFN pipeline; an analytical and a numerical approach.

Comparisons of the two methods using the telemetry and observed re-entry

of the Hayabusa spacecraft and capsule are detailed in Chapter 3 and Jansen-

Sturgeon et al. (2019).

The analytical approach was first proposed by Ceplecha (1987) and is cur-

rently the most widely used technique for determining a meteoroid’s pre-Earth

orbit. Conceptually, the analytical approach considers the meteoroid’s orbit as

geocentrically hyperbolic that happens to have a perigee less than the radius

of Earth. By thinking of it this way, the pre-Earth orbit can be determined by

analysing the asymptote of the hyperbolic encounter orbit. This asymptote

is computed by applying two corrections to the pre-atmospheric velocity vec-

tor (~v8) to remove the affects of Earth’s gravitational perturbation. The two

corrections include a velocity magnitude correction and a zenith attraction

correction. Details and mathematical definitions of these corrections can be
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found in Chapter 3 or (Ceplecha, 1987). Once the corrections are applied, the

position and resulting velocity are converted into the heliocentric frame and

then transformed into classical orbital elements.

The alternate numerical approach, proposed and detailed in Chapter 3

(Jansen-Sturgeon et al., 2019), is undoubtedly more accurate due to its thorough

representation of atmospheric and gravitational perturbations, which include

the Earth’s second order gravitational effects (J2), the Moon, and the Sun. This

technique numerically propagates the earliest observed meteoroid position and

velocity vectors back in time using an adaptive time-step numerical propagator

(Dormand and Prince, 1980), incorporating major perturbing influences along

the way. Once the meteoroid has been propagated sufficiently far away, the

Earth and Moon perturbations are removed and the meteoroid is subsequently

propagated forward to epoch time. These resulting heliocentric position and

velocity coordinates are then transformed into classical orbital elements for

interpretive purposes.

As discussed in Section 4.8.8, we chose to use the initial conditions estab-

lished by the DTFfrag model to generate the pre-Earth orbit of the DN161031 01

event. Both the analytical and numerical methods are applied and compared in

Table 4.2 and Fig. 4.19.

In the case of event DN161031 01, the analytical and numerical orbit solutions

agree to within one standard deviation error and are almost indistinguishable in

Fig. 4.19. This is due to the lack of any substantial perturbations from the Earth’s

first zonal harmonic (J2) or from the Moon leading up to its Earth encounter, as

shown in Fig. 4.20.

However, this orbital similarity is not always the case. If a particular event

were to originate from an Earth-like orbit or venture close to the Moon before

atmospheric entry, perturbation forces would cause a noticeably significant
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TABLE 4.2: The pre-Earth orbit of event DN161031 01 at 12:03:48.126 UTC
using both the analytical and numerical methods of orbit determination. In
order, a, e, i, ω, Ω, and M correspond to the semi-major axis, eccentricity,
inclination, argument of perigee, longitude of the ascending node, and the
mean anomaly respectively.

Orbital Analytical Numerical
Elements (Ceplecha, 1987) (Chapter 3)
a [AU] 2.368 ˘ 0.014 2.367 ˘ 0.012
e 0.611 ˘ 0.002 0.610 ˘ 0.002
i [˝] 4.129 ˘ 0.007 4.131 ˘ 0.008
ω [˝] 215.74 ˘ 0.04 215.72 ˘ 0.04
Ω [˝] 218.23360 ˘ 0.00006 218.2516 ˘ 0.0002
M [˝] 324.29 ˘ 0.04 324.29 ˘ 0.04

difference in orbits, resulting in larger inaccuracies within the analytical method.

Comparisons of the two different approaches to orbit determination for a variety

of simulated orbits is investigated in Chapter 3 (Jansen-Sturgeon et al., 2019).

The developed numerical orbit determination software, as described in

Chapter 3 (Jansen-Sturgeon et al., 2019), is publicly available online at https:

//github.com/trentjs/meteoroid_orbit_analysis.

4.10. REGRESSION ANALYSIS (100%1)

While meteoroid orbit determination methods described in Chapter 3 (Jansen-

Sturgeon et al., 2019) are good at determining the pre-Earth orbit, they do little in

the way of finding out a object’s true origin. To really understand the complete

history of a meteoroid, we must dynamically trace it back in time thousands, if

not millions of years to determine a possible parent body or source-region.

Due to the non-linear and chaotic nature of the n-body problem, regression

analysis must be performed using a large number of particles to represent the

possible meteoroid states. These particle states are initiated within a multi-

1Colleagues have done further work on my foundations.

https://github.com/trentjs/meteoroid_orbit_analysis
https://github.com/trentjs/meteoroid_orbit_analysis
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FIGURE 4.19: The pre-Earth orbit of the DN161031 01 event using both the
analytical (*green) and numerical (**blue) approach to orbit determination.
The yellow star denotes the Earth-meteoroid collision location. The orbital
solutions from both methods are indistinguishable within errors.

variate normal distribution corresponding to the earliest observed meteoroid

state and covariance from the triangulation stage, where the orbital state and

covariance are defined by position, velocity, and their associated uncertainties.

The regression analysis itself is performed using an open-source Python module

for n-body simulations, called REBOUND (Rein and Liu, 2012).

Once the all the meteoroid particles and Solar System bodies are added to

the REBOUND simulation at the appropriate epoch time, the inbuilt WHFast
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FIGURE 4.20: The main perturbations experienced by the DN161031 01 mete-
oroid in the days leading up to its Earth encounter.

symplectic integrator (Rein and Tamayo, 2015) begins propagating all objects

back in time, internally adjusting its time-step in the case of close planetary

encounters or strong perturbation forces. Results of this regression analysis for

the DN161031 01 event are shown in Fig. 4.21 and Fig. 4.22.

Relatively rapid changes in a particle’s eccentricity can indicate a source-

region or planetary encounter. As determined by Devillepoix et al. (2018),

the chances that DN161031 01 originated from Saturn’s ν6 secular resonance,

Jupiter’s 3:1 mean motion resonance (2.5 AU), or Jupiter’s 5:2 mean motion

resonance (2.8 AU) within the predicted 1 Million years is 12%, 82%, and 6%,

respectively.

The regression analysis software described above, which heavily utilises

REBOUND (Rein and Liu, 2012), is publicly available online at https://

github.com/trentjs/meteoroid_orbit_analysis.

https://github.com/trentjs/meteoroid_orbit_analysis
https://github.com/trentjs/meteoroid_orbit_analysis
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FIGURE 4.21: The orbital regression analysis of event DN161031 01 using
1,000 particles over 1 Million years, represented in log-space to highlight the
dynamic evolution of the particles as we integrate further back in time. Notice
the increase in chaotic behaviour after about 100,000 years, highlighting our
increase in orbital origin uncertainty past this point.

4.11. DARKFLIGHT ANALYSIS (100%2)

As stated before, the main scientific goal of the DFN is to recover meteorites

with known orbits. While the determination of the meteoroid’s orbit is assured,

the recovery of the meteorite is not. The main reason why every meteoroid

does not result in a recovered meteorite is simply because most of the time

there is no meteoroid left to reach the ground. The vast majority of meteoroids

completely ablate during their violent atmospheric encounter; merely those

with enough mass and a slow enough velocity survive to the ground. Of the

observed meteoroids that produce meteorites, only a small subset have been

recovered due to the limitation of man-hours available for meteorite search

trips.

2Colleague has an alternative version used for mutually comparative purposes.
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FIGURE 4.22: A semi-major-axis/eccentricity snapshot of the DN161031 01
event after 10,000 years using 1,000 particles, coloured by orbital inclination. As
shown in Fig. 4.21, this is at a time before the eventual divergence of meteoroid
particles at 100,000 years.

Although the darkflight analysis is crucial in finding the meteorite’s impact

location, it must rely on the accuracy of the astrometric calibration, triangulation

and dynamic modelling steps of the data reduction pipeline. That aside, the

darkflight algorithm initiates from the meteoroid’s final position and velocity

vectors of the observed trajectory, see Section 4.8. The meteoroid is then prop-

agated forward in time under the influence of winds, atmospheric drag, and

meteoroid ablation until it reaches the ground.

Before the darkflight algorithm is initiated, a wind model is generated be-

tween the ground and 30 km altitude around the location of the meteoroid’s last

observed latitude and longitude position using the Weather Research and Fore-

cast (WRF) model (Powers et al., 2017). This WRF model extrapolates from real

wind data accumulated from ground-based weather stations, weather balloons,

and satellite-based atmospheric measurements. The density and pressure of the

atmosphere along with the magnitude and direction of the wind produced from
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the WRF model are used in the darkflight analysis algorithm to better predict

the meteorites final resting place. As a typical example, the wind direction and

speed for the DN161031 01 event are shown in Fig. 4.23, while the atmospheric

density, pressure, and relative humidity are shown in Fig. 4.24.

FIGURE 4.23: The atmospheric wind’s direction and speed from 30km altitude
to the ground as determined by the Weather Research and Forecast (WRF)
model for event DN161031 01, represented as a polar plot. Although the winds
are evaluated in three-dimensions, the vertical component is very small and
has been omitted from this plot.

The darkflight algorithm numerically integrates the meteoroid’s 3D equa-

tions of motion through the remainder of the atmosphere, considering the

changing atmospheric density and wind vector as it goes. These equations of

motion are dynamically identical to those used within the DTF triangulation

method discussed in Section 4.8.3 and Chapter 2, which ensures the dynamic
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FIGURE 4.24: The atmospheric density, pressure, and relative humidity from
30km altitude to the ground as determined by the Weather Research and
Forecast (WRF) model for event DN161031 01.

continuity of the meteoroid between the brightflight and darkflight regimes.

The integrator itself uses the adaptive time-step Dormand-Prince method (Dor-

mand and Prince, 1980); basically calculating the fourth-order and fifth-order

Runge-Kutta solutions and comparing them to determine if the time step needs

to be altered. The numerical integration continues until the meteoroid reaches

the ground, determining the predicted meteorite impact site.

However, in reality, the meteorite’s mass, shape, density, and drag coefficient

are almost indistinguishable from a dynamics standpoint. Therefore, even a well

constrained mass can lead to drastic differences in the final impact location due

to different shape/density estimates or drag coefficient modelling, for example.

It is for this reason that we typically determine the impact locations for a range

of mass candidates, keeping all other initial parameters the same. The resulting

ground distribution of these candidates is called the ”fall-line”, and is given its

shape primarily from wind influences as the meteorite candidates descend. The

darkflight fall-line for event DN161031 01 is presented in Fig. 4.25.
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FIGURE 4.25: The darkflight path and fall-line of the DN161031 01 event. The
red dots indicate the last triangulated meteoroid observations and the yellow
dots represent the predicted impact locations of various masses, labelled in the
zoomed section to the right. The darkflight ’curtin’ after the final triangulated
observation is the trajectory path of a single 1.796 kg meteoroid through the at-
mosphere as predicted by the DTFfrag method, see Section 4.8.8. The predicted
post-ablation mass of this object is 1.647 kg. Note, a shape-density parameter of
1.78 was chosen to highlight the expected fall-path of the recovered meteorite,
see Section 4.12.

If fragmentation were observed in the recorded fireball, darkflight analyses

could be similarly conducted from this breakup point, resulting in a secondary

strewn field on the ground. However, it has been shown by Register et al.

(2020) that any sizable fragments will likely become entrained in the wake of

the significant mass and will follow a darkflight path from the same terminal

point as that main mass. While there was an observed fragmentation in the

DN161031 01 event, there was also a significant main mass that survived this

breakup. If any sizable fragments did survive in this event, they likely followed

the same observed trajectory as the main mass (Fig. 4.4) and can therefore

be modelled as a different mass along the determined fall-line, as shown in

Fig. 4.25.

To determine the range of possible meteorite fall locations either side of the
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fall-line, a Monte-Carlo analysis is conducted for a range of likely mass candi-

dates. This involves generating a number of particles around the last observed

meteoroid position, each representing a possible meteoroid solution. Particle pa-

rameters include position, velocity magnitude, velocity direction, mass, shape,

and density, which are all randomly chosen to replicate a multivariate normal

distribution of width corresponding to parameter uncertainties. The particles

are then propagated one-by-one to the ground using the described darkflight al-

gorithm to form a distribution of possible meteorite impact locations, as shown

in Fig. 4.26.

FIGURE 4.26: The meteorite impact distribution of the DN161031 01 event,
covering a wide range of possible mass and shape combinations. Other varied
parameters include the meteoroid’s initial position, initial velocity, mass-loss
coefficient, and density. For reference, this distribution was considering a mass
range between 1 kg and 10 kg, measuring roughly 3 km long by 300 m wide.
The search tracks of this area are shown in Fig. 4.27.

We must note that there is a lot of hidden complexity and subtleties in the

darkflight that is not discussed here, but must be considered to determine

accurate and reliable impact locations. One example is the modelling of the

drag coefficient throughout the subsonic flow regime; the meteoroid’s shape

has a big influence on both the magnitude and shape of the drag coefficient
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curve against Reynolds Number. Another example is the direction of Earth’s

gravitational pull; not only does it depend on latitude and height, but it must be

perpendicular to the Earth’s geoid, not necessarily directed towards the centre

of Earth. Both of these examples produce accumulative effects that can affect

the impact site predictions by several kilometres. Careful attention to these

details are vital to successfully recovering an observed meteoroid.

The developed darkflight analysis software, as described above, is pub-

licly available online at https://github.com/trentjs/meteoroid_

darkflight_analysis.

4.12. METEORITE SEARCH

Although not strictly part of the data reduction pipeline, meteorite searching is

an important aspect of the procedure in order to fulfil the DFN’s scientific goals.

Currently, meteorite search trips are typically performed in teams of 4-8 people

and 2-3 vehicles, commonly taking up to 2 weeks.

Trips are prioritised based on both meteorite survivability and ground search-

ability. However, due to the nature of meteoroid recordings, all likely meteorite

candidates are randomly distributed on the ground under our observable

network coverage. This means that local accommodation is generally not avail-

able and on-site remote camping for extended periods is usually necessary,

with the permission of landowners. For this reason, considerable organisation

and safety precautions are taken very seriously. To avoid the biggest risks of

remotely working in the Australian outback, trips are planned during the Au-

tumn/Spring months, ample food, water, and fuel are purchased beforehand,

and daily phone check-in’s are required.

Once the search team is on-site and well fed, typical ground search strategies

are utilised to survey the area. The team form a line perpendicular to their di-

https://github.com/trentjs/meteoroid_darkflight_analysis
https://github.com/trentjs/meteoroid_darkflight_analysis
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rection of travel, generally spaced 5-15 meters apart depending on the predicted

meteorite size and the ground conditions - as an extreme example, searching

for a 1 kg object on a dried salt lake could permit a team spacing of up to about

30 meters. One of the team members on the end of the line-up is appointed

as the ”guide” and is responsible for navigating the line through unsearched

regions. GPS units are carried by all team members to record everyone’s re-

spective search tracks, which are collated at the end of each day to log the total

ground covered. The collection of tracks from the DN161031 01 search trip are

shown in Fig. 4.27, and highlight the line-search techniques discussed above.

FIGURE 4.27: The GPS search-tracks around the predicted fall-line of event
DN161031 01. The yellow dots represent discrete locations along the predicted
fall-line, labelled by their predicted post-ablation mass. The blue lines rep-
resent the collated search-tracks from November, 2016, with the search areas
ordered in chronological order. Area 2b was searched by one team member on a
mountain bike at the same time as Area 2a was searched by the rest of the team
on foot. At the end of Area 4 and within 24 hours of search commencement, the
meteorite now known as Dingle Dell was found, as highlighted by the green
target and shown in Fig. 4.28. The red lines represent the search-tracks from a
later trip that aimed to collect a hypothesised secondary mass.

If the meteorite is successfully found, its GPS location is recorded and the

sample is extensively photographed before being carefully placed in a Teflon
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bag using Teflon coated tongs. A soil sample is also gathered around the fall

site and transported alongside the meteorite to the geology lab for a variety of

rock sample analyses.

After less than a day of searching, the team of four found the meteorite

from event DN161031 01 at the edge of the Dingle Dell farm land, as shown

by the green target in Fig. 4.27. The meteorite was discovered within a week

of its fall, untouched by both rain and human hands, and sitting on it’s end

as shown in Fig. 4.28. It’s final mass, bulk density, and shape were measured

as 1.15 kg, 3450 kg/m3, and 16 x 9 x 4 cm, respectively (Devillepoix et al., 2018).

The meteorite was subsequently named Dingle Dell, after the property it was

collected on.

FIGURE 4.28: The Dingle Dell meteorite from event DN161031 01 in the loca-
tion and orientation of its discovery. The GPS unit is provided for scale.

In hindsight, the meteoroid’s final mass of 1.796 kg, as predicted by the

DTFfrag method, overestimated the meteoroid’s true mass by about half a
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kilogram. However, as discussed in Section 4.8.8, this mass estimate is highly

dependent on the assumptions given to the meteoroid’s final shape and density,

and may have been better approximated using a streamlined ellipsoid.

4.13. FUTURE FUNCTIONALITY

The data reduction pipeline outlined in this chapter has been thoroughly tried

and tested to ensure data quality and reliability. However, there are still inclu-

sions that could be made to this pipeline that would improve either efficiency

or accuracy. Some suggested improvements include:

ALTERNATIVE FIREBALL DETECTION - While the Hough Transform as discussed

in Section 4.3 is fairly thorough at detecting straight line streaks within image

tiles, it does tend flag a significant number of false-positive events, even after fil-

tering based on triangulation height. These image tiles must be sorted manually

in order to separate the fireballs from the non-fireballs, such as planes, satellites,

thin clouds, etc. With an alternative detection algorithm, this manual sorting

step could be further minimised or ideally eliminated. One such approach could

be with the use of machine learning techniques. A machine learning algorithm

could be initially trained on the thousands of collected fireball images and the

mass of manually-filtered non-fireball events. The algorithm could also have

self-teaching capabilities - continually self-learning off manually-sorted events

only if the algorithm is unsure. This could significantly reduce the manual

component of the event detection step within the data reduction pipeline.

AUTOMATION OF TIME DECODING - The time decoding step in the data pipeline

(Section 4.4) is currently semi-automated to ensure effective and efficient use of

manual effort, minimising the time taken to decode fireball events. However,

this step could be automated further - possibly even removing any human

interaction altogether. To accomplish this, an algorithm would have to be
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developed that could identify the fireball trajectory from an image, fit a curve

to this trajectory, analyse the brightness along the curve to decode the de

Bruijn sequence for absolute timing data, and finally better fit the line-of-sight

data points to the centre of each de Bruijn element, thus relaxing the original

curve fit and retaining the dynamic subtlety within the fireball trajectory. This

automation process is especially feasible using the more recent pulse-frequency

de Bruijn encoding (Howie et al., 2017b).

MODELLING OF PHOTOMETRY DATA - Multi-station light-curve data contains

very valuable information about both the material properties and the ablation

characteristics of the meteoroid body. As briefly discussed at the end of Chap-

ter 2, this additional data would provide significant insights into meteoroid

mass-loss throughout its trajectory as well as identifying possible fragmentation

events, allowing for automatic fragmentation identification and determination

within the triangulation and dynamic modelling steps of the data reduction

pipeline. The inclusion of light-curve data would substantially improve the

accuracy of our dynamic modelling and prediction algorithms, further con-

straining both the meteoroid’s determined orbit and its predicted landing site

on the ground.

FURTHER AERODYNAMIC DRAG MODELLING - The most uncertain aspect

within the predictive darkflight algorithm is the drag coefficient. Currently,

the drag coefficient used to predict the meteorite’s impact location is estimated

from multiple studies on various shaped objects (mostly spheres and cylin-

ders) within wind-tunnels, varying flow regimes and Reynolds Numbers. The

objects studied are of uniform density and generally symmetric - two quali-

ties that do not describe meteorites. The offset of an object’s centre-of-mass

and centre-of-volume makes for very interesting aerodynamics, which much

be studied further in efforts to improve darkflight modelling algorithms, and

hence promote meteorite searching efficiency.
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DRONES FOR SEARCHING - Our current method of meteorite searching requires

constant human attention, focus, and manual labour, which results in frequent

breaks and a high safety risk. To avoid these problems and make the meteorite

recovery procedure more efficient and economical, we have been designing

meteorite detection algorithms to analyse mapping data from autonomous

drones. In theory, this would require only 2-3 people about 3 days to cover the

same amount of ground as a team of 6 people for 2 weeks on foot, and probably

more reliably; a far better alternative than traditional labour intensive methods.

This is the future of meteorite searching.

4.14. CONCLUSION

The Desert Fireball Network’s (DFN’s) semi-autonomous data reduction

pipeline is a complex structure that has been fused together using techniques

and algorithms from a vast number of fields. This pipeline has played a major

part in the successful recovery of multiple meteorites so far, and therefore ful-

filling one of the DFN’s primary scientific goals. Additionally, it is continually

and autonomously estimating the masses and determining pre-Earth orbits for

all newly observed meteoroids, adding to the already considerable statistical

data-set of recorded meteoroid events and thereby fulfilling the DFN’s second

scientific goal.

Within this extensive fireball data reduction pipeline, I have personally con-

tributed substantially to many sections over the course of my PhD, in particular

the triangulation and dynamic modelling, orbit determination, regression analy-

sis, and darkflight analysis sections discussed in this chapter. My coding efforts

have made it possible to process thousands of detected meteoroids, and aided

greatly in the discovery of three confirmed and two unconfirmed meteorites

with known orbital origins.
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As demonstrated using the Dingle Dell event (DN161031 01), we can de-

termine orbits and retrieve meteorites from multi-station imagery. We can

also calculate the possible source-region or parent-body origins of this cosmic

material - providing a dynamical and celestial context to an otherwise myste-

rious space rock. This contextual information helps scientists better theorise

the formation of the Solar System and how life may have developed. Such

information also has major implications in the future asteroid mining industry.
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ABSTRACT

Optical tracking systems typically trade-off between astrometric precision and

field-of-view. In this work, we showcase a networked approach to optical track-

ing using very wide field-of-view imagers that have relatively low astrometric

precision on the scheduled OSIRIS-REx slingshot manoeuvre around Earth on

September 22nd, 2017. As part of a trajectory designed to get OSIRIS-REx to

NEO 101955 Bennu, this flyby event was viewed from 13 remote sensors spread

across Australia and New Zealand to promote triangulatable observations.

Each observatory in this portable network was constructed to be as lightweight

and portable as possible, with hardware based off the successful design of the

Desert Fireball Network.

Over a 4 hour collection window, we gathered 15,439 images of the night

sky in the predicted direction of the OSIRIS-REx spacecraft. Using a specially

developed streak detection and orbit determination data pipeline, we detected

2,090 line-of-sight observations. Our fitted orbit was determined to be within

about 10 km of orbital telemetry along the observed 109,262 km length of OSIRIS-

REx trajectory, and thus demonstrating the impressive capability of a networked

approach to space surveillance and tracking.

5.1. INTRODUCTION

Ever since the first Near Earth Object (NEO) was discovered in 1898 (Miller

et al., 2002), humanity has been concerned of the threat posed by these objects.

A variety of methods have been developed to determine their orbits. Tradition-

ally, NEO orbits have been established using angles-only measurements from a

single observation point. These methods include Gauss’s method (Gauss, 1857),

Laplace’s method (Klokacheva, 1991), Gooding’s method (Gooding, 1997), and
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the Double-R algorithm (Der, 2012). However, these single-viewpoint tech-

niques tend to perform better with measurements spanning a large time period.

Modern methods have been developed for the obit determination of NEO’s

using temporally close measurements that span short-arcs, such as the admis-

sible region approach of Milani and Knežević (2005) and Tommei et al. (2007).

However these methods determine a set of physically acceptable orbits and

are still prone to considerable error. An alternative approach to the short-arc

problem uses two observatories taking simultaneous measurements to trian-

gulate the NEO, which results in greater accuracy over a shorter time window

when compared to the single observatory approach, even when data density is

matched. Eggl (2011) describes a method of NEO triangulation using measure-

ments from two heliocentric satellites, and Eggl and Devillepoix (2014) explains

the same concept between the Gaia satellite and ground-based observations.

Triangulation has also been used by fireball networks since 1959 to track and

dynamically model small NEO’s from meteor and fireball observations from

multiple distributed sensors as they ablate through our upper atmosphere. Of

the 60,000 meteorites in collections around the world, only about 32 have known

orbits as of 2018 (Granvik and Brown, 2018). Five of these have been discovered

using the Desert Fireball Network (DFN); the largest fireball network in the

world.

With fireball networks as inspiration, we propose using the same distributed

multi-observatory approach to triangulate objects beyond our atmosphere.

The question is whether it is possible to accurately determine the orbit of a

heliocentric object using many relatively low-resolution ground-based sensors.

To answer this and test the validity of such an approach, we observed the

OSIRIS-REx spacecraft’s flyby manoeuvre on September 22nd, 2017, using

Australasia as our triangulation baseline. Additionally, to verify the accuracy of

such a method, we recreate its NEO-like orbit and compare it to well known
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orbital telemetry.

5.2. OBSERVATORY HARDWARE

Rapidly deployable proof-of-concept observatories were developed to demon-

strate a networked approach to Space Surveillance and Tracking (SST) by imag-

ing the OSIRIS-REx spacecraft during its flyby manoeuvre. As the chosen

observation locations were spread out to very different places across the coun-

try, these observatories were constructed to be portable, light-weight, and easy

to setup and operate in the field by non-specialists. The design consisted of

only the bare-bones components and could be separated into two parts - a small

custom designed triggering unit and the imager itself - all able to be transported

in a small case as carry on luggage as shown in Fig. 5.1.

The triggering unit is a key piece of hardware that takes advantage of the

DFN’s existing hardware (Howie et al., 2017). It contains a micro-controller

linked to a Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) chip to activate the cam-

era’s shutter at predetermined times. The triggering unit also contains an SD

card to record the imager’s geodetic coordinates and absolute time informa-

tion for later data processing. The predetermined times were synchronised

across the continental-scale network at a cadence of 6 seconds, triggered to

sub-millisecond precision. This synchronisation between observatories allowed

for individual pointwise triangulation and possible reconstruction of spacecraft

geometry through light curve analysis.

The imager consists of a Nikon D810 36 megapixel DSLR full frame sensor

paired with either a Sigma Art 85 mm f/1.4 (11 observatories) or a Nikon Nikkor

105 mm f/1.4 lens (2 observatories). The Nikon camera was set to 3200 ISO,

maximum aperture (f/1.4), and 4 second exposure time.

The majority of these portable observatories provide a 24˝ x 16˝ field-of-view
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FIGURE 5.1: One of the observatories used in the OSIRIS-REx observation
campaign, complete with the custom designed triggering unit.
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or 385 square degrees, resulting in a resolution of about 11.5 arcsec per pixel.

This would be classed as relatively low-resolution when compared to a typical

SST telescope, such as the Falcon Telescopes (Chun et al., 2018). Sponsored by

the United States Air Force Academy (USAFA), the Falcon Telescopes support

a 0.5 metre, f/8.1 lens and 0.65 arcsec per pixel, equating to a coverage of only

about 12 square degrees. While these typical SST telescopes are fantastic at

refining the orbit of an already catalogued space object, they lack the field-of-

view necessary for blind target acquisition and even have trouble capturing

targets of high uncertainty, which is where large field-of-view sensors excel.

5.3. OSIRIS-REX OBSERVATION CAMPAIGN

The site selection and observatory pointing for the observation campaign were

both based around the OSIRIS-REx slingshot orbit as predicted by NASA. This

predicted orbit was gathered from the NASA Horizons web service (https://

ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons.cgi) on August 17th, 2017; about a month

before the flyby manoeuvre.

5.3.1. SITE SELECTION

The optimal triangulation baseline for any target is when observations from

two or more observatories meet at 90˝. Due to the large range of OSIRIS-REx

even at closest approach, this baseline is greater than the diameter of the Earth.

Therefore, to best demonstrate the distributed network approach, observatory

sites were chosen to maximise the observation baseline while avoiding light

polluted areas and adverse weather conditions on the night of the 22nd of

September, 2017. As such, 12 sites across Australasia were chosen in advance

with a few alterations very last minute depending on the weather forecast.

https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons.cgi
https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons.cgi
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FIGURE 5.2: Sensor locations on the night of the OSIRIS-REx slingshot ma-
noeuvre.

The portable observatories on these 12 sites were operated by teams from 6

different Australian institutions. A 13th observatory was setup alongside the

Darwin node to allow direct performance comparisons between the 85 mm and

105 mm lenses. The final viewing sites for the OSIRIS-REx flyby are shown in

Fig. 5.2 and specified in Table 5.1.

5.3.2. POINTING

The OSIRIS-REx slingshot trajectory spanned a large fraction of the sky, consid-

erably more than the field-of-view of our observatories. Therefore, a number of

manual re-points were required by the observatory operators over the collec-

tion window. This collection window started from about 2017-09-22 12:35 UTC,

when OSIRIS-REx was predicted to be at our sensor’s limiting brightness of

12th magnitude, and finished just before it fell below the horizon over 4 hours
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later. Fortunately the Moon was set for the entire collection period, giving us

the best chance at capturing the faint reflection of the OSIRIS-REx spacecraft.

To avoid frequent re-pointing while still keeping the OSIRIS-REx spacecraft

near the centre of the field-of-view, the predicted altitude/azimuth pointing

information was segmented into 5˝ arcs from each observatory’s perspective.

The centroid of these arc segments dictated where the sensor was to be pointed

and at what time. This resulted in about 25 re-points over the course of 4 hours,

with an initial spacing of 20 min down to about 4 min by the end as OSIRIS-REx

increased in apparent angular velocity as it approached the horizon.

The actual process of pointing the sensors on the night was rough due

to the imprecise nature of the compass (corrected for magnetic declination)

and an inclinometer used to aim the lens. However, the 5˝ arc segment was

designed to be sufficiently smaller than the field-of-view of the lens to cater

for this known inaccuracy. This rudimentary pointing method allowed less

experienced operators to successfully observe the target, without the need of

sky charts or even the need to carry a computer.

5.3.3. GATHERED DATA

Over the course of the observation campaign, 15,439 images were taken of the

night sky from 12 different viewpoints. Observer location and absolute time

records were also gathered alongside these images at the moment of shutter

actuation using the custom triggering box described in Section 5.2. The locations

and collected data for each observatory is summarised in Table 5.1.

This is far too much data to be reduced manually. In order to recreate the

OSIRIS-REx slingshot orbit from the gathered imagery, an automated data

reduction pipeline was required.
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TABLE 5.1: The final locations of the portable observatories on the night of
September 22nd, 2017. The OSIRIS-REx viewing window and number of
images captured are also shown for each site. Each observatory supported a
85 mm lens besides two locations (*), which used the 105 mm lens.

Location (Codename) Latitude Longitude Observed Collected
Window Images

Auckland (AKL) -35.548˝ 174.303˝ 1h 36m 546
Canberra (ANU) -36.522˝ 149.228˝ 4h 06m 2,147
Alice Springs (ASP) -23.683˝ 133.928˝ 3h 32m 1,586
Broken Hill (BHQ)* -31.847˝ 141.203˝ 4h 15m 1,564
Darwin (CDU) -13.044˝ 130.995˝ 3h 35m 1,398
Darwin (DRW)* -13.044˝ 130.995˝ 3h 31m 1,415
Mount Isa (ISA) -20.903˝ 139.440˝ 3h 38m 1,535
Kalgoorlie (KGI) -30.751˝ 121.760˝ 3h 23m 2,031
Learmonth (LEA) -22.401˝ 114.039˝ 2h 53m 1,050
Melbourne (MON) -36.975˝ 145.706˝ 1h 17m 719
Sydney (MQU) -33.536˝ 151.295˝ 2h 30m NA
Perth (PER) -32.406˝ 116.725˝ 0h 18m 139
Toowoomba (USQ) -27.825˝ 152.101˝ 3h 25m 1,309

5.4. RECREATING THE OSIRIS-REX ORBIT

To construct the flyby orbit of the OSIRIS-REx satellite, we must first detect and

extract the start and end points of the recorded spacecraft’s streak from the mass

of images captured from the various observation sites in a process called streak

detection. Additionally, if OSIRIS-REx is visible, light curves can be determined

throughout the manoeuvre from different points-of-view, leading to possible

shape reconstruction.

Using the extracted streak information from the images, we determine the

most likely orbit of the OSIRIS-REx spacecraft given the mass of measurements.

This recreated orbit fit is then compared to both NASA Horizons predicted path

and actual OSIRIS-REx telemetry of the flyby trajectory.
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FIGURE 5.3: An example of a full-framed image with an enlarged region to
show the scale of an OSIRIS-REx streak. For reference, this image is 24˝ ˆ 16˝.

5.4.1. STREAK DETECTION

Of the 15,439 captured images, the OSIRIS-REx spacecraft was detected in

1,045 of them from 9 viewpoints. Unfortunately, the data collected from 4 of the

locations were unusable due to technical or weather related issues. Additionally,

out of the sites that did capture valuable imagery, OSIRIS-REx was not observed

in all of them because of either human pointing error, unfavourable lighting, or

OSIRIS-REx was simply too faint to detect. For streak scale, Fig. 5.3 shows an

OSIRIS-REx streak detection in a full-framed image.

To autonomously extract the OSIRIS-REx streak information from the images,

we designed a sensitive streak detection algorithm. Firstly, adjacent images

captured from the same sensor are astrometrically aligned, smoothed and

subtracted from one-another to highlight any differences. The smoothly varying

background sky is then removed before any statistically significant streaks
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FIGURE 5.4: Two thumbnail examples of OSIRIS-REx within 4 second long-
exposures as viewed from Perth and Alice Springs, respectively. The OSIRIS-
REx streak has been highlighted and its direction of travel indicated, where ”S”
is the start and ”E” is the end of the exposure. The full-frame image had been
astrometrically calibrated before thumbnail creation.

are identified. Thumbnails centred around these streaks are saved, with the

encompassed stars used to astrometrically and photometrically calibrate the

target streaks. Two examples of OSIRIS-REx thumbnails are shown in Fig. 5.4,

with the streak itself highlighted.

By tuning the streak detection algorithm towards sensitivity, we introduce

a significant number of noise-level artefacts. However, most of these artefacts

can be discarded as they do not resemble a satellite streak or they are not in the

predicted region of the image to be OSIRIS-REx. The OSIRIS-REx search region

within each images is large enough to cater for any inaccuracies in the predicted

trajectory, but small enough to avoid most of the aforementioned artefacts.

Generally, a streak’s direction of travel can be identified by comparing it to

past and future images from the same sensor. However, sometimes streaks do

not appear in the adjacent images, making the streak’s orientation ambiguous.

Due to the faintness of OSIRIS-REx, the streak detection algorithm detected a
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FIGURE 5.5: The flux measured along the OSIRIS-REx streaks corresponding
to those highlighted in Fig. 5.4, where the zeroth pixel coordinate coincides to
the middle of the streak.

significant number ambiguous streaks. This ambiguity is later resolved at the

orbit determination stage.

5.4.2. LIGHT CURVES

After a streak has been identified and measured as described in Section 5.4.1, the

light curves are then determined by examining the pixel brightness along the

length of the streak. The pixel brightness is converted into apparent flux along

the streak using the photometric calibration obtained in the streak detection

step. These simultaneous light curves gathered from various synchronised

viewpoints would allow for the complete reconstruction of the OSIRIS-REx

spacecraft’s geometry. Fig. 5.5 shows how the brightness changes within a

couple of example streaks and Fig. 5.6 shows OSIRIS-REx’s change in apparent

magnitude over the flyby viewing window from all perspectives.

Perhaps surprisingly, the apparent magnitude of the OSIRIS-REx spacecraft
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FIGURE 5.6: Apparent magnitude of the OSIRIS-REx spacecraft from different
observation locations throughout the observation campaign. Times are relative
to the closest approach; 2017-09-22 16:51:50.818 UTC. See Fig. 5.2 for the specific
sensor locations.

begins relatively bright, becoming its dimmest about two hours before the

closest approach. One might think that the brightness of the spacecraft should

increase monotonically as the observation range decreases. This would be true if

all other factors were ignored, such as the satellite’s orientation, irregular shape,

varying albedo, and in particular phase angle. The phase angle of OSIRIS-REx

throughout the observation campaign went from 15˝ to over 90˝, where 0˝

corresponds to maximum solar reflectance.

Additionally, the spread of these apparent magnitudes as shown in Fig. 5.6

can be due to a multitude of reasons, including Sun glint off the solar panels,

complex geometry of the satellite, and locally varying atmospheric conditions.

5.4.3. ORBIT DETERMINATION

Calculating an orbit given all the line-of-sight measurements is merely an opti-

misation/fitting problem. To determine this best fit orbit, we choose to use a
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batch least-squares approach that iteratively adjusts an initial orbit guess (com-

prising of six orbital parameters) to minimise the sum of the squared residuals,

where in our case, a residual is the angular difference between the observed

line-of-sight and the predicted line-of-sight at the time of the observation. The

predicted lines-of-sight are calculated from the initial orbit guess using a two-

body Earth-centred (J2000) hyperbolic orbit propagator due to the nature of the

flyby event.

This least-squares minimisation procedure is repeated until a local minimum

is reached as determined by the residual Jacobian. If any residuals are outside

three median-absolute-deviations at the point of this local minimum, they are

classed as outliers and are removed one-by-one before the batch least-squares

procedure is re-run on the remaining data. An outlier could unavoidably arise

during the image differencing step within the streak detection algorithm if an

observed OSIRIS-REx streak occultates a star, for example. This outlier rejection

step is repeated after every least-squares operation until no outliers remain to

contribute to the optimal orbit fit.

In late 2018 at the AMOS conference, a preliminary orbit fit was presented

using the above procedure that merely used the centroids of the streaks (Jansen-

Sturgeon et al. 2018; Appendix B), and therefore did not require any ambiguous

streak handling as mentioned in Section 5.4.1. In order to include all avaliable

line-of-sight measurements, the orbit determination algorithm was later refined

to use the start and end pointing coordinates of the OSIRIS-REx streaks.

To combat the streak ambiguity problem, the ambiguous streak’s direction

of travel is determined before any optimisation techniques are applied by

comparing to the known NASA Horizons predicted orbit. Any ambiguous

streaks that appear to be heading in the wrong direction are flipped; i.e. if their

dot product with the projected velocity vector at that time is less than zero. This

streak flipping process ultimately aids in the accuracy of the overall orbit fit.
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FIGURE 5.7: The angular difference between the observed line-of-sight mea-
surements and the predicted lines-of-sight over time given the fitted hyperbolic
orbit, otherwise known as residuals. The sensors are colour coded and the
residual standard deviation is given in black. The time is relative to the point
of closest approach; 2017-09-22 16:51:50.818 UTC.

The adjusted orbit determination code corrected 198 of the 353 ambiguous

streaks that were found to be oriented the wrong way. Additionally, we identi-

fied 99 out of the 2,090 measurements as outliers, which were discarded from

the final orbit fit. The remaining measurements are represented in Fig. 5.7 as the

orbit residuals, and the final calculated hyperbolic orbital elements are listed in

Table 5.2.

To validate the use of this simple two-body approximation, we calculate

the deviation from the strongest perturbation (namely J2) over our 4 hour

observation window to be about 30 meters. This is far less than the error on the

perigee alone, see Table 5.2, and therefore would negligibly affect our overall

orbit solution.
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5.4.4. ORBIT COMPARISON

Now that we have calculated OSIRIS-REx’s orbital trajectory, we have an oppor-

tunity to compare this against the original predicted orbit and actual OSIRIS-

REx telemetry. As discussed, the predicted orbit was gathered from NASA

Horizons web service (https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons.cgi) on

August 17th, 2017, about a month before the flyby event. The orbital telemetry

was collected from the same location about a year after the event, and has not

been altered since. Table 5.2 compares the hyperbolic orbital elements of the

determined orbit to the prediction and telemetry orbits, while Fig. 5.8 compares

them all visually.

TABLE 5.2: The hyperbolic orbital elements at the time of closest approach,
2017-09-22 16:51:50.818 UTC, expressed in the Earth Centred Inertial (GCRS)
coordinate frame. In order, p, e, i, ω, Ω, and M correspond to the perigee,
eccentricity, inclination, argument of perigee, longitude of the ascending node,
and the mean anomaly respectively.

Orbital Horizons Determined Orbit
Elements Predictiona Orbit Telemetryb

p [km] 23595.52402 23590 ˘ 8 23591.78261
e 3.29654 3.2971 ˘ 0.0006 3.29620
i [˝] 84.84226 84.831 ˘ 0.001 84.83158
ω [˝] 284.52092 284.528 ˘ 0.004 284.52307
Ω [˝] 185.61554 185.606 ˘ 0.001 185.61538
M [˝] 0.18841 0.180 ˘ 0.004 0.15535
a Gathered from NASA Horizons Web-Interface on 2017-08-17.
b Gathered from NASA Horizons Web-Interface post slingshot.

As shown in Fig. 5.8, the three orbits are so close to one-another that they are

practically indistinguishable at this scale. Likewise, comparing the numbers di-

rectly from Table 5.2 can be misleading and does not show the subtle differences

between them. In order to visualise the subtle variation between these orbits,

we investigate the cross-track differences to the telemetry by constructing a

frame of reference centred around and travelling with the telemetry trajectory,

as shown in Fig. 5.9. This telemetry ”body frame” approach highlights the slight

orbit differences throughout the flyby trajectory, where points in the body’s x-y

https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons.cgi
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FIGURE 5.8: The three hyperbolic orbits from Table 5.2 compared in the Earth
Centered Inertial (GCRS) frame, spanning 6 hours either side of the closest
approach. The orbits are so similar that they appear as one orbit in this
plot. To visualise the subtle orbit differences, please refer to Fig. 5.9. The
thicker blue trajectory is highlighting the 4 hour long observed section of
the determined orbit. *The XYeci axis is angled at an azimuth equal to the
longitude of ascending node of the determined orbit as to best represent the
hyperbolic orbits in a 2D plane.

frame (Fig. 5.9) represent parallel trajectories.

Fig. 5.9 shows how parallel the Horizons predicted trajectory is to the orbital

telemetry as indicated by the relatively small deviation over the 12 hour window.

Additionally, we note how accurate the determined orbit is to the telemetry,

with only about 4 hours of measurements using human pointed off-the-shelf

cameras.

Interestingly, if we use the observation range to convert the angular cross-

track residual standard deviation into an equivalent residual distance, we get

a linear cross-track residual standard deviation of about 31.2 km and 6.2 km

corresponding to the start and the end of the observation window respectively;

well within one standard deviation of the telemetry orbit, i.e. the x-axis of

Fig. 5.9.
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FIGURE 5.9: The subtle cross-track differences of the Horizons predicted tra-
jectory and the determined orbit to the telemetry trajectory. The z-axis (into
the page) and the y-axis correspond to the direction of the telemetry’s velocity
vector and the direction of Earth, respectively. The observed section of the
determined orbit is highlighted by a thicker blue line. For reference, the dis-
tance travelled along the z-axis of this plot is 109,262 km, further enforcing
how similar these orbits are.
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5.5. THE CREATION OF FIREOPAL

The OSIRIS-REx observation campaign turned out to be an excellent proof-of-

concept for a networked design for SST. As demonstrated in Section 5.4.4, we

were able to successfully recreate a NEO-like orbit using a distributed network

of relatively low-resolution off-the-shelf imagers. Additionally, this achieve-

ment proved the capability of the developed and automated data reduction

pipeline. To expand this successful proof-of-concept into the observation of

Earth-bound objects and space debris, the prototype hardware, observatory

structure, and data pipeline were adjusted into a more durable SST system

now known as FireOPAL; a partnership project between Curtin University and

Lockheed Martin, Australia.

Perhaps the biggest modification in the development of FireOPAL (Fireball

OPtical ALert) was made to the observatory hardware. Each observatory is now

completely autonomous and weather-hardened, consisting of a stand-alone

and sturdy fixed-pointing sensor, four large solar panels, a set of high-capacity

batteries, and an on-board computer to perform streak determination and light-

curve extraction remotely and automatically in the field. The comparison of

the 85 mm and 105 mm lenses during the OSIRIS-REx campaign ultimately

influenced our choice to use the 105 mm lens in the FireOPAL units due to its

increased sensitivity. For reference, Fig. 5.10 shows two FireOPAL observatories

deployed in Glendambo, South Australia.

These fixed-pointing sensors are arranged and aligned to maximise the

number of recorded satellites from all orbit regimes, with overlap that enables

triangulation for more accurate orbit determination. Currently, there are three

clusters at different longitudes across Australia that each comprise of 6+ sensors

tiling the GEO belt like a ”fence”. Sufficiently large satellites and space debris

that pass through this field-of-view during the terminator window are observed
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FIGURE 5.10: Two current FireOPAL units deployed at Glendambo that are
part of six within South Australia. These six observatories form one node
that tiles the GEO belt, with two additional similar nodes located in Western
Australia and New South Wales.
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by the network.

The OSIRIS-REx streak detection and light curve extraction algorithms have

been adjusted to minimise noise-level artefacts while maintaining the majority

of true-positive detections. A complete account of the FireOPAL image pro-

cessing pipeline is detailed by Madsen et al. (2018). Additionally, the orbit

determination algorithm used in the calculation of OSIRIS-REx’s slingshot tra-

jectory has also evolved into a fully autonomous data association and orbit

determination/refinement pipeline. Ambiguous streak directions are now auto-

matically determined within the data association modules. Furthermore, the

hyperbolic orbit propagation module was swapped out for the high-fidelity

OreKit propagator (Maisonobe et al., 2010) to improve the accuracy of the

estimated satellite orbits.

In late 2018, Madsen et al. (2018) revealed the first results of the FireOPAL

network. These systems were shown to record about 4,000 images a night,

detecting around 1,500 LEO streaks and 1,000 GEO measurements down to

limiting magnitudes of 13.7 mag (single frame) and 16.6 mag (60 stacked frames)

respectively. When comparing the GEO measurements from one clear night to

known objects in the SpaceTrack catalogue, FireOPAL was found to have a 90%

detection rate of targets within an observatory’s field-of-view, with no bias to

size.

Madsen et al. (2018) also reported successful collaborative hand-off experi-

ments of LEO and GEO satellites to a narrow field-of-view telescope operated

by the Australian Defence Science & Technology Group (DST) 24 hours after

their latest viewing. This hand-off relied on the fully autonomous orbit de-

termination and refinement pipeline to both construct the orbits and predict

the future locations of a number of satellite objects. Over 90% of the hand-off

objects were detected by the DST sensor over a two week period in June 2018.

For more FireOPAL performance and results, please refer to Bland et al. (2018)
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and Madsen et al. (2018).

At our current rate of data accumulation over the 21 nodes within FireOPAL

network, we expect to record over 7 million LEO streaks and over 5 million

GEO observations in one year. These numbers only set to increase in the future

when more FireOPAL sensors are distributed at different longitudes around the

world, leading to an SST network capable of high satellite custody, making it

far easier to detect and follow satellites through orbital manoeuvres. Working

together with existing SST radar and telescope instruments, FireOPAL will aid

greatly in collision avoidance and overall space traffic management in an effort

to avoid the potential Kessler event (Kessler and Cour-Palais, 1978).

5.6. CONCLUSION

By using a distributed network of relatively low-resolution ground-based off-

the-shelf sensors, we were able to successfully detect and determine the NEO-

like orbit of NASA’s OSIRIS-REx spacecraft on its scheduled slingshot trajectory

around Earth. On the night of September 22nd, 2017, 13 teams from 6 Australian

institutions spread across Australia and New Zealand to optimise triangulation

capacity. In all, the observation campaign generated over 13,000 images within

about four hours.

As manual reduction of this dataset was unfeasible, an automated streak

detection and orbit determination pipeline was developed. The streak detection

algorithm found 1,045 faint OSIRIS-REx streaks, equating to 2,090 line-of-sight

measurements; 99 of which were discarded as outliers. The recreated orbit

of OSIRIS-REx was within about 10 km of orbit telemetry and closer than the

predicted flyby orbit of a month before.

Following the successful result of the OSIRIS-REx observation campaign,

the FireOPAL project was initiated to transform this proof-of-concept into a
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more permanent Space Surveillance and Tracking (SST) observation network.

With this distributed network approach to SST, we can now achieve both a high

astrometric precision with a large field-of-view sensor, thereby removing the

trade-off faced by traditional single-sensor designs.
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6.1. INTRODUCTION

Over the last half century and since humanity have become a spacefaring race,

the number of objects in orbit has been steadily increasing. A few discrete

events in recent history exaggerated these numbers, including the Fengyun

anti-satellite test of 2007 and the Cosmos-Iridium collision of 2009, which

contributed about 3,500 and 2,000 trackable pieces of space debris, respectively

(Kelso, 2007, 2009). Even as recently as 2019, India conducted their own anti-

satellite test causing about 250 pieces of trackable debris. However, unlike the

previous two events, it was performed at a relatively low altitude of 283 km,

where the resulting debris is expected to de-orbit within a couple of months

(King-Hele, 1987).

Every additional piece of debris brings us one step closer to the Kessler

Syndrome (Kessler and Cour-Palais, 1978), in which one object collides with

another to generate many pieces of space debris that are all capable of causing

their own collision events, resulting in an uncontrollable chain-reaction. In

the last decade there has been a lot of research into active debris removal

techniques, including laser-based, tether-based, and net-based approaches

(Mark and Kamath, 2019), many of which hold great promise. On the other

hand, there are the passive Space Surveillance and Tracking (SST) techniques

which have the ability to observe and measure objects in orbit, determine and

refine the orbit of these objects, and alert satellite operators that a manoeuvre

may be required in the case of a potential collision, thereby avoiding further

debris causing events.

Currently, SST is conventially performed by telescopes and radar type sys-

tems. These both have their advantages and disadvantages (Alwes, 2008); radar

systems mainly monitor LEO objects due to their wide field-of-view and low

observability range, whereas telescopes mainly monitor GEO objects since they
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provide a higher depth-of-field at the price of a much smaller field-of-view.

Additionally, since telescopes rely on the Sun’s reflected light for satellite ob-

servations, they are limited to the Earth’s terminator windows for viewing

satellites. This would not be a problem if every orbiting space object was all

already catalogued (and did not manoeuvre) since planned orbital tracking and

refinement could be utilised within these windows, however this is not the case.

To obtain the best of both worlds, a system would need to be designed that

can offer constant surveillance with a wide field-of-view, deep observational

coverage, and low disruptivity, as well as being capable of providing real-time

SST updates in every orbit regime. This desired capability lead to the design,

construction, and deployment of a system now known as FireOPAL.

6.1.1. THE BIRTH OF FIREOPAL

In late 2016, the distributed network concept of the Desert Fireball Network

(DFN) was utilised for applications in SST. However, before any time or finan-

cial investments were made, a proof-of-concept demonstration was conducted

to show the potential of such an approach to space surveillance. This occurred

in September 2017 with the OSIRIS-REx flyby observation campaign, in which

12 sites were chosen around Australia and New Zealand to optimise triangu-

latability, minimise light pollution, and avoid unfavourable weather conditions.

Each of the 12 sites were equipped with a lightweight, portable, wide field-

of-view observatory prototype, that managed to capture the spacecraft as it

performed its slingshot manoeuvre around Earth - see Chapter 5 for further

details.

After the successful demonstration of the distributed network concept, fully

automated observatory units were designed and built using the DFN’s sig-

nificant engineering heritage. Each observatory is capable of surviving years

in remote areas of Australia, perform on-board image processing, and au-
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tonomously broadcasting back detected satellite streak information to a central

database for orbit determination and refinement. Together, these observatories

form an extremely wide field network-based sensor that is disruption tolerant

to weather conditions, provide persistent satellite observations throughout

the night, and able to report multiple satellite streaks simultaneously in near

real-time for potential rapid decision making. This network was given the name

FireOPAL (Fireball OPtical ALert).

The first six FireOPAL observatories were deployed in regional South Aus-

tralia in March 2018. The next six were deployed spanning a large area of

Western Australia in May 2018. And in March 2019, the most recent deploy-

ment consisted of seven observatories in regional New South Wales, for a

current total of 19 operational observatories in Australia.

In the past, the FireOPAL team tested different arrangements of observa-

tories to optimise the amount of satellite observations we could collect. For

now, a ”fence-type” setup that covers the GEO belt independently from each

Australian state has been chosen. Each of the three nodes of 6+ observatories

tile the equatorial plane along their 24˝ long axis. This provides the ability to

triangulate GEO satellites using a very long node-to-node baseline. LEO objects

are captured as streaks through the images regardless of the arrangement.

One limitation of optical satellite observations is observability. To view a

satellite from Earth’s surface, not only does it need to be sufficiently bright from

the Sun’s reflected rays, but the background sky must be sufficiently dark and

the satellite must be out of Earth’s shadow. This restricts satellite observations

to what is known as the ”terminator window”. In the future, the FireOPAL

network will extend to cover a greater range of longitudes, minimising this

observability issue while also providing greater data rates and more persistent

observations. These two traits combined mean FireOPAL can achieve continual

custody of the vast majority space objects, with great contribution potential to
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a space-traffic management system. Additionally, several optical ”fences” of

these FireOPAL observatories can be built and distributed at a fraction of the

cost of a single one-metre class telescope.

6.1.2. AUTOMATION OF FIREOPAL

The automation process surrounding the data pipeline of FireOPAL can be

broken down into three main parts; (1) autonomously capturing sky images,

(2) extracting satellite information from these images, and (3) associating the

satellite data and determining/refining orbits. The third part of this automated

data pipeline is what I have personally contributed to the project and what will

be described in detail within Section 6.2, while the first two parts will be briefly

described here.

Both the hardware and the software that allows the remote DFN observato-

ries to capture synchronous sky images throughout the night have been heavily

developed through several iterations by the the DFN engineering team (Howie

et al., 2017). Using this engineering heritage, a significant number of alterations

were made to this design for SST applications. Some of these alterations include

upgrading the embedded PC for faster on-board image processing, separating

the optical components from the computer to avoid image vibration effects

due to fans, increasing the hard-drive space to 30 TB for extra storage, and

swapping the 8 mm fish-eye lens to a 105 mm lens for better sensitivity and

resolution (Bland et al., 2018). The FireOPAL imager provides a field-of-view

of 19.5˝ˆ13.0˝, an angular resolution of „10 arcsec/pixel, and a point-source

limiting magnitude of„15, determined using stars viewed from atop Haleakalā,

Maui, Hawaii.

These observatories automatically take 5 second synchronised exposures

every 10 seconds across the entire network once the Sun drops 10˝ below the

local horizon. Potential LEO/MEO satellite streaks are detected within these
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images by applying dark correction and flat fields before a smoothed image

difference is made with the previous frame (Madsen et al., 2018). Statistically

significant sources of change between the frames are identified as LEO/MEO

streak candidates. These streak candidates are then individually calibrated both

astrometrically and photometrically on a cutout surrounding the target. At

this point, the start/end measurements and light curve profile of the streak

can be extracted from the thumbnail and recorded to the local database. As

an optional step, these streak measurements can be compared to the objects

within the SpaceTrack catalogue1 for potential correlations, which can help in

system diagnosis. The streak information, along with potential SpaceTrack

correlations, are then published to the central database for data association

and orbit determination/refinement. This entire LEO/MEO streak detection

pipeline occurs on every frame, on-board every observatory in under 10 seconds

(cadence time), ensuring the system does not ’fall behind’ during the night.

In some cases, a LEO/MEO streak cannot be assigned a relative direction

of travel due to the absence of similar streaks in the adjacent frames. In this

instance, the streak’s direction is assumed and its beginning/end coordinates

are determined based on this assumption, with an additional flag indicating

this direction ambiguity. Any such ambiguities can be resolved at the data

association level, before orbit determination/refinement. See Section 6.2 for

more details regarding the handling of ambiguous streaks.

In addition to the LEO/MEO image processing, a slightly different approach

is needed to extract the GEO satellites from the captured images since a GEO

satellite appears like a star in a single image, if it’s visible at all. To draw out

the GEO streak information from the images, sequential frames are grouped

and stacked using a median filter to increase the signal-to-noise ratio for these

static objects. It was found that 10 minutes worth of stacked images (60 frames)

1See www.space-track.org to access SpaceTrack’s catalogue of satellite orbits. These
orbits are constructed and refined using measurements from a variety of radar and telescope
sensors around the globe, under the guidance of the United States Strategic Command.

www.space-track.org
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was best for GEO processing on the FireOPAL systems, optimising both the

frequency and the number of reported GEO observations over one night (Mad-

sen et al., 2018). From here, statistically significant point sources are identified

and calibrated using a cutout from a raw median frame. Like the LEO/MEO

processing, any SpaceTrack correlations are saved alongside to aid in system

diagnosis. The pointing and apparent magnitude information of the GEO satel-

lites are saved to the local database and also published to the central database

for later data association and orbit determination/refinement. For more infor-

mation on the streak detection and light curve extraction pipeline, please refer

to Madsen et al. (2018).

In the future, the stacking technique used in the GEO image processing

can be applied to target satellites within different orbital regimes. This will

involve strategically shifting consecutive images before stacking them to un-

cover objects at arbitrary apparent velocities (Madsen et al., 2018). To achieve

a real-time blind search capability such as this, our observatories will need

more computational resources to handle both the image processing required

and the expected increase in the number of observed satellites due to increased

sensitivity. Another future image processing endeavour involves reconstructing

a satellite’s geometry using simultaneous light-curves from different angles

across the network (Bold et al., 2018). This could be invaluable in multiple areas,

including atmospheric modelling of low perigee objects and object correlation

through manoeuvres.

With the astrometric measurements from the streak detection procedures, we

now progress to the third part of the FireOPAL data pipeline; the data associa-

tion and orbit determination/refinement portion as detailed in the methodology

section below.
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6.2. METHODOLOGY

Building this data pipeline was a very iterative affair; constructing and testing

the orbit determination algorithm before moving onto the orbit refinement

method, and finally the data association modules of the satellite data pipeline.

Having the SpaceTrack correlations alongside the detected satellite streak data

helped tremendously in the debugging and testing of the satellite pipeline.

Once the orbit determination algorithm was established using SpaceTrack as-

sociations (see Section 6.2.5 for method details), database integration was sub-

sequently achieved, followed by orbit refinement options in the case of object

re-acquisition, deduced through database associations (see Section 6.2.6 for

method details).

By this stage, the satellite orbit determination and refinement pipeline was

built and fully functioning, however it still needed to rely on streak associations

using the SpaceTrack database; i.e. observations were grouped according to

their SSNid label. As our desire for SpaceTrack independence grew, a variety

data association modules were designed to determine which streaks belonged

to which objects without the need of any prior knowledge, hence generating a

self-starting orbit catalogue. Originally, one multi-sensor correlation step was

attempted by assuming all the satellites were on circular orbits as a short-term

approximation. This was possible since only four parameters are needed to fully

determine a circular orbit - the same number of known parameters in a single

streak, namely ra/dec pointing angles at the start and end of the streak. So with

a rough orbit determined for every streak, correlations between a current streak

to a collection of past streak groups was possible by propagating the circular

orbit of the last streak in a streak collection. However, this procedure was very

sensitive to errors on the individual streaks, and even with a large acceptance

region, was prone to mis-correlation. Therefore, this method was altered into

the multi-stage association procedure as described below and shown in Fig. 6.1.
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[1] Time Reservoir: Group observations from the same image on the same

sensor - see Section 6.2.1 for details.

[2] Streak Association: Associate observations between subsequent images on

the same sensor, therefore able to be run on the remote observatory if needed -

see Section 6.2.2 for details.

[3] Track Association: Associate groups of observations between different

sensors - see Section 6.2.3 for details.

[4] Event Association: Associate a (multi-sensor) group of observations to

objects in the database - see Section 6.2.4 for details.

[5a] Uncorrelated Track: If the new observations do not match anything in the

database, determine a new orbit from scratch and save it to the database - see

Section 6.2.5 for details.

[5b] Correlated Track: If the new observations do match something in the

database, refine that object’s orbit with the new observations and update the

database - see Section 6.2.6 for details.

Following the details of these specific pipeline stages, we describe in Sec-

tion 6.2.7 how they all work together in a real-time satellite data reduction

pipeline.

6.2.1. TIME RESERVOIR

The data association and orbit determination pipeline runs by processing one

streak at a time, reflecting the procedure of a real-time system. As a single

streak enters the time reservoir module, it is binned into a group of streaks that

share the same image, i.e. from the same observatory at the same time. This

group of streaks is labelled a ”batch”. This collection of streaks are made up
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FIGURE 6.1: Flowchart of the satellite data reduction pipeline from streak
detection to orbit database population. The loop-back annotations imply a
partially formed collection of streaks that are not passed to the next step of the
pipeline until certain conditions are met - see the relevant module subsection
for condition details. Key: ”i” is the streak number specific to one image on
one camera, ”j” is the image number on one camera, and ”k” is the camera
number.
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of completely independent objects as you cannot get the same object creating

multiple streaks within the same image.

These batches are held in the time reservoir until 30 seconds have passed

between the batch’s image time and the image time of a future processed

streak from the same observatory. This is required to cater for the database

writing time and the possibility of out-of-sync image processing from the same

observatory. After this holding time, the batch is sent to the streak association

module.

6.2.2. STREAK ASSOCIATION

When a batch of independent streaks are released from the time reservoir, each

streak is then compared to already formed partial-tracks as determined within

this streak association module, where a ”track” is a correlated set of satellite

streaks from subsequent images on the same observatory. One can think of

a track like a collection of streaks that link together if the images from one

observatory were played like frames of a movie.

To compare a streak within the batch to a partial-track, both need to be

at the same reference time. This involves predicting where a track would be

at the time of the batch. To accomplish this, a circular orbit is determined

from the last streak in the partial-track and propagated forward in time to

match the comparison streak. Since this comparison is performed from the

same viewpoint/observatory and only a small time in the future, the circular

assumption is reasonably good.

The streak within the batch and the propagated partial-track can now be com-

pared through their observed and predicted lines-of-sight from the observatory,

respectively. All these angles also have associated errors, so the multivariate

Bhattacharyya distance (Bhattacharyya, 1943) was used as a quantitative way
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of streak comparison.

However, every independent streak within the batch can only be matched to

a maximum of one track within the collection of partial-tracks. This is a perfect

example of a data association problem. There are many techniques address-

ing the multi-sensor, multi-target association problem, some of which include

the global-nearest-neighbour (Kuhn, 1955), probabilistic-data-association (Bar-

Shalom and Tse, 1975), joint-probabilistic-data-association (Fortmann et al.,

1983), and the multiple-hypothesis-tracker (Reid, 1979). For more informa-

tion on these techniques and others relating to data association, I recommend

reading Bar-Shalom (1987).

To determine the streak-track assignments, the global-nearest-neighbour

(GNN) algorithm was utilised since the observed streaks within an image

are generally quite sparse, and the GNN algorithm can be relatively easily

converted to a multiple-hypothesis-tracker (MHT) algorithm later if needed.

Now, at the heart of the GNN algorithm lies the linear assignment problem; i.e.

what combination of streak-track pairs minimise the sum of the match scores.

To address this problem, an [n,m] cost matrix was created, where the [i,j] entry

denotes the Bhattacharyya distance (BD) between the i’th streak and the j’th

track.

As mentioned in Section 6.1.2, sometimes a streaks orientation is unknown

due to a lack of temporal information. Therefore, to handle these ambiguous

streaks and possibly ambiguous single streak partial-tracks, I calculate the BD

in all ambiguous orientations of streak and track, but only input the smallest

into the cost matrix, recording which streak orientation better matched which

partial-track orientation.

To determine the best combination of streak-track assignments, the Hungar-

ian algorithm (Kuhn, 1955) is applied to the cost matrix with one modification;

that is, to replace any cost that exceeds a no-match threshold with that threshold
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value. This avoids potential mismatching of true pairs due to high BD values.

If the streak ends up unassigned (n ą m) or the best BD for that streak is equal

to (originally greater than) the threshold, then a new track is created and the

possible ambiguity remains. If the streak ends up assigned to a partial-track,

then it is simply appended with all possible ambiguities flagged as resolved.

This no-match threshold is determined by comparing all the streaks in adja-

cent frames to one-another. If the two compared streaks are labelled as the same

object by SpaceTrack, then the BD is flagged as ”correct”. Otherwise, the BD

value will be flagged as ”incorrect”. By plotting the ”correct” and ”incorrect”

BD values as a histogram, an overlapping bi-modal distribution is generated.

To safely avoid the vast majority of incorrect streak associations from occurring,

the BD threshold values of 1ˆ 104 and 1ˆ 102 were chosen for comaring LEO

streaks and GEO point-sources, respectively.

A partial-track becomes a full-track and is passed to the track association

module when that partial-track has not been seen for more than four consecutive

frames, that is „60 seconds for LEO and „40 minutes for GEO. In other words,

a streak has not been matched to the partial-track from the last four sequential

batches.

6.2.3. TRACK ASSOCIATION

As a track is passed from the streak association module, it is compared to partial-

events as determined within this track association module, where an ”event”

is a correlated set of tracks from multiple observatories corresponding to the

same physical object. Since one cannot have an event with multiple tracks from

the same observatory at the same time, any overlapping tracks are extracted

from their partial-events before a GNN algorithm is performed to re-assign

these overlapping tracks to the remaining partial-events, similar to the streak

association procedure. The major difference between streak association and track
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association is how entries are evaluated in the cost matrix.

To determine how well a track matches a partial-event, the 3D intersection

distance between a track’s lines-of-sight and a partial-event is investigated.

Although the FireOPAL network is designed to collect synchronous measure-

ments from every observatory, in the early stages of development it occasionally

produced out-of-sync images. Therefore, an interpolation feature was incor-

porated so lines-of-sight could be calculated and compared at the same epoch.

One could go further and incorporate extrapolation-matching capabilities by

calculating a rough orbit from the track (needs ě 3 streaks) and determining

what the lines-of-sight would be from that track’s observatory in the future,

however this was not attempted here.

So given that a track and a partial-event’s lines-of-sight are at the same epoch,

the point of closest intersection is calculated for every track/event line-of-sight

pair. One of these points happen to be on the shortest perpendicular distance

line connecting both lines-of-sight, weighted towards the closer observatory by

the ratio of their observation range. All the angular distances between a track’s

lines-of-sight and its associated points of closest intersection are subsequently

averaged.

This angular distance average between the i’th track and the j’th partial-

event is used as the [i,j] entry within the cost matrix. If a track or partial-event

consists of one ambiguous streak (where the orbit direction is unknown), these

average angular distances are recalculated for the other possible orientation

combinations, with only the smallest value flagged and recorded into the cost

matrix.

Like the streak association module, a modified Hungarian algorithm (Kuhn,

1955) is utilised to determine the best track-event combination, given the cost

matrix. Any track that gets assigned to an event and does not exceed the no-

match threshold is appended to its chosen partial-event, resolving any possible
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ambiguities. The remaining tracks that exceed this threshold or do not get

assigned are re-branded as new partial-events.

Again like the streak association module, the no-match threshold is determined

by comparing all overlapping tracks from various observatories to one-another

and flagging whether they were meant to be associated or not according to

SpaceTrack. When the ”correct” and ”incorrect” separation distances are com-

pared, it becomes obvious where the no-match threshold should be set; which

happens to correspond to a value of 0.1˝ for both LEO and GEO processed

tracks.

A partial-event within this track association module is deemed a full-event

and passed onto the event association module when it has had no assigned

tracks for the last 10 minutes. This is to cater for the possible processing lag

accumulation difference between observatories.

6.2.4. EVENT ASSOCIATION

Unlike the streak association and track association modules before, event association

only compares one event to multiple orbits from the database at a time, i.e.

no data association techniques required. The comparison is performed by

determining the along-track and cross-track errors from the new event to an

orbit within the database. Using the uncertainty on the observed streaks within

the event, the average Mahalanobis distance (MD) is determined between the

event and every orbit in the database. The Bhattacharyya distance (BD) criterion

was not used in this case since orbits have a tendency to accumulate very large

errors, and therefore produce an artificially low BD.

If the lowest MD between the event and an orbit is less than the correla-

tion threshold, then the associated orbit in the database can be updated or

refined with the streaks from that event through the correlated track module.
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Otherwise, the event is considered a new object and will be passed onto the

uncorrelated track module for orbit determination, assuming the new event

has enough measurements. If the event is measurement deficient and did not

match any database object, it is currently discarded - see Section 6.4 for possible

alternatives.

The correlation threshold is determined using the same technique as the

streak association and track association modules above; i.e. the MD value is flagged

as a ”correct” or ”incorrect” match according to SpaceTrack’s association, and

upon a comparative analysis, a clear MD value separates those that match from

those that do not. A threshold value of 1ˆ103 was found to give the best results

for both LEO and GEO processed events.

It must be noted that the majority of the computation time in this data

pipeline is spent in this module. This is primarily due to the necessary propaga-

tion of orbits needed for event-orbit comparisons, however this computational

efficiency can be increased in the future with parallelisation, see Section 6.4 for

details.

6.2.5. UNCORRELATED TRACK

If an event’s measurements were not sufficiently similar to any orbit in the

database, a new orbit must be created from scratch to account for this unknown

object. For this task, a batch least-squares (BLS) algorithm is employed to

determine the best orbit that fits through a collection of line-of-sight measure-

ments, possibly from multiple observatories. This algorithm is one of the more

commonly used methods for determining orbits within the SST community.

To be more specific, the BLS algorithm is used to determine an orbit that min-

imises the squares of the angular residuals, where a residual is the along-track

and cross-track angles between the satellite’s measured line-of-sight and the
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theoretical line-of-sight if the satellite had that given orbit. However, to initiate

the BLS algorithm, an initial orbit estimate is required. This can be determined

a number of ways, including by the Gauss method (Gauss, 1857), the Baker-

Jacoby method (Baker and Jacoby, 1977), the Laplace method (Klokacheva,

1991), the Gooding method (Gooding, 1997), the Double-r method (Der, 2012),

or by simply assuming a circular orbit. For a single pass, it was found the

circular orbit approximation to be sufficiently close to the global orbit solution

for BLS convergence.

Furthermore, the uncorrelated track module does not use just one BLS proce-

dure, but instead uses multiple pairs of BLS algorithms for speed and robustness.

The pairs of BLS algorithms consist of one that uses a two-body propagator in

the residual minimisation followed by another that uses a high fidelity numeri-

cal propagator instead. These algorithms are paired to improve computation

time; the two-body model takes a fraction of the time to run when compared

to the high fidelity model, and therefore gets very close to the optimised orbit

quite quickly in the first BLS algorithm before this orbit is then fine-tuned to

more reflect reality in the second BLS procedure.

These pairs of BLS algorithms are re-run in the case that an outlier is present

and subsequently removed. A measurement is identified as an outlier if its resid-

ual is greater than three median absolute deviations (MADs) away from the me-

dian of the residual set. Outliers are mainly diagnosed as badly picked start/end

coordinates of a streak, perhaps due to star occultation or mid-exposure streak

fade.

After the series of BLS algorithms have successfully removed all possible

outliers and converged to an optimum orbit, then the uncertainty (or covariance)

on this optimal orbit needs to be estimated. While the BLS algorithm does not

produce a covariance directly, it is possible to estimate it using the Jacobian

and the mean-squared-error of the residuals, assuming a normal distribution of
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residuals.

Now, having calculated the optimal orbit and associated covariance, the new

object is added to the orbit database and the event’s measurements are flagged

as processed. This entry in the database is now a known object to which future

measurements can be correlated, refining the orbit estimate and decreasing

orbit uncertainty as discussed in the correlated track module.

6.2.6. CORRELATED TRACK

If an event’s measurements correlated with an orbit in the database, as deter-

mined within the event association module, then a refinement of this orbit with

these new measurements is attempted using an Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF).

The UKF is a special type of kalman filter that handles non-linear motion and

measurement functions by using discrete sigma points around the mean as

opposed to a covariance. These sigma points are used to iteratively predict and

update the mean estimate for every new measurement.

To refine an orbit with new measurements, the orbit and its covariance are

converted to sigma points, propagated to the first measurement’s epoch, and

transformed back to a mean-covariance with included motion model error

(predict step). This predicted orbit is then converted back to sigma points,

altered to accommodate the first line-of-sight observation in the event set,

and transformed back to a mean-covariance with included measurement error

(update step). This process is repeated for every measurement in the event set

before the resulting orbit is updated in the database.

During the building and testing of this UKF algorithm, the incorporation

of an outlier handling procedure within the update step was attempted. This

involved calculating the distance from a measurement to an orbit in terms of

the number of measurement standard deviations before the orbit’s mean and
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covariance were updated to include this new measurement. If this standard de-

viation distance was greater than a threshold, then the update step was skipped

and the measurement was not included. However, due to the iterative nature of

this process, there is always a risk that once a good measurement is accidentally

deemed an outlier and discarded, the following good measurements will also

be outside the threshold and discarded, ultimately leading to a lost object and a

waste of measurements. Through a few simulated trials, it was found that by

the refinement stage there was enough data behind an orbit such that a couple

of outliers had near negligible affect on the overall orbit when included. Hence,

while this functionality still exists in the correlated track module, the outlier

rejection threshold has been set to infinity, effectively turning outlier rejection

off.

Through a series of tests using satellites observed on multiple passes (asso-

ciated by SpaceTrack), it proved difficult to match the orbits of eccentric, low

perigee MEO objects to measurements from subsequent passes, with future

observations either trailing or leading the satellite predictions. This was hypoth-

esised as a discretely occurring atmospheric effect at satellite perigee, highly

sensitive to initial orbit fit. To cater for this along-track variance, the satellite’s

cross-sectional area was added to the orbit state and covariance. On a single

pass, the uncorrelated track module could not resolve this area, probably from

a lack of atmospheric influence. However, the correlated track module is able

to slowly resolve this cross-sectional area over multiple orbits. Although this

is first-order simplification neglects any change in cross-sectional area due to

satellite spin, it is sufficient for satellite correlations across multiple orbit passes.

6.2.7. RUNNING IN REAL-TIME

As shown in Fig. 6.1, the modules discussed above fit together to form a fully

functional data pipeline, converting an assortment of satellite streaks into orbits.
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While it is possible to run this pipeline on a collection of streak data, perhaps

spanning one or more nights, it would be much more useful to run it in real-

time; i.e. process satellite streaks immediately after they are detected in the

images and enter the central database.

There are multiple ways to accomplish this real-time capability, however

the simplest and most reliable method implemented so far is to have a script

query the database every second within a while-true loop. If any new streak

entries are detected in the database, they are run through the pipeline, most

likely getting temporarily stored in the time reservoir. However just the act of a

streak entering the time reservoir causes any streak batches that are older than

the current threshold to be released to the streak association module, where these

have the potential of releasing any partial-tracks that have been unseen for

longer than another threshold to the track association module, which releases

any partial-events to the event association module for orbit similarity analysis

and processing. In other words, one streak entering the start of the pipeline can

cause a chain reaction, releasing stored partial streak sets along the way.

One slight problem arises at the end of a night when a camera makes its

last streak observation and all the partially formed streak sets are still trapped

within the various levels of the pipeline, waiting to be pushed onto the next

stages. A solution to this problem is to introduce a fake streak at regular

intervals that acts to ”flush” the partial streak sets through the pipeline. This

fake streak is merely a time-keeping measure and can be implemented using a

cron-job on every observatory.

It must be noted that with a global network, there will be a more consistent

stream of new streaks into the database, and the flush will only be useful on an

observatory level, i.e. within the time reservoir and streak association modules.

Once partial streak sets enter the track association module, they will eventually

be pushed due to future streaks from other observatories further westward.
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For this pipeline to run realistically in real-time, the satellite orbit covariance

needs to expand to account for propagation model uncertainty, since even our

high fidelity motion model does not perfectly reflect reality. Over time these

errors eventually grow larger than the observatory’s field-of-view, leading to

what is dubbed a ”lost” satellite. This orbital error growth is routinely and

iteratively maintained as the database of orbits are propagated to a certain

epoch within the event association module, triggered by either an event that

needs association or a flush (fake streak) that has made it though the pipeline.

The rough criteria that defines a ”lost” satellite is simply one that has a mean

anomaly error greater than 30˝ after propagation. If a satellite meets this criteria,

it is flagged as ”lost” in the database and discounted from any future event

associations.

6.3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In order to determine the efficiency and accuracy of this satellite data association

and orbit determination/refinement pipeline, and to showcase its capability, this

results section has been divided into two parts; one, a technology demonstration

of this pipeline using a few days worth of FireOPAL data, and two, an accuracy

verification of the orbit determination and prediction methods used in the

satellite pipeline through a series of internal and external tests.

6.3.1. TECHNOLOGY DEMONSTRATION

To showcase the capability and efficiency of the satellite pipeline, three nights-

worth of satellite streak data were compiled from the 19 operational FireOPAL

units in the weeks after the deployment of the latest FireOPAL node in New

South Wales, Australia - specifically from April 7th to April 9th, 2019, inclusive.

This consisted of roughly 85,000 and 80,000 satellite streaks from LEO and GEO,
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FIGURE 6.2: An example of a FireOPAL image with the detected and unde-
tected satellite streaks highlighted by yellow and blue rectangles, respectively.
All satellite streaks featured in this image are catalogued in the public Space-
Track database. The streak lengths within this 5 second exposure image provide
a rough idea of the satellite’s orbital altitude - the longer satellite streaks are
generally orbiting at lower altitudes. The band of apparent point source de-
tections across the middle of the exposure corresponds to the geostationary
belt of satellite objects. Roughly 68% of satellites in the database that should
appear in this image were detected. The undetected set of satellites can be
largely explained by their low visibility, which could be improved using more
advanced streak detection techniques as discussed in Section 6.1.2.

respectively. To illustrate a typical set of satellite streak observations and the

general sensitivity of the FireOPAL systems, Fig. 6.2 features an example Fire-

OPAL image highlighting our satellite detection agreement with the SpaceTrack

catalogue.

The satellite data association and orbit determination/refinement pipeline

was initiated using these three-nights of satellite streak observations by firstly

associating streaks between different images from the same sensor (Section 6.2.2)

and then between different sensors from the same time (Section 6.2.3). These as-
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FIGURE 6.3: Seven random examples of determined satellite orbit segments
using measurements from multiple ground-based FireOPAL sensors that make
up the South Australian node.

sociated streaks formed an ”event”, which was compared to the active satellites

in the database as the last association step (Section 6.2.4).

As an example of data association and orbit determination, Fig. 6.3 shows the

determined orbit segments of multiple detected satellite events, each consisting

of a collection of associated multi-sensor streak measurements.

The object with the most associated measurements from April 7th - the first

night of compiled satellite measurements - consisted of 420 multi-sensor satellite

streaks spanning about 18 min. The vast majority of these streak measurements

were identified by SpaceTrack association to the ATLAS 5 CENTAUR R/B, a

highly eccentric abandoned rocket body used to launch satellites to GEO. The

along-track, cross-track, and total distance residuals for this object are shown in
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FIGURE 6.4: The along-track, cross-track, and distance residuals for the 420
multi-sensor measurements of the ATLAS 5 CENTAUR R/B, captured on April
7th, 2019. The distance residuals are on the order of a few hundred meters at
an average satellite-sensor range of 9626 km.

Fig. 6.4.

Generally, the along-track and cross-track residuals are on the order of

10 arcsec and 1 arcsec, respectively, as shown in Fig. 6.4. However, as discussed

in Section 6.2.5, outliers in the along-track direction can greatly exceed this stan-

dard, arising from unavoidable errors in the streak determination process. The

most common cause of this error occurs when a satellite streak passes in-front a

star, where this streak will then be cut-short during the image differencing step

discussed in Section 6.1.2, thereby incorrectly recording the extremities of the
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streak. These outliers are discarded at the orbit determination stage.

Although the satellite pipeline was built to handle real-time data, unfor-

tunately it is not currently capable of real-time processing. Out of the three

nights-worth of FireOPAL data, the pipeline only managed to ingest and pro-

cess a bit over 24 hours-worth in 16 days of computation time using a single

i7-4770 3.4 GHz CPU core. The vast majority of this computation time can be

attributed to propagating the entire database of well-constrained objects to

every newly acquired event using the high-fidelity propagator, as part of the

Event Association step. Real-time processing could be achieved by switching out

the current open-source OreKit propagation package with an alternate, equally

accurate propagation module that can be parallelised to utilise several CPU

cores.

Regardless of its current real-time processing capability, the satellite pipeline

was able to generate a total of 2,271 satellite orbits from 37,514 observations

over the 24 hours of processed FireOPAL data. Of the 2,271 determined orbits,

796 were classified as ”lost” due to their inflated uncertainty after a lack of

orbit refining measurements (see Section 6.2.7). The number of objects in the

self-starting satellite catalogue is shown in Fig. 6.5.

As shown in Fig.6.5, the rate of newly observed LEO objects is greatest

during the first and last third of the night - when the LEO satellites are out of

Earth’s shadow, but still over ground regions of sufficiently dark background

sky conditions. Conversely, the rate of newly observed GEO objects is greatest

during the middle of the night - when the Earth-satellite-Sun phase angle is

at a minimum and the satellite appears its brightest. In theory, the rate of

newly acquired satellites in the database within both LEO and GEO regimes

will eventually plateau as more objects are observed and catalogued. It is at this

point that the catalogue of orbits would be increasing in accuracy more than it

would be increasing in size.
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FIGURE 6.5: The number of objects in the satellite database over time. The
left and right plots relate to the number of LEO and GEO objects, respectively.
The top two plots highlight the number of found objects (green) against the
number of lost objects (red), whereas the bottom two plots show the number
of currently active objects (found minus lost). Over the 24 hours of processed
data, the satellite pipeline generated 775 well-constrained LEO satellites and
700 well-constrained GEO satellites.
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FIGURE 6.6: The semi-major axis against eccentricity for the 1,475 well-
constrained objects in the satellite database catalogue from 24 hours of Fire-
OPAL data, coloured by orbital inclination.

To visualise the determined orbits within the satellite database catalogue

after processing 24 hours of FireOPAL data, Fig. 6.6 shows the distribution of

observed satellite orbits in semi-major axis and eccentricity (a-e space), while

Fig. 6.7 shows the distribution of observed satellites in orbit around the Earth.

The apparent boundary curves within the a-e distribution shown in Fig. 6.6

are lines of constant perigee/apogee, arising either due to the lower bound

of the atmosphere (perigee « 6, 600 km) or due to the method by which GEO

targets are processed (apogee « perigee « 42, 000 km).

Additionally, Fig. 6.7 highlights that most objects within the database cat-

alogue are either low eccentricity GEO objects or polar-type LEO objects. In
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FIGURE 6.7: The orbits for the 1,475 well-constrained objects in the satellite
database catalogue from 24 hours of FireOPAL data, semi-transparent to show
orbit density.
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theory, the region between the LEO and GEO objects would be populated using

more advanced streak detection and extraction methods, such as image shifting

and stacking.

6.3.2. ACCURACY VERIFICATION

While the pipeline demonstration above must inherently posses orbit predictive

accuracy to function, it has not been explicitly illustrated. To verify the accuracy

of the orbit determination and prediction methods, a series of experiments

were performed, including live satellite hand-offs, self-consistency checks, and

delayed satellite hand-offs, where a satellite hand-off is the transfer of satellite

orbit data to a completely independent sensor system for target re-acquisition

and possible orbit refinement. These experiments tested our ability to not only

construct orbits accurately, but to correctly predict future satellite positions for

possible refinement purposes.

LIVE HAND-OFFS

Over three nights in March 2018, the initial orbit determination (IOD) algo-

rithms used within the satellite pipeline (see Section 6.2.5) were tested through

a number of live satellite hand-off experiments in collaboration with the Aus-

tralian Defence Science and Technology Group (DST). Satellite hand-off candi-

dates were generated from FireOPAL data that met the following three bench-

marks: the satellite moved slower than 5 arcmin{sec, it was seen by multiple

FireOPAL sensors, and it was well correlated to an object in the SpaceTrack

catalogue. Of the hundreds of potential hand-off candidates that met these

conditions, a total of ten satellites were randomly chosen to hand-off to a high-

resolution, narrow angled DST telescope for acquisition and orbital refinement

purposes.

Each set of satellite measurements was gathered based on their association to
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a SpaceTrack object. Using a simplistic two-body propagation model, an orbit

was determined from these measurements, converted into a two-line-element

(TLE), and subsequently sent to the DST telescope for immediate satellite track-

ing. The two-body propagation model was thought to be sufficiently accurate

for live hand-off purposes. The entire hand-off process, from the last satellite

observation to the first cue of the remote telescope, took roughly 10 min.

Of the 10 satellites tasked to the DST telescope, 4 appeared in the centre of

its ă 1˝ field-of-view (Madsen et al., 2018). The remaining 6 satellites either

entered Earth shadow or set below the horizon before DST telescope acquisition.

This series of hand-off experiments demonstrates both FireOPAL’s ability to

initially determine an orbit and to accurately task an external telescope for

follow-up satellite refinement, all within a small time budget.

SELF-CONSISTENCY CHECKS

In early June 2018, self-consistency experiments were carried out to investi-

gate the accuracy of the orbit determination and prediction algorithms within

the satellite pipeline. This involved forming satellite orbits from one or two

nights-worth of streak measurements collected by one or more FireOPAL units

using the methods described in Section 6.2.5, propagating these orbits forward

in time using OREKit’s high fidelity numerical propagator, and then compar-

ing the predicted orbit with the observed measurements of the same satellite

captured on the following night. One example of such a comparison is shown

in Fig. 6.8.

Thousands of similar self-consistency tests were conducted to thoroughly

demonstrate the accuracy of the satellite pipeline’s orbit determination and

prediction algorithms. Fig. 6.9 and Fig. 6.10 compare the median streak along-

track and cross-track differences for thousands of satellite orbit predictions.

These self-consistency comparisons all took place between June 1st and August

10th, 2018, inclusive.
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FIGURE 6.8: A direct comparison of SpaceTrack and FireOPAL’s prediction
against an observed streak from the subsequent night. The underlying 1˝ ˆ 1˝
streak thumbnail was captured at 20:04:10 UTC on June 5th, 2018, from a South
Australian FireOPAL unit. The red streak on the left is the prediction using
SpaceTrack’s most recent TLE available at the time, updated 22.4 hours before
image epoch. The green streak on the right is the prediction made by the
OREKit high fidelity numerical propagator within the satellite pipeline, based
on the fitted orbit from 26.3 hours prior, using 70 multi-sensor line-of-sight
measurements spanning two nights (20.9 hours). The streak itself correlates
well with a highly eccentric rocket body from the SpaceTrack catalogue, called
ASIASAT 2 PKM (SSN# 23725). The SpaceTrack prediction was offset in the
along-track and cross-track directions by 9.8 arcmin and 5.3 arcmin („ 60 pix
and „ 33 pix), respectively, while FireOPAL’s prediction was only offset in the
along-track and cross-track directions by 9.2 arcsec and 22.5 arcsec (ă 1 pix
and „ 2 pix), respectively. The larger offset of SpaceTrack is not due to any
systematic calibration errors of FireOPAL data as many other SpaceTrack TLE’s
are within a few pixels of their corresponding streak. This figure is used with
permission from Madsen et al. (2018).
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FIGURE 6.9: The median streak along-track and cross-track deviations from
comparing 1,225 propagated LEO objects to their future line-of-sight measure-
ments, coloured by the length of prediction time. As shown, the bulk of the
predictions are within about 60 arcsec („ 6 pix) and 40 arcsec („ 4 pix) in the
along-track and cross-track directions, respectively.

FIGURE 6.10: The median streak along-track and cross-track deviations from
comparing 2,545 propagated GEO objects to their future line-of-sight measure-
ments, coloured by the length of prediction time. As shown, the bulk of the
predictions are within about 10 arcsec („ 1 pix) and 1 arcsec (ăă 1 pix) in the
along-track and cross-track directions, respectively.
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As shown by comparing Fig. 6.9 and Fig. 6.10, the GEO orbit predictions

match much more closely to their future measurements in contrast to LEO orbit

predictions. This is perhaps unsurprising due to their extremely low angular

velocity in the Earth-fixed frame combined with their 24 hour orbital period; or

in other words, they would not have moved substantially relative to the Earth’s

surface since their last observations 24 hours earlier.

Additionally, during the same comparison window, over double the number

of GEO comparisons were made in comparison to LEO’s simply due to the

criterion of the self-consistency test: only objects seen on the previous night

or two were compared with measurements from the current night. While this

criteria is almost certainly satisfied for all GEO objects, it is not guaranteed for

LEO objects.

DELAYED HAND-OFFS

Between June 19th and July 1st, a number of delayed satellite hand-off ex-

periments were conducted. Similarly to the self-consistency checks, satellite

orbits were constructed from a night or two of FireOPAL data using the meth-

ods discussed in Section 6.2.5, then propagated using OREKit’s high fidelity

numerical propagator to the next night, and finally converted into TLEs before

being tasked to the DST telescope for satellite re-acquisition.

On the night of June 24th, for example, the DST telescope detected 90.5%

(57/63) of the cloudless LEO objects that it attempted observing, 50% (12/24)

of the MEO objects, and 92.2% (71/77) of the GEO objects. The 0.2 metre, f/3

telescope used in these hand-off experiments has a field-of-view of 1.27˝, which

means the orbit determination and prediction accuracy for the successfully

detected objects over roughly 24 hours must have been Æ 1˝.

The missed targets were attributed to two main issues; TLE conversion and

highly eccentric orbits (Madsen et al., 2018). To run the satellite tasking system
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of DST’s telescope, the high fidelity satellite orbits required conversion to a less

accurate TLE format. This degrading of orbital data would explain why the

DST telescope missed acquiring certain satellites from various orbit regimes.

This issue could be avoided by cuing a telescope using the high fidelity orbital

elements directly.

Additionally, satellites with high eccentricity, particularly MEO satellites,

undergo a non-negligible amount of atmospheric drag at perigee. The degree

of drag experienced by these satellites is difficult to quantify as it depends on

the satellite’s size, shape, and orientation as well as the atmospheric conditions

at the time. Under/over-estimating the atmospheric drag effect will result in an

orbit estimate that would be leading/trailing the true satellite’s position - the

second telescope acquisition issue. With more observation data over a larger

time-span, the satellite’s cross-sectional area could be statistically estimated

to better predict the future positions of these satellites - see Section 6.2.6 for

procedural details.

6.4. FUTURE FUNCTIONALITY

As shown from the results above, the satellite data pipeline in its current form

is very capable of sorting streak data and determining orbits in real-time. How-

ever, there are always improvements that can be made and further functionality

that can be included. In this section I describe some possible near-term im-

provements and additional functionality that could be incorporated into the

satellite data pipeline. In order of least to most implementation effort:

IMPROVE REAL-TIME HANDLING - As discussed in Section 6.2.7, the pipeline

is currently built to handle data in real-time by querying the database regularly

within a while-true loop. Although this solution works well, it does increase

both the database traffic and the hardware power needs. Another solution
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to this problem could be with the use of PostgreSQL trigger functions, in

which case the pipeline would only be called when new streak data enters the

database through a PostgreSQL ”insert” statement, further automating the orbit

determination process. If this solution was to be implemented, the partial streak

sets would also need to be loaded and saved to a file on every streak insert

statement since the database query script will no longer be running consistently.

PROCESS LOW DATA EVENTS - At the moment, an uncorrelated event with less

than eight measurements is discarded purely due to the lack of data to create

an orbit from scratch. There are methods to handle these cases that could be

implemented, including Markov-Chain Monte-Carlo (MCMC) and Constrained

Admissible Region (CAR) analysis. However, the additional computational

effort needed for these methods may not be worth it once the database is well

established as the majority of objects would then be catalogued, with only

orbital refinements required.

PARALLELISE PROPAGATION - The choice of propagation method is very mod-

ular in this satellite data pipeline and can be relatively easily changed globally. I

have incorporated multiple propagation methods, including a two-body analyti-

cal method (for speed) and a high-fidelity numerical method (for precision). The

numerical algorithm is an implementation of the popular open-source OreKit

package written in Java; which was discovered to be the most computationally

intense component of this satellite pipeline. To minimise this impact, parallelisa-

tion was attempted with no success. It turns out that to run the underlying Java

code in Python, a Virtual Machine (VM) needs to be initialised. Unfortunately,

the VM cannot be easily parallelised with simple multiprocessing tools. To solve

this problem, I will either need to try a more complex multiprocessing module

(such as MPI), or swap out the OreKit module for something parallelisable and

equally as accurate. This will ensure we can more reliably determine orbits in

real-time.
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INCLUDE GAUSS VON MISES ERRORS - Throughout the entire pipeline, the or-

bits are expressed and manipulated using Equinoctial Orbital Elements (EOEs)

due to their avoidance of singularities and somewhat Gaussian nature. I say

”somewhat” because the sixth element, the mean anomaly, is an angular term

and does not quite follow Gaussianity as the uncertainty grows, due to its cyclic

nature. To improve orbital predictions far in the future, we must use a circular

uncertainty distribution, namely the Gauss von Mises distribution (Horwood

and Poore, 2014). To avoid the non-Gaussian effects for now, the satellites are

flagged as ”lost” if the uncertainty in mean anomaly exceeds 30˝, which is

greater than our observatory’s field-of-view anyway.

FLAG POSSIBLE COLLISION EVENTS - The purpose of this pipeline is to de-

termine/refine orbits from the satellite streaks we detect, however this would

not be very useful without any post-processing of this data followed by real

active response. With this in mind, it would be extremely useful to have a

collision detection module that could provide warnings if two satellites are on

intersecting trajectory paths. This module could be built as a separate system

since it merely needs to query orbits in the database.

ADD MANOEUVRE DETECTION - Lastly, and perhaps the most ambitious modi-

fication to this pipeline is the addition of manoeuvre detection. To achieve this

capability, I will need to correlate objects that are flagged as ”lost” to objects

that are flagged as new orbits to determine if and possibly when a manoeuvre

took place. There is a lot of hidden complexity here, but one that would be very

rewarding if implemented correctly.
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6.5. CONCLUSION

As more-and-more satellites are deployed into orbits around Earth, the chance

of a Kessler Syndrome event steadily increases. This, in turn, drives up the

need for persistent custody of space objects in order to make informed colli-

sion predictions and appropriate avoidance measures. Traditional methods of

ground-based satellite observations lack the ability to survey the entire orbital

space consistently. A wide-angle, distributed network of remote sensors fills

this niche - leading to the creation of FireOPAL.

To demonstrate the accuracy and capability of the FireOPAL system, a satel-

lite data association and orbit determination/refinement pipeline was devel-

oped. This satellite pipeline is now able to independently generate a catalogue

of objects in orbit from scratch, without any prior orbital knowledge. From

24 hours of processed FireOPAL data across 19 different observatories spanning

Australia, 1,475 well-constrained satellite orbits were produced.

Internal self-consistency tests and external telescope hand-off experiments

revealed the impressive orbit determination and predictive accuracy of the

developed satellite pipeline. In particular, of the satellite targets that were

handed-off to a narrow-angle telescope operated by the Defence Science and

Technology Group, 90.5% of LEO targets and 92.2% of GEO targets were reac-

quired in the centre of their „ 1˝ field-of-view after 24 hours.

Any future FireOPAL network expansion to different longitudes around the

globe will not only increase the size and accuracy of the satellite orbit catalogue,

but it will ensure a higher degree of satellite custody. Additionally, particular

improvements to the satellite pipeline could allow for real-time satellite data

processing, detect past satellite manoeuvres, and probabilistically alert of future

collision events - all of which will ultimately assist in a global space-traffic

management system.
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CHAPTER 7

THESIS CONCLUSIONS

Samples of cosmic material are continually bombarding the Earth at hypersonic

speeds, ablating through our atmosphere due to intense frictional forces. Some

of these space rocks survive this ablation process and end up as meteorites on

Earth’s surface. Out of the 60,000 currently collected and confirmed meteorites,

less than 40 have known cosmic origins. It is this „0.07% that are the most

valuable to planetary scientists worldwide, attempting to answer some of the

biggest questions challenging us today, such as the formation and evolution of

our Solar System as well as the specific conditions and origins of life on Earth.

Multiple fireball networks have been designed, built, and deployed around

the globe to collectively increase the number of meteorites with orbits through

multi-sensor observations of their luminous entry through the upper atmo-

sphere. A meteorite’s 3D atmospheric trajectory is uncovered through triangula-

tion and dynamic modelling. The inherent accuracy of the chosen triangulation

method dictates the accuracy of both the eventual determined orbit and the

potential meteorite prediction.

Three methods of meteoroid triangulation have proposed and popularised

within the literature: the Method of Planes, the Straight Line Least Squares
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method, and the Multi-Parameter Fit. The former two methods take a two-step

approach of geometrically fitting a straight line to line-of-sight observations

then dynamically fitting a velocity profile to the resulting length-time relation

along the meteoroid’s trajectory. This multi-step approach is sub-optimal and is

prone to missing dynamic subtleties within a fireball trajectory. In contrast, the

latter Multi-Parameter Fit method uses a variety of velocity models to fit the line-

of-sight measurements directly to a dynamic model in a single step. Although

this is a much better approach, the proposed velocity models are somewhat

simplified and do not reflect reality, especially for meteorite-dropping fireball

events.

Herein, I described an alternative method for meteoroid triangulation, called

the Dynamic Trajectory Fit, that best fits the meteoroid’s 3D equations of motion

directly to all the line-of-sight observations. This not only drops the straight

line trajectory assumption used by the three current triangulation methods, but

it can resolve the meteoroid’s ballistic parameter and therefore allow for mass

estimations throughout the visible trajectory to be made - a valuable tool in

diagnosing meteoroid survivability and prioritising meteorite recovery efforts.

Simulations confirmed the accuracy of the Dynamic Trajectory Fit method

to be superior to its alternatives in particular conditions, such as meteoroid

trajectories with relatively slow entry velocities (ă 25 km{s) or those observed

from low convergence angles (ă 10˝). Furthermore, using a visibly fragmenting

fireball event captured by the Desert Fireball Network, I showed the novel Dy-

namic Trajectory Fit method to most accurately model the observed meteoroid’s

dynamics as well as successfully predicting the fragmentation point within

its observed trajectory. Further discussions regarding triangulation method

comparisons can be found in Chapter 2.

Even if no meteorite is produced from an observed fireball event, the origi-

nal pre-Earth orbit of this object can still be determined, providing important
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information regarding material distributions within the Solar System and flux

rates at the larger end of the meteoroid mass-spectrum. Of the ten fireball net-

works currently in operation around the world, nine of them use an analytical

approach to meteoroid orbit determination. However, this analytical approach

neglects significant perturbation sources. The remaining fireball network uses a

self-developed numerical approach. Herein, I propose an alternate numerical

method that differs from the established numerical approach by its choice of

state parameters, integration method, and error handling.

Using the well observed and documented re-entry of the Hayabusa space-

craft and capsule, I compared the three methods of meteoroid orbit determina-

tion against Hayabusa’s orbital telemetry. In both the spacecraft and capsule

cases, I showed the proposed numerical method to better match Hayabusa’s

recorded orbit telemetry. Additional simulations revealed the biggest orbital

differences between the analytical and the proposed numerical approaches

occur when the incoming object is relatively slow or passes significantly close to

the Moon - suggesting that meteoroid objects that fall into these categories need

to be carefully analysed in order to avoid the inaccuracies of the analytical orbit

determination method. A detailed comparative analysis of these meteoroid

orbit determination techniques can be located in Chapter 3.

The aforementioned novel triangulation and orbit determination methods

detailed in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, respectively, are currently incorporated

into the automated data reduction pipeline of the Desert Fireball Network to

improve its overall predictive accuracy. Moreover, I also contributed to the me-

teoroid regression modelling, darkflight analysis, and multiple additional filter-

type triangulation techniques within this automated data reduction pipeline -

see Chapter 4 for details. The improvements I have made to this data reduction

pipeline helped in the successful discovery of three confirmed meteorites and

two possible meteorite candidates, all with known orbital origins.
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While the Desert Fireball Network regularly and successfully observes fire-

ball events, the biggest source of false-positive alerts by far are satellites. Tradi-

tionally, observations of satellites and space debris are conducted with radar or

single telescope systems, however both have their limitations: radar is fairly

restricted to only LEO observations, while single telescopes have trouble ac-

quiring satellites blindly - that is satellite acquisition without prior orbital

knowledge.

Using the successful distributed network approach of the Desert Fireball Net-

work as inspiration, I propose an alternative method for satellite observations

that greatly improves the chances of blind object acquisition through a range of

orbital regimes. This wide-angled, relatively low resolution distributed network

approach was demonstrated through the recreation of the OSIRIS-REx slingshot

manoeuvre from multiple multi-national sensors. This proof-of-concept net-

work gathered over 1,000 OSIRIS-REx observations, resulting in a determined

orbit fit within about 10 km of OSIRIS-REx telemetry. Following the successful

demonstration of the networked approach to space surveillance and tracking,

a more permanent, weather hardened, and durable network of observatories

was developed and deployed, called FireOPAL. For further discussions on

the recreated OSIRIS-REx slingshot orbit and the creation of FireOPAL, see

Chapter 5.

Following the production and deployment of FireOPAL, there began a con-

sistent and automated flow of satellite observation data to the central server

from these remote observatories. To utilise this data resource and demonstrate

FireOPAL’s capability as a leading space surveillance and tracking instrument,

an automated satellite data association and orbit determination/refinement

pipeline was needed. I single-handedly created this real-time pipeline to blindly

and autonomously convert observed multi-sensor satellite streak data into a

self-starting catalogue of satellite orbits.
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The accuracy of this satellite pipeline was verified through a series of internal

self-consistency tests and external hand-off experiments. In the first hand-

off experiment, orbits were rapidly determined for ten overhead satellites

and subsequently handed-off to a „ 1˝ field-of-view telescope, owned and

operated by Australia’s Defence Science and Technology Group, of which

four were successfully re-acquired. The remaining six either fell into Earth’s

shadow or dropped below the horizon before the telescope was cued. This

demonstrated the accuracy of the orbit determination algorithms. The second

hand-off experiment went one step further - determining orbits from one or

two nights-worth of satellite observations, and propagating these orbits to the

next night for telescope hand-off. Of the satellites targeted, over 90% of LEO

and GEO objects were re-acquired using the same telescope operated by the

Defence Science and Technology Group, therefore demonstrating the accuracy

of both the orbit determination and prediction algorithms within the satellite

pipeline. Furthermore, a series of internal self-consistency tests were able to

statistically quantify this predictive accuracy to roughly 50 arcsec and 5 arcsec

offset after 24 hours for LEO and GEO objects, respectively. A more detailed

discussion regarding these internal and external tests can be found in Chapter 6.

7.1. CONTRIBUTIONS

My contributions to the meteoroid dynamics and space surveillance/tracking

fields are summarised as follows:

• Developed a novel meteoroid triangulation method: The proposed Dy-

namic Trajectory Fit discussed in Chapter 2 combines the traditionally

separate triangulation and dynamic modelling steps into a single proce-

dure to better estimate fireball trajectories and physical parameters, such

as meteoroid mass. Simulations showed the novel method to be more
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accurate for slow entry meteoroid events and those viewed from low

convergence angles.

• Developed an accurate orbit determination algorithm: Historically, the

most widely used algorithm for determining meteoroid orbits was the

simplified analytical approach of Ceplecha (1987). In Chapter 3, this was

shown to lose accuracy in the cases where the meteoroid either passed

close to the Moon before entering Earth’s atmosphere or entered at a

relatively slow velocity. A new numerical orbit determination method

was proposed to avoid these inaccuracies, providing a better estimation

of the meteoroid’s origin. Chapter 3 details this novel numerical method

and compares it to existing approaches.

• Helped design and build a fireball data reduction pipeline: In order

to uncover meteorites from fireball observations and determine their

celestial origins, fireball networks need a robust and accurate fireball data

reduction pipeline. The Desert Fireball Network was no exception. As

part of the Desert Fireball Network’s pipeline development team, we built

a semi-autonomous system, capable of converting multi-sensor fireball

images into a 3D dynamic meteoroid trajectory, with orbit determination

and possible meteorite impact location prediction capabilities. I personally

contributed the most to the dynamic aspects of the pipeline, including

triangulation, darkflight, orbit determination, and regression analysis -

see Chapter 4 for details. This fireball pipeline was used in the successful

recovery of three confirmed meteorites (and two unconfirmed meteorites)

on the ground, thereby helping planetary scientists better understand the

history and composition of the Solar System.

• Demonstrated an alternative approach to satellite and NEO observa-

tions: Typically, observations of satellites and near-Earth objects are per-

formed from a single telescope sensor over a relatively long period of

time. Through simultaneous, multi-sensor observations of the OSIRIS-
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REx slingshot manoeuvre in 2017, I was able to show the viability of the

wide-angled, networked approach to space surveillance and tracking - see

Chapter 5 for details. This analysis lead to the design, construction, and

deployment of the FireOPAL system.

• Developed a completely autonomous multi-sensor satellite data asso-

ciation and orbit determination pipeline: To handle the large amount of

satellite observation data after the deployment of the FireOPAL system,

an automated satellite orbit determination pipeline was required and sub-

sequently developed. This satellite pipeline is capable of autonomously

associating observed satellite line-of-sight data from multiple sensors into

collections of measurements, which are either used to determine an orbit

from scratch or refine an existing orbit. The satellite orbit determination

pipeline is able to create and maintain a database of satellite orbits without

any prior knowledge, giving it applications in space debris detection and

space traffic management.

7.2. FUTURE WORK

There are many avenues for future works within this doctorate thesis, some

of which have been discussed in the conclusions of Chapter 2, Chapter 4, and

Chapter 6. However, I do not think all these suggested project extensions are

large enough or significant enough to be considered thesis-worthy in their own

right. Three possible PhD-level projects that could build off aspects of this

thesis include:

FURTHER MODELLING OF FIREBALL FRAGMENTATION DYNAMICS: Meteoroid

fragmentation has been a problem in fireball dynamical modelling ever since

the first fireball networks were developed. However, past attempts to model

potential fireball fragmentation events generally rely solely on the meteoroid’s
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dynamics to deduce fragmentation, negating possible photometry data. The

novel triangulation method in Chapter 2 also contains rather simple fragmenta-

tion handling based on the dynamics alone, currently requiring an estimated

time of fragmentation to operate. Additionally, as briefly discussed in Chap-

ter 4, the Interacting Multiple Model has the ability to autonomously and

probabilistically determine meteoroid fragmentation events from the observed

lines-of-sight. However, again, this uses simplified fragmentation models and

only uses the meteoroid’s modelled dynamics. A future project could be to

thoroughly model fragmentation events with the inclusion of photometry data,

taking into consideration lateral deviation due to meteoroid break-up, as well

as the aerodynamic complexities of the various unknown meteoroid shapes

and spins both before and after fragmentation.

RECONSTRUCT SATELLITE GEOMETRY FROM LIGHT-CURVES: With the ability

to capture simultaneous images of the same object from multiple sensors at a

reasonably high cadence, FireOPAL provides a unique opportunity to analyse

and reconstruct a satellite’s geometry. By studying the macro and micro-details

within light-curves from various different perspectives, it should be possible

to determine a satellite’s geometry among other parameters, such as spin rate,

albedo, and material properties. Analysis techniques for this type of problem

could include machine learning and geometric optimisation. Results from these

studies could be used to better characterise space debris, aid in debris removal

efforts, and even assist in satellite manoeuvre detection.

SATELLITE MANOEUVRE DETECTION AND COLLISION ALERT SYSTEM: Building

on the existing satellite orbit determination pipeline discussed in Chapter 6,

the resulting live database of satellite orbits could be used to predict past

manoeuvres and future potential collision events. Satellite manoeuvres could be

identified by comparing the orbits of any ”lost” satellites within the database to

any newly acquired satellites, then calculating the minimum delta-v needed to
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perform this orbital change - with the lower delta-v candidates being more likely

manoeuvred targets. Additionally, potential collision events could be flagged

by propagating the orbital database forward in time, continually checking the

magnitude of the Bhattacharya distance between satellite pairs - with smaller

distances corresponding to a higher chance of collision. These concepts are

somewhat over-simplified here and would require substantially more work to

produce a fully functional, robust, and efficient satellite manoeuvre detection

and collision alert system.
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Abstract–Fireball networks establish the trajectories of meteoritic material passing through
Earth’s atmosphere, from which they can derive pre-entry orbits. Triangulated atmospheric
trajectory data require different orbit determination methods to those applied to
observational data beyond the Earth’s sphere of influence, such as telescopic observations of
asteroids. Currently, the vast majority of fireball networks determine and publish orbital
data using an analytical approach, with little flexibility to include orbital perturbations.
Here, we present a novel numerical technique for determining meteoroid orbits from fireball
network data and compare it to previously established methods. The re-entry of the
Hayabusa spacecraft, with its known pre-Earth orbit, provides a unique opportunity to
perform this comparison as it was observed by fireball network cameras. As initial sightings
of the Hayabusa spacecraft and capsule were made at different altitudes, we are able to
quantify the atmosphere’s influence on the determined pre-Earth orbit. Considering these
trajectories independently, we found the orbits determined by the novel numerical approach
to align closer to JAXA’s telemetry in both cases. Using simulations, we determine the
atmospheric perturbation to become significant at ~90 km—higher than the first
observations of typical meteorite dropping events. Using further simulations, we find the
most substantial differences between techniques to occur at both low entry velocities and
Moon passing trajectories. These regions of comparative divergence demonstrate the need
for perturbation inclusion within the chosen orbit determination algorithm.

INTRODUCTION

Fireball networks track meteoritic material as it
transits our atmosphere. Triangulated observations of
fireballs provide precise trajectories for these objects. By
propagating such trajectories back in time, we can
acquire orbital data for meteoroids, be it of cometary or
asteroidal origin. For objects <10 m diameter—typically
below the resolution of telescope observations—fireball
networks are currently the only method capable of
delivering bulk orbital data sets for this class of solar
system material. Fireball networks have an additional
value in providing trajectory data that can facilitate the
physical recovery of meteorites with orbits.

As of early 2018, only a mere 32 meteorites have
been recovered where their observed atmospheric entry
data allow an orbital trajectory to be determined with

varying degrees of reliability and precision (Granvik and
Brown 2018). The accurate knowledge of the origins of
this material is vital to our understanding of solar system
formation. Differences in orbital characteristics, however
slight, will be amplified with time as material is
propagated back perhaps thousands, if not millions of
years in order to find a match to a potential parent body
or source region. Using probabilistic orbital evolution
modeling techniques (Bottke et al. 2002), one can trace
back a meteoroid’s determined pre-Earth orbit and
probabilistically link the observed space rock to
particular near-Earth object source regions. The
mechanism triggering the migration of an object’s stable
orbit, such as an unstable mean-motion orbital resonance
or a close encounter with a planetary body, can be
probabilistically identified. Understanding a meteoroid’s
origin, and thereby uncovering a piece of recent
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dynamical history of the solar system, requires both
accuracy and precision in the meteoroid’s initial orbit
determination techniques.

One such analytical technique is outlined in section
11 of the work by Ceplecha (1987), hereafter referred to
as “C-87.” It includes two corrections to the initial
velocity vector based on simplifying assumptions to
determine the meteoroid’s pre-Earth orbit. An alternative
approach would be a numerical propagation method—an
integration-based approach that iteratively propagates a
meteoroid’s initial state vector, through the most
significant perturbations, back in time until the Earth’s
influence is considered negligible, at which point the pre-
Earth orbit is produced.

Historically, C-87 has long been used as the method
of choice due to its computational ease and convenience.
However, as computational power has increased, so has
the viability of the numerical approach. There are at least
nine groups that publish orbital data from meteor and
fireball observations, and C-87 is used by all but one of
them (C-87: Spurn�y et al. 2007; Madiedo and Trigo-
Rodr�ıguez 2008; Brown et al. 2010; Gural 2011; Cooke
and Moser 2012; Rudawska and Jenniskens 2014; Colas
et al. 2015; Wi�sniewski et al. 2017; Numerical: Dmitriev
et al. 2015). The current numerical approach used by
Dmitriev et al. (2015) is available as part of the stand-
alone Meteor Toolkit package (hereafter referred to as
“MT-15”) and will be compared alongside the novel
numerical propagation method described in this work.
This new numerical method will hereafter be referred to
as “JS-19.”

Some studies have been established in the past
comparing the analytical and numerical approaches to
orbit determination (Clark and Wiegert 2011); however,
these comparisons were conducted using published
meteor observations with no pre-Earth sightings. To
compare the various orbit determination methods, a
real-world example with well-recorded data both before
and after it encounters Earth’s perturbing influence,
namely the pre-Earth orbit and the triangulated
atmospheric trajectory, respectively, would be
invaluable.

In November 2005, Japan Aerospace Exploration
Agency’s (JAXA’s) Hayabusa mission successfully
retrieved samples from the near-Earth asteroid 25143
Itokawa (Nakamura et al. 2011). On its scheduled return
to Earth, the Hayabusa spacecraft made several
trajectory correction maneuvers, the last being about 3
days before predicted re-entry over the Woomera
Prohibited Area (WPA), South Australia. Following this
last correction burn, the orbit was calculated using precise
positional telemetry by the Deep Space Network team at
NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory (Cassell et al. 2011).
On June 13, 2010, 13:52 UT, the Hayabusa spacecraft

and its return capsule made a coordinated ballistic re-
entry over WPA. This re-entry was recorded by two
temporary stations set up by JAXA’s ground observation
team (Fujita et al. 2011), four autonomous observatories
of Australia’s Desert Fireball Network (Borovicka et al.
2011), and one optical imaging station within NASA’s
DC-8 airborne laboratory (Cassell et al. 2011). Although
it is not strictly a meteoroid, the Hayabusa mission is a
fitting candidate for orbit determination analysis. Its re-
entry mimicked real meteoroid entry phenomena in its
ballistic nature and was observed in a similar fashion to
fireballs, while also possessing a “ground truth” orbit
from DSN telemetry.

METHODS

All orbit determination methods studied in this
paper utilize the same triangulated observation data and
all return identical outputs, providing an excellent
setting for comparison and analysis.

The inputs are simply the meteoroid’s initial “state”
taken at the highest reliable altitude that was observed.
This initial state includes the absolute UTC time of
observation (epoch time), and the triangulated position
and velocity vectors at this time, expressed in Earth-
centered inertial (ECI) coordinates.

The outputs are the six classical orbital elements
(COEs) that describe the original orbit of the meteoroid
before the gravitational influence of the Earth/Moon
system at the initial observed time, or epoch time. These
orbital elements are the semimajor axis (a), eccentricity
(e), inclination (i), argument of periapsis (x), longitude
of ascending node (Ω), and the true anomaly (h).
However, the true anomaly is generally not quoted for
entry orbits if the epoch time is provided.

In this method section, we will first review the
method C-87 outlined in Ceplecha (1987) by presenting
the approach in a more conceptual and modern setting,
before going on to describe our new numerical method
(JS-15). A detailed description of the Meteor Toolkit
(MT-15) approach is given by Dmitriev et al. (2015).

Analytical Method of Ceplecha (C-87)

As first outlined in Ceplecha (1987), C-87 is based on
the assumption of an initial hyperbolic collision orbit
with Earth. Using the mathematical theory of conics, the
hyperbolic entry orbit’s asymptote can be determined,
which is taken to be the local path of the meteoroid
around the Sun before Earth’s gravitational influence, as
shown in Fig. 1. There are two adjustments made to the
initial velocity vector that best estimate this local path
relative to Earth. These adjustments are made to the
magnitude and zenith angle of the initial velocity vector.

2150 T. Jansen-Sturgeon et al.
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The magnitude adjustment to the initial velocity
vector is twofold; first to account for the atmospheric
influence, and second to account for Earth’s gravitational
attraction component. The pre-atmospheric velocity, v∞,
can be determined using methods described in the
appendix of Pecina and Ceplecha (1983, 1984). Using this
inertial pre-atmospheric velocity, v∞, and the escape
velocity at that particular height, vesc, the magnitude of
the resulting geocentric velocity vector, vg, can be
determined as follows:

vg ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
kv1k2 � v2esc

q
where vesc ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2 � le
kx0k

s
(1)

where le = G 9 me = 3.986005 9 1014 m3 s�2 (Moritz
2000) is Earth’s standard gravitational parameter, and
x0 is the inertial position corresponding to the highest
triangulated point.

The direction of the geocentric velocity vector is
simply the direction of v∞ with an adjustment to its
zenith angle, zc, as follows:

ag ¼ ac; zg ¼ zc þ dzc

where dzc ¼ 2 � tan�1 kv1k � vg
kv1k þ vg

tan
zc
2

� �� �
(2)

where ac and zc are the local azimuth and zenith angles
of the observed radiant, corrected for Earth’s rotation,
and ag and zg are the azimuth and zenith angles of the
geocentric radiant.

The geocentric velocity vector can now be
determined from the velocity’s magnitude, azimuth, and

zenith angles formulated above. The resulting orbit is
then calculated by transforming the geocentric position
and velocity vectors, x0 and vg, into heliocentric inertial
coordinates (J2000) followed by heliocentric COEs.
Notice there are no modifications to the position of the
meteoroid due to Earth’s influence, or any other
perturbing body, as it is assumed that any adjustment
would make near negligible difference to the resulting
orbital elements.

We must note that C-87 cannot determine the orbit
of an entry object that had been gravitationally bound
to Earth due to its primary assumption of an initial
hyperbolic collision orbit with Earth. We must also note
that the determination of the pre-atmospheric velocity,
v∞, as outlined in the appendix of Pecina and Ceplecha
(1983), is not as well known among the meteor
modeling community, and is frequently mistaken as the
velocity at the first triangulated point, v0 (Vida et al.
2018). This will lead to a misuse of Equations 1 and 2
in calculating vg as the Earth’s atmospheric influence
will not be accounted for. In order to objectively assess
the effect of omitting the pre-atmospheric velocity
determination on orbital calculations, we will
additionally analyze C-87 setting v∞ to v0.

Novel Numerical Method (JS-19)

Unlike C-87, JS-19 makes no assumptions about the
origin of the meteoroid and can accommodate
perturbations with ease. This method effectively rewinds
the clock by propagating the meteoroid’s state back in
time to a point well outside the Earth’s sphere of
influence (SOI).

Fig. 1. Ceplecha’s orbital assumption in the local region of Earth, where vg is the uninfluenced pre-Earth velocity vector and v∞ is
the (Earth affected) velocity vector determined outside the atmosphere using the method described in the appendix of Pecina and
Ceplecha (1983, 1984). [Globe image credit: earthobservatory.nasa.gov] (Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com.)
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Modified equinoctial orbital elements (EOEs) are
used to describe the meteoroid’s state as these elements
avoid the singularities inherent in the COE
parameterization at zero- and ninety-degree inclinations
and zero eccentricity (Cefola 1972; Betts 2000). The
initial conditions, namely the highest reliable inertial
position, x∞, and velocity, v∞, are converted from
inertial vector coordinates into COEs and then from
COEs into EOEs, as outlined in the Determining the
orbital elements and Modified Equinoctial Orbital
Elements, sections, respectively, of Colasurdo (2006).
These EOEs are vectorized following the European
Space Agency’s notation (Walker et al. 1985) as:

y ¼ ½p; f; g; h; k;L�T (3)

In order to propagate the meteoroids state elements
back to its originating orbit, a dynamic model (or a set
of ordinary differential equations) is needed, namely the
variation of parameters on the equinoctial element
model (Betts 2000):

_y ¼ A � utot þ b (4)

b ¼ 0 0 0 0 0
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
le � pp

w=pð Þ2
h iT

(6)

where A is the state rate matrix, b the state rate
constant, and utot is the total perturbing acceleration in
the body frame [radial, tangential, normal]. Also w, s, r,
and b are some shorthand notations of common
expressions:

w ¼ 1þ f � cosðLÞ þ g � sinðLÞ; s2 ¼ 1þ h2 þ k2

r ¼ p=w; b ¼ h � sinðLÞ � k � cosðLÞ: (7)

For accurately determining the original orbit of
incoming meteoroids, perturbations need to be added to
this dynamic model. However, as there will be relatively

minimal net movement of the meteoroid through time,
the only perturbations that would non-negligibly affect
the resulting orbit are those produced by the Earth/
Moon system. These include the atmospheric drag, and
third body gravitational and zonal harmonic
perturbations.

The first zonal harmonic (J2) perturbation is due
to the Earth’s oblate shape, and is about three times
the magnitude of the next zonal harmonic (Moritz
2000). Therefore, the Earth’s J2 zonal harmonic
perturbation is the only one considered, and is
calculated in the body frame as follows (Kechichian
1997):

uJ2 ¼
�3 �le � J2 �R2

e

r4 � s4
s4� 12 �b2� �

=2
4 �b � h � cos Lð Þþk � sin Lð Þð Þ

2 �b � 2� s2
� �

2
4

3
5 (8)

where J2 = 1.08263 9 10�3 (Moritz 2000) is the
dynamical form factor of the Earth, and Re = 6371.0 km
(Moritz 2000) is the Earth’s mean radius.

The Newtonian third body perturbation
equation has been shown to often promote substantial
numerical errors due to the significantly different

magnitude of the terms involved (Battin 1999). To
avoid this numerical inaccuracy, the following
equation (Betts and Erb 2003) is used to model third
body perturbations in the inertial (J2000) frame:

utb ¼�ltb
xm þ f � qtb
kxm � qtbk

where f¼ 3 � qþ 3 � q2 þ q3

1þ 1þ qð Þ3=2
and q¼ xm � xm � 2 � qtb

kqtbk2
(9)

where xm is the position of the meteoroid, qtb the
position of the third body, and ltb the standard
gravitational parameter of the third body.

A ¼

_p
_f

_g
_h
_k

_L

2
666666664

3
777777775
¼ 1

w

ffiffiffiffiffi
p

le

r
0 2 � p 0

w � sin Lð Þ wþ 1ð Þ � cos Lð Þ þ f �g � b
w � cos Lð Þ wþ 1ð Þ � sin Lð Þ þ g f � b

0 0 s2 � cos Lð Þ=2
0 0 s2 � sin Lð Þ=2
0 0 b

2
666666664

3
777777775

(5)
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Finally, while the atmospheric drag acceleration is a
fairly standard formula, the density of air in the upper
atmosphere is not. The density in this region varies with
not only height, but latitude, longitude, time, and solar
activity. To incorporate all these subtle effects, we
utilized the empirical NRLMSISE-00 atmospheric
model (Picone et al. 2002) to calculate the atmospheric
density (qair) within our drag equation:

udrag ¼ �qair � Cd � S � kvrelk � vrel
2 �M (10)

where M is the mass of the meteoroid, Cd the drag
coefficient, S the meteoroid’s cross-sectional area, and
vrel the meteoroid’s velocity vector relative to the
surrounding atmospheric air. Note that like the third
body perturbation, the atmospheric drag perturbation
needs a coordinate transformation into the body frame
to be used in the dynamic model.

Now that the dynamic model is established
(Equations 3–10), a numerical integrator is needed to
propagate the meteoroid’s state variables through time.
We have chosen a Runge–Kutta Dormand–Prince
(RKDP) (Dormand and Prince 1980) method for the
integration due to its ability to constrain relative errors
by internally controlling step size—a new approach to
numerical fireball orbit modeling. Additionally, it
supports a good accuracy to computation ratio, namely
fifth-order accuracy for six function evaluations per step.

The RKDP method computes and compares a
fourth- and fifth-order Runge-Kutta solution in parallel
to determine whether the current time step is sufficiently
small. If the difference between the solutions exceeds the
error bounds, then the time step is decreased (by 1/10)
and the RKDP is rerun on the current iteration step. If
this difference is much smaller than the error bounds,
the current solution is taken and the time step is
increased (by 1/10) for the next RKDP iteration. The
coefficients of the RKDP were chosen to minimize the
error of the fifth-order solution; therefore, it is this
solution that is used in the next step of the integration
procedure.

Starting with an initial step size estimate of a tenth of
a second, we use the RKDP iterative integration process
to propagate the meteoroid’s ECI EOE’s, yinitial, to the
edge of the Earth’s SOI, where the coordinates are
converted into the Sun centered inertial frame (J2000).
The integration process is then continued until the
meteoroid has propagated to 10 SOI, upon which the
Earth/Moon perturbations are removed from the
dynamic model and the meteoroid is propagated back to
epoch time. The resulting orbital elements, yfinal, reflect
the meteoroid’s original orbit around the Sun expressed
in J2000 coordinates, and can be trivially converted to
COEs as described in section 3.4 of Colasurdo (2006).

Discontinuities can arise when switching between
geocentric and heliocentric reference frames. To avoid
such a discontinuity at the limit of Earth’s SOI, the Sun
and Moon are considered perturbations when in the
geocentric frame, while the Earth and Moon are
considered perturbations within the heliocentric frame.

The JS-19 method described above is similar to that
of MT-15 (Dmitriev et al. 2015), but differs in the
choice of state representation, integration method, and
error handling.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To properly compare these methods for their
accuracy, an example object with both a measured orbit
and a measured bright flight entry would be invaluable
for analysis. The re-entry of the Hayabusa mission
constitutes an excellent calibration event in this regard,
with a measured pre-Earth rendezvous orbit, as
determined by the spacecraft’s navigational systems, and
an observed re-entry trajectory, as published in
Borovicka et al. (2011).

JAXA’s engineering team kindly provided their
orbital telemetry data for the Hayabusa mission (through
personal communication) at 2010-06-09T06:04:00.0
UTC, just after its final correction maneuver (TCM-4), in
the form of a J2000 equatorial (Earth-Centered Inertial)
state vector. This position and velocity state is easily
converted into the following COEs:

Rx

Ry

Rz

Vx

Vy

Vz

2
666666664

3
777777775
ECI

¼

�1:074047355� 106 km

1:232756795� 106 km

0:935509892� 106 km

2:751442755 km s�1

�3:231296260 km s�1

�12:442756954 km s�1

2
666666664

3
777777775
)

a

e

i

x

X

h

2
666666664

3
777777775
¼

1:32381AU

0:25732

1:68383�

147:47773�

82:46569�

27:71277�

2
666666664

3
777777775

(11)
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Triangulated positions of the Hayabusa re-entry
from ground-based observations are detailed in
Borovicka et al. (2011). Two reduced trajectories given in
this work are for the observed re-entry of the spacecraft
and for the capsule; these can be used as two separate
cases for orbit determination method comparisons. The
tabulated triangulated positions and time in Borovicka
et al. (2011) are used to determine the velocity, thereby
defining the initial conditions of the luminous trajectories
(see the Appendix). In both the spacecraft and capsule
cases, the numerical propagation methods will integrate
the corresponding object back to the time of telemetry
reading for consistent orbital comparisons. Since C-87
does not consider any perturbations, an epoch change
would simply require a two-body propagation, altering
only the orbit’s anomaly (h). As this sixth element is not
needed for orbit comparison analysis, the epoch
recalculation is not necessary.

In the two cases, we compare the orbit determined
using the three different methods (C-87, MT-15, and
JS-19). As the atmospheric correction to the initial velocity
vector (Pecina and Ceplecha 1983, 1984) used in C-87 is
not always applied (Vida et al. 2018), we shall additionally
provide the orbital results of C-87 by equating v∞ and v0
(see the Methods section) to assess the effects.

Hayabusa’s Orbit Determined from the Spacecraft’s

Re-entry

The initial position vector and corresponding initial
time of the spacecraft can be taken directly from table 2
of Borovicka et al. (2011) at a height of 99.88 km.
However, as there was no given radiant vector
describing the spacecraft’s velocity, the initial velocity
vector of the spacecraft was deduced using a straight
line least squares approach on the first three1

triangulated positional data points with timing in table
2 of Borovicka et al. (2011).

Additionally, the atmospheric perturbation model
requires an estimated mass and cross-sectional area of
the object to more accurately model the aerodynamics.
While the mass and shape of the spacecraft are
relatively well documented to be 415 kg and
1.5 m 9 1.5 m 9 1.05 m cube, respectively, the
orientation of the spacecraft with respect to the
atmosphere is more uncertain. This leaves us to assume
that the spacecraft’s cross-sectional area corresponds to
its most aerodynamically stable orientation.

Using these initial conditions, the heliocentric orbit
is calculated using all three methods and is compared to
the orbit derived from the spacecraft’s navigation
system (Table 1; Fig. 2). The Southworth and Hawkins
(1963) similarity criterion is included in Table 1 as a
quantitative measure of the orbital difference between
JAXA’s telemetric orbit and the orbit determined using
the respective methods.

The perturbations included in JS-19 are those of
the Earth, Moon, and Sun’s gravity; the Earth’s first
zonal harmonic (J2); and the atmospheric drag. These
are the nonreversible, significant perturbing effects.
Their respective strengths are calculated iteratively
during the backward integration of JS-19 and are
represented in Fig. 3. C-87 neglects the majority of
these influences.

Hayabusa’s Orbit Determined from the Capsule’s

Re-entry

The second interesting case is that of the Hayabusa
capsule’s re-entry; it is only distinguished from the other
parts of ablating spacecraft much lower down in the
atmosphere (~65 km altitude). Although the capsule has
already decelerated heavily by this point, its mass and
cross-sectional diameter are very well documented to be
20 kg and 40 cm, respectively. This sets us up for an
excellent comparative study as to the effects of the

Table 1. The calculated heliocentric classical orbital elements for the Hayabusa satellite’s Earth rendezvous as
compared to the telemetric orbital data at T = 2010-06-09T06:04:00.0 UTC.

Heliocentric orbital elements

(ECLIPJ2000)

Telemetry

dataa
C-87

(Ceplecha 1987)

C-87 (v∞ = v0)
b

(Ceplecha 1987)

MT-15

(Dmitriev et al. 2015)

JS-19

(this work)

a (AU) 1.32381 1.30395 � 0.003 1.32000 � 0.003 1.32241 � 0.001 1.32265 � 0.003

e 0.25732 0.24589 � 0.002 0.25472 � 0.002 0.25646 � 0.0007 0.25654 � 0.002

i (°) 1.68383 1.64028 � 0.007 1.67009 � 0.007 1.68203 � 0.002 1.68367 � 0.007

x (°) 147.47773 147.96599 � 0.2 147.67417 � 0.2 147.48000 � 0.07 147.52451 � 0.2

Ω 82.46569 82.34476 � 0.001 82.34414 � 0.001 82.46687 � 0.0002 82.46664 � 0.002

Similarity criterionc N/A 0.01178 0.00269 0.00087 0.00082

The errors are determined assuming 10 m s�1 error on the initial velocity magnitude, as discussed in the Precision section.
aObtained through private communication with JAXA’s engineering team.
bThe pre-encounter velocity, v∞, uses the velocity calculated at first observed point (v0). See the Methods section for details.
cSouthworth and Hawkins (1963) similarity criterion as compared to the telemetry data.

1The orbits derived by fitting different numbers of initial data points

were analyzed and compared with similar results. For simplicity, only

one case is documented in this paper.
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atmospheric perturbation on the resulting orbital
predictions.

The initial inputs for this case originated from table
3 of Borovicka et al. (2011). The initial position
corresponds to the highest recorded sighting of the
capsule with timing, corresponding to 64.71 km. The
initial velocity vector is deduced from the first two given
position data points with timing. Note a straight line

least squares fit was not attempted here as the capsule
was already in a state of high deceleration. Also note that
the telemetry provided for the capsule is approximated as
we have not accounted for the small delta-v used in
capsule ejection 3 h prior to re-entry (Cassell et al. 2011).
Again, two cases of C-87 are assessed using different
initial velocity approaches. The comparison of orbital
results is shown in Table 2 and Fig. 4.

Fig. 2. A comparison between Hayabusa’s heliocentric orbit (as determined from telemetry) and the spacecraft orbit calculated using
Ceplecha’s analytical method (C-87), Dmitriev’s numerical method (MT-15), and the new numerical method outlined in this work (JS-
19), as projected on the plane of the ecliptic. The comparison also features the inner terrestrial planets as references. Included is an
enlarged view around the communal aphelion to emphasize the orbital discrepancies. Note the difference in CAM orbits using
different pre-atmospheric velocity assumptions (see the Methods section). (Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com.)

Fig. 3. Selected perturbations over the Hayabusa’s orbit from the final correction maneuver (TCM4) until Earth rendezvous.
Note: the Earth’s J2 and atmospheric drag perturbations are considered negligible outside the Earth’s SOI at 924,000 km, and
above the exosphere at 10,000 km, respectively. (Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com.)
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The drastic difference between the predicted orbits
of the Hayabusa capsule is primarily due to how the
atmosphere is considered by the various methods. This
orbital discrepancy really highlights the importance of a
well-modeled atmospheric perturbation influence in the
orbit determination algorithm, especially for those
objects initially observed at lower altitudes, such as
some meteorite dropping fireballs.

Atmospheric Influence

The significant difference between the determined
pre-Earth orbits of the Hayabusa capsule is due to the
handling of perturbations. The most dominant
perturbation in this case is the atmosphere. To assess the

altitude at which the atmospheric influence on the
orbit diminishes, we compared JS-19 (that accounts
for the atmosphere) to C-87 where v∞ = v0 (that
negates the atmosphere). The initial conditions for
these comparisons were determined using JS-19; that is,
the Hayabusa capsule was integrated back along its re-
entry path to a specified altitude at which point C-87
(v∞ = v0) was initiated alongside JS-19. The orbital
difference between these two orbit determination
methods from these initiation altitudes was then
determined using the Southworth and Hawkins (1963)
similarity criterion.

Figure 5 reveals a couple of interesting features about
the comparative nature of the two orbit determination
methods. First, the similarity is shown to converge to a

Table 2. The calculated heliocentric classical orbital elements for the Hayabusa capsule’s Earth rendezvous as
compared to the telemetric orbital data at T = 2010-06-09T06:04:00.0 UTC.

Heliocentric orbital
elements (ECLIPJ2000)

Telemetry
dataa

C-87
(Ceplecha 1987)

C-87 (v∞ = v0)
b

(Ceplecha 1987)
MT-15
(Dmitriev et al. 2015)

JS-19
(this work)

a (AU) 1.32381 1.38633 � 0.003 1.17873 � 0.003 1.36699 � 0.001 1.31322 � 0.003

e 0.25732 0.28928 � 0.002 0.16954 � 0.002 0.27995 � 0.0007 0.25160 � 0.002
i (°) 1.68383 1.75327 � 0.007 1.32041 � 0.007 1.73243 � 0.002 1.64657 � 0.007
x (°) 147.47773 150.05468 � 0.2 138.57245 � 0.2 149.13093 � 0.06 146.99422 � 0.2
Ω (°) 82.46569 82.34249 � 0.001 82.35312 � 0.001 82.44881 � 0.0002 82.47087 � 0.002

Similarity criterionc N/A 0.03413 0.09428 0.02394 0.00615

The errors are determined assuming a 10 m s�1 error on the initial velocity magnitude, as discussed in the Precision section.
aObtained through private communication with JAXA’s engineering team.
bThe pre-encounter velocity, v∞, uses the velocity calculated at first observed point (v0). See the Methods section for details.
cSouthworth and Hawkins (1963) similarity criterion as compared to the telemetry data.

Fig. 4. A comparison between Hayabusa’s orbit (as determined from telemetry) and the capsule’s orbit calculated by Ceplecha’s
analytical method (C-87), Dmitriev’s numerical method (MT-15), and the new numerical method outlined in this work (JS-19),
as projected on the plane of the ecliptic. Included is an enlarged view around the communal aphelion to emphasize the orbital
discrepancies. Note the difference in C-87 orbits using different pre-atmospheric velocity assumptions (see the Methods section).
(Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com.)
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fixed value ~90 km altitude, indicating the atmospheric
influence on the orbit diminishes at this point. Many
meteorite dropping events are not observed before this
altitude, and are thus already experiencing significant
atmospheric drag. However, the object’s physical
characteristics, such as mass, shape, and density, would
directly influence the magnitude of this atmospheric
perturbation, and hence, this 90 km convergence altitude is
specific to the case of the Hayabusa capsule. Variation to
this altitude for other events requires further investigation.

Second, the apparent asymptote at high altitudes is
nonzero. This is due to the continuing effects of the
larger scale perturbations acting on the object, namely
the Earth flattening and third body effects. While the
magnitude of the Earth flattening perturbation drops
off relatively quickly, the third body perturbations
continue to influence the object’s orbit over the
duration of the integration.

Error Analysis

For the orbital results to be validated and properly
compared, their errors must be identified and
quantified. These errors originate from a variety of
sources, which can be factored into two groups—the
observational errors and the model errors.

The observational errors are simply the
uncertainties associated with the epoch time, the initial
triangulated position vector, and the initial determined
velocity vector before the orbital calculations begin.
While the epoch time and positional errors are merely
the uncertainties in the measurement data, the velocity
errors are not so straightforward. The directional errors
of the velocity are calculated by considering the
triangulated positional radiant data as a whole,
therefore minimizing the potential errors in the radiant
entry angle. The errors in velocity magnitude are
determined by referring to the velocity scatter at the

beginning of the object’s observable bright flight,
before the atmosphere presents a significant resistive
influence.

The model errors are the uncertainties introduced
within the orbit determination method itself, such as the
imperfect nature of the state equations in representing
meteoroid flight (small perturbations missed, etc.),
performing discrete time integration using the Dormand–
Prince integrator (bounded at 1 mm per time-step), and
the use of coordinate transforms.2 Despite model
uncertainties being small with respect to observational
errors, their inclusion must be considered for a robust
analysis. Combining all these uncertainties gives the
overall error, or precision, of the results.

Precision
The precision of the orbit determination methods is

primarily controlled by the error in the initial velocity
magnitude.3 The epoch time error, initial triangulated
position error, and the model errors combined cause an
orbital uncertainty three orders of magnitude smaller
than the initial velocity magnitude error alone. The
initial velocity directional error is somewhat more
influential on the resulting orbital errors, but still
between one and two orders of magnitude smaller than
the orbital uncertainty caused by the initial velocity
magnitude error.

No individual position errors were provided for the
triangulation results in the original paper (Borovicka
et al. 2011). In order to perform a general error analysis,
a velocity magnitude error of 10 m s�1 was assumed,
with error results given alongside the corresponding
orbital elements in Tables 1 and 2. Other velocity

Fig. 5. Orbital similarity between C-87 (v∞ = v0) and the new numerical approach at different initial altitude states, according to
the Southworth and Hawkins (1963) similarity criterion. (Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com.)

2All coordinate transforms were performed using version 1.3 of

Python’s astropy module.
3Using typical errors calculated by atmospheric trajectory modeling.
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magnitude errors were considered and found to scale
roughly linearly to the resulting orbital errors; that is,
multiplying the velocity magnitude error by two causes
the orbit uncertainty to double.

The errors on JS-19 are calculated using a Monte Carlo
approach to handle the nonlinearity of the included
perturbations, where the error on the initial velocity
magnitude can be transformed into errors on the final
orbital elements. The reliability of these errors was
confirmed through repeated Monte Carlo trials each
consisting of 1000 particles. The error on the orbit
determined by C-87 was also calculated using a Monte
Carlo approach; however, the error determined by MT-15
uses a series of covariance transforms throughout the
algorithm. This covariance approach linearizes the error at
each step, and therefore does not account for any significant
nonlinear effects, such as a close encounter with the moon.

Tables 1 and 2 reveal that the orbital precisions of
C-87 and JS-19 only differ significantly in their longitude
of ascending node, Ω. This small discrepancy is due to C-
87 assuming that the meteoroid’s original (pre-perturbed)
Ω is simply the Earth’s heliocentric longitude at the time
of initial contact, which does not completely account for
the Earth’s gravitational influence on the meteoroid’s
trajectory. Clark and Wiegert (2011) suggest that “the
very tight uncertainties often reported for Ω are far too
aggressive, and should be minimally expanded to
incorporate this discrepancy.” This is clearly
demonstrated by comparing the true Ω to the analytically
and numerically determined Ω in Tables 1 and 2,
highlighting the imprecise assumption that C-87 employs.

Accuracy
While the precision describes the spread of orbital

results around the determined solution, the accuracy is a
measure of how close that solution comes to the true
orbit, or in our case, the orbit as determined using the
spacecraft’s navigational systems. This error can be
quantified by calculating the difference between the true
orbital elements and the determined orbital elements.
However, a more robust and encompassing measure of
the determination method’s accuracy is by employing
the similarity criterion (Southworth and Hawkins 1963).
As shown in Tables 1 and 2, the new numerical
approach consistently produces more accurate orbital
results. This comparison of accuracy has also been
demonstrated visually in Figs. 2 and 4.

Relative Similarity

A further assessment of similarity between C-87 and
JS-19 can be made beyond the single observed
Hayabusa re-entry using a variety of simulated re-entry
trajectories. We can generate simulated trajectories using

the Earth fixed re-entry radiant unit vector of the
Hayabusa satellite as the trajectory backbone. This is
then varied by artificially altering the velocity magnitude
and the time of re-entry. By modifying the re-entry time,
we are effectively adjusting the longitude of the re-entry
in an inertial frame due to the Earth’s diurnal rotation.
We vary the re-entry time through an entire day in
20 min increments, given in UTC time. At each of these
discrete time increments, the re-entry velocity magnitude
is also varied to cover all possible heliocentric orbits
conservatively, that is, from 10 up to 80 km s�1 in
250 m s�1 increments; any resulting hyperbolic orbits are
dismissed. On each of the 2088 simulated trajectories
within this data set, the orbit is computed once using C-
87 and once using JS-19. The similarities of the
determined heliocentric orbits are shown in Fig. 6.

The general shape of Fig. 6 is due to the Earth’s
velocity around the Sun. At about 15:00 UTC on June
13, 2010, the Earth’s velocity acts in the same direction as
the simulated Hayabusa re-entry, therefore reducing the
velocity needed to obtain a hyperbolic orbit relative to
Earth. Conversely, around 03:00 UTC, the simulated
velocity relative to Earth must be much higher to obtain a
hyperbolic orbit as the Earth’s velocity opposes the
simulated Hayabusa re-entry velocity. Additionally, the
minimum Earth centered velocity needed to obtain a
heliocentric orbit is the Earth’s escape velocity, regardless
of the Earth’s orientation around the Sun.

Interestingly, certain regions of orbital dissimilarity
can be identified by excluding particular perturbations
from JS-19. For example, by removing the Moon’s
gravitational perturbing influence, the orbit produced by
the numerical algorithm becomes more like the orbit
produced by C-87 in the area between 08:00 and 12:00
UTC (Fig. 7).

Other regions of orbital dissimilarity in Figs. 6 and
7 can also be identified. The darker region at lower re-
entry velocities is due to the resulting orbit being close
to that of the Earth’s orbit, and therefore experiencing a
greater time for the Earth/Moon perturbations to
influence the orbit off its Keplerian path. Additionally,
the roughly horizontal region at higher re-entry
velocities, around 05:00 UTC, corresponds to an area of
high orbital eccentricity (Fig. 8). As Jopek (1993)
describes, the values of the similarity criterion
(Southworth and Hawkins 1963) “strongly depend on
the orbit eccentricity when e > 0.9,” therefore
accounting for this region of apparent dissimilarity.

Also note, the isolated dots in Figs. 6 and 7 are single
orbital cases where the inclination is so close to zero that
the calculated longitude of ascending node, Ω, in one
orbital estimation is the longitude of descending node, ℧,
in the other. This results in a misdiagnosis of orbital
similarity.
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To give the reader an idea of these orbital
differences, if the velocity magnitude uncertainty was the
only acting source of orbit error, then 1, 10, 100 m s�1

uncertainties on initial velocity magnitude would
correspond to orbital similarities of 0.0002, 0.002, and
0.02, respectively. These correlations are specific to the
geometry of the Hayabusa trajectory and may vary for

different events, but serve well as a rough similarity
conversion for Figs. 6 and 7. That said, the similarity
range in Figs. 6 and 7 are capped at 0.001 to highlight
subtleties; however, some orbit comparisons, especially at
the low velocity end, did show similarities on the order
of 0.02, or roughly 100 m s�1 variation in initial velocity
magnitude—a significant difference in orbital terms.

Fig. 7. Orbital similarity (Southworth and Hawkins 1963) between Ceplecha’s analytical method (C-87) and the new numerical
method described in this paper (JS-19) having removed the Moon’s perturbation influence from the latter. Note the removal of
the lunar effect between 08:00 and 12:00 UTC from Fig. 6. (Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com.)

Fig. 6. Orbital similarity between Ceplecha’s analytical method (C-87) and the new numerical method described in this paper (JS-
19) according to the Southworth and Hawkins (1963) similarity criterion. The darker the shade, the more difference there is between
the simulated orbits. Only the heliocentric orbits are shown; all hyperbolic and geocentric orbits are discarded. The sinusoidal-like
shape is due to the orbital velocity of the Earth around the Sun. The two distinctly darker areas at lower velocities represent strong
perturbations that are not considered in the C-87 model. (Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com.)
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This analysis highlights differences in orbit
determination methods due to re-entry timing and
velocity magnitude, and even further differences may be
caused by variations in re-entry height, latitude, and
azimuth and zenith angles.

So, without the ability to include perturbations, C-87
cannot properly account for the complexities inherent in
the estimation of pre-Earth orbits. Any discrepancy from
the meteoroid’s “true” orbit will be magnified when a
probabilistic method, such as Bottke et al. (2002), is used
to determine its orbital origins, therefore making it
significantly harder to link meteoroids to their rightful
parent bodies or source regions.

CONCLUSIONS

Ceplecha’s analytical method of orbit
determination (C-87; Ceplecha 1987) is
computationally easy, and historically the most widely
used technique in determining the originating orbits of
meteoroids. However, it does not allow for
perturbations in orbit calculations such as third bodies
(including the Moon) or Earth flattening effects. A
numerical approach is able to incorporate such
perturbations. With increasing computational power,
such an approach is preferable.

A new numerical method (JS-19) is presented in this
study. To compare the results of this new orbital
determination technique to the typical analytical
method (C-87) and the numerical approach provided in
the Meteor Toolkit package (MT-15), the re-entry
observations of JAXA’s Hayabusa, with its known
heliocentric orbit as a “ground truth,” were invaluable.

As observations were made of both the spacecraft and
the capsule re-entry separately, these data provide two
excellent test cases with which models could be
compared to heliocentric telemetry. The spacecraft was
first observed at ~100 km altitude while the capsule was
not observed until ~65 km altitude. The low observation
altitude of the capsule tests the capability of models to
incorporate atmospheric influences. In both cases, JS-19
determined the most similar orbit to JAXA’s recorded
orbit than either C-87 or MT-15. This was especially
evident in the second case due to the greater
atmospheric influence that the capsule experienced
before initial sighting. Further investigation of the
atmospheric influence shows the need for atmospheric
consideration in meteoroid orbit determination below
~90 km altitude. This is therefore highly relevant for
many meteorite dropping events which may not be
initially observed above this height by fireball networks
tuned to brighter events. We also stressed that C-87
alone does not account for atmospheric drag effects,
requiring a pre-atmospheric initial velocity to be
determined prior to its use. The calculation of this
initial velocity by the majority of current fireball
networks that use C-87 is unclear and may need to be
revised.

We made a detailed assessment on the accuracy and
precision of orbital calculations. The numerical methods
are shown to produce more realistic precision and
deliver superior accuracy in estimating the Hayabusa
spacecraft’s pre-Earth orbit from re-entry observations
than the analytical method, verifying such claims of
previous authors (Clark and Wiegert 2011; Jenniskens
et al. 2011).

Fig. 8. The region of high eccentricity for the simulated data set of re-entry trajectories. (Color figure can be viewed at wile
yonlinelibrary.com.)
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The resulting orbital element precision is primarily
determined by the size of the initial velocity magnitude
error, as all other foreseeable uncertainties combined
correspond to orbital errors at least an order of
magnitude smaller than the initial speed uncertainty, as
discussed in the Precision section. While the precision of
the orbit determination methods were comparable, JS-
19 demonstrated greater accuracy due to its complete
detailed representation of Earth’s gravity and its
inclusion of perturbations, as discussed in the Accuracy
section.

By generating a great variety of simulated re-entry
trajectories, we were able to explore the effect of
different perturbations by comparing orbits calculated
by both C-87 and JS-19. Simulated trajectories with low
entry velocities or which pass close to the Moon show
the most drastic orbital divergences. This demonstrates
the vital need for perturbation inclusion within the orbit
determination method. The limitations of C-87 should
be considered and discussed if used for meteoroid orbit
determination. Previously determined orbits, especially
those in regions of significant orbital divergence (as
discussed in the Hayabusa’s Orbit Determined from the
Capsule’s Re-entry section) should be reanalyzed to
avoid inaccurate orbital histories.

The Hayabusa case used in this work has provided
a unique opportunity to compare orbit determination
techniques. Although this case assesses only a
heliocentric orbit, it must be noted that JS-19 can
compute an observed meteoroid’s orbit regardless of
whether it originated around the Earth (geocentric),
around the Sun (heliocentric), or from outside the solar
system (hyperbolic), proving itself to be a more robust
and real-world approach than its analytical counterpart.
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APPENDIX: INITIAL CONDITIONS

The initial conditions for our comparative analysis are determined using the tabulated values given in
Borovicka et al. (2011), but are collated in the table below. Note the quoted velocities are relative to the ground
(ECEF frame).

Spacecraft Capsule

Epoch time 2010-06-13T13:51.56.6 2010-06-13T13:52.16.0
Latitude (°) �29.0243 �29.6545

Longitude (°) 131.1056 133.0768
Height (km) 99.880 64.710
Initial velocity (m s�1) 11,725.1 11,330.5

Radiant azimuth (°) 290.5220 289.2733
Radiant elevation (°) 10.0173 8.7955
Mass (kg) 415 20
Cross-sectional area (m2)a 2.15 0.126

Corresponding radius (m) 0.827 0.2
Infinite velocity (m s�1)b 11,678.84 11,939.04
a Using a drag coefficient of 2.
b Using methods described in the appendix of Pecina and Ceplecha (1983).
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Abstract

The Desert Fireball Network (DFN) is an array of over 50 camera observatories covering about three million

square kilometres of Australia’s airspace,  with the primary goal of remotely detecting and physically collecting
meteorites. Each camera observatory records horizon-to-horizon long exposures every 30 seconds throughout the

night. If a fireball is captured on two or more camera systems, the event is triangulated, and its impact site and
originating  orbit  are  determined.  In  addition  to  meteoroid  sightings,  satellite  passes  have  also  been  separately

targeted and captured by the event detection software used in our DFN data pipeline. The angular measurements of
an observed satellite are used to determine its orbit and predict future passes for further orbit accuracy, aiding in

debris detection and collision avoidance. The really wide field of view sensor that is the DFN has the capability of
performing a surveillance role, calculating initial satellite orbits which are sufficiently accurate to cue a narrow angle

down-range  sensor  for  additional  orbit  refinement.  Also,  unlike  most  satellite  tracking  systems,  a  triangulation
technique  can  be  applied  to  satellite  orbit  determination  by  using  information  from  multiple  observatories

concurrently,  resulting  in  a  more  precise  orbit  over  a  shorter  observational  window. Various  methods  of  orbit
determination will be discussed and compared to the theoretical lower bound of orbit accuracy.

Keywords: Orbit determination, Satellite, DFN, Triangulation
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Acronyms/Abbreviations
AM: Adaptive Metropolis
BLS: Batch Least Squares
CAR: Constrained Admissible Region
CRLB: Cramér-Rao Lower Bound
DFN: Desert Fireball Network
EKF: Extended Kalman Filter
GPF: Generic Particle Filter
IOD: Initial Orbit Determination
ISS:  International Space Station
MCMC: Markov-Chain Monte-Carlo
MEO: Medium Earth Orbit
OR: Orbit Refinement
TLE:  Two Line Element
UKF: Unscented Kalman Filter
UKS: Unscented Kalman Smoother
UTC: Universal Coordinated Time

1. Introduction
As  the  number  of  satellites,  active  or  otherwise,

continues to increase, it is vital to accurately learn and
monitor  their  orbits  in  order  to  avoid  catastrophic
collisions and provide safer deployment and re-entry of
spacecraft. Debris, rocket bodies, and inactive satellites
currently outnumber the active satellites tremendously,
posing a significant collision risk to all  space objects
alike.  A collision  event  would  not  only  lead  to  the
destruction of  the  bodies  involved,  but  could  cause a
chain-reaction  as  the  debris  from the  impact  collides
with  other  bodies,  resulting  in  what’s  known  as  the
Kessler  syndrome  [1].  To  avoid  this  scenario,  the
accuracy  of  satellite  orbit  determination  needs  to  be
consistently evaluated and challenged.

Once  sufficient  measurements  have  been  gathered
for  an  observed  satellite,  an  orbit  estimate  can  be
determined. However, to gather this information, it must
first  be found and recognised as  a  satellite.  This  is  a
hard  task,  especially  for  a  narrow  field-of-view
telescope without well constrained prior knowledge of
the object’s orbit.  This  kind of  telescope would  have
more chance of finding the satellite target and refining
its orbit if a larger field-of-view camera could observe
and relay the satellite’s future predicted location as  it
passed  over  the  telescope;  this  is  where  the  Desert
Fireball Network (DFN) comes in. 

As well as detecting fireballs with the aim to recover
and analyse space rocks that have an established origin,
the DFN team have built a smaller observing network in
Western  Australia  specifically  designed  for  detecting
and recording satellites.

While  satellite  orbits  are  most  commonly
determined from only a single camera viewpoint, there
is  an ability  to include measurements from additional
observation sites at the same time. There is surprisingly
little  literature  on  satellite  orbit  determination  using

triangulation methods, however those few that use these
methods often report very successful results [2]. 

This  paper  will  dive  into  some  satellite  orbit
determination  methods  and  compare  single  point
observations to the triangulation approach. 

Other satellite orbit determination methods used in
the past include Constrained Admissible Region (CAR)
analysis  [3,4,5]  and  genetic  algorithms  [6].  However
these approaches are generally only useful in the cases
where a satellite  was observed over a short  period of
time from a single perspective, and will not be analysed
in this paper.

2. Methods
The  initial  orbit  calculated  from  a  single  pass  of

observations may not be very accurate due to the limited
amount  of  information  contained  in  one  set  of
measurements.  However, observatories seek to capture
all  of  the  measurement  information  as  precisely  as
possible.  On  further  passes  and  therefore  additional
measurements,  this  initial  orbit  is  refined  to  increase
accuracy.

The  two  different  approaches  investigated  in  this
paper  capture  the  measurement  information  in  a
probability distribution of the orbits and are dubbed the
Gaussian  and  the  particle  approach.  Briefly,  the
Gaussian  approach  assumes  that  the  underlying
probability  distribution  is  Gaussian  and  can  be
represented  as  a  mean  state  with  an  associated
covariance matrix to incorporate the uncertainty in the
state.  Alternatively, as the name suggests,  the particle
approach uses a large number of candidate orbit states
(particles),  to approximate the probability distribution.
The particles are weighted samples from the distribution
of  the  orbit  and  unlike  the  Gaussian  approach,  the
particle approach does not assume any analytic form of
the distribution. Both these approaches are outlined and
discussed  intuitively  below.  References  for  the
underlying mathematical details are included.

2.1 Gaussian Approach
The Gaussian approach relies on the assumption that

the  expected  state  solution  is  uni-modal  and  that  the
error distribution of the orbit can be well approximated
by  a  Gaussian.  The  methods  used  for  initial  orbit
determination (IOD) and orbit refinement (OR) in the
Gaussian approach are the batch least squares and the
unscented Kalman filter respectively.

2.1.1 Batch Least Squares (IOD)
The batch least squares (BLS) method is a relatively

simple and commonly used algorithm within the data
analysis field to calculate unknown model parameters
by minimising the squared residuals between the given
model and the collected data, which in this case is the
initial  orbit  state  estimate  and  the  measured  lines  of
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sight. As all the measurements and associated errors are
expressed in  angular  terms,  so are the residuals.  This
acts  to  favour  the  measurements  with  a  closer
correspondence to a fitted orbit from the farther ones. In
this  case  the  measurement  noise  is  Gaussian,  which
means that the batch least squares solution corresponds
to the maximum likelihood solution.

To initiate  the  BLS algorithm, a  preliminary  orbit
guess is required. This can be determined a number of
ways, including by the Gauss method [7], the Laplace
method [8], the Baker-Jacoby method [9], the Gooding
method  [10],  the  Double-r  method  [11],or  by  simply
assuming a circular orbit. Of these methods, the author
found that  the simple Gauss method has shown to be
sufficiently accurate to initialise the BLS optimisation
for a variety of orbit types, and has therefore been used.

Once  a  rough  orbit  estimate  is  attained,  the  BLS
iterations  can  commence  to  actively  perturb  the  orbit
parameters  until  the  squared  residuals  are  minimised.
For  further  and  more  technical  information  regarding
the BLS method, please refer to [12]. 

As the BLS approach is only used to obtain an orbit
on  a  single  pass,  there  is  no  need  to  include  orbit
perturbations  on  such  a  short  viewing  window.  Two
body  orbit  propagation  methods  are  faster  and
sufficiently accurate for this purpose.

2.1.2  Unscented Kalman Filter (OR)
If  the  same  satellite  is  observed  on  one  or  more

subsequent passes, the orbit estimate as determined by
BLS can be refined using an Unscented Kalman Filter
(UKF), again using the observed lines-of-sight from one
or more ground based locations as  the measurements.
The  UKF  is  effectively  a  recursive  least  squares
algorithm  that  uses  predict  and  update  steps  to
determine  an  estimate  and  covariance  at  every  time-
step,  considering  all  past  measurements  and  their
uncertainties. The initial UKF covariance is determined
by  propagating  the  estimated  BLS  covariance  to  the
beginning of the subsequent pass with included model
uncertainties.

The  prediction  step  uses  a  motion  model  to
determine the location and uncertainty of  the orbiting
object at the next measured time step. The update step
then  compares  the  expected  lines-of-sight
(corresponding  to  the  predicted  position)  to  the
observed  lines-of-sight  at  that  time-step,  and  corrects
the  orbit  state  estimate  taking  into  account  the
uncertainties  of  the  predicted  and  observed  positions.
The  UKF  has  advantages  over  a  traditional  Kalman
filter in that the motion and measurement models can be
non-linear and the noise processes can be non-Gaussian.
An extended Kalman filter (EKF) could also be used to
approximate the non-linear, non-Gaussian functions, but
the performance of the UKF has been shown to be far
superior to an EKF in the majority of situations.

Occasionally the prediction step within the UKF has
to be performed over one or more revolutions around
the Earth to reach the next observation window. In these
cases the two body propagation method used for single-
pass IOD is replaced with a more accurate alternative to
minimise  the  possible  orbit  divergence  effects  over
these longer time-scales. The additional forces that are
modelled  are   atmospheric  drag,  gravity  due  to  the
Moon  and  the  Sun,  and  the  non-spherical  effects  of
Earth’s gravity.

An  Unscented  Kalman  Smoother  (UKS)  could  be
used  to  improve  the  accuracy  of  the  orbit  history,
however as the goal is to predict future orbit positions,
the UKS is not utilised here. For further information on
the UKF or UKS  methods, please refer to Chapters 5
and 9 respectively of Bayesian Filtering and Smoothing
by [13]. 

2.2 Particle Approach
Unlike the Gaussian approach, the particle approach

can  approximate  an  arbitrary  probability  distribution.
For  example,  the  method  can  pick  out  multi-modal
solutions within the state space, so if there are two or
more  solutions  that  fit  the  measurements  well,  the
particle  method  will  identify  all  of  these  potential
solutions.  In  contrast  to  the  Gaussian  approach,  the
probability distribution of the orbit is represented as a
large set  of  samples.  The Markov-Chain Monte-Carlo
and the particle filter are the methods used to determine
the initial orbit and refined orbit in the particle approach
respectively.

2.2.1 Markov-Chain Monte-Carlo (IOD)
Markov-Chain Monte-Carlo (MCMC) is a technique

used to draw samples from the probability distribution
of  possible  solutions  within  a  given  state-space.  The
distribution of  the initial  orbit  can’t  be  sampled from
directly.  The  MCMC method draws  samples  from a
much  simpler  function,  then  uses  a  structured  accept
and reject  process  to produce samples from the more
complicated IOD distribution.

The BLS orbit solution is used to initiate the head of
the  Markov-Chain.  From  here,  the  particle’s  orbit
solution is perturbed away from the previous solution by
a small random amount. This new possible solution is
then  accepted  or  rejected  as  the  new  head  to  the
Markov-Chain based on its log-likelihood match to the
observations. If its log-likelihood is larger than the log-
likelihood of  the  previous  particle,  it  is  automatically
accepted as the new head of the Markov-Chain. If it is
not larger, then there is some probability that the new
orbit  solution  will  still  be  accepted  according  to  the
relative difference between their log-likelihoods. 

While  several  of  different  strains  of  MCMC were
examined  and  tested  from  the  literature,  only  one
algorithm will be discussed in this analysis, namely the
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Adaptive  Metropolis  (AM)  algorithm,  see  [14]  for
details.

2.2.2  Particle Filter (OR)
Like the UKF, the particle filter’s orbit refinement

process  can  commence  from  an  earlier  initial  orbit
determination  method  if  later  orbit  segments  are
observed and measured.  In this case,  the particles are
simply initialised by those determined using the former
MCMC method. The particle filter successively refines
its  set  of  orbit  solutions  with  each  additional
measurement in time.  Again,  several  different  particle
filter  methods  were  investigated,  however  only  the
Generic Particle Filter (GPF) will be described in this
study.

The GPF incorporates two or three steps for every
set of observations; namely the motion step, weighting
step, and perhaps a re-sampling step, depending on the
distribution  of  particle  weights.  The  motion  step
propagates all the particles from the previous time-step
to  the  current  time-step  using  the  relevant  dynamic
equations with additional motion noise corresponding to
uncertainty  in  the  motion  model.  Following  this  first
step,  all  the particles  are  weighted by  calculating the
log-likelihoods of the current observations. The highest
weighted particles then have more chance of being re-
sampled  in  the third  optional  step  compared  to  those

with  lower  weightings.  The  re-sample  step  is  only
applied when the particles efficiency is below a certain
tolerance. The resulting particles repeat this refinement
process  until  all  the  observations  are  accounted  for.
Refer to  Algorithm 3 of [15] for further details on the
refinement steps. 

2.3 Cramér-Rao Lower Bound
The Cramér-Rao Lower Bound (CRLB) is a method

for  determining  the  theoretical  lower  bound  on  the
average  parameter  estimation  error  throughout  the
observation  window  based  on  the  true  state  and  the
covariance of the observation. As the CRLB requires the
true (not observed) state, this method can only be used
in simulated events. As the CRLB provides a theoretical
lower  bound on  performance,  this  sets  up  well  for  a
comparative and evaluative study on the performance of
the orbit determination algorithms outlined previously. 

The CRLB used in this paper determines the lower
bound on the root-mean-square error of the system at
any point  in  time assuming that  the motion model  is
known  exactly  (i.e.  zero  process  noise).  The
implementation is the same as using the EKF covariance
propagation  equations  linearised  about  the  true  state.
For details regarding the CRLB algorithm, please refer
to [16].
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Figure 1: The simulated ISS orbit as observed from the five ground based observatories; Perth, Esperance, Albany,
Kalgoorlie and Hyden. The first and second simulated ISS passes correspond to the top-right and the bottom-left

orbit segments respectively.
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3. Results and Discussion
To analyse and compare the two approaches to the

theoretical CRLB outlined in the method section above,
synthetic  data  is  required  as  the  true  orbit  must  be
known. Although many different simulated orbit types
were  investigated  in  this  study,  results  from  one
example will be shown to discuss  both the IOD and OR
methods. The example used is the simulated orbit of the
International Space Station (ISS) over Western Australia
on two consecutive  passes.  The accuracy  of  the orbit
determination methods will be compared in the single
and multiple camera scenarios. 

The ISS orbit data is simulated by propagating its
two  line  element  (TLE)  using  an  established  SGP4
model  propagator1 around  the  Earth  twice.  The
predicted  right  ascension  (ra)  and  declination  (dec)
angles are calculated as observed from several specific
ground station locations every 15 seconds, filtering out
all measurements with an elevation angle less than ten
degrees. Once the viewable predicted measurements are
obtained, random Gaussian noise is then added to every
individual  ra/dec  angle  to  produce  a  realistic  noisy
dataset. In this example, an error of 10 arcsec was used
to  randomise  the  theoretical  data  as  this  reflected  a
conservative  resolution  found  on  the  DFN  satellite
observatories.

Specifically, the ISS was simulated between a time
of  08:22  and  10:06UTC  on  2/5/2017  to  cover   two
passes through the solar terminator over WA, allowing a
comparison  of  refinement  methods  to  be  possible.
Figure 1 shows visually the location of the five chosen

1 The SPG4 propagator used is an open sourced python module
called spg4, created by Brandon Rhodes.

observatories and the satellite passes as would be seen
by  at  least  one  of  these  observatories.  The  elevation
angle of the ISS orbit from every observation location
over the two visible windows is shown in Figure 2. 

After generating the simulated data-set of the ISS from
the five observatories, the effect that multiple cameras
have on the predicted orbit using the different Gaussian
and particle approaches can be determined. An outline
of three cases  is  presented below;  one  using a  single
observatory, one using two observatories, and one using
all five observation data-sets. The results from all three
simulated  cases  were  repeated  separately  many times
with different random measurement noise; and while the
orbit solutions varied slightly, the main results remain
the same. In Figures 3, 4, and 5, the solid lines represent
the  physical  distance  between  the  true  and  estimated
orbits,  whereas  the  dashed  lines  are  the  method’s
determined  uncertainty  on  the  orbit  prediction.  The
CRLB in these figures is included as a reference to the
lowest  possible average  error,  given the  measurement
errors.

Firstly,  the  single  camera  case  was  analysed  to
determine the typical accuracy for the various described
methods using the Perth observatory data-set and shown
in Figure 3 below. The first pass uses the IOD methods
from both approaches, and the second pass utilises the
orbit refinement methods.

It is interesting to note the three sigma error on both
the  IOD  methods  appear  to  be  lower  and  not
monotonically decreasing in comparison to the CRLB.
This is because the uncertainties that represent the orbit
solutions  of  these  methods  use  all  the  data  from the
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Figure 2: The theoretical elevation angle of the ISS satellite from various ground based observatories
corresponding to Figure 1 after an initial time of 2017-05-02T08:22UTC.
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initial  pass,  whereas  the  CRLB  describes  the  lowest
expected  uncertainty  only  knowing  the  observations
taken  prior.  This  explains  why  they  are  almost
equivalent at the end of the initial pass.

Also,  note  the  uncertainty  on  the  GPF  collapses
roughly  halfway  through  the  orbit  refinement  of  the
second pass,  and the orbit  difference becomes greater
than the expected orbit uncertainty. This drop in error is
due to particle degeneracy within the algorithm; or in

other words, during the particle’s re-sampling process,
one particle has been re-sampled 100% of the time as it
has  been  given a  weighting much higher than all  the
other particles.

The  next  case  is  similar  to  that  described  above,
however  a  second  observation  viewpoint  was  added
from  Esperance,  providing  the  ability  to  triangulate
within  the orbit  determination  algorithms.  The results
are shown in Figure 4. 
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Figure 3: The difference between the known theoretical orbit and various orbits determined using the methods
outlined in Section 2, as viewed from a single camera – the Perth observatory. 

Figure 4: The difference between the known theoretical orbit and various orbits determined using the methods
outlined in Section 2, as viewed from two cameras – the Perth and Esperance observatories. 
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By  including  data  from  an  additional  observation
location, the initial orbit uncertainty is shown to reduce
by an order of magnitude, demonstrating the significant
advantage  in  having  triangulatable  data.  Interestingly,
the additional viewpoint does not greatly aid in the orbit
refinement uncertainty of the second pass, most likely
due  to  the  first  pass  acting  similar  to  a  second
observatory  to  the  second  pass  displaced  in  time.
However, the extra observatory does prevent the particle
degeneracy problem.

Finally,  the  last  case  includes  the  simulated
observations from all five cameras; the three additional
cameras situated between the two locations used in the
second  case.  This  kept  the  times  of  the  observation
windows constant and the triangulation baseline similar
to the second case. The results are shown in Figure 5.

The  five  camera  scenario  is  a  minor  two-fold
improvement on the uncertainties within the two camera
scenario primarily due to the increased data density; the
observation  time  did  not  increase,  nor  did  the
triangulation baseline significantly grow. 

In summary of the simulated ISS data-set, increasing
from  one  observatory  to  two  provides  a  ten-fold
increase  in  accuracy  due  to  the  ability  to  triangulate,
whereas  increasing  from  two  observatories  to  five
basically halves the uncertainty due to the higher data
rate.

Besides  the  degeneracy  issue  in  the  single
observatory  case,  the  difference  between  the  true
unperturbed orbit and the predicted orbits have always
been  within  their  expected  three  sigma  error,
demonstrating the reliability of the error analysis within
the Gaussian and particle approaches alike. 

Through repeated trials, there was little difference in
the accuracy between the Gaussian and particle based
approaches on either the first or second passes, however
there was a dramatic difference in the computation time
required for the different approaches. The particle based
methods typically took tens of minutes,  depending on
the  number  of  particles  used,  whereas  the  Gaussian
methods  were  generally  complete  in  under  a  second.
Therefore,  for  real-time  satellite  orbit  determination
purposes, the BLS and UKF algorithms are more highly
recommended.

4. Conclusions
Satellite orbit determination using the Gaussian and

particle based approaches using the synthetic ISS data
have  been  shown to  be  in  agreement  on  both  passes
observed,  with  the  exception  of  the  particle  filter
degeneracy problem on the single viewpoint  case.  By
the simple act of including measurements from a second
viewpoint, the orbit position uncertainties were reduced
by an order of magnitude, hence highlighting the value
of triangulatable data. 

For  the  simulated  ISS  data  viewed  over  two  five
minute  windows,  it  was  found  that  the  Gaussian
approach  performed  just  as  well  as  the  particle  filter
approach. However, if computational efficiency or real-
time satellite orbit determination is preferred, then the
Gaussian approach is advised. The particle methods are
recommended when the object  is  only viewed from a
single perspective and observation window is too short
to  approximate  the  probability  distribution  with  a
Gaussian.
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Figure 5: The difference between the known theoretical orbit and various orbits determined using the methods
outlined in Section 2, as viewed from all five cameras – the Perth, Esperance, Albany, Hyden, and Kalgoorlie

observatories. 
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CONFERENCE PAPER B ´ FIREOPAL: CONTINEN-
TAL SCALE COORDINATED OBSERVATIONS OF THE

OSIRIS-REX FLYBY

Trent Jansen-Sturgeon, Benjamin A. D. Hartig, Philip A. Bland, Greg Madsen,
Matthew Bold, Robert M. Howie, James Mason, Rod Drury, Dane McCormack.
Presented at the 19th Advanced Maui Optical and Space Surveillance Tech-
nologies Conference, September 2018, Maui, Hawaii.

REASON FOR INCLUSION — This conference paper describes the observation
campaign of the OSIRIS-REx slingshot manoeuvre, and presents preliminary
results of the determined orbit - supplementing the material discussed in Chap-
ter 5.

The full manuscript of this work is available online in proceedings of the
19th Advanced Maui Optical and Space Surveillance Technologies Conference
(AMOS).
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ABSTRACT 

OSIRIS-REx is a NASA sample-return mission to asteroid Bennu. On 22nd September 2017 it performed an Earth                 
gravity-assist (EGA) manoeuvre with favourable viewing opportunities from Australia. The closest approach            
occurred over Antarctica and it passed over Australia with an altitude of 42,000 – 73,000km. The FireOPAL team                  
built an Australia-wide observation campaign around the EGA. Observers flew to 11 sites around Australia, and one                 
in New Zealand, to take observations. The distribution of sites was chosen to maximise opportunities for                
triangulation. Approximately 2,000 images of the spacecraft were acquired from each site as it transited over                
Australia & New Zealand. This dataset, for a single object on a single pass, is unprecedented. It enables us to                    
perform a detailed evaluation of position / range errors for triangulated observations. In addition, lightcurve               
information from multiple viewing angles for a target of known size and composition allows us to evaluate the                  
degree to which target geometry can be reconstructed from lightcurves. 

1. BACKGROUND

1.1 The Desert Fireball Network 

The Desert Fireball Network (DFN), a continent scale observatory, monitors the Australian sky for the bright                
fireballs produced by meteoroids as they enter the atmosphere. The main objective of this project is to recover                  
meteorites that can be traced back to their parent bodies through rigorous regression analysis. By capturing imagery                 
of meteoroid events from multiple locations simultaneously, the DFN is able to determine the pre-entry orbit and fall                  
site of meteorites, providing valuable insights into the history of the solar system. 

The imaging system for the fireball observatories, a Nikon D810 DSLR and a Samyang 8 mm f/3.5 UMC Fish-eye                   
CS II lens, continuously capture 27 second exposures every 30 seconds throughout the night. These observations are                 
synchronized to GNSS time through an innovative technique of embedding absolute timing data into the long                
exposure images with millisecond accuracy [1]. This method provides the precise timing required for trajectory               
analysis and orbit determination. 
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Designed to withstand the harsh Australian outback, each of the 52 remote sites operates completely autonomously                
and can continuously collect and store data for up to two years without intervention. The data set collected through                   
this project is unprecedented, with over three terabytes of data collected by the Australian network every night. An                  
additional 40 observatories are currently being managed by the thirteen partner networks that form the Global                
Fireball Observatory (GFO). This instrument provides a large number of opportunities beyond the original project               
scope. For example, the network was uniquely situated to constrain the brightness of the GW170817 gravity wave                 
detected by the Advanced Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory (aLIGO) [2]. It also has             
applications in many other areas, including weather monitoring and detecting astrometric transients. 

1.2 Adaption for Space Situational Awareness 

In addition to meteoroids, the DFN observes a variety of spacecraft phenomena: including satellite streaks, engine                
burns to geostationary orbit and rocket launches. It was determined that with minor hardware adaptations, the                
remote observatories could prove a useful instrument for space situational awareness (SSA). The initial test of this                 
was conducted by deploying three modified DFN systems north of Perth, Western Australia, having replaced the                
fish-eye lens used for all sky fireball detections with an 85mm rectilinear lens. Conducted in partnership between                 
Curtin University and Lockheed Martin, this small network represented the first trial phase leading to the                
development of the FireOPAL network. The details of the ongoing development and hardware of the FireOPAL                
project can be found in [4], [5] and [6]. 

Fig. 1. A full installation of two completed FireOPAL observatories. 

The distinct advantage of the GFO as a foundation for an optical SSA network is the engineering heritage and                   
existing infrastructure. The observatories provide a rigorously tested control system, with independent power and              
network connectivity, that can host a variety of sensors and instruments in remote off-the-grid locations. This allows                 
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for a distributed architecture for the potential SSA instrument, providing large baselines for triangulation, an               
extended terminator observation window (with stations at different longitudes) and provides resistance to weather              
interference [3]. With a global network, a distributed instrument provides persistent data collection at a fraction of                 
the cost of an equivalent radar system. The main challenge in adapting the DFN observatories for SSA is the                   
selection of an appropriate sensor/lens combination; the OSIRIS-REx flyby provided an exceptional opportunity to              
verify the performance of the leading hardware options. 

1.3 OSIRIS-REx 

The Origins, Spectral Interpretation, Resource Identification, Security, Regolith Explorer (OSIRIS-REx) is a NASA             
operated sample return mission to the near-Earth asteroid 101955 Bennu - chosen due to its proximity to the Earth                   
and its carbon rich composition. It began its journey on the 8th of September, 2016, and returned to perform an                    
Earth slingshot maneuver on the 22nd of September, 2017. Fortunately, Australia was in a very advantageous spot                 
for viewing this flyby event - both in proximity and time. This provided an excellent setting to assess the FireOPAL                    
proof-of-concept against a known object with reliable telemetry. 

2. OBSERVATION CAMPAIGN

2.1 Portable SSA Observatories 

To observe the OSIRIS-REx flyby from multiple sites around Australia and New Zealand, we needed to design a                  
lightweight alternative to FireOPAL while still providing the same functionality. This motivated the design of a                
portable semi-autonomous SSA observatory, comprised of an off-the-shelf D810 Nikon camera, a 85mm/105mm             
lens, a tripod and a custom triggering box. The focus of the campaign was the data collection, without the need for                     
weather proofing, autonomous ongoing operation or image processing onboard. This allowed the system to be               
stripped down to the essential components. Without the need for a solar power system, processor or heavy steel                  
stand the unit could be transported in a small case as carry on luggage. 

The portable SSA units were assembled from components manufactured for DFN observatories. The triggering box               
contained the circuitry from a DFN observatory, including a GPS receiver. This unit actuated the shutter of the                  
DSLR camera with a millisecond accurate signal, for 4 second exposures every 6 seconds, synchronising the                
observations across the portable network and enabling more diversity in post-processing. This reduced the              
functionality to that of a GNSS synchronised triggering mechanism, avoiding the complexity and power              
requirements of a networked system cable of onboard data management and analysis. 

 2.2 Site Selection 

To decide on the locations of our portable SSA observatory, we had to consider multiple factors including weather,                  
ease of access, light pollution, operator safety (remote-factor) and optimised OSIRIS-REx viewing. The rough              
viewing locations were first established based on increasing our observational baseline in both the along-track and                
cross-track directions to improve the orbit prediction. Next these locations were refined based on local light                
pollution levels, and ease of access; primarily determined through the location of regional airports. Before               
commiting to the chosen site however, we needed to keep up-to-date with the local weather and make alternative                  
arrangements if it looked unfavourable. Fortunately, out of the 12 chosen sites, only Adelaide and Cairns were                 
affected by poor sky conditions and were changed to Broken Hill and Mt Isa at the last minute.  

The observation team was comprised of eight DFN team members and five partner universities; Charles Darwin                
University (CDU), University of Southern Queensland (USQ), Macquarie University (MQU), Australian National            
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University (ANU) and Monash (MON). Each university handled their observations locally while the DFN team               
covered the remote locations; identified in Fig. 2 by the university abbreviations or the International Air Transport                 
Association (IATA) codes of the regional airport respectively. In the unique case of Darwin, a DFN team member                  
joined the CDU team to run dual observations from the location allowing a direct comparison of the performance of                   
an 85mm and 105mm lens. 

Fig. 2. The strategically positioned observation sites for the OSIRIS-REx viewing campaign. 

2.3 Pointing 

With our observation locations selected, we needed to know where to aim our semi-autonomous portable SSA                
cameras to capture the passing of the OSIRIS-REx satellite as it slingshots around the Earth. To determine the                  
correct altitude and azimuth for the camera to point, we estimated using NASA’s HORIZONS system as a guide -                   
downloading sufficient altitude and azimuth information for every site. 

In an attempt to minimise the number of camera re-pointings while still keeping OSIRIS-REx in the center of the                   
field of view, we segmented the predicted alt/az coordinates into 5 degree windows starting from when OSIRIS-REx                 
became brighter than 15th magnitude until it reached the local horizon. This procedure was implemented using a                 
python script, recording the centre of these observation windows along with their timestamp. This resulted in the                 
observatories having to be manually re-pointed every 20 min at the beginning of the night and as often as every 4                     
min by the end - due to the increased apparent angular speed as OSIRIS-REx performed its flyby maneuver. From                   
these observations, streaks can be detected and light curves constructed, aiding in the revelation of OSIRIS-REx’s                
true trajectory. 

2.4 Extracting Light-curves 

The process of streak identification and light-curve extraction is more-or-less the same as that used for ‘LEO/MEO’                 
analysis in the FireOPAL pipeline [4]. This involves aligning, smoothing, and subtracting consecutive images to               
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highlight potential streaks within the current image. To remove the majority of artifacts and further identify                
statistically significant streaks, the smoothly varying background sky signal is removed and appropriate filters are               
applied based on the dynamics of the desired object. The stars in the region around an identified streak are used for                     
astrometric calibration and photometric analysis. 

To generate light-curves, a very narrow box is constructed to outline the uncovered streak. The apparent flux is then                   
estimated as a function of position along the streak, providing photometric information that could perhaps determine                
rough size and possible spin rates of the satellite. More details about the pipeline processing and calibration can be                   
found in [4], [5], and [6]. 

Fig. 3. An example of the light curves produced for each OSIRIS-REx streak. 

In the case of OSIRIS-REx, the detection threshold was lowered to ensure all possible sightings of the satellite were                   
captured and analysed. While this did lead to an increased number of unwanted artifacts, these could be eliminated                  
knowing the rough trajectory path of OSIRIS-REx from any point on the ground. 

Fig. 4. A series of five OSIRIS-REx streaks with timesteps from our Perth node. 
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Fig. 5. Stacked OSIRIS-REx streaks from a single pointing, lasting 288 seconds, from the Perth observation site. 

Every portable FireOPAL unit managed to capture different amounts of OSIRIS-REx streaks due to varying ambient                
sky brightness and weather conditions. So far, we have analysed over 3,200 measurements of OSIRIS-REx as it                 
performed it’s slingshot maneuver around the Southern Hemisphere, as shown in Fig. 6, with this number set to                  
increase with further streak detection analysis. 

Fig. 6. Observation rays of OSIRIS-REx from the portable SSA cameras extending into space. 
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2.5 Orbit Determination 

From the detected streaks, we can obtain where OSIRIS-REx is in the sky (ra/dec) and at what time (epoch).                   
However we are missing all range information - a typical problem for optical SSA tracking. Although, unlike                 
ordinary optical observatories, our network of portable SSA cameras are all triggered at the exact same time thanks                  
to GPS synchronization, allowing us to extract range information using triangulation. The triangulation factor assists               
in making a more accurate orbit estimate over a shorter observation window, not only because of the increased data                   
density, but due to the multiple perspectives that aid in constraining the trajectory. 

Usually satellite orbits are determined using a least squares approach that involves fitting an orbit to a set of                   
observations, or in other words minimising the perpendicular distance between the observed lines-of-sight and the               
predicted orbit. OSIRIS-REx proved to be a special case of orbit determination due to its hyperbolic trajectory with                  
respect to Earth, as opposed to the typical elliptical orbits of the Earth bound satellites. However it is easily handled                    
given the right set of generalised orbital equations. 

Fig. 7. The fitted orbit of OSIRIS-REx (red) given the captured observations against HORIZONS predicted orbit 
(yellow). The apparent odd shape of the slingshot is due to its portrayal in a non-inertial reference frame.  

2.6 Hardware Limitations 

The stripped down units provided a valuable tool for the observation campaign, however performance of the                
imaging system was suboptimal due to the heavy dependence on operator intervention and weather related impacts.                
The track of the flyby meant that the DSLR would need to be repointed throughout the viewing window, which                   
introduced significant risks that in a permanent installation would be automated. Defocusing the lens, inadvertently               
adjusting DSLR settings and accidently disconnecting cables, were a few of the obstacles the operator needed to                 
avoid while repointing the tripod.  

The power and memory provisions, which are typically abundant in DFN installations, were managed through               
multiple replacements of the DSLR batteries and memory cards, again introducing difficulty for the operator               
working hastily to minimise downtime within the viewing window. The replacement of the steel stand, designed to                 
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withstand gusts of wind, with a lightweight off-the-shelf tripod, resulted in a few images compromised by the                 
decreased stability. Fortunately, all of these issues represent obstacles previously addressed in the development of               
the DFN and have contributed to the significant increase in performance in the current FireOPAL network compared                 
to the portable test units.  

3. SUMMARY

The advantageous location of Australia & New Zealand for observing OSIRIS-REx provided the perfect target for                
testing a continent scale SSA instrument. Despite the compromises made to create a portable and lightweight unit,                 
an unprecedented data set was collected for a single pass, providing a benchmark for the performance of the                  
FireOPAL pipeline. With 11 Australian and 1 New Zealand site, the test maximised the opportunity for large                 
baseline triangulations. The light curves collected for the spacecraft grant an opportunity to evaluate the potential for                 
the reconstruction of target geometry. The campaign confirmed the capability of the DFN modified for SSA, with                 
determined orbits in agreement with predictions. 
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Abstract–We describe the fall of the Dingle Dell (L/LL 5) meteorite near Morawa in
Western Australia on October 31, 2016. The fireball was observed by six observatories of
the Desert Fireball Network (DFN), a continental-scale facility optimized to recover
meteorites and calculate their pre-entry orbits. The 30 cm meteoroid entered at
15.44 km s�1, followed a moderately steep trajectory of 51° to the horizon from 81 km
down to 19 km altitude, where the luminous flight ended at a speed of 3.2 km s�1.
Deceleration data indicated one large fragment had made it to the ground. The four person
search team recovered a 1.15 kg meteorite within 130 m of the predicted fall line, after 8 h
of searching, 6 days after the fall. Dingle Dell is the fourth meteorite recovered by the DFN
in Australia, but the first before any rain had contaminated the sample. By numerical
integration over 1 Ma, we show that Dingle Dell was most likely ejected from the Main
Belt by the 3:1 mean motion resonance with Jupiter, with only a marginal chance that it
came from the m6 resonance. This makes the connection of Dingle Dell to the Flora family
(currently thought to be the origin of LL chondrites) unlikely.

INTRODUCTION

As of mid-2017, there are nearly 60k meteorite
samples classified in the Meteoritical Bulletin Database.1

However, aside from a handful of Lunar (≃300) and
Martian (≃200) meteorites that have a well-known origin,
the link with other solar system bodies is limited. From
the instrumentally documented fall of the P�r�ıbram
meteorite in 1959 (Ceplecha 1961), we learned that
chondritic material comes from the asteroid Main Belt.
The way this material evolves onto an Earth crossing
orbit starts with a disruption in the Main Belt. The small
members of the debris field can be strongly affected by
the Yarkovsky effect (Farinella et al. 1998) and as a
consequence their semimajor axis is continually altered.
If the debris field is close to a powerful resonance (in
semimajor axis, inclination, eccentricity space), the
breakup event feeds material into that resonance, which
will in turn push the debris’ perihelia into the inner solar

system. This can occur on a time scale of less than a
million years in some cases (Morbidelli et al. 1994).

Calculating the orbit of a meteoroid using only the
luminous trajectory as the observation arc is in most
cases not precise enough to allow unequivocal
backtracking into a specific region of the Main Belt,
hence the statistical results reported by Bland et al.
(2009); Brown et al. (2011); Jenniskens et al. (2014); and
Trigo-Rodr�ıguez et al. (2015). In order to understand
the origin of the different groups of meteorites from the
main asteroid belt, it is therefore essential to collect
several dozen samples with orbits and look at source
regions in a broader, statistical way.

Dedicated Networks to Recover Meteorites with Known

Provenance

In the decade following 2000, the recovery rate of
meteorites with determined orbits has dramatically
increased (Borovi�cka et al. 2015), without a significant
increase in collecting area of the major dedicated fireball1https://www.lpi.usra.edu/meteor/metbull.php
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networks. While the initial phase of the Desert Fireball
Network (DFN) started science operations in December
2005, covering 0.2 9 106 km2 (Bland et al. 2012), other
major networks ceased operations. The Prairie network
in the United States (0.75 9 106 km2 [McCrosky and
Boeschenstein 1965]) shut down in 1975, the Canadian
Meteorite Observation and Recovery Project (MORP)—
1.3 9 106 km2—stopped observing in 1985 (Halliday
et al. 1996), and the European Network’s covering area
of ~1 9 106 km2 has not significantly changed (Oberst
et al. 1998). If not due to a larger collecting area, this
increase can be explained by other factors as follows.
1. Existing networks improving their data reduction

techniques (Spurn�y et al. 2014).
2. Democratization and cheap operating cost of

recording devices (surveillance cameras, consumer
digital cameras, etc.) (Borovi�cka et al. 2003).

3. Use of Doppler radar designed for weather
observations to constrain the location of falling
meteorites (Fries and Fries 2010; Jenniskens et al.
2012; Fries et al. 2014).

4. Deployment of the Desert Fireball Network
expressly on favorable terrain to search for
meteorites. In its early stage, within its first 5 years
of science operation, the DFN yielded two
meteorites (Bland et al. 2009; Spurn�y et al. 2011),
while MORP only yielded one (Halliday et al. 1981)
in 15 years of operations over a larger network.

5. To a lesser extent, development of NEO telescopic
surveillance programs. One single case so far (the
Catalina Sky Survey detecting the Almahata Sita
meteoroid several hours before impact [Jenniskens
et al. 2009]); however, this technique is likely to
yield more frequent successes with new deeper and
faster optical surveyors, like LSST, which comes
online in 2021 (Ivezic et al. 2008).
The DFN started developing digital observatories

to replace the film-based network in 2012 with the goal
of covering 106 km2, the more cost-effective than
expected digital observatories allowed the construction
of a continent-scale network covering over
2.5 9 106 km2 (Howie et al. 2017a). This program
rapidly yielded results, less than a year after starting
science operation (in November 2014). One of the
observatories lent to the SETI institute in California
was a crucial viewpoint to calculating an orbit for the
Creston fall in California in October 2015 (Meteoritical
Bulletin 2015), and the first domestic success came
2 months later with the Murrili meteorite recovery on
Kati Thanda–Lake Eyre (Devillepoix et al. 2016;
Meteoritical Bulletin 2016). We report here the analysis
of observations of a bright fireball that led to the fourth
find by the Desert Fireball Network in Australia: the
Dingle Dell meteorite. Dingle Dell was originally

classified as an LL ordinary chondrite, petrographic
type 6 (Meteoritical Bulletin 2017). However, further
analysis revealed that it in fact sits on the L/LL
boundary (Benedix et al. 2017). The sample has
experienced a low level of shock, but has been heated
enough to show recrystallization of minerals and
matrix. There is no evidence of terrestrial weathering
visible on the metal or sulfide grains, which is consistent
with its extremely fast retrieval from the elements.

Current Understanding of the Origin of the Main Groups

of L and LL Chondrites

L Chondrites
L chondrites represent 32% of total falls. Schmitz

et al. (2001) first identified a large amount of fossil L
chondrites meteorites in ≃467 Ma sedimentary rock,
which suggests that a breakup happened not too long
before, near an efficient meteorite transport route. From
spectroscopic and dynamical arguments, Nesvorn�y et al.
(2009) proposed that the Gefion family breakup event,
close to the 5:2 MMR with Jupiter, might be the source of
this bombardment, given the rapid delivery time, and a
likely origin of L chondrite asteroids outside of the 2.5
AU. Most shocked L5 and L6 instrumentally observed
falls also seem to come from this breakup, with an
39Ar-40Ar age around ≃470 Ma ago: Park Forest (Brown
et al. 2004), Novato (Jenniskens et al. 2014), Jesenice
(Spurn�y et al. 2010), and Innisfree (Halliday et al. 1981).
Only the Villalbeto de la Pe~na L6 (Trigo-Rodr�ıguez et al.
2006) does not fit in this story because of its large cosmic
ray exposure age (48 Ma), inconsistent with a 8.9 Ma
collisional lifetime (Jenniskens 2014).

LL Chondrites
Thanks to Vernazza et al. (2008), we know that S-

and Q-type asteroids observed in NEO space are the
most likely asteroidal analog to LL-type ordinary
chondrites. The Hayabusa probe returned samples from
S-type (25143) Itokawa, finally unequivocally matching
the largest group of meteorites recovered on Earth
(ordinary chondrites) with the most common spectral
class of asteroids in the Main Belt (Nakamura et al.
2011). The sample brought back from Itokawa is
compatible with LL chondrites. Indeed, LL compatible
asteroids make up two thirds of near-Earth space. The
spectrally compatible Flora family from the inner Main
Belt can regenerate this population through the m6
secular resonance. But one large problem remains: only
8% of falls are LL chondrites (Vernazza et al. 2008).
The orbits determined for some LL samples have so far
not helped solve this issue. If we exclude Bene�sov
(Spurn�y et al. 2014), which was a mixed fall, scientists
had to wait until 2013 to get an LL sample with a
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precisely calculated orbit: Chelyabinsk (Borovi�cka et al.
2013; Brown et al. 2013). The preatmospheric orbit and
composition of the Chelyabinsk meteorite seems to
support the Flora family origin for LL chondrites,
although a more recent impact could have reset the
cosmic ray exposure age to 1.2 � 0.2 Ma, and the
presence of impact melts (very rare in ordinary
chondrites due to the large impact velocities required
[Keil et al. 1997]). Reddy et al. (2014) argued that an
impact melt such as the one observed in the
Chelyabinsk meteorites, or shock darkening, can alter
the spectra of an S/Q-type asteroid to make it look like
a C/X-type spectrally. The implication of this is that the
Baptistina family members (C/X-type), which overlaps
dynamically with the Flora (S-type), could be the
remains of a large impact on a Florian asteroid, and
meteorites from both families can be confused both in
their spectral signature and dynamical origin. It must be
noted however that Reddy et al. (2014) do not make
any conclusions on the origin of Chelyabinsk from the
Baptistina family. The Chelyabinsk meteorite is also not
a typical LL sample found on Earth, because of its size
(≃17 m) and the presence of impact melts.

Based on its classification, we put the orbit of the
Dingle Dell meteorite in context with other calculated
orbits from L and LL chondrites and discuss the
resonances from which it may have originated.

FIREBALL OBSERVATION AND TRAJECTORY

DATA

On Halloween night shortly after 8 PM local time,
several reports of a large bolide were made via the
Fireballs In The Sky smartphone app (Sansom et al. 2016)
from the Western Australian Wheatbelt area. These were
received a few hours prior to the daily DFN observatory
reports, apprising the team of the event expeditiously. The
DFN observatory sightings are routinely e-mailed after
event detection has been completed on the night’s data set.
It revealed that six nearby DFN observatories
simultaneously imaged a long fireball starting at
12:03:47.726 UTC on October 31, 2016 (Fig. 1).

Instrumental Records

The main imaging system of the DFN fireball
observatories is a 36 MPixel sensor: Nikon D810 (or
D800E on older models), combined with a Samyang
lens 8 mm F/3.5. Long-exposure images are taken every
30 s. The absolute and relative timing (from which the
fireball velocity is derived) is embedded into the
luminous trail by use of a liquid crystal (LC) shutter
between the lens and the sensor, modulated according
to a de-Brujin sequence (Howie et al. 2017b). The LC

shutter operation is tightly regulated by a
microcontroller synced with a Global Navigation
Satellite System (GNSS) module to ensure absolute
timing accurate to �0.4 ms. For further details on DFN
observatory specifications, see Howie et al. (2017a).

Some DFN observatories also include video systems
operating in parallel with the long-exposure
photographic imaging system (Table 1). The video
cameras are Watec 902H2 Ultimate CCIR (8 bit 25
interlaced frames per second), with a Fujinon fisheye
lens. Originally intended as a backup device for
absolute timing, these video systems have been retained
for future daytime observation capabilities. Here we
make use of the video data to acquire a light curve, as
the event saturated the still camera sensors. The closest
camera system to this event was in Perenjori (Table 1),

Fig. 1. Cropped all-sky images of the fireball from the six
DFN observatories. Images are of the same pixel scale with the
center of each image positioned at the observatory location on
the map (with the exception of Perenjori, whose location is
indicated). The Badgingarra image is cropped because the
sensor is not large enough to accommodate the full image circle
on its short side. The saturation issue is exacerbated by light
scattered in the clouds on cameras close to the event, this is
particularly visible on the Perenjori image. The black blotch in
the Perenjori image is an artifact that thankfully did not extend
far enough to affect the quality of the data. Approximate
trajectory path shown by orange arrow. Location of the
recovered meteorite is shown by the red dot.
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located almost directly under the fireball, and was the
only station to image the end of the luminous trajectory
(Fig. 1). Other nearby camera sites were overcast and
did not record the event. In order to triangulate the
trajectory of the fireball, distant stations had to be used,
all over 200 km away. The Hyden, Kukerin, and
Newdegate systems were all around 500 km from the
event and, although still managing to capture the
fireball, were too low on the horizon for accurate
calibration (Fig. 2).

Astrometry

All images captured by the DFN observatories are
saved even when no fireball is detected. This is possible
thanks to the availability of large-capacity hard drives

at reasonable costs. Not only does this mitigate event
loss during initial testing of detection algorithms but it
also gives a snapshot of the whole visible sky down to
7.5 point source limiting magnitude, every 30 s. The
astrometric calibration allows the points picked along
the fireball image to be converted to astrometric sky
coordinates. The associated astrometric uncertainties are
dominated by the uncertainty on identifying the
centroids along the segmented fireball track.

We have carried out studies on the long-term
camera stability by checking the camera pointing using
astrometry. On the outback system tested, the pointing
changed less than 10 over the 3-month period assessed.
The pointing is therefore remarkably stable, and the
relevant fireball image can thus be astrometrically
calibrated using a picture taken at a different epoch.

Table 1. Locations and nature of instrumental records. We use cameras <400 km away for trajectory determination.

Observatory Instruments Latitude Longitude Altitude (m) Distance a (km)

Perenjori P, V 29.36908 S 116.40654 E 242 91
Badgingarra P 30.40259 S 115.55077 E 230 204
Northam P 31.66738 S 116.66571 E 190 323

Hyden P 32.40655 S 119.15325 E 390 484
Kukerin P 33.25337 S 118.00628 E 340 520
Newdegate P 33.05436 S 118.93534 E 302 534

P = Photographic record (exposures: 25 s, 6400 ISO, F/4.); V = video record.
aDistance from the meteoroid at 70 km altitude.

Fig. 2. Configuration of DFN station observations for the Dingle Dell fireball. White rays show observations used in
triangulation of the trajectory (approximated to the yellow line, starting NE and terminating to the SW of Perenjori). Hyden,
Newdegate, and Kukerin stations were all around 500 km away from the event and were not used in triangulation. (Color figure
can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com.)
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This is particularly useful when a bright fireball
overprints nearby stars, and especially in this case where
clouds are present. In general however, we aim to use a
calibration frame taken as close as possible from the
science frame, particularly when studying an important
event, such as a meteorite fall. In the following
paragraph, we present the methods used for
astrometrically calibrating the still images, using as an
example the Perenjori data. This technique is
implemented in an automated way in the reduction
pipeline for all detected events.

The astrometric solution for the Perenjori camera is
obtained using an image taken a few hours after the
event, once the clouds had cleared (2016-10-31T16:00:30
UTC), containing 1174 stars of apparent magnitude
mV 2 [1.5, 5.5]. A third-order polynomial fit is
performed to match detected stars to the Tycho-2 star
catalogue. The transformation is further corrected using
a second-order polynomial on the radial component of
the optics. The stability of the solution can be checked
at regular intervals. The slight degradation in altitude
precision for altitudes below 20° in Fig. 3 is due to a
partly obstructed horizon from this camera (e.g., trees,
roofs). This degradation usually starts around 10° on
cameras with a clear horizon, as is the case for most
outback systems.

The beginning of the fireball on the Perenjori image
is partially masked by clouds, yielding only a handful of
points. The middle section is not usable as the sensor
was saturated in large blobs, rendering impossible
timing decoding or even reliable identification of the
center of the track. However, the Perenjori image
provides a good viewpoint for the end of the fireball.

Well-calibrated data were also obtained from the
Badgingarra camera, before it went outside the sensor
area at 30.6 km altitude. Although the Northam camera
was very cloudy, we were able to pick the track of the
main meteoroid body without timing information, and
use it as a purely geometric constraint. Hyden, Kukerin,
and Newdegate also picked up the fireball; however, the
astrometry so low on the horizon (<5°) was too
imprecise (between 2 and 4 arcminutes) to refine the
trajectory solution.

Photometry

The automated DFN data reduction pipeline
routinely calculates brightness for nonsaturated fireball
segments. For this bright event however, the brightness
issue was exacerbated by large amounts of light
scattered in the clouds (Fig. 1), so it was impossible to
produce a useful light curve from the photograph. On
the other hand, the Perenjori observatory recorded a
low-resolution compressed video through the clouds.
Although it is not possible to calibrate this signal, we
can get a remarkably deep dynamic range reading of
the all-sky brightness, thanks to the large amount of
light scattered in the numerous clouds. By deinterlacing
the analog video frames, we were able to effectively
double the time resolution (25 interlaced frames per
second to 50 fields per second, which are equally as
precise for all-sky brightness measurements). To correct
how the auto-gain affects the signal, we perform
aperture photometry on Venus throughout the event.
The analog video feed is converted to digital by the
Commell MPX-885 capture card, and then processed by
the compression algorithm (H264 VBR, FFmpeg
ultrafast preset) (Howie et al. 2017a) before being
written to disk, divided into 1 minute long segments.
The PC clock is maintained by the Network Time
Protocol (NTP) service, fed with both GNSS and
network time sources. However, the timestamp on the
file created by the PC suffers from a delay. We
measured the average delay using a GPS video time
inserter (IOTA-VTI) on a test observatory. This
allowed us to match the light curve obtained from the
video to astrometric data to within 20 ms. Peak A in
Fig. 4 is visible on the photographs from both
Badgingarra and Hyden. These are used to validate the
absolute timing alignment of the video data.

Fig. 3. Residuals on the global astrometric solution for the
Perenjori camera. The pixel size at the center of the FoV is
shown by the gray square in order to gauge the quality of the
solution, as well as the 1r residual bars on the stars. The
azimuth residuals are artificially large around the pole of the
spherical coordinate system, so we have multiplied them by
cos(elevation) to cancel out this artifact.
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Eye Witnesses

Three anecdotal reports of the fireball were received
via the Fireballs in the Sky smartphone app (Paxman
and Bland 2014; Sansom et al. 2016) within 2 hours of
the event (Table 2). The free app is designed to enable
members of the public to easily report fireball sightings.
Phone GPS, compass, and accelerometers are utilized to
report the direction of observations, while a fireball
animation aids users in estimating the color, duration,
and brightness of the event. This app is an interactive
alternative to the popular web-based reporting tool of
the International Meteor Organization (Hankey and
Perlerin 2015).

The app reports were the first notification of the
fireball received by the DFN team, even before the
receipt of daily e-mails from the fireball observatories.
The azimuth angles reported by the observers were not
sufficiently consistent to enable a triangulation based on
app reports alone.

The fireball was also reported by several nearby
witnesses, and was described in detail by an eye witness
only 7.4 km from the fall position (Table 2) who also
reported hearing sounds, which due to the time of
arrival may have been electrophonic in nature (Keay
1992).

FIREBALL TRAJECTORY ANALYSIS

Geometry

To determine the trajectory of the fireball through
the atmosphere, we used a modified version of the
Borovi�cka (1990) straight-line least squares (SLLS)
method. This involves creating a radiant in 3-D space
that best fits all the observed lines of sight, minimizing
the angular residuals between the radiant line and the
observed lines of sight. While angular uncertainties will
be similar across different camera systems, the effect of
distance results in larger cross-track errors for more
distant observatories (Fig. 5), and therefore less
influence on the resulting radiant fit. The end of the
fireball from the Perenjori image was used, along with
Badgingarra and Northam camera data to triangulate
the geometry of the fireball trajectory. The inclusion of
astrometric data from Hyden, Kukerin, and Newdegate
(see the Astrometry section) degraded the solution: the
cross-track residuals from all viewpoints increased
significantly, suggesting a systematic issue with the
abovementioned camera data. Therefore, we only used
the trajectory solution yielded by the three closest view
points (Fig. 5). The best combination of viewpoints
(Perenjori and Badgingarra) yields an excellent
convergence angle of 86°. The trajectory solution points
to a moderately steep entry with a slope of 51° from the
horizon, with ablation starting at an altitude of 80.6 km
and ending at 19.1 km (see Table 3).

Dynamic Modeling of the Trajectory, Including Velocity

and Mass Determination

Filter Modeling
The method described in Chapter 4 of Sansom

(2016) is an iterative Monte Carlo technique that aims
to determine the path and physical characteristics such
as shape (A: the cross section area to volume ratio),
density (qm), and ablation coefficient (r) of a meteoroid
from camera network data. In this approach, one is
able to model meteoroid trajectories based on raw
astrometric data. This avoids any preconceived
constraints imposed on the trajectory, such as the

Fig. 4. All-sky brightness (sum of all the pixels) from the
video camera at the Perenjori observatory. The light curve is
corrected to take into account the effect of auto-gain.

Table 2. Observer reports from eyewitness accounts and Fireballs in the Sky app (FITS).

Reporting means
Report
time (UTC) Location

Approx. distance
from event (km)

Reported
duration (s)

Reported brightness
(stellar Mag)

Reported
color

FITS 12:04 Perth region 300 2.6 �8 Orange
FITS 12:59 Ballidu 150 6.4 �7 Green
FITS 13:35 Dowerin 230 8.6 �9 Pink
Eye witness N/A Koolanooka Hills 7.4 >5 >�12.6 (full moon)
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straight-line assumption used in the Geometry section.
Unfortunately, this requires multiple viewpoints with
accurate absolute timing information to record the
meteoroid position. For this event, timings encoded in
the trajectory were distinguishable for only the initial
4.2 s by the Badgingarra system (before any significant
deceleration) and for the final 1.1 s by the Perenjori
system. In this case, we must rely on the straight-line
least squares (SLLS) triangulation to determine
meteoroid positions (see the Geometry section). We
therefore applied the three-dimensional particle filter
model outlined in Chapter 4 of Sansom (2016) using
instead triangulated geocentric coordinates as
observation measurements. Uncertainties associated
with using pretriangulated positions based on an
assumed straight-line trajectory are incorporated. The
distribution of particle positions using such observations
will be overall greater than if we had been able to use
the raw measurements.

As a straight line may be an oversimplification of
the trajectory to most reliably triangulate the end of the

luminous flight using the SLLS method, the final 1.1 s
was isolated (this being after all major fragmentation
events described in the Atmospheric Behavior section).
The filter was run using these positions and initiated at
t0 = 5.0 s (2016-10-31T12:03:52.726 UTC). Particle mass
values at this time would be more suitably initiated
using a logarithmic distribution in the range from 0 kg
to 1000 kg. The initiation of other filter parameters,
including the multimodal density distribution, are
described in Sansom et al. (2017) with ranges given in
table 1 of their work. As a calibrated light curve was
not attainable, brightness values were not included in
this analysis, making it a purely dynamic solution. The
adaptive particle filter technique applied here uses the
same state vector and three-dimensional state equations
as in Chapter 4 of Sansom (2016) to evaluate the
meteoroid traveling through the atmosphere. As we are
using pretriangulated geocentric positions as
observations, the measurement function here is linear.
The particles are still allowed to move in 3-D space,
and an evaluation of the model fit is performed as the
absolute distance between the pretriangulated SLLS
point and the evaluated particle position. This is shown
in Fig. 6 for all particles, with the distance to the mean
value also shown. Mean particle positions show a good
fit to the SLLS triangulated observations, with a
maximum of 30 m differences early on, decreasing to
6 m at the end.

The filter estimates not only the position and
velocity of the meteoroid at each observation time but
also the mass; ablation coefficient, r; and shape density
coefficient, j. At the final observation time tf = 6.1 s
(2016-10-31T12:03:53.826 UTC), the state estimate
results in weighted median values of massf = 1.49 �
0.23 kg, speedf 3359 � 72 m s�1, rf = 0.0154 � 0.0054
s2 km�2, and jf = 0.0027 � 0.0001 (SI). Although j
may be used to calculate densities for a given shape and
drag coefficient, to avoid introducing assumptions at
this stage we may gauge its value by reviewing the
density with which surviving particles were initiated.
The distribution of final mass estimates is plotted
against this initial density attributed to each given

Fig. 5. Cross-track residuals of the straight-line least squares
fit to the trajectory from each view point. These distances
correspond to astrometric residuals projected on a
perpendicular plane to the line of sight, positive when the line
of sight falls above the trajectory solution. Note that the
larger residuals on the Northam camera do not equate to
larger astrometric uncertainties, but rather reflect a rather
large distance from the observatory. The distances in the
legend correspond to the observation range [highest point–
lowest point].

Table 3. Summary table of bright flight events. Fragmentation event letters are defined on the light curve (Fig. 4).

Event Timea (s) Speed (m s�1) Height (m) Longitude (°E) Latitude (°N) Dynamic pressure (MPa)

Beginning 0.0 15443 � 60 80594 116.41678 �28.77573

A 1.20 15428 65819 116.36429 �28.86973 0.03
B 1.72 15401 59444 116.34151 �28.91045 0.08
C 1.96 15378 56531 116.33108 �28.92909 0.11
D 4.08 13240 32036 116.24270 �29.08672 2.28

E 4.58 10508 27302 116.22547 �29.11738 3.09
F 4.84 8988 25019 116.21716 �29.13217 3.27
Terminal 6.10 3243 � 465 19122 116.19564 �29.17045
aPast 2016-10-31T12:03:47.726 UTC.
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particle in Fig. 7, along with the recovered Dingle Dell
meteorite mass of 1.150 kg and bulk density of
3450 kg m�3. In this figure, the distribution of the main
cluster of particles is consistent with the recovered mass;
however, the initial densities are lower. The weighted
median value of initial bulk densities (at t0 = 5.0 s) for
all particles resampled at tf is 3306 kg m�3. It is
expected that the bulk density of a meteoroid body may
slightly increase throughout the trajectory as lower
density, more friable material is preferentially lost. This
could justify the slightly lower bulk densities attributed
at t0.

In order to obtain the entry speed of the meteoroid
with appropriate errors, we apply an extended Kalman
smoother (Sansom et al. 2015) to the straight-line
solution for the geometry, considering the timing of the
points independently for each observatory. Of the two
cameras that have timing data for the beginning of the
trajectory, only Badgingarra caught the start, giving an
entry speed of 15402 � 60 m s�1 (1r) at 80596 m
altitude. To determine whether speeds calculated are
consistent between observatories, the first speed
calculated for Perenjori—15384 � 64 m s�1 at 75548 m
altitude—is compared to the Badgingarra solution at
this same altitude �15386 � 43 m s�1. The results are

remarkably consistent, validating the use of a Kalman
smoother for determining initial velocities.

Dimensionless Coefficient Method
As a comparison to the particle filter method, the

dimensionless parameter technique described by
Gritsevich (2009) was also applied. The ballistic
parameter (a) and the mass loss parameter (b) were
calculated for the event, resulting in a = 9.283 and
b = 1.416 (Fig. 8). As the particle filter technique in this
case was not able to be performed on the first 5.0 s of
the luminous trajectory, these parameters may be used
to determine both initial,2 and final3 main masses, given
assumed values of the shape and density of the body.
Using the same parameters as Gritsevich (2009) (cd = 1,
A = 1.55) along with the density of the recovered
meteorite, q = 3450 kg m�3 gives an entry mass,
me = 81.6 kg, and a mf = 1.4 kg. Varying the shape of
the body to spherical values, A = 1.21 (Bronshten 1983)
gives an initial mass of me = 38.8 kg. Instead of
assuming values for cd and A, we can also insert the j
value calculated by the particle filter to give
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Fig. 6. Position residuals of the 3D particle filter fit to the SLLS triangulated observations for the final 1.1 s of the luminous
trajectory. Individual particle weightings are shown in grayscales, with weighted mean values shown in red. (Color figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com.)

2See equation 14 in Gritsevich (2009).
3See equation 6 in Gritsevich (2009).
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me = 41.1 kg. These results can be approximated to a
30 cm diameter initial body. Note that this method is
the most reliable for calculating a minimum entry mass
of the Dingle Dell meteoroid. The photometric method
would require a calibrated light curve, and the particle
filter method requires good astrometric data coverage

where significant deceleration occurs (the missing data
between 4.2 and 5.0 s).

Atmospheric Behavior

In Table 3, we report the ram pressure (P = qav
2)

required to initiate the major fragmentation events
labeled on the light curve in Fig. 4. The density of the
atmosphere, qa, is calculated using the NRLMSISE-00
model of Picone et al. (2002), and v is the calculated
speed. The meteoroid started fragmenting quite early
(events A, B, and C), starting at 0.03 MPa. These early
fragmentation events suggest that the meteoroid had a
much weaker lithology than the meteorite that was
recovered on the ground. Then no major fragmentation
happened until two very bright peaks in the light curve:
D (2.28 MPa) and E (3.09 MPa). These large short-
lived peaks suggest a release of a large number of small
pieces that quickly burnt up. A small final flare (F
�3.27 MPa) 1.26 s before the end is also noted.

DARK FLIGHT AND METEORITE RECOVERY

The results of the dynamic modeling (Fig. 7) are fed
directly into the dark flight routine. By using the state
vectors (both dynamical and physical parameters) from
the cloud of possible particles, we ensure that there is
no discontinuity between the bright flight and the dark
flight, and we get a simulation of possible impact points

Fig. 7. Results of the 3D particle filter modeling, showing the distribution of final mass estimates along with the densities with
which particles were initiated at t0 = 5 s. Mass estimates are consistent with the recovered meteorite mass found (red cross), with
initial densities slightly below the bulk rock value. (Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com.)
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Fig. 8. Trajectory data from both Perenjori and Badgingarra
observatories, with speeds normalized to the speed at the top
of the atmosphere (15.443 km s�1; Table 3), V0, and altitudes
normalized to the atmospheric scale height, h0 = 7.16 km. The
best fit to equation 10 of Gritsevich (2009) results in a = 9.283
and b = 1.416 and is shown by the blue line. These
dimensionless parameters can be used to determine the entry
and terminal mass of the Dingle Dell meteoroid. (Color figure
can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com.)
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on the ground that is representative of the modeling
work done on bright flight data.

Wind Modeling

The atmospheric winds were numerically modeled
using the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF)
software package version 3.8.1 with the Advanced
Research WRF (ARW) dynamic solver (Skamarock
et al. 2008). The weather modeling was initialized using
global 1° resolution National Centers for Environmental
Prediction (NCEP) Final Analysis (FNL) Operational
Model Global Tropospheric Analysis data. As a result,
a 3 km resolution WRF product with 30 minutes
history interval was created and weather profile at the
end of the luminous flight for 2016-10-31T12:00 UTC
was extracted (Fig. 9). The weather profile includes
wind speed, wind direction, pressure, temperature, and
relative humidity at heights ranging up to 30 km
(Fig. 9), providing complete atmospheric data for the
main mass from the end of the luminous phase to the
ground, as well as for fragmentation events E and F
(Table 3). Different wind profiles have been generated,
by starting the WRF integration at different times: 2016
October 30d12h, 30d18h, 31d00h, 31d06h, and 31d12h
UTC. Three of the resulting wind models converge to a
similar solution in both speed and direction (30d12h,
31d00h, 31d12h) and will be hereafter referred to as
solution W1 (Fig. 9). The other two models from
30d18h (W2) and 31d00h (W3) differ significantly. For
example, the maximum jet stream strength is ≃47 m s�1

for W1, ≃34 m s�1 for W3, and ≃29 m s�1 for W2. To
discriminate which wind profile is closer to the truth, we
ran the model next to the Geraldton balloon launches
of 2016 October 31d00h and 31d06h UTC, but no
discrepancy was noticeable between all five scenarios.
Considering that three model runs clump around W1,
whereas W3 and W2 are isolated, we choose W1 as a
preferred solution. The investigation of why W3 and
W2 are different is beyond the scope of this paper,
nonetheless we discuss how these differences affect the
dark flight of the meteorites in the next section.

Dark Flight Integration

The dark flight calculations are performed using an
eighth-order explicit Runge–Kutta integrator with
adaptive step-size control for error handling. The
physical model uses the single body equations for
meteoroid deceleration and ablation (Hoppe 1937;
Whipple 1939). In this model, rotation is accounted for
such that the cross-sectional area to volume ratio (A)
remains constant throughout the trajectory. The
variation in flow regimes and Mach ranges passed

through the body alter the values used for the drag
coefficient, which can be approximated using table 1 in
Sansom et al. (2015). The integration of all the particles
from the Dynamic Modeling of the Trajectory,
Including Velocity and Mass Determination section
allows the generation of probability heat maps to
maximize field searching efficiency. The ground impact
speed for the mass corresponding to the recovered
meteorite is evaluated at 67 m s�1.

In calculating a fall line for an arbitrary range of
masses, the assumed shape of the body and the wind
model used both affect the final fall position. However
for a given wind model, a change in shape only shifts
the masses along the fall line.

We also calculate dark flight fall lines from
fragmentation events that happened within the wind
model domain: E and F. Unsurprisingly, the main
masses from those events are a close match to the
corresponding main mass started from the end of the
visible bright flight. However, small fragments are
unlikely to be found as they fell into the Koolanooka
Hills bush land (Fig. 10).

Search and Recovery

Within 2 days, two of the authors (PB and MT)
visited the predicted fall area, about 4 hours’ drive from
Perth, Western Australia to canvas local farmers for
access and information. Having gained landowner
permission to search, a team was sent to the area 3 days
later. Searching was carried out by a team of four (MT,
BH, TJS, and HD), mostly on foot and with some use
of mountain biking in open fields. The open fields’
searching conditions were excellent, although the field
boundaries were vegetated. The team managed to cover
about 12 ha per hour when looking for a >1 kg mass
on foot. On the second day, a meteorite was found
(Fig. 11) close to the Dingle Dell farm boundary, at
coordinates k = 116.215439° φ = �29.206106°
(WGS84), about 130 m from the originally calculated
fall line, after a total of 8 h of searching. The recovered
meteorite weighs 1.15 kg, with a rounded brick shape of
approximately 16 9 9 9 4 cm, and a calculated bulk
density of 3450 kg m�3 (Fig. 11). The condition of the
meteorite is excellent, having only been on the ground
for 6 days, 16 h. Discussion with the local landowner,
and checking the weather on the nearest Bureau Of
Meteorology observation station (Morawa Airport,
20 km away) showed that no precipitation had fallen
between times of landing and recovery. The meteorite
was collected and stored using a Teflon bag, and local
soil samples were also collected in the same manner for
comparison. No trace of impact on the ground was
noticed. The meteorite was found intact (entirely
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covered by fusion crust) on hard ground, resting up-
right (Fig. 11), and covered with dust. So it is possible
that the meteorite fell a few meters away in softer
ground and bounced or rolled to the recovered position.

PRE-ENCOUNTER ORBIT

The backward propagation of the observed
trajectory into an orbit requires the calculation of the
direction of the fireball (known as the radiant), and the
position and speed at the top of the atmosphere. The
associated uncertainties on these two components are
mostly uncorrelated. In order to minimize issues
associated with the oversimplified straight-line trajectory
for orbit purposes, we retriangulate the observations
using only points that fall >60 km altitude on the initial
triangulation. In this case, as the trajectory is fairly
steep, the difference in apparent radiant between the
two solutions is less than 5 arcmin. To calculate the
errors on the radiant, we use the covariance matrix
from the least squares trajectory fit (see the Geometry
section), this gives us the apparent radiant: slope to the
horizontal = 51.562 � 0.002°, azimuth of the radiant
(East of North) = 206.17 � 0.03°, which corresponds to
(a = 173.38 � 0.02°, d = �6.34 � 0.01°) in equatorial
J2000 coordinates.

To calculate the formal uncertainty on the initial
velocity, we apply the Kalman filter methods of Sansom
et al. (2015) as outlined in the Dynamic Modeling of
the Trajectory, Including Velocity and Mass
Determination section. Using the time, position,

radiant, speed, and associated uncertainties, we
determine the preatmospheric orbit by propagating the
meteoroid trajectory back through time, considering the
atmospheric effects, Earth’s oblate shape effects (J2),
and other major perturbing bodies (such as the Moon
and planets), until the meteoroid has gone beyond 109
the Earth’s sphere of influence. From here, the
meteoroid is propagated forward in time to the impact
epoch, ignoring the effects of the Earth–Moon system.
Uncertainties (Table 4) are calculated using a Monte
Carlo approach on 1000 test particles randomly drawn
using uncertainties on the radiant and the speed
(Fig. 12).

We scanned the Astorb4 asteroid orbital database
(Bowell et al. 2002) for close matches in a, e, i, x, O
orbital space using the similarity criterion of
Southworth and Hawkins (1963). The closest match is
the small (H = 24.6) 2015 TD179 asteroid that came
into light in November 2015 when it flew by Earth at
≃10 lunar distances. But the large difference between
these orbits, D = 0.04, makes the dynamical connection
between the two highly unlikely.

To calculate the likely source region and dynamical
pathway that put the meteoroid on an Earth crossing
orbit, we use the Rebound integrator (Rein and Tamayo
2015) to backward propagate the orbit of the meteoroid.
We use 10,000 test particles randomly selected using the
radiant and speed uncertainties as explained above, as
well as the major perturbating bodies (Sun, eight planets,
and Moon). The initial semimajor axis (Table 4) is close
to the 7:2 (2.25 AU) and 10:3 (2.33 AU) mean motion
resonances with Jupiter (MMRJ). These minor
resonances start to scatter the eccentricity of a large
number of test particles very early on, but neither are
strong enough to decrease it significantly enough to take
the meteoroid outside of Mars’ orbit. Because of the
interactions with the inner planets, the particle cloud
rapidly spreads out, and particles gradually start falling
into the two main dynamical pathways in this region: 3:1
MMRJ (2.5 AU) and the m6 secular resonance. These
resonances rapidly expand the perihelia of particles out of
the Earth’s orbit initially, and eventually out of Mars’
orbit and into the Main Belt.

During the integration over 1 Myr, we count the
number of particles that have converged close to stably
populated regions of the Main Belt, and note which
dynamical pathway they used to get there. This gives us
the following statistics:
1. m6: 12%
2. 3:1 MMRJ: 82%
3. 5:2 MMRJ: 6%

Fig. 9. Wind model profile W1, extracted as a vertical profile
at the coordinates of the lowest visible bright flight
measurement. (Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com.)

4ftp://ftp.lowell.edu/pub/elgb/astorb.html, downloaded June 24, 2017.
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CONCLUSIONS

Dingle Dell is the fourth meteorite with an orbit
recovered by the DFN in Australia. Its luminous
trajectory was observed by six DFN camera stations up
to 535 km away at 12:03:47.726 UTC on 31 October,
2016. Clouds severely affected the observations, but
enough data were available to constrain the search area
for a swift recovery, and determine one of the most
precise orbits linked to a meteorite. The surviving rock
was recovered within a week of its fall, without any
precipitation contaminating the rock, confirming the
DFN as a proficient sample recovery tool for planetary
science. This recovery, in less than ideal conditions, also
validates various choices in the design and operations of
the Desert Fireball Network:
1. Use of high-resolution digital cameras to enable

reliable all-sky astrometry for events up to 300 km
away.

2. Uninterrupted operation even when a large portion
of the sky is cloudy for individual systems.

3. Archiving of all raw data to mitigate event
detection failures.
While the method of Sansom et al. (2017) was still

in development at the time of the fall, the reanalysis of
the fireball with this new technique is remarkably
consistent with the main mass found, requiring just a
small number of high-quality astrometric data points.
This validates the method, and will drastically reduce
the search area for future observed falls.

After a 1 million year integration of 10,000 test
particles, it is most likely that Dingle Dell was ejected
from the Main Belt through the 3:1 mean motion
resonance with Jupiter rather than the m6 resonance (82%
for the 3:1 MMRJ compared to 12% probability for m6).
This also means that L/LL Dingle Dell is unlikely to be
associated with the Flora family, likely source of most
LL chondrites (Vernazza et al. 2008), as the most
efficient mechanism for getting Florian fragments to
near-Earth space is the m6 secular resonance. This fall
adds little insight into the Flora/LL link (Fig. 13), but
2016 was rich in instrumentally observed LL falls, which

Fig. 10. Fall area around Dingle Dell farm and Koolanooka Hills. Fall lines in yellow represent different wind model solutions:
W1 (bottom), W2 (middle), and W3 (top). Mass predictions for the preferred wind model are shown for spherical (light blue
markings; A = 1.21) and cylindrical (white markings; A = 1.5) assumptions. The particle filter results are propagated through
dark flight using wind model W1, and are shown as a heat map. The location of the recovered meteorite (red dot) is ≃ 100 m
from the W1 fall line.
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might yield clues to help confirm this connection in the
near future: Stubenberg (LL6) (Spurn�y et al. 2016;
Bischoff et al. 2017), Hradec Kr�alov�e (LL5)
(Meteoritical Bulletin 2017), and Dishchi�ıbikoh (LL7)
(Meteoritical Bulletin 2017; Palotai et al. 2018).
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reporting their sightings through the Fireballs In The
Sky program, and other volunteers that have made this
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Fig. 11. Dingle Dell meteorite as it was found. Image
available at https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Dingle_
Dell_meteorite_as_it_was_found.jpg under a Creative
Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0 International. (Color
figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com.)

Table 4. Pre-encounter orbital parameters expressed in
the heliocentric ecliptic frame (J2000) and associated 1r
formal uncertainties.

Parameter Unit Value

a AU 2.254 � 0.034

e 0.5904 � 0.0063
i � 4.051 � 0.012
x � 215.773 � 0.049

Ω � 218.252 � 0.00032
q AU 0.92328 � 0.00032
Q AU 3.586 � 0.067
ag � 354.581 � 0.037

dg � 13.093 � 0.081
Vg m s�1 10508 � 87
TJ 3.37

Fig. 13. The orbit of Dingle Dell in context with other L and
LL ordinary chondrite falls. References for L and LL orbits
are in the introduction.

Fig. 12. Ecliptic projection of the pre-encounter orbit of
Dingle Dell. The shades of gray represent the likelihood as
calculated from 1000 Monte Carlo simulations based on
formal uncertainties on the radiant and the speed. (Color
figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com.)
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reduction pipeline makes intensive use of Astropy, a
community-developed core Python package for
Astronomy (Astropy Collaboration et al. 2013). The
authors also thank J. Borovi�cka and J. Vaubaillon for
their valuable comments and suggestions, which
improved the quality of the paper.
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A B S T R A C T

Meteoroid modelling of fireball data typically uses a one dimensional model along a straight line triangulated trajectory. The assumption of a straight line trajectory
has been considered an acceptable simplification for fireballs, but it has not been rigorously tested. The unique capability of the Desert Fireball Network (DFN) to
triangulate discrete observation times gives the opportunity to investigate the deviation of a meteoroid’s position to different model fits. Here we assess the viability
of a straight line assumption for fireball data in two meteorite-dropping test cases observed by the Desert Fireball Network (DFN) in Australia – one over 21 s
(DN151212_03), one under 5 seconds (DN160410_03). We show that a straight line is not valid for these two meteorite dropping events and propose a three
dimensional particle filter to model meteoroid positions without any straight line constraints. The single body equations in three dimensions, along with the
luminosity equation, are applied to the particle filter methodology described by Sansom et al. (2017). Modelling fireball camera network data in three dimensions has
not previously been attempted. This allows the raw astrometric, line-of-sight observations to be incorporated directly. In analysing these two DFN events, the
triangulated positions based on a straight line assumption result in the modelled meteoroid positions diverging up to 3.09 km from the calculated observed point (for
DN151212_03). Even for the more typical fireball event, DN160410_03, we see a divergence of up to 360 m. As DFN observations are typically precise to < 100 m, it
is apparent that the assumption of a straight line is an oversimplification that will affect orbit calculations and meteorite search regions for a significant fraction of
events.

1. Introduction

When meteoroids pass through the Earth’s atmosphere the luminous
phenomena produced can be characterised by its brightness, increasing
from meteor to fireball to bolide (Ceplecha et al., 1998). Meteors are
typically associated with cometary dust and burn up high in the at-
mosphere. Fireballs tend to be slower than meteors and more likely of
asteroidal origin. These lower entry velocities allow meteoroids to pe-
netrate deeper into the atmosphere, with longer trajectories likely to be
influenced by its increasing density. Fireballs are particularly sig-
nificant as they are frequent enough for dedicated camera networks to
capture regularly, whilst still having the potential for objects to survive
entry and drop meteorites to Earth. Modelling of fireball trajectories for
orbit analysis and meteorite recovery is typically based on a straight
line assumption (McCrosky and Boeschenstein, 1965; Spurný et al.,
2012; Brown et al., 1994; Hildebrand et al., 2006). The synchronised
astrometric observations acquired by the Desert Fireball Network (DFN;
Howie et al. 2017) provide a unique opportunity to test this assump-
tion. This work analyses two fireball test cases and introduces a 3D
particle filter modelling technique that uses raw observational data to

estimate a trajectory without the need for pre-triangulated data. Al-
though DFN data are used, they are simply to illustrate the issues sur-
rounding the straight line assumption and the functionality of the 3D
particle filter technique presented.

1.1. Modelling and observing fireball trajectories

Determining the potential of a fireball to produce a meteorite in-
volves a trajectory analysis of each individual event. The meteoroid can
be modelled based on the single body theory of meteoroid dynamics – a
set of continuous differential equations representing the evolution of a
meteoroid’s behaviour as it passes through the atmosphere (Hoppe,
1937; Baldwin and Sheaffer, 1971; Sansom et al., 2017). This is, how-
ever, a simplified theory and does not explicitly include any disruptions
to the body. Furthermore, many of the trajectory parameters are un-
known and assumptions must be made, or models used, to determine
their values.

Models such as those used by Ceplecha and Revelle (2005) and
Kikwaya et al. (2011) apply a least squares methodology to determine
the characteristics of a meteoroid during its flight based on positional
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observations and light curves. A least squares approach however does
not rigorously examine the uncertainties in observations, or the lim-
itations posed by the single body model applied, when evaluating er-
rors. Typically the observational residuals to a straight line fit are
quoted as positional uncertainties for the trajectory. This is not valid as
the errors induced by using any model must be incorporated.

Even though meteor ablation models (Campbell-Brown and
Koschny, 2004; Kikwaya et al., 2011) expand on the single body
equations for ablation by including thermal fragmentation mechanisms,
their application is limited to small meteor-producing bodies
( ×10 to 4 10 kg12 5 / 10 μm to 2mm ; Campbell-Brown and Koschny
2004).

Hydrodynamic numerical models (such as SOVA (Shuvalov, 1999)
and the model of Shuvalov and Artemieva 2002) focus on external
processes for modelling the interaction and propagation of shock waves
through the atmosphere caused by hypersonic flight of bolides
(Artemieva and Shuvalov, 2016). These models do not use raw ob-
servational data and are computationally expensive procedures
(Artemieva and Pierazzo, 2009). For this reason a pragmatic approach,
such as the particle filter technique used by Sansom et al. (2017) (after
Ristic et al. 2004), is favoured to characterise meteoroid atmospheric
entry of large fireball network data sets.

The Monte Carlo technique of Sansom et al. (2017) iteratively es-
timates the state of the trajectory system at each observation time. It
does not aim to fit the entire trajectory at once. This removes the as-
sumptions and limitations of normal fitting techniques that may force
the simplified single body equations to model this more complex
system. Despite the particle filter using these equations as a base model,
the adaptive approach uses the observations and appropriate covar-
iances to incorporate, to some extent, unmodelled processes (such as
fragmentation). The nature of this technique allows a broad range of
trajectory parameters (including densities, shapes and ablation para-
meters) to be explored, and favourable values to be identified, in a more
robust way than a brute force least squares approach.

Beside modelling a meteoroid’s dynamic trajectory, it is possible to
relate the mass loss of the body along the trajectory to the observed
brightness of the event, as a portion of the kinetic energy loss is
transformed into visible light (Ceplecha et al., 1998). This can be
modelled following the differential equation

= + ×I
v

v dm
dt
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The luminosity, I, is typically referred to in erg s 1 but is given here in SI
units of Watts (and thus introducing the conversion factor of

W s erg107 1). The percentage of energy that is converted to radiation is
quantified by the luminous efficiency, τ. v and m are the velocity and
mass of the meteoroid with t being the observation time and σ the
ablation parameter.

As fireball observations by the DFN are only in the visible wave-
lengths, as is typical for such networks, the luminosity values need to be
adjusted depending on the meteoroid temperature. A value of
1.5×1010 is used to relate a typical source temperature of 4500 K to
the luminosity in the visual pass-band, Iv (Ceplecha et al., 1998). If the
observed brightness values can be expressed in absolute visual stellar
magnitudes, Mv, then a comparison may be made to models using Eq.
(1) by:
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Incorporating the fireball’s calculated luminosity into the particle filter
methodology is able to provide an additional observation to the filter,
helping to further constrain mass loss estimates. The luminosity of a
fireball can be calculated based on the long exposure images or by
calibrating the measurements of an external device such as a radio-
meter.

When a fireball is captured by multiple Desert Fireball Network

remote observatories, each camera image is calibrated using the back-
ground star field to determine an astrometric azimuth and elevation for
positions along the fireball trail. This method of calibration (detailed by
Devillepoix et al. (2018)) accounts well for any effects of atmospheric
refraction, and the uncertainty introduced by the calibration is typically
less than 1 arcminute. The DFN camera systems encode absolute timing
in fireball trajectories using a modulated liquid crystal shutter within
the lens of each camera (Howie et al., 2017). The De-Brujn encoding
embedded within the fireball trail itself is synchronised across the
network via GNSS. This gives us the unique capability of individually
triangulating meteoroid positions for every discrete time-step with
multi-station observations. This has not hereto been possible. Despite
the uncertainties, with correct error analysis this triangulation of dis-
crete observation times can give us ‘ground truth’ positions of the
meteoroid with which we can compare different approaches to me-
teoroid trajectory analyses.

Here we assess the viability of a straight line assumption for fireball
data by comparing straight line positions to those calculated using this
unique triangulation capability of the DFN. We also propose a three
dimensional particle filter to model meteoroid positions without any
straight line constraints. The single body equations in three dimensions,
along with the luminosity equation, are applied to the particle filter
methodology described by Sansom et al. (2017). In doing this, the ob-
servations used by the filter to update the state vector are permitted to
be in the form of the raw line-of-sight observations in azimuth and
elevation as well as luminosities (where available). This drops the
simplifying assumption of a straight line trajectory entirely, as particles
are free to move in three dimensional space. Error propagation is
thorough as the filter considers the observational uncertainties in each
azimuth and elevation individually as well as considers trajectory
model limitations.

The better the understanding we have of the final state of a me-
teoroid, and the uncertainties throughout the modelling phase, the
more confidence we have in predicted fall regions. This may sig-
nificantly influence decisions regarding the feasibility of ground-based
searches for meteorites.

2. Assessing the limitations of the straight line assumption

Historically, there have been two predominant meteoroid triangu-
lation methods; the method of planes (Ceplecha, 1987) and the straight
line least squares (SLLS) method (Borovička, 1990). The method of
planes involves finding the best fit, 2D plane for each observatory that
contains both the observatory location and the line-of-sight meteoroid
observations. The intersection of multiple planes defines the trajectory;
in the case of more than two observatories, this will result in multiple
trajectory results which are then averaged in practice. The straight line
least squares method on the other hand determines a best fit, straight
line radiant for the trajectory considering all the raw observations at
once. This is done by minimising the angular difference between the
observed lines of sight and the line joining the observatory to the closest
corresponding point along the best fit radiant line. By assuming a
straight line trajectory, this effectively destroys any subtleties in the
data by forcing it to fit what may potentially be an oversimplified
model. The straight line assumption may be an acceptable simplifica-
tion for some events, especially short, fast meteors, but may not always
be valid for longer fireballs with significant deceleration and should be
tested.

A least squares approach however does not rigorously examine the
uncertainties in observations, or the limitations posed by the single
body model used, when evaluating errors. Typically the observational
residuals to a straight line fit are quoted as positional uncertainties for
the trajectory. This is not valid as the errors induced by using any model
must be incorporated. Despite the decrease in residuals when con-
sidering the upper sections of the trajectory only (observations of the
fireball above 50 km), it must be noted that this is not a good measure
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of the true trajectory uncertainties as the model errors are not taken
into account.

The reference frame in which the straight line is fitted also needs be
considered for such long, decelerating events and is rarely discussed. It
is expected that a fireball trajectory is approximately straight in an
inertial reference frame only, and that Earth rotation effects will cause
an apparently curved path for an observer on the ground. This requires
accurate timing throughout the meteoroid flight. Although Ceplecha
(1987) adjust entry vectors for both Earth rotation and gravity, this is
intended to correct the heliocentric orbit beyond the sphere of influence
of the Earth. The SLLS method of Borovička (1990) allows the in-
corporation of time differences between measurements to account for
Earth rotation effects, though it is not a requirement of the method; the
authors even state that the local sidereal time of the observer is usually
assumed to be constant throughout a meteor’s flight. For short events
that do not show any significant deceleration, it is unlikely that these
effects would be noticeable within the error of the observations. For
fireballs that are longer and show significant deceleration however, this
may no longer hold true. Most trajectory analyses of recent fireball
events (Brown et al., 2011; Borovička et al., 2013; 2015; Spurný et al.,
2017) cite the SLLS of Borovička (1990) as the method of trajectory
determination, though it is not made apparent in every case which
considerations have been made. Uncertainties in triangulated positions
are also often quoted as the residuals to the straight line (Spurný et al.,
2010; Borovička et al., 2013; 2015; Spurný et al., 2017) fit without
taking into consideration the error of the straight line model and are
therefore not a true representation of the trajectory uncertainty.

2.1. Point-wise triangulation

The unique method used by the DFN camera systems to encode
absolute timing in fireball trajectories is synchronised across the net-
work via GNSS. The instantaneous meteoroid position for a given time

step can therefore be evaluated using what we here refer to as a point-
wise triangulation (schematically illustrated in Fig. 1). Point-wise trian-
gulation estimates the meteoroid position, ℓ, by minimising the angular
separation, θ, between the calculated line-of-sight unit vector to ℓ and
the observed line-of-sight unit vector, zn for each observatory, On (where
zn, ℓ and On are in an ECEF rectangular geocentric coordinate system).

= O
O

zarccos •
n

n

n
n

2

(3)

The resulting individually triangulated positions (ITPs) are used as a
reference for comparison of trajectory models.

2.2. Introducing two fireball test cases

Here we detail two fireballs observed by the Desert Fireball Network
and assess the appropriateness of a straight line trajectory fit for these
cases.

2.2.1. Case 1: DN151212_03 – long, shallow
On the 12th of December 2015, at 11:36:23.826 UTC, a > 21 s

long fireball over South Australia was captured by five DFN ob-
servatories east of Kati Thanda (hereafter referred to as event
DN151212_03). DFN systems at this time were designed to capture one
25 s, long exposure image every 30 s, and the fireball was split over two
consecutive images. The fireball appeared in the last ∼ 2 s of the first
exposure, was unobserved during the gap between exposures, and
further captured for another ∼ 14 s in the second exposure, with a final
observation time at 11:36:45.526 UTC. Fig. 2 shows the second ex-
posure captured by the observatory closest to the terminal point
(DFNO_39). The modulation of the liquid crystal shutter used to encode
absolute and relative timing can be seen as long and short dashes along
the trajectory. Initially the entire 21.7 s trajectory was fitted using the
straight line least squares (SLLS) method following Borovička (1990).

Fig. 1. Schematic representation (not to scale) of five unique time steps observed by two DFNOs. Difference between the straight line least squares trajectory points
(red) and the individually triangulated positions (green) are highlighted in red. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)
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As absolute timing is known to a high accuracy, this is preferably
performed in an Earth centred, inertial (ECI) reference frame, though a
non-inertial (Earth centred, Earth fixed; ECEF) solution is also calcu-
lated to assess the variation in fits (and subsequent radiant values are
converted to J2000 for comparison). A 1D extended Kalman smoother
trajectory analysis (Sansom et al., 2015) on these straight line data
estimates the trajectory parameters. The results for both reference
frames are given in Table 1.

The cross-track residuals of individual camera observations to the
straight line fit (in ECI) can be seen in Fig. 3. These cross-track residuals
show the minimum distance between the observed lines of sight and the
straight line triangulated trajectory and do not include along-track er-
rors in triangulated positions. The 13.56 arcmin difference in entry
radiant between inertial and non-inertial reference frames (Table 1)
shows the importance of including Earth rotation effects (this exceeds
the typical < 1 arcmin astrometric uncertainties of DFN observa-
tions). The > 1 km residuals show this is an inappropriate fit to the
trajectory.

By considering only the observations above 50 km we hope to

improve the fit and calculate a more realistic entry radiant. The cross-
track residuals to the straight line fit (in ECI) for its subset are seen in
Fig. 4. The decreases in observation residuals to the straight line model
shows a significantly improved fit, providing a more reliable entry ra-
diant (43.10′ difference between Tables 1 and 2 ECI values). Despite the
decrease in residuals, it must be noted that this is not a good measure of
the true trajectory uncertainties as the model errors are not taken into
account. Updated entry parameters given in Table 2 are again calcu-
lated using an EKS (Sansom et al., 2015), which incorporates both
observational and model errors in the quoted uncertainties. Non-in-
ertial SLLS (ECEF) results are also quoted to highlight that despite
improved fits in both reference frames, the radiant angles are still se-
parated by nearly 2′ which is double observational uncertainties. A si-
milar exercise can be performed with the lower half of the trajectory
(observations < 50 km). Fig. 5 shows that a SLLS fit to these data still
does not well represent the data and is little improved from Fig. 3.
Rather than continuing to chop the trajectory into increasingly small
segments, we can observe the path of the ITPs relative to the entry
radiant calculated in Table 2. Fig. 6 is a view looking down the ECI
entry radiant (white point). This “down-line” view projects all points
onto the plane normal to the straight line trajectory, resulting in the ECI
trajectory stacking to a single point. The x-axis is truly horizontal, and
as the meteoroid travelled from North to South, negative deviations are
to the East, while positive deviations are to the West. The y-axis is the
deviation above and below the straight line trajectory and values can be
translated to true vertical using the cosine of the trajectory slope. From
this down-line view, we can gain an understanding of the true non-
linearity of the DN151212_03meteoroid trajectory; the lower half is not
randomly scattered around a straight line as points above 50 km are,
rather they show a distinct lateral deviation to the East. This also shows
that, despite the 21.7 s trajectory theoretically accumulating a 2.1 km
vertical drop due to gravity, this is not the cause of the deviation from a
straight line.

This fireball represents an interesting case, showing that effects
other than Earth rotation and gravity are involved in significantly in-
fluencing trajectories. This long, shallow trajectory however is certainly
not a regular event. Next we perform a similar analysis on a more ty-
pical fireball case.

2.2.2. Case 2: DN160410_03 – typical event
On the 10th of April 2016, at 13:09:02.526 UTC, a ‘typical’ fireball

was observed by three DFN observatories over central South Australia,
near lake Cadibarrawirracanna (event DN160410_03, Fig. 7). It is an
ideal case to analyse as it was nearly equidistant to all cameras, with the
angle of observing planes at 46°/52°/80° (Fig. 8), and 88 of the 91 total
observations made (from identifying the starts and ends of the trajec-
tory dashes) were visible in all three still images (Fig. 7). There is little
observable fragmentation in the still images and no major peaks no-
ticeable in the light curve which is regular and symmetric. The method
used by the DFN to calculate the luminosity of an event is only ap-
plicable when an event does not saturate the sensor, which was un-
fortunately the case for the other two viewpoints, DFNO_27 and
DFNO_32.

As with event DN151212_03, a straight line least squares (SLLS)
triangulation of this event was calculated. Initially for the entire tra-
jectory (Fig. 9), with resulting parameters determined using the EKS
given in Table 3. Although this event is steeper and significantly
shorter, gravity still contributes a 105 m downward component over
the 58 km long trajectory and Earth rotation an apparent 1.9 km lateral
deflection to an observer on the ground. The ECI and ECEF entry ra-
diants show a 12.93′ separation (Table 3).

Despite the apparently reasonable fit of the straight line to the entire
trajectory in this case, we once again isolate the observations above
50 km and re-triangulate this upper dataset (Fig. 10). The ECI entry
radiant changed by a not insignificant 17′ (Table 4).

With this new entry radiant, we can once again project the ITPs onto

Fig. 2. DN151212_03 fireball as seen from Etadunna Station, South Australia,
travelling from North (top) to South (bottom) with a final recorded point at
11:36:45.526 UTC. Calibration with background stars determines azimuth and
elevation of trajectory points.

Table 1
Straight line least squares (SLLS) trajectory triangulated in either an inertial
(ECI) or non-inertial (ECEF) reference frame for all observations of event
DN151212_03. Trajectory characteristics (height, velocity, mass) are estimated
using an extended Kalman smoother in one dimension on these straight line
data. Entry slope is given as an angle from horizontal. Despite the reference
frame used to calculate the straight line, radiants are given in J2000 equatorial
coordinates for comparison; the angular separation between the two radiants is
13.56′ (0.23°).

DN151212_03 (full) ECI ECEF

Entry radiant – RA ( °) 23.77 ± 0.37 23.99 ± 0.22
Entry radiant – DEC ( °) 46.17 ± 0.13 46.00 ± 0.15
Initial height (km) 87.7 ± 0.1 88.5 ± 0.1
Initial velocity (km s 1) 13.21 ± 0.13 13.15 ± 0.13
Initial mass (kg) 35 ± 2 33 ± 2
Entry slope, γe (°) 16.4 16.5
Final height (km) 26.5 ± 0.1 26.4 ± 0.2
Final velocity (km s 1) 3.03 ± 0.21 2.93 ± 0.11
Final mass (kg) 2.0 ± 0.2 1.9 ± 0.3
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the plane normal to it, allowing us to observe how the meteoroid po-
sitions track in the lower section of the trajectory (Fig. 11). Despite this
event being a more typical example, with acceptable observational re-
siduals, there is still a not insignificant lateral trend to the end me-
teoroid positions as shown by the ITPs in this figure.

2.2.3. Summary of straight line comparisons
Event DN151212_03 may be considered unique in its duration, and

its non-linear flight path with up to 2.1 km of lateral deviation an
anomaly, but in performing a similar analysis to the more typical event
DN160410_03 we are still able to notice a distinct pattern/wander to
the end of the trajectory. These deviations from a straight line cannot be
accounted for by gravity, and Earth rotation effects are removed when
an inertial reference frame is used. It is clear that there are real lim-
itations to the straight line assumption and it is best to consider mod-
elling fireball trajectories without any pre-defined assumptions; allow
the raw observations to be the sole influences on the data. To achieve
this we can apply the single body equations in three dimensions to the
particle filter methodology described by Sansom et al. (2017). This will
utilise raw astrometric observations to resolve meteoroid position es-
timates.

3. Particle filter modelling using three dimensional meteoroid
flight and luminosity

The iterative Monte Carlo technique of the particle filter allows a
broad range of trajectory parameters (including densities, shapes and
ablation parameters) to be explored, and favourable values to be
identified, in a more robust way than a brute force least squares

approach. A set of tracer particles are propagated through the motion
and luminous equations, and their weightings evaluated at each time
step according to their closeness to available observational data. A
detailed description of applying particle filters to meteoroid trajectories
is presented in Sansom et al. (2017). Although Sansom et al. (2017)
apply the single body equations as a model, the adaptive approach uses
appropriate covariances to incorporate, to some extent, unmodelled
processes such as fragmentation.

Particle filters fall within the class of Bayesian state-space methods
which use a vector, x, to represent the state of a system. In meteoroid
trajectory analysis this includes the motion parameters (position and
velocity) as well as other trajectory variables.

To use a three dimensional model for flight, we divide positions and
velocities into their x, y, z components in geocentric coordinates.
Incorporating the luminous efficiency into the state vector allows lu-
minosity values to be calculated. Eq. (4) represents the meteoroid state
and encapsulates the knowledge of the meteoroid system at a given
time tk.
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Fig. 3. Cross track residuals for individual station observations of DN151212_03 to a straight line trajectory fit in an inertial (ECI) reference frame. Range values in
legend are the minimum and maximum distances of a station to the fireball trajectory. Error bars on observations are 1σ astrometric errors projected at the
corresponding range. The gap between 82 and 62 km corresponds to the ∼ 5 s gap between exposures.
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The shape-density and ablation trajectory parameters are given by

= =c A c
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where cd and ch the drag and heat transfer coefficients respectively, A is
the shape parameter as described by Bronshten (1983), ρm the bulk
density of the meteoroid, and H* the enthalpy of sublimation.

This state is determined by assessing the conditional probability
density function p(xk|z0: k) given an observation zk of the system at time
tk (z0: k therefore being the history of all observations from time t0
through to time tk).

This is achieved through the three state-space equations:

(i) The state prior,

p x( ),0 (5)

which is the probability density function that encapsulates prior
knowledge of the state of the system and initialises the recursion.

(ii) The process equation,

= ++ fx x u( ) ,k k k1 (6)

defines the evolution of the state in discrete time, with process
noise uk.

(iii) The measurement equation,

= +hz x w( ) ,k k k (7)

uses the measurement function h(xk) to correlate the state of the me-
teoroid to the given azimuth and elevation measurements from camera
observatories. Observation noise, wk, is assumed to be Gaussian with a
mean of zero and covariance Rk in degrees (Rk represents observational
error). Further explanation of the measurement function are detailed in
Section 3.1.

Although fireball observations are made in discrete time, modelling
the meteoroid dynamics is more appropriate using continuous model
equations. Continuous-time differential state equations (fc(x)) may be
integrated in order to attain the form needed for the process Eq. (6):

= ++
+ f dtx x u( ) .k t

t
c k1

k

k 1

(8)

Although fc(x), using the single body equations, is non-linear, the

Fig. 4. Cross track residuals for the upper half of the DN151212_03 trajectory to a straight line fit in an inertial (ECI) reference frame. Only observations of the fireball
above 50 km were used. Error bars on observations are 1σ astrometric errors projected at the corresponding range.

Table 2
Straight line least squares (SLLS) trajectory triangulated in either an inertial
(ECI) or non-inertial (ECEF) reference frame for observations of event
DN151212_03 above 50 km only. Trajectory characteristics (height, velocity,
mass) are estimated using an extended Kalman smoother in one dimension on
these straight line data. Despite the reference frame used to calculate the
straight line, radiants are given in J2000 equatorial coordinates for comparison;
the angular separation between the two radiants is 1.77′ (0.03°).

DN151212_03 ( > 50 km) ECI ECEF

Entry radiant – RA ( °) 24.18 ± 0.01 24.14 ± 0.01
Entry radiant – DEC ( °) 45.51 ± 0.01 45.51 ± 0.01
Initial height (km) 89.99 ± 0.02 89.97 ± 0.02
Initial velocity (km s 1) 13.52 ± 0.06 13.47 ± 0.05
Entry slope, γe (°) 17.1 17.1
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discrete-time process noise, uk, can be closely approximated by
Gaussian noise with zero mean and covariance Qk (Qk corresponds to
how well the process equation represents the true system).

A particle filter is very flexible and requires no constraints on the
linearity of state equations, nor the noise distributions (Ristic et al.,
2004). This is due to there being no single representation of the state
prior, rather a set of Ns weighted particles are used to represent the
distribution.

Each ith particle can be represented at any time tk by its state, x ,k
i

and weight, wk
i as:

= …w i Nx{ , } 1, , ,k
i

k
i

s (9)

with weights normalised as:

=w 1.
i

N

k
i

s

(10)

Particle weights are evaluated according to how well a particle’s state
represents the available observational data. The weighted mean of the
distribution, x̂ ,k can be approximated at any time tk as:

= wx x^ ,k
i

N

k
i

k
i

s

(11)

with covariance

=Cov wx x x x x( ) ( ^ )( ^ ) .k
i

N

k
i

k
i

k k
i

k
T

s

(12)

There are three steps in running a particle filter, similar to other

Bayesian filtering methods: initialisation, prediction, update. Sansom
et al. (2017) provides a detailed methodology for a one dimensional
trajectory model. Here we will outline the variations required to allow a
particle filter to be performed in three dimensions and incorporate
absolute visual magnitude observations.

3.1. Initialisation using point-wise triangulation

An initial set of particles is required that best represents the state
prior (5) of the meteoroid system; initialisation in 3D requires an ap-
proximate start location. As the full data set is available at the time of
executing the particle filter, the initial position and velocity compo-
nents may be more accurately estimated from the observational data.
The instantaneous meteoroid position for a given time step can be
evaluated using point-wise triangulation (see Section 2.1). Performing a
point-wise triangulation on the first handful of multi-station observa-
tions produces a set of individually triangulated positions (ITPs) from
which the instantaneous velocity of the meteoroid can be determined –
simply taking the difference in positions with time: = +

+
vk

d
dt

k k
k k

: 1
: 1

. Due to
the inherent scatter in the ITPs and therefore velocities, v0 may be
reasonably well approximated by assuming constant deceleration be-
tween the first few multi-station observations and t0:

= ×d
dt

tv v v ,m m0 (13)

where tm is the relative time of the first available multi-station ob-
servations and the value of vm and d

dt
v are determined by a linear least

squares fit to the scattered velocities.

Fig. 5. Cross track residuals for the lower half of the DN151212_03 trajectory to a straight line fit in an inertial (ECI) reference frame. Only observations of the fireball
below 50 km were used. Error bars on observations are 1σ astrometric errors projected at the corresponding range.
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If the first ITP is at t0, its position can be used to initialise the first
three components of the state vector (4). If tm≠ t0 (multi-station data is
not available at t0), an initial position may then be roughly approxi-
mated by rearranging and integrating (13) with respect to time:

= ×t d
dt

tv v1
2

.m m m0 0
2

(14)

The initialisation of particle state parameters for position and ve-
locity at t0 is then drawn from a Gaussian distribution shown by

= = = …i NP v v P( ; ) ( ; ) 1, ,i i
sv0 0 ;0 0 0 ;0 (15)

where mean values of the ℓ0 and v0 vectors are calculated as described
above, and covariance values, P0, are determined by the uncertainty in

this least squares fit and may vary for each directional component.
Possible original values for mass, κ and σ can be randomised within

theoretical bounds (see Table 1 of Sansom et al. 2017). A similar con-
cept can be applied to the luminous efficiency; here we randomise
within the range 0.01% < τ < 10% after Ceplecha and Revelle (2005)
and Ceplecha et al. (1998). All particles are initially weighted equally as

=wi
N0
1

s
.

3.2. Filter prediction using three dimensional state equations

Recursion commences after initialisation, beginning with a forward
prediction of particles from tk to +tk 1 by the process Eq. (6).

The change in trajectory parameters κ, σ and τ with time is not well

Fig. 6. “Down-line” view (c) as seen by an observer looking down the ECI straight line radiant (illustrated by (a)–(b)) calculated using the top half of the trajectory
(points > 50 km; see Fig. 4). This results in the ECI trajectory stacking to a single point (white) whereas the individually triangulated positions (ITPs; coloured
points) are projected onto the viewing plane. This plane is normal to the straight line trajectory with the x-axis aligned with the Earth horizontal, and inclined from
true vertical by the cosine of the trajectory slope. From this down-line view the ITPs help to illustrate the true non-linearity of the path taken by the meteoroid.
(Google Earth image credit: Landsat/Copernicus/CNES/Airbus).
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known and at this stage is assumed to be nil (see discussion related to
Eq. (20)):

= = =d
dt

d
dt

d
dt

0.
(16)

In order to analyse the full trajectory in 3D, the differential equa-
tions of motion must be split into their vector components:

=d
dt

v
(17a)

= +d
dt

mv v v ga
µ( 1)

(17b)

=dm
dt

m v ,a
µ 3

(17c)

where ℓ and v are the position and velocity vectors, g is the local
gravitational acceleration vector, and ||v|| is the magnitude of the ve-
locity. μ is the shape change parameter, representing the rotation of the
body, here assumed to be 2/3, representing spin rapid enough for ab-
lation to be uniform across the entire surface (Bronshten, 1983). At-
mospheric densities, ρa, can be calculated using the NRLMSISE-00 at-
mospheric model (Picone et al., 2002).

This gives the continuous-time state equation for a meteoroid tra-
velling through the atmosphere in 3D as:

=f dl
dt

dl
dt

dl
dt

dv
dt

dv
dt

dv
dt

dm
dt

d
dt

d
dt

d
dt

x( ) , , , , , , , , , .c
x y z x y z

(18)

with the continuous-time Gaussian process noise uc of zero mean and
covariance Qc. The discrete-time process noise covariance, Qk can be
approximated as

= + e e dtQ Qk t

t Ft
c

F t
k

k T1

(19)

using the linearised form of the process equation, =F f x
x
( )c (Grewal and

Andrews, 1993). In the 3D filter, we use

=

×

diag m s m s m s
m s m s m s

m kg s m kg s
s km

Q [(0 ), (0 ), (0 ),
(75 ), (75 ), (75 ),
(0.8 ), (10 ),
(10 ), (0.001 %)] ,

c

k

1 1 1

2 2 2

1 3 2 2/3 1

4 2 2 (20)

where each element along this square matrix diagonal represents the
uncertainty of each differential model equation in (18). That is, the
uncertainty in position and velocity components are introduced
through noise in the acceleration model (17b), therefore allowing the

Fig. 7. DN160410_03 fireball as seen from three DFN stations in South
Australia, starting at 13:09:02.526 UTC. Calibration with background stars
determines azimuth and elevation of trajectory points.

Fig. 8. Configuration of DN160410_03 observations. White observation rays correspond to the start and end points of the trajectory dashes in Fig. 7. (Google Earth
image credit: Landsat/Copernicus).
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variance of =d dt/ 0 m s 1. The process model for dm/dt is not able to
fully represent the change of mass due to fragmentation; the process
noise is therefore set as a relatively high percentage of the existing
mass. Although the trajectory parameters κ, σ and τ are currently as-
sumed to be constant (16), this is not entirely true; process noise is
therefore attributed to allow small variations to these parameters
throughout the trajectory (20).

The discrete process noise, Qk, is then calculated from Eq. (19) at

every time step along the trajectory.

3.3. Line-Of-Sight measurement update

Images taken by each observatory show a discontinuous streak
across a star background. The Desert Fireball Network uses the mod-
ulation of a liquid crystal shutter within the lens of each camera to
encode a unique time sequence into the fireball’s path (Howie et al.,
2017). By comparing the position of the start and end of each fireball
segment with the background stars, the azimuth and elevation of each
time encoded data point can be determined (Devillepoix et al., 2018).

The astrometric observations of the fireball, zk, are a series of an-
gular measurements. The measurement function in Eq. (7) extracts the
position vector (ℓ) from the state which will be compared to these ob-
servations and performs the transformation required. Within this
function, k

i is converted from geocentric cartesian coordinates to a
calculated line-of-sight azimuth and elevation with respect to each
observatory. At each tk, this conversion is required for each station that
made an observation. The cartesian vector between each n observatory
and the particle position, is rotated into local observatory-centred co-
ordinates (East, North, Up; a[^ ]k

i n
ENU

; ) before subdividing it into its alti-
tude and elevation components:

=az moda aarctan 2([^ ] , [^ ] ) ( 2 )k
i n

k
i n

E k
i n

N
; ; ;

(21)

=el aarcsin([^ ] ).k
i n

k
i n

U
; ;

(22)

Fig. 9. Cross track residuals for individual station observations of DN160410_03 to a straight line trajectory fit in an inertial (ECI) reference frame. Range values in
legend are the minimum and maximum distances of a station to the fireball trajectory. Error bars on observations are 1σ astrometric errors projected at the
corresponding range.

Table 3
Straight line least squares (SLLS) trajectory triangulated in either an inertial
(ECI) or non-inertial (ECEF) reference frame for all observations of event
DN160410_03. Trajectory characteristics (height, velocity, mass) are estimated
using an extended Kalman smoother in one dimension on these straight line
data. Despite the reference frame used to calculate the straight line, radiants are
given in J2000 equatorial coordinates for comparison; the angular separation
between the two radiants is 12.93′ (0.22°).

DN160410_03 (full) ECI ECEF

Entry radiant – RA ( °) 161.76 ± 0.02 161.98 ± 0.02
Entry radiant – DEC ( °) ±4.65 0.02 ±4.61 0.02
Initial height (km) 79.1 ± 0.05 79.1 ± 0.02
Initial velocity (km s 1) 15.2 ± 0.1 15.2 ± 0.1
Initial mass (kg) 1.6 ± 0.7 1.5 ± 0.6
Entry slope, γe (°) 64.3 64.8
Final height (km) 26.7 ± 0.07 26.6 ± 0.05
Final velocity (km s 1) 4.0 ± 0.4 4.0 ± 0.7
Final mass (kg) 0.05 ± 0.01 0.06 ± 0.01
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For consistency in calculated and true angular measurements, the azi-
muth value is expressed within the 0–2π radian range. As an azimuth
value of 0 radians is congruent with that of 2π radians, a modulo op-
eration is included in (21).

The result of the measurement function, ẑk
i is the predicted line-of-

sight unit vectors for a given particle i in azimuth and elevation from all
observatories and can be summarised by:

= …az el az elẑ [ , , , , ].k
i

k
i

k
i

k
i

k
i;1 ;1 ;2 ;2 (23)

A multivariate Gaussian probability is then used to calculate the position
weighting of a particle:

= ( )w eR[ ˜ ] 2 | | ,k
i

pos k
z z R z z1 1

2 [^ ] ^Ns k k
T

k k
i

k
2

1
2

1

(24)

where |Rk| is the determinant of the observation noise covariance
matrix containing azimuth and elevation errors pertaining to each ob-
servatory:

= …diag Var az Var el Var az Var elR [ ( ), ( ), ( ), ( ), ].k
1 1 2 2 (25)

The observational uncertainties in both azimuth and elevation are
linked to the accuracy of picking the start and end points of modulated
segments in the fireball image, their calibration and the shutter re-
sponse time. For all-sky images captured using fish eye lenses, the ac-
curacy in azimuth is much greater than in elevation. Although the DFN
observations are syncronised in time, this is not required by the 3D
particle filter; only muti-station observations which include absolute
timing data are needed.

3.4. Luminosity measurement update

As well as considering the line-of-sight observations, the calculated
absolute visual magnitude observations, M ,v

obs may also be used to
constrain mass loss estimates. Observed luminosities can be obtained
from the long exposure images by doing aperture photometry on each
shutter break. These measurements are then converted to apparent
magnitudes using the stars, accounting for the different exposure times.
Apparent magnitudes are finally turned into absolute magnitudes
(Mv

obs) by doing a distance correction using the basic trajectory solution

Fig. 10. Cross track residuals for the upper section the DN160410_03 trajectory to a straight line fit in an inertial (red; ECI) and non-inertial (blue; ECEF) reference
frame. Only observations of the fireball above 50 km were used. Error bars on observations are 1σ astrometric errors projected at the corresponding range. (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Table 4
Straight line least squares (SLLS) trajectory triangulated in either an inertial
(ECI) or non-inertial (ECEF) reference frame for observations of event
DN160410_03 above 50 km only. Trajectory characteristics (height, velocity,
mass) are estimated using an extended Kalman smoother in one dimension on
these straight line data. Despite the reference frame used to calculate the
straight line, radiants are given in J2000 equatorial coordinates for comparison;
the angular separation between the two radiants is 0.21′ (0.004°).

DN160410_03 ( > 50 km) ECI ECEF

Entry radiant – RA ( °) 161.981 ± 0.016 161.984 ± 0.015
Entry radiant – DEC ( °) ±4.469 0.017 ±4.469 0.016
Initial height (km) 79.13 ± 0.01 79.12 ± 0.01
Initial velocity (km s 1) 15.22 ± 0.06 15.18 ± 0.02
Entry slope, γe (°) 64.2 64.7
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given by the SLLS. A combination of Eqs. (1) and (2) are used to cal-
culate the predicted visual magnitude for each particle, Mv

i between tk
and +tk 1. The luminous weighting for each particle, w[ ˜ ]k

i
lum can then be

obtained by evaluating the 1D Gaussian probability distribution func-
tion

=w
R

e[ ˜ ] 1
2k

i
lum

k

M M
R

( )
2

v
obs

v
i

k

2

(26)

where Rk here is the uncertainty in the observed Mv values. This can
include errors introduced in the calibration process that is usually

Fig. 11. DN160410_03 – “Down-line” view (c) as seen by an observer looking down the ECI straight line radiant (illustrated by (a)–(b)) calculated using the top
section of the trajectory (points > 50 km; see Fig. 10). This results in the ECI trajectory stacking to a single point (white) whereas the individually triangulated
positions (ITPs; coloured points) are projected onto the viewing plane. This plane is normal to the straight line trajectory with the x-axis aligned with the Earth
horizontal, and inclined from true vertical by the cosine of the trajectory slope. From this down-line view the ITPs help to illustrate the true non-linearity of the path
taken by the meteoroid. (Google Earth image credit: Landsat/Copernicus/CNES/Airbus).
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required to convert arbitrary brightness units to distance-normalised,
absolute visual magnitudes.

The overall weighting of each particle including both line-of-sight
and absolute magnitude observations can then be calculated as the
product of normalised position and luminous weightings:

=w w w˜ [ ˜ ] [ ˜ ] ,k
i

k
i

pos k
i

lum (27)

which can then be normalised

=w w
w

˜
˜

.k
i k

i

j
N

k
js

(28)

3.5. Results of the 3D particle filter

As this is a filtering technique, the 3D particle filter iteratively
converges upon a final state estimate that combines all observational
data, and uncertainties. The estimate at any discrete time is the best
guess of the filter up until that point; there is no full trajectory solution.
A smoother is able to combine forward and reverse filters to give a full

solution (such as the extended Kalman smoother in Sansom et al.
(2015) and multiple model smoother in Sansom et al. (2016)). Particle
filter smoothing is still being developed and is not described in this
work. To this end, the results desired dictate the order in which ob-
servations are presented. As we focus on determining likelihood of final
mass estimates for meteorite recovery, we perform a 3D particle filter
forward in time on these two test cases using =N 100, 000s . If entry
masses were to be desired, the filter can be initialised at tf and run in
reverse time order (from terminal point to entry point).

The distance between the ITPs and all predicted particle positions
for event DN151212_03 are shown1 in Fig. 12 and for event
DN160410_03 in Fig. 13. The weighted mean residuals, as calculated by
Eq. (11), are marked in black. ITPs may give us a reasonable indication
of meteoroid position, but are sensitive to observational geometry and
error. Despite using the ITPs as reference positions for these figures, the

Fig. 12. The absolute distance between individually triangulated positions (ITPs; =y 0 with variances in green) and the estimated position of the DN151212_03
meteoroid using different methods of modelling a meteoroid trajectory: a straight line least squares approximation (SLLS) fitted to the entire suite of observations in
an ECI reference frame (grey), a SLLS fitted to the upper (above 50 km) and lower (below 50 km) segments of the trajectory separately (blue; see Section 2) and the
results of a 3D particle filter (weighted mean positions in black). The gap between km62 84 corresponds to the time between exposures. The final 1.22 s (∼ 800m
height) was only observed by a single observatory and no individually triangulated position could be calculated as a reference. (For interpretation of the references to
colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

1 In order to graphically represent such a large output file (number of parti-
cles plotted= ×N ks ) we made use of TOPCAT table processing software which
is an open source library for manipulating large tabular data (Taylor, 2005)
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3D particle filter is weighting estimates based on the raw observations.
The history information inherent in the particle ‘cloud’ provides a
certain inertia that prevents unrealistic changes to the overall mean
when unfavourable observations are made. Though there is still a
flexibility to the estimates that allows to an extent for unmodelled
factors (fragmentation etc. not included in the single body equations) to
be incorporated, as model uncertainty is considered in the process noise
covariance (Eq. (20)).

3.5.1. Case 1: DN151212_03
No absolute brightness data were acquired for this event as the

fireball saturated the sensors. The particle filter was still able to cal-
culate theoretical values for Mv, though only normalised values of
w[ ˜ ]k

i
pos Eq. (24) were used to determine particle weightings for this case.
The maximum deviation of any weighted mean to its corresponding

calculated observed position for DN151212_03 is 470m, with over half
within 80m. The higher mean values between 34 and 32 km could be
related to increased uncertainty in the ITPs for these observations
(Fig. 12), or could be indicative of an unmodelled cause. The large gap
in Fig. 12 between 62and84 km corresponds to the time between ex-
posures. For this event, the final 1.22 s (seven observation times) were
only visible from one camera (Fig. 2). The 3D particle filter still esti-
mates positions with single station observations, but the mean final

state estimate at =t 21.14 sf has slightly higher uncertainties because of
this. Particles are not shown in Fig. 12 for this final 760m as no in-
dividually triangulated position could be calculated as a reference. The
exploration of velocity state-space by the particles can be seen in
Fig. 14. Final state estimates are given in Table 5.

3.5.2. Case 2: DN160410_03
The mean particle positions for event DN160410_03 show a max-

imum deviation of 150m, with nearly 80% within 50m of the ITPs
(Fig. 13; black). Not only do the position estimates match the ob-
servations well, the calculated values of Mv (evaluated using Eqs. (1)
and (2)) also correspond well to the calibrated light curve for DFNO_30
(Fig. 15). The inferior weightings attributed toward the end are most
likely due to the calculation using the relatively constant value of τ
(around ∼ 0.2%). The good correlation between position and lumin-
osity estimates to observational data validates the results of the particle
filter, giving confidence to the estimates determined for other state
variables through the link in the state equations. The velocities for
example can also be compared to those calculated between ITPs and the
SLLS positions (Fig. 16). The exploration of this state space is inter-
esting to observe. For example, we can see that a lower velocity option
was tested at ∼ 55 km but discontinues; a high velocity option around
35 km experiences a similar fate. These discontinued streams can be

Fig. 13. The absolute distance between individually triangulated positions (ITPs; =y 0 with normalised variances in green) and the estimated position of the
DN160410_03 meteoroid using different methods of modelling a meteoroid trajectory: a straight line least squares approximation (SLLS) fitted to the entire suite of
observations in an ECI reference frame (grey), a SLLS fitted to the upper (above 50 km) and lower (below 50 km) segments of the trajectory separately (blue; see
Section 2) and the results of a 3D particle filter (weighted mean positions in black). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)
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linked to different mass options (Fig. 17). The final meteoroid states for
this exent at =t 4.6f are also given in Table 5.

4. Discussion

Fireball trajectories are typically approximated as straight line paths
over a spherical Earth (Ceplecha and Revelle, 2005). This may be a
reasonable assumption for short meteors, but for fireballs, effects that
cause deviations to a straight line trajectory are not always negligible.
The astrometric uncertainty on DFN observations is typically < 1

arcmin. This high precision, when projected at the observational range
to the fireball, gives uncertainties ∼ 100 m. Any disturbances to the
body greater than this will be resolvable. Gravity and Earth rotation
have known effects on trajectories and their observations respectively,
and can be quantified. The 231 km long trajectory of the shallow event
DN151212_03 ( = 17e ) was observed for 21.14 s. This means a
> 2.1 km downward displacement was experienced due to gravity
alone. Over this length of time, at the latitude of the event, an observer
on the ground would have moved nearly 8.5 km eastward with Earth’s
rotation. This must be accounted for if reduction is done in a non-in-
ertial reference frame. Event DN160410_03 was steeper ( = 65e ) and
significantly shorter in both duration (observed for 4.66 s) and length
(58 km). Gravity therefore contributes a 105 m vertical displacement.
The ground stations will also have moved 1.9 km eastward, affecting
apparent velocity vectors in a non-inertial frame.

Fitting a linear trajectory to observations of a meteoroid will reduce
the overall effects of gravity (and Earth rotation if using a non-inertial
frame) by essentially averaging them out. This may provide usable
position data, but will translate into a strong misrepresentation of ve-
locity vectors. The difference in entry radiants calculated in both an
inertial (ECI) and non-inertial (ECEF) frame for these trajectories de-
monstrates the effect of Earth rotation on these entry vectors. For event
DN151212_03 they vary by 13.56′ and for event DN160410_03 by
12.93′. Entry radiants are used in the calculation of fireball orbits.

Fig. 14. Magnitude of the velocity vector as calculated by the change in ITP positions with time (green) and as estimated by the 3D particle filter. The gap between 62
and 84 km corresponds to the time between exposures. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)

Table 5
Trajectory characteristics, including state values, estimated using the 3D par-
ticle filter for the final observation time of both events DN151212_03 and
DN160410_03.

Final state values for: DN151212_03 DN160410_03

tf (seconds since start) 21.14 4.66
Height (km) 26.3 ± 0.8 26.3 ± 0.06
Velocity (km s 1) 3.5 ± 0.3 3.8 ± 0.1
Mass (kg) 2.7 ± 0.3 0.13 ± 0.02
Shape density coefficient (κ ; m kg3 1) 0.0032 ± 0.0001 0.0039 ± 0.0001

↪ Density (kg m 3); if × =A c( ) 1.5d 3610 2650

Ablation coefficient (σ ; s km2 2) 0.0141 ± 0.00003 0.0192 ± 0.0003
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Integrating the fireball’s motion back in time, performed to determine
the heliocentric orbit beyond Earth’s sphere of influence, is highly
sensitive to both radiant direction and entry velocity. Using an in-
appropriate model to fit the observations introduces systematic errors
to radiant angles, and as shown in Tables 2 and 4, can be far greater
than the quoted uncertainties based on the residual fit for longer tra-
jectories. These systematic errors will affect orbit calculations, resulting
in the incorrect evaluation of a meteoroid’s orbit. The final velocity
vector is used in dark flight modelling to estimate meteorite fall posi-
tions and will have similar issues, perhaps even more pronounced due
to the lower velocities toward the end of the luminous trajectory.
Without a means of further testing meteoroid positions, there could be
other forces involved that cause unmodelled deviations to a meteoroid
trajectory.

Here we use individually triangulated positions (ITPs) as a base for
comparison between meteoroid positions calculated using a straight
line least squares approximation and a 3D particle filter. The calcula-
tion of the ITPs is a unique capability of the DFN as a result of absolute
synchronisation of the time encoding between observatories. We have

shown for both cases presented that there is a significant deviation of
the meteoroid body when comparing ITPs to a straight line trajectory.
To some degree the non-linear variability of these fireball trajectories
can be visualised in Figs. 6 and 11. The absolute difference between the
ITPs and the SLLS results are quantified for event DN151212_03 in
Fig. 12 and for event DN160410_03 in Fig. 13. For both the long,
shallow case (DN151212_03), and the steeper, shorter case
(DN160410_03), the straight line trajectory does not represent the data
well. For the triangulated positions using a straight line fitted to the
entire data set, positions diverge up to 3.09 km for the former and up to
360m for the latter. The straight line trajectories fitted to data seg-
mented at 50 km give improved results for DN151212_03 positions,
diverging up to 750m for the upper trajectory, and 810m for the lower
trajectory (discarding the 1.40 km outlier at 49.2 km). The segmented
triangulations for DN160410_03 show an improvement only in the
upper trajectory (290m), with an increased distance to the ITPs in the
lower segment (420m). These deviations show that factors other than
deceleration and ablation are able to significantly influence meteoroid
trajectories. These could include aerodynamic effects on non-spherical

Fig. 15. Comparison of light curve obtained from the DFNO_30 still imagery (green) and predicted absolute visual magnitudes from 3D particle filter (coloured based
on density of particles). The inferior match of higher weighted particles to the light curve toward the end can be attributed to the relatively constant value of τ
(around ∼ 0.2%) used for the calculation of predicted Mv values (Eqs. (1) and (2)). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)
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bodies and, where fragmentation occurs, the dynamics involved in body
disruption.

We can approximate the magnitude of the forces required to cause
the deviations seen in Figs. 6 and 11. Over the final 10 s of the
DN151212_03 trajectory (below 50 km), there is a lateral displacement
of ∼ 2.1 km. This results in an Eastward acceleration of ∼ 42 m s 2.
For a 10 kg body (minimum estimated mass at 50 km altitude), this
requires a lateral force of 420 N. The vertical displacement of ∼ 1.2 km
seen in Fig. 6 does not include any downward gravity component. As a
vertical force would also have to overcome gravity to cause this change,
an additional 460 m displacement should be included (gravitational
displacement normal to the trajectory over final 10 s =480 m× cos γ).
This gives a ∼ 330 N upward force. Although DN160410_03 wanders
less drastically, a ∼ 230 m lateral displacement from an altitude of
35 km (the final 1.3 s) requires a greater than 500 N lateral force for a
2 kg body (minimum estimated mass at 35 km). From 30.2–27.3 km
(the final 0.7 s), a vertical displacement normal to the trajectory of
∼ 170 m would require over a 1000 N force.

Work has been presented in the past on unique Earth-grazing events
where a significant effort has been made to determine the path of the
meteoroid without the unique use of a SLLS approximation (Borovicka
and Ceplecha, 1992; Madiedo et al., 2016). It is interesting to note
however that in Borovicka and Ceplecha (1992) there is an observatory
almost directly under the event from which the authors were able to
determine that there was no curvature to the trajectory outside the
observational plane from this viewpoint. For event DN151212_03

analysed here, there was a deviation from the SLLS trajectory not only
in altitude, but with a significant lateral component. Because of its large
size and extreme ablation duration, DN151212_03 may not be a typical
event, however DN160410_03 is an ideal example of a meteorite
dropping fireball. The deviation of the DN160410_03 fireball from a
straight line shows that an SLLS may not be an appropriate approx-
imation for the majority of deep-penetrating ( < 50 km altitude)
fireballs. The cross-track forces as approximated above, are certainly
significant, complicating the ideal straight line scenario and bringing
into question the reliability of using this assumption even for small
events. Their origins, be they aerodynamic, related to fragmentation or
as yet unconsidered, should be investigated.

The complexity of meteoroid trajectories makes it difficult to si-
mulate them with simplified model equations such as given by Eq. (17).
Using this single dimension model in a particle filter (e.g. Sansom et al.
(2017)) forces the measurement update step to use straight line position
values for distance travelled along the trajectory. This misrepresenta-
tion of the data in the filter can not only affect position estimates, but
may additionally influence other state parameters through the re-
lationship in the state Eq. (17), such as velocity and mass values. As the
particle filter is an adaptive approach that uses observations to update
state estimates, using the most unprocessed measurements permits
subtleties in the data to influence the predicted state. Using the three
dimensional model (17), it is able to use the raw line-of-sight ob-
servations as described in Section 3.3. Using a 3D particle filter also
provides a more robust error analysis as uncertainties are propagated

Fig. 16. Magnitude of the velocity vector as calculated by the change in ITP positions with time (green), change in straight line least squares (SLLS) triangulated
positions for each observatory with time (blue), and estimated by the 3D particle filter. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader
is referred to the web version of this article.)
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comprehensively from well constrained astrometric errors through to
the end of the luminous trajectory. At tend, the remaining particles can
be used as a direct input to Monte Carlo dark flight simulations, as
presented by Devillepoix et al. (2018). The minimisation of time spent
in the field searching for meteorites is of great importance. It is there-
fore essential to define a search region on the ground that is re-
presentative of the statistical results obtained from physical modelling
of bright flight observations. The final mass given using an extended
Kalman smoother on pre-triangulated straight line data for event
DN151212_03 is 2.0 ± 0.2 kg (Table 1) and 0.05 ± 0.01 (Table 3) for
event DN160410_03, compared to the 2.7 ± 0.3 kg and
0.13 ± 0.02 kg final masses predicted for these events using the par-
ticle filter. Identifying events with greater chances of a successful find
will significantly influence decisions about the feasibility of a remote
search for a given event. Shallow events in particular, such as
DN151212_03 ( = 15. 8e ) tend to produce extended fall lines, tens of
kilometres long, from small fragments to main body masses. Well
constrained final states in these cases are essential.

5. Conclusion

As fireball producing events are typically associated with larger
asteroidal debris they have the ability to penetrate deep into the Earth’s
atmosphere. These events can last tens of seconds, with ground based
observations influenced by Earth’s rotation and gravity effects re-
solvable with modern camera resolution. The unique ability of the
Desert Fireball Network to triangulate a meteoroid’s position at discrete
times allows us to investigate the true variability of trajectories. These

individually triangulated positions (ITPs) are used as a reference for
comparison to other methods of evaluating meteoroid positions. The
flights of two fireballs observed by the Desert Fireball Network were
investigated as example events. Triangulating data using a straight line
assumption eliminates subtleties in the data that may be indicative of
unmodelled processes, such as fragmentation and aerodynamic effects.
Deviations from a straight line path of up to 3.09 km for event
DN151212_03 and 360m for event DN160410_03 were observed, and a
downline view in an inertial reference frame (ECI) shows this is mostly
lateral. The investigation in an ECI reference frame eliminates Earth
rotation effects, and, as these deviations cannot be accounted for by
gravity, must have a different cause. Even the more typical event
DN160410_03 is affected, showing all influences on fireball trajectories
should be considered in all deep penetrating cases. The mis-
representation of the start and end of meteoroid trajectories by a
straight line fit will affect dark flight models for meteorite search re-
gions as well as orbit determination.

Modelling fireball camera network data in three dimensions has not
previously been attempted. The self-contained particle filter approach
of Sansom et al. (2017) has been adapted to use a three dimensional
dynamic model, and incorporate absolute visual magnitude observa-
tions. This allows the raw astrometric observations as seen by each
observatory to be incorporated directly into the estimation of a me-
teoroid state, removing the need for pre-triangulated measurement
data. By incorporating the raw observations, errors in each azimuth and
elevation can be accounted for and propagated individually. This re-
sults in a final state estimate with fully comprehensive errors, leading to
more realistic meteorite search areas and will allow an automated,

Fig. 17. Masses estimated by the 3D particle filter, coloured by density of particles.
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systematic evaluation of trajectories observed by multiple station
camera networks.
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ABSTRACT
The Earth is impacted by 35–40 metre-scale objects every year. These meteoroids are the low-
mass end of impactors that can do damage on the ground. Despite this they are very poorly
surveyed and characterized, too infrequent for ground-based fireball observation efforts, and
too small to be efficiently detected by NEO telescopic surveys whilst still in interplanetary
space. We want to evaluate the suitability of different instruments for characterizing metre-scale
impactors and where they come from. We use data collected over the first 3 yr of operation of
the continent-scale Desert Fireball Network, and compare results with other published results
as well as orbital sensors. We find that although the orbital sensors have the advantage of using
the entire planet as collecting area, there are several serious problems with the accuracy of the
data, notably the reported velocity vector, which is key to getting an accurate pre-impact orbit
and calculating meteorite fall positions. We also outline dynamic range issues that fireball
networks face when observing large meteoroid entries.

Key words: meteorites, meteors, meteoroids – minor planets, asteroids: general.

1 IN T RO D U C T I O N

The Earth is impacted by 35–40 metre-scale objects every year
(Brown et al. 2002; Bland & Artemieva 2006). These large mete-
oroids are at the low-mass end of potentially damage-causing im-
pacting asteroids like Chelyabinsk (Brown et al. 2013). The study of
the atmospheric behaviour, physical nature, numbers, and dynami-
cal origin of these objects is therefore important in order to assess
the hazard they pose, and prepare an appropriate response should
an asteroid be detected and determined to be on a collision course
with Earth.

1.1 How frequently do these impacts happen?

One of the ways the size frequency distribution (SFD) of metre-scale
has been surveyed is by using the so-called US Government (USG)
sensors,1 which are able to detect flashes all around the world, day
and night, measure flash energy, and sometimes derive velocities and
airburst heights. As outlined by Brown et al. (2013), there might be
subtleties in the SFD, namely a larger number of 10–50 m objects.
Indeed the 1–100 m size range is largely unobserved, with objects
too small for telescopes and too infrequent for impact monitoring
systems to get representative surveys. So far, there have been three
cases of asteroids detected before atmospheric impact. These are

� E-mail: hadrien.devillepoix@curtin.edu.au
1https://cneos.jpl.nasa.gov/fireballs/ accessed 2017 November 22.

asteroids 2008 TC3 (Jenniskens et al. 2009; Farnocchia et al. 2017),
2014 AA (Farnocchia et al. 2016), and 2018 LA, all discovered by
the Catalina Sky Survey only hours before impact. As large deep
surveyors like LSST (Ivezic et al. 2008) come online these types of
detections are going to become more common, and predicting the
consequences of these impacts is going to be desirable. While the
impact location of 2008 TC3 was well constrained to sub kilometre
precision thanks to a very large number (�900) of astrometric mea-
surements, the prediction for 2014 AA was much more uncertain
and covered a large area of the Atlantic ocean, as only a total of
seven astrometric positions were available. The impact location of
2018 LA was very uncertain, until two extra observation by the As-
teroid Terrestrial-impact Last Alert System (ATLAS) increased the
observation arc length from 1.3 to 3.7 h, which narrowed down the
impact location to South Africa. The number of astrometric obser-
vations and the length of the observation arc are therefore a critical
factors to precisely determining the impact point. Well coordinated,
large follow-up networks of telescopes can provide large numbers of
such observations and will aid in future impact predictions (Lister et
al. 2016).

1.2 How dangerous are these impacts?

The damage from an impact depends not only on dynamical param-
eters, but also on: size, rock type, structure, strength (s), and density
(ρ). To illustrate this, we can use the equations of Collins, Melosh &
Marcus (2005) to simulate the outcome of the impact of a 2 m ob-
ject, with an entry angle of 18◦, a velocity of 19 km s−1 at the top
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of the atmosphere (same entry angle and velocity as Chelyabinsk),
and various bulk strengths and densities corresponding to different
classes of objects (from Chyba, Thomas & Zahnle 1993):

(i) a weak cometary body (s = 105 Pa, ρ = 1000 kg m−3) will
breakup at a high altitude (60 km), causing no significant direct dam-
age because the predicted 0.18 kT TNT of energy released cannot
be transferred efficiently to the ground due to the thin atmosphere
(1 kT TNT = 4.184 × 1012 J).

(ii) a chondritic body (s = 107 Pa, ρ = 3500 kg m−3) is likely
going to airburst at relatively low altitudes (the model predicts an
airburst at 27 km), releasing around 0.44 kT TNT of energy that can
be propagated more efficiently by the denser atmosphere.

(iii) an iron (s = 108 Pa, ρ = 7900 kg m−3) monolith will reach
the surface at hypersonic velocity (3.8 km s−1), causing important
but very localized damage, as it only yields 10−1 kT TNT.

This is a simplistic example, but it shows how much the response
to an imminent asteroid impact depends on both physical and dy-
namical characteristics of the impactor.

Several observation techniques can be levied while the asteroid
is still in interplanetary space:

(i) Multiband photometry in Vis-NIR: size and rotation period,
and lower constraint on cohesive strength as a consequence.

(ii) Spectroscopy: likely composition.
(iii) Astrometric observations: pre-encounter orbit, and predic-

tions about the impact geometry, velocity, and location.
(iv) Radar observations: size, shape, rotation period, presence of

satellites.

While the size and impacting velocity are well constrained fac-
tors using astrometric observations, determining the rock type and
structure from remote sensing instruments is more challenging.

To some extent spectroscopy can provide insights on the miner-
alogy of the impactor, but this technique requires a good knowledge
of how asteroid spectral types match meteorite types.

Another approach is the work of Mommert et al. (2014a, b) on
small (metre-scale) asteroids for which spectroscopic work is gener-
ally impractical. They used a thermophysical model combined with
an orbital model that takes non-gravitational forces into accounts.
This model derives physical parameters (likely surface composition,
size) by combining both astrometric observations and near-infrared
photometry.

In order to be reliable on large scales, these techniques have to be
qualified with direct sample analysis. This active area of research
can be tackled in two ways: either direct sample return missions
(like Stardust, Hayabusa, Hayabusa 2, OSIRIS-REx), or from a
large number of meteorite recoveries with associated orbits that can
link to asteroid families: the aim of ground-based efforts like the
Desert Fireball Network (DFN).

The DFN is a fireball camera network currently operating in
the Australian outback, designed for the detection and recovery
of meteorite falls with associated orbits. Currently 52 observato-
ries are deployed. On 2015 January 2, a particularly bright fireball
was observed over South Australia, large enough to be simulta-
neously detected by the US government (USG) sensors, and by
the DFN, which had just started science operation 2 months be-
fore. Another similarly bright event, also observed by both the
DFN and the USG sensors, happened on 2017 June 30 over South
Australia.

Over the 3 million km2 that the DFN covers in Australia, the
observation of a metre-scale impactor is only expected to happen
once every 4–5 yr (Brown et al. 2002), and once every 8–10 yr

during night time when most dedicated fireball networks operate
(without considering clear sky conditions). The observation of two
such events during the first 3 yr of operation of the DFN, although
outside the nominal collecting area, is somewhat lucky with re-
spect to the size frequency distribution numbers of Brown et al.
(2002). These two superbolides are described here and add to the
small list of metre-scale impactors that have precisely determined
trajectories:

(i) 13 events compiled and discussed by Brown et al. (2016).
(ii) the ‘Romanian’ bolide (Borovička et al. 2017).
(iii) the Dishchii’bikoh meteorite, for which initial trajectory de-

tails have been reported by Palotai et al. (2018).
(iv) the meteorite fall near Crawford Bay in British Columbia

(Canada), for which initial trajectory details have been reported by
Hildebrand et al. (2018).

1.3 Where do they come from?

The current state of the art for source region model for Near-Earth
Objects (NEO) is detailed by Granvik et al. (2018). They report a
significant size dependence of NEO origins, which had not been
investigated by earlier similar works (Bottke et al. 2002; Binzel
et al. 2004; Greenstreet, Ngo & Gladman 2012). Their work covers
the absolute magnitude range 17 < H < 25 (corresponds to diameter
1200 > D > 30 m with an S-type albedo of 0.2), providing little
insight on the metre-size region (H = 32).

Several outstanding issues show that it is not possible to sim-
ply interpolate the characteristics of the population of typical
macroscopic meteorite dropper meteoroids (decimetre-scale) and
the kilometre-scale well surveyed by telescopes. For instance, LL
chondrites make up 8 per cent of meteorite falls, but it is gener-
ally thought that 1/3rd of observable near-Earth small body space is
made up of LL compatible asteroids (Vernazza et al. 2008). Granvik
et al. (2016) show that an unmodelled destructive effect prevents
small bodies from stably populating the low perihelion region,
further outlying the need to consider body size in the dynamical
models.

Brown et al. (2016) are the first to perform a source region anal-
ysis on metre-class NEO bodies, using the Bottke et al. (2002)
model on USG events. Considering the small number statistics they
get intermediate source regions proportion that are comparable to
previous works on kilometre-size NEO population (Bottke et al.
2002; Binzel et al. 2004; Greenstreet et al. 2012). However they
also argue for a Halley-type comet (HTC) source region, compara-
ble in importance to the Jupiter-family comets (JFC) source. This
source has not been identified previously in NEO works, because of
a near-complete lack of such objects in asteroid data bases. Their ar-
gument is based on three fireball events in the USG data set that have
a Tisserand parameter with Jupiter, TJ < 2: identified as 20150102-
133919, 20150107-010559, and 20150311-061859, not associated
with a meteor shower. Because the first two of these events have
independently estimated trajectories, an issue that we are interested
in is determining if this surprising outcome could be the results of
limitations of USG data.

This work aims to compile independent information not just for
these cases, but for several other metre-scale bodies, to determine
the reliability of USG data in general, for population study, orbit
determination, as well as undertaking meteorite searches based on
these data. We also evaluate the suitability of hardware currently
deployed by fireball networks to observe these particularly bright
events.
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2 DATA A N D M E T H O D S

2.1 DFN

The DFN is the world’s biggest fireball observation facility (3 mil-
lion km2 coverage), set-up in a desert environment where meteorites
are more likely to be successfully recovered. The DFN is built to
overcome the challenges of operating a distributed network of high
technology devices in a harsh remote environment. The observato-
ries operate completely autonomously for up to two years before
maintenance is required: swapping the hard drives and replacing
the mechanical shutter in the off-the-shelf camera. The systems can
operate with network connectivity for event notifications, or com-
pletely offline. Due to their low power usage, simple solar photo-
voltaic systems (≈160–240 W of solar panels) with 12 V deep-cycle
lead acid battery storage are used to power most of the observatories
across the network.

The main imaging system consists of a high-resolution digital
camera and a fisheye all-sky lens, taking long exposures with shut-
ter breaks embedded by the GNSS synchronized operation of a
liquid crystal shutter. This mode of imaging has historically been
the most successful method for determining positions of fallen me-
teorites from fireball observation, as shown in the compilation of
Borovička, Spurný & Brown (2015). The DFN has recovered three
meteorites in the first 3 yr of operation (Devillepoix et al. 2018). The
automated observatories are more completely described by Howie
et al. (2017a), and the encoding method used to record absolute and
relative timing (to derive velocity information) is detailed by Howie
et al. (2017b).

In 2017 June, the DFN initiated a firmware upgrade across the
network to change the time encoding technique on the observato-
ries’ microcontroller. These were deployed to all online cameras
remotely. The main new feature of this update was a new mode
of operation for the liquid crystal shutter, different from the one
described by Howie et al. (2017b). This new mode retained the
absolute timing encoding through the use of a de Bruijn sequence,
but made the pulses much shorter and equal in duration, replacing
the 60 ms long dash with two 10 ms pulses and the short 20 ms dash
into a single 10 ms pulse, in order to reduce saturation issues on
bright fireballs, and make automated centroid determination easier.
In Tables 2 and 5 we refer to this new method as pulse-frequency
(PF), as opposed to the pulse-width (PW) method of Howie et al.
(2017b).

Standard data reductions methods are detailed by Devillepoix
et al. (2018). The DFN is optimized to observe macroscopic me-
teorite dropping events at the low-mass end. The observatories are
sensitive to apparent magnitude 0, in order observe a small (∼5 cm)
meteoroid high enough before significant atmospheric deceleration
happens, to derive a precise orbit. But they can also astrometrically
observe the brightest phases of ablation of a half-metre size rock
(magnitude 15), albeit with saturating the sensor.

Thanks to the large number of stars imaged by the long exposure,
the cameras typically achieve their nominal arcmin astrometric pre-
cision down to 5◦ elevations above the horizon (Devillepoix et al.
2018). Typical kilogram scale meteorites usually ablate down to
∼20 km height, therefore the network is spaced in order to have
three camera observation down to this height, which roughly cor-
responds to a 200 km slant range. Outside of these ideal observa-
tion conditions, fireballs are accurately imaged in the high-altitude
phase of the flight (useful for orbital calculations), but getting pre-
cise meteorite fall positions becomes more difficult due to decreased
astrometric precision.

Fireball trajectories are calculated using a modified version of
the least-square method of Borovička (1990), and fireball dynam-
ics are analysed using the methods of Sansom et al. (2015) and
Gritsevich et al. (2017). Pre-encounter orbits are determined using
numerical integration, as described by Jansen-Sturgeon, Sansom &
Bland (2018).

The DFN observatories were designed with a low-resolution
video system in parallel of the high-resolution still imager, ini-
tially as absolute timing device, but later kept on some systems
for future daytime observations. These data are too low resolution
to provide useful astrometric data, although they can be helpful
in getting high temporal resolution photometric data. However the
sensor gets saturated when the fireball gets brighter than mV =
−5, and the autogain on the cameras can only attenuate the signal
by a factor of about four stellar magnitudes. Large fireballs still
saturate the sensor, however Devillepoix et al. (2018) have suc-
cessfully used the sum of all pixels in each field as a proxy for all
sky brightness. This method is particularly successful at detecting
large fragmentation events. The effect of autogain are corrected by
performing traditional photometry on a non-saturated bright star,
planet, or fixed light in the field of view. Unfortunately because of
the lossy compression of the record and the sensor saturation, it
is not possible to get a satisfying absolutely calibrated photometry
from the video, and therefore the resulting light curve is only used
qualitatively.

2.2 USG sensors

Large fireballs detected by the so-called ‘USG sensors’ are re-
ported on the JPL website.2 These sensors are apparently able to
detect flashes all around the world, day and night, measure flash
energy, and sometimes derive velocities and airburst heights. These
data were used for size-frequency studies of metre-scale objects
by Brown et al. (2002), and later to derive orbital and physical
properties of this population (Brown et al. 2016).

In Table 1 we give the data for the subset of events for which all the
parameters are reported (time, energy, location, velocity), and for
which independent observations have been published (references
in Table 7). The USG sensors data do not come with uncertain-
ties, therefore we assume the last significant figure represents the
precision of the measurement.

We calculate the radiant and pre-entry orbits for these me-
teoroids, based on USG data, using the numerical method of
Jansen-Sturgeon et al. (2018). The various numbers reported in
USG data relate to the instant of peak brightness, typically quite
deep into the atmosphere. Since we are dealing with metre-scale
bodies, we ignore deceleration due to the atmosphere and use
a purely gravitational model from that point for calculating the
orbit.

The online table converts the total radiated energy measured into
an equivalent impact energy using an empirical relation determined
by Brown et al. (2002). This total energy estimate, combined with
the impacting speed, can be used to derive a photometric mass using
the classical kinetic energy relation (E = 1

2 mv2), and a rough size
assuming a density. Only >= 0.1 kT TNT impacts are reported by
the USG,3 which roughly corresponds to a 1 m diameter object at
typical impact speeds on Earth.

2https://cneos.jpl.nasa.gov/fireballs/accessed 2017 November 22.
3Johnson L. (2017) – SBAG meeting: https://www.lpi.usra.edu/sbag/meet
ings/jan2017/presentations/Johnson.pdf and remarks at 32 m and answer
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6 3 R ESULTS

In this section we analyse in detail the atmospheric entry of two
large meteoroids as observed by the DFN, these were also observed
by the USG sensors (highlighted rows in Table 1).

3.1 DN150102 01 – Kalabity

On 2015 January 2 a bright bolide lit up the skies over lake Frome in
South Australia (Fig. 1), starting at 2015-01-02T13:39:11.086 UTC

(9 min after midnight ACDT) for 10.54 s. In early 2015 the DFN
had just finished its initial expansion phase in South Australia with
16 cameras, unfortunately the bolide happened outside the stan-
dard network covering area at that time. Therefore a combination
of cameras mostly over 300 km from the event had to be used to de-
termine the trajectory (Table 2). The best convergence angle is 22◦

(between Gum Glen and William Creek). The convergence angle
between the Billa Kalina and Ingomar stations is less than 1◦, there-
fore the latter distant viewpoint does not help much in constraining
the trajectory. The trajectory follows a relatively shallow slope of
20◦ to the horizon, visible on the images from 83.3 km altitude.
Astrometric uncertainties vary between 1.5–3 arcmin (equates to
130–260 m once projected at 300 km). These are obtained by com-
pounding astrometric calibration uncertainties (typically 1 arcmin)
and fireball picking uncertainties (usually 0.5–1 pixel, depending
on optics quality and fireball brightness). Most of the residuals to
the straight line fit (Fig. 2) are then in agreement with astrometric
uncertainties. As expected from an unconstrained astrometric so-
lution under 5◦ elevation, the observation residuals to the straight
line fit start diverging for observations below this elevation, this
is visible on around the 52 km altitude mark on the Ingomar and
William Creek viewpoints.

The all-sky light curves display early fragmentation events under
0.05 and 0.08 MPa and (peaks A and B in Fig. 3). The following part
of the light curve is uneventful until the body encounters an order of
magnitude higher dynamic pressures that eventually almost entirely
destroys it (peaks C to G in Fig. 3). This adds to the list of large
meteoroids (Popova et al. 2011) that undergo fragmentation under
pressures several orders of magnitude smaller than the surviving
material tensile strength on the ground, or pressures required to
destroy the body in our case.

We note that the time reported by the USG sensor (2015-01-
02T13:39:19 UTC) is in good agreement with the brightest peak (E)
in our light curve determined to be 0.6 s later (Fig. 3 and Table 3).
However the reported altitude is 38 km. This does not correspond
to our brightest peak E at 40.2 km, but rather to the end of the very
bright phase (peak G).

Only six shutter breaks are resolvable on the image after the
explosion on the Billa Kalina image, all <4◦ on the horizon. Using
the particle filter method of Sansom, Rutten & Bland (2017) on
these data, we find that the main mass at this stage was only a
couple of kilograms at the most. We are only able to track down to
33.4 km at 8.4 km s−1. We suspect that this main mass is not visible
down to ablation speed limit (�3km s−1), because of a sensitivity
issue: at this stage the meteoroid is at a large distance from the
observatory (>360 km), observed on an extreme elevation angle
(� 3.5◦), and the sky background is unusually bright because of the
light from the main explosions (peaks E–G) raising the background.
We suspect the reason this feature is not visible on the closer Gum

to questions at 56 m in online talk: https://ac.arc.nasa.gov/p98hreesxa9/,
accessed August 24, 2018.
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Figure 1. Cropped all-sky images of the fireballs from the DFN observatories. Images are of the same pixel scale with the centre of each image positioned at
the observatory location on the map. For the Kalabity fireball (red arrow, East), light from the main explosion is particularly scattered in the Gum Glen image
because of clouds. For the Baird Bay event (blue arrow, West), the Mulgathing image is cropped because the sensor is not large enough to accommodate the
full image circle on its short side. The fireball on the Woomera picture was partially masked by a tree. The O’Malley station only recorded video and is missing
in this map, details are given in Table 5. The dashed arrows show the USG sensors trajectory solutions for both events (vectors are generated by backtracking
the state vector at the time of peak brightness to t − 5 s).
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Table 2. Locations and nature of instrumental records DN150102 01. P: Photographic record (long exposure high-resolution image), V: compressed PAL
video (25 frames per second). PW designates the de Bruijn encoding method, as described in Section 2.1. Ranges are from the fireball at 70 km altitude.
Photographic imaging system was out of order for Nilpena.

Observatory Instruments Latitude Longitude Altitude (m) Range (km)

Gum Glen – DFNSMALL25 PPW, V 32.20554 S 138.24121 E 242 246
Billa Kalina – DFNSMALL26 PPW 30.23769 S 136.51565 E 114 328
William Creek – DFNSMALL30 PPW 28.91566 S 136.33495 E 79 392
Ingomar – DFNSMALL27 PPW 29.58556 S 135.03865 E 197 480
Nilpena – DFNSMALL42 V 31.02331 S 138.23256 E 112 175

Figure 2. Cross-track residuals of the straight line least squares fit to the trajectory from each view point. These distances correspond to astrometric residuals
projected on a perpendicular plane to the line of sight, positive when the line of sight falls above the trajectory solution. The distances in the legend correspond to
the observation range [highest point–lowest point]. The Ingomar and William Creek observation residuals start diverging after 52 km altitude, this corresponds
to observation elevation angles of about 4◦and 5◦, respectively.

Glen image is because of the presence of clouds in the direction of
the fireball, which efficiently scattered the light from the explosion
and subsequently saturated the sensor on a much larger area than
for Billa Kalina.

The particle filter method of Sansom et al. (2017) can also be used
to put a lower bound on the initial mass of the meteoroid. The near
lack of deceleration before the main explosion implies that the mass
to cross-section area ratio was large. Using reasonable assumptions
on shape (spherical), and density (ρ = 3500 kg m−3, chondiric), we
find that the meteoroid was >2600 kg (>1.1 m) before impact. We
note that this assumes that the meteoroid is a single ablating body
before the airbursts (peaks E–G). We know this assumption not to
be well founded because some fragmentation happened early on
(peaks A and B in Fig. 3), explaining why this number is given as
a lower limit.

Using the velocity calculated at the brightest instant on DFN
data (peak E in Table 3), and the impact energy measured by the
USG sensors (Table 1), we derive a 3400 kg mass for this mete-
oroid, roughly equivalent to a 1.2 m diameter body, larger than the

Brown et al. (2016) estimate because of a different impact speed
used.

The DFN dynamic initial size (>1.1 m) is in good agreement
with the USG photometric mass (1.2 m).

The orbit of Kalabity is a typical main belt one with a semimajor
axis of 1.80 au (Table 4 and Fig. 4), very different from the HTC
type orbit derived from USG data (Table 1).

3.2 DN170630 01 – Baird bay

The Baird Bay meteoroid entered the atmosphere on a very steep
trajectory (72◦ to the horizon), on a trajectory that starts over land
in Sceale Bay, and ended in the Southern Ocean ∼10 km West of
the Carca Peninsula (Fig. 1). The bolide was visible from 2017-06-
30T14:26:41.50 UTC (3 min before midnight ACST) for 5.46 s on
the DFN camera systems (Table 5). Several eye witnesses reported
the bolide, notably from Adelaide, the closest densely populated
area, 450 km away.
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Figure 3. All-sky brightness (sum of all the pixels) from the Kalabity fireball, as recorded with the video cameras at the Gum Glen and Nilpena observatories.
Using traditional PSF photometry on star Sirius the light curve is corrected to take into account the effect of autogain. The Nilpena curve has been shifted up
for clarity. The peak brightness time recorded by the USG sensors (rounded to the nearest second) is marked by a vertical line.

Table 3. Summary table of bright flight events for DN150102 01 Kalabity. Fragmentation event letters are defined
on the light curve (Fig. 3). Times are relative to 2015-01-02T13:39:11.086 UTC. Positions and speeds at the peaks are
interpolated from astrometric data.

Event Time Speed Height Longitude Latitude Dynamic pressure
s ms−1 m ◦E ◦N MPa

Beginning 0.0 15406 ± 79 83317 139.73897 −30.25421
A 3.90 15351 62586 139.85081 −30.74874 0.05
B 4.50 15320 59453 139.86679 −30.82416 0.08
C 7.61 14487 43432 139.95010 −31.21547 0.52
D 7.83 14272 42571 139.95466 −31.23679 0.57
E – max 8.55 13463 40286 139.96683 −31.29360 0.69
F 8.95 13014 39017 139.97359 −31.32517 0.77
G 9.26 12665 38033 139.97883 −31.34963 0.83
End 10.54 8433 33420 140.00311 −31.46438

The closest DFN camera is Mount Ive station (190 km away).
The Mulgathing camera (250 km directly North from the event)
only caught the top of the fireball (Fig. 5), as the image circle is
cropped on the short side of the sensor (usually North and South).

Like Kalabity, Baird Bay experienced early fragmentation under
pressure <1 MPa (peak A at 0.08 MPa), however a much larger
pressure was required to destroy it (peak D, most likely between 1
and 2 MPa).
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Table 4. Estimated orbital elements of DN150102 01 Kalabity and
DN170630 01 Baird Bay, with 1σ formal uncertainties. (equinox J2000).

Parameter Unit DN150102 01 Kalabity DN170630 01 Baird Bay

Epoch TDB 2015-01-02T13:39:11 2017-06-30T14:26:41
a au 1.80 ± 0.02 1.23 ± 0.01
e 0.498 ± 0.006 0.35 ± 0.01
i ◦ 8.73 ± 0.02 3.57 ± 0.05
ω ◦ 219.8 ± 0.09 259.06 ± 0.07
� ◦ 281.619 ± 0.001 98.801 ± 0.002
q au 0.908 ± 0.001 0.805 ± 0.004
Q au 2.70 ± 0.04 1.66 ± 0.03
αg

◦ 64.3 ± 0.1 272.14 ± 0.02
δg

◦ 51.7 ± 0.2 − 12.5 ± 0.1
Vg ms−1 10776 ± 115 10007 ± 260
TJ 3.89 5.14
αinf

◦ 70.14 ± 0.02 271.74 ± 0.02
δinf

◦ 38.05 ± 0.02 − 15.89 ± 0.02

Using the same particle technique as in Section 3.1, with a
reasonable assumptions on shape (spherical), and density (ρ =
3500 kg m−3, chondiric), we find that the meteoroid was >9400 kg
(>1.7 m) before impact. Using the particle filter we also find that
the main mass was � 7000 kg when it airburst at 26 km altitude. Un-
fortunately no astrometric data is available after the airburst, as the
only camera close enough to image the bolide at the end, Mount Ive,
has a large area of the sensor saturated because of the airburst (peak
D in Fig. 6 and Table 6). The video record from the very distant
O’Malley camera (410 km) shows that some material was still ablat-
ing for at least 0.85 s after the instant of peak brightness. This means
that there is a distinct possibility that a main mass survived, and fell
in the Southern Ocean, less than 10 km from the coast off Point
Labatt.

The USG sensors locate the airburst λ = 134.5◦ φ = −34.3◦

(WGS84) at h = 20 km altitude (Table 1). This position is ∼100 km
off to the South from our calculated entry parameters (Fig. 1).

On the other hand the USG geocentric velocity vector is consis-
tent with our calculation. The radiant solutions are separated by only
0.4◦, and the speeds are different only by 0.1 km s−1, in agreement
within uncertainties. This implies that even with the wrong position,
the orbit calculated from USG data (Table 1) is in agreement with
the DFN orbit (Table 4 and Fig. 4).

4 D ISCUSSION

4.1 Reliability of USG fireball data

We have compiled in Table 7 how well USG events match indepen-
dent observations of those events, using data both from the literature
and the two fireballs described here.

It is possible to discuss the reliability of the USG data in terms
of different desired outcomes.

4.1.1 For orbital studies

The factors that come into play to calculate a meteoroid orbit are
the accuracy of the location, the absolute time, and the geocentric
velocity vector.

All USG events in Table 7 agree in absolute time with independent
records to within a few seconds.

Locations are correct in most cases, except for the Baird Bay
event described in this work. However this ∼100 km location issue
in this case is not important for orbit calculation.

Hence the questions lie with the three geocentric Cartesian veloc-
ity components. Granvik & Brown (2018) show that in most cases
a precision of 0.1 km s−1 on the velocity is good enough for source
region analysis, so we do not expect the lack of precision on the
USG numbers to be an issue here. An accurate height can be useful
to take into account the deceleration in the atmosphere, but it is not
essential as we are looking at massive bodies that hardly deceler-
ate before the airburst. Because radiant and speed are less likely
to be correlated than the Cartesian velocity components, we have
re-projected these velocity components as radiant and speed. The
speeds are inconsistent in most cases (Table 7). The worst USG esti-
mates are for the Buzzard Coulee meteorite (18.1 km s−1 calculated
by Milley 2010 compared to 12.9 km s−1 USG), and the Romanian
bolide (27.8 km s−1 calculated by Borovička et al. 2017 compared
to 35.7 km s−1 USG). These were underestimated by 28 per cent,
and overestimated by 28 per cent, respectively. The USG radiant
vector is off for most events, sometimes by only a couple of de-
grees (which does not drastically affect the orbit), but sometimes by
as much as 90◦(Buzzard Coulee and Crawford Bay events). From
these considerations, only 4 out of 10 events in Table 7 would have
a reasonably accurate orbit if calculated from USG data: 2018 LA,
Baird Bay, Chelyabinsk, and Košice. The USG orbits of some me-
teoroids are even misleadingly peculiar: Kalabity and Romanian
would be on unusual HTC orbits (as already noted by Brown et
al. 2016).

Therefore USG data can generally not be relied on for orbit
determination, and there is no way to know for which events the
data are reliable.

4.1.2 For material properties studies

The atmospheric behaviour of a meteoroid can yield some insights
on what the meteoroid is made of and how it is held together. If
no meteorite is recovered, the small set of USG sensors parame-
ters contains very limited information regarding the rock itself, but
it is nevertheless possible to derive the bulk strength of the body.
A basic way of achieving this is to look at the dynamic pressure
required to destroy the body (using s = ρatmv2 from Bronshten
1981). This is not a perfect indicator as it does not show subtleties
in the rock structure, but it should be able to distinguish iron, chon-
dritic, and cometary material, as these differ in bulk strengths by
orders of magnitude. The key parameters are then the height of
peak brightness (to determine atmospheric density ρatm), and the
speed v.

As shown by Brown et al. (2016; Table 4), the USG sensors tend
to report reasonably accurate heights of peak brightness. We note
that most of height inconsistencies are usually due to another peak
in the light curve being recorded.

As seen in the previous paragraph, speeds can be wrong by as
much as 28 per cent, which induce a factor of 2 error in strength.
We conclude that the inaccuracy of USG numbers do not affect
strengths by more than an order of magnitude, this is good enough
with respect to our original aim.

4.1.3 For size-frequency studies

The USG data have the advantage of using the entire planet as a
collector, yielding large sample sizes that ground-based networks
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Figure 4. Ecliptic plot of the pre-atmospheric orbit of the Kalabity and Baird Bay meteoroids. b is limited to the inner Solar system, while a goes out all the
way to the orbit of Uranus. The solid lines are orbits using DFN data (the shades of grey in b represent the confidence region as calculated by Monte Carlo
simulations), whereas the dashed lines are using USG data. The orbit of Baird Bay calculated from USG data is indistinguishable from the DFN one. On the
other hand the orbit of Kalabity is very different, mostly because of a speed issue with USG data.
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Table 5. Locations and nature of instrumental records DN170630 01. P: Photographic record (long exposure high-resolution image), V: compressed PAL
video (25 frames per second). PW and PF designate the de Bruijn encoding method, as described in Section 2.1. Ranges are from the fireball at 70 km altitude.
Photographic imaging system was out of order for O’Malley. Note that the Mulgathing camera did not receive the PF firmware update immediately because of
a temporary internet connectivity issue.

Observatory Instruments Latitude Longitude Altitude (m) Range (km)

Mount Ive – DFNSMALL62 PPF 32.45919 S 136.10332 E 293 201
Days Hill – DFNEXT005 PPF 34.20749 S 138.66151 E 363 439
Nilpena – DFNSMALL12 PPF 31.02328 S 138.23260 E 122 447
Glenrest – DFNSMALL06 PPF 33.01963 S 138.57554 E 722 414
Billa Kalina – DFNSMALL43 PPF 30.23759 S 136.51566 E 113 387
Mulgating – DFNSMALL15 PPW 30.66078 S 134.18608 E 149 274
Woomera – DFNSMALL14 PPF 31.19609 S 136.82682 E 163 329
O’Malley – DFNSMALL40 V 30.50663 S 131.19534 E 117 410

Figure 5. DN170630 01 Baird bay. Cross-track residuals of the straight line least squares fit to the trajectory from each view point. These distances correspond
to astrometric residuals projected on a perpendicular plane to the line of sight, positive when the line of sight falls above the trajectory solution. The distances
in the legend correspond to the observation range [highest point–lowest point].

will never be able to reach for this class of objects. Hence they can
be a good tool for size-frequency studies, provided the size of the
impacting bodies can be accurately determined, and the detection
efficiency is well constrained.

As detailed in Section 2.2, using the empirical relation of Brown
et al. (2002) and assuming a density, the radiated energy re-
ported by the USG sensors can be converted into mass and size,
with the caveat of speed accuracy. The energy estimates seem
to match independent observation for the events presented here
(Table 7).

As of the detection efficiency, Brown et al. (2002) mentions a
60–80 per cent Earth observation coverage by the USG sensors for
their study on 1994–2002 data. If we subset the USG events in two
different groups, before and after the study of Brown et al. (2002),
we get on average 19 events per year before, and 26–27 events per
year after 2002 September. This 40 per cent increase would suggest
a 100 per cent Earth coverage after 2002. However it is interesting

to note that the 0.4 kT impact of 2014 AA (Farnocchia et al. 2016)
was not reported by the sensors.

USG data is therefore useful for size frequency studies (like the
work done by Brown et al. (2002), Brown et al. (2013), as long as
the sub-population grouping is done by other means than by the
orbit calculated using the USG velocity data.

4.1.4 For meteorite searching

Although metre-scale impactors are usually too big to be able to
decelerate enough before reaching dynamic pressures that destroy
them, these objects still have a large chance of surviving as mete-
orites. We try to assess here the viability of initiating dark flight
calculations using a weather model combined the USG entry vec-
tor. All the parameters in Table 7 (apart from time) need to be
accurate.
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Figure 6. All-sky brightness (sum of all the pixels) from the Baird Bay fireball, as recorded with the video camera at the O’Malley observatory. Using
traditional PSF photometry on star α Centauri the light curve is corrected to take into account the effect of autogain. The peak brightness time recorded by the
USG sensors (rounded to the nearest second) is marked by a vertical line.

Table 6. Summary table of bright flight events for DN170630 01 Baird Bay. Fragmentation event letters are defined on
the light curve (Fig. 6). Times are relative to 2017-06-30T14:26:41.50 UTC. ∗ marks figures that have been extrapolated.
The end parameters have not been extrapolated as it is not possible to know what mass is left after the large explosion
(peak D), and how this mass decelerated.

Event Time Speed Height Longitude Latitude Dynamic pressure
s ms−1 m ◦E ◦N MPa

Beginning 0.0 15095 ± 61 86782 134.23858 − 32.99306
A 2.51 14906 52111 134.21168 − 33.08981 0.08
B 3.51 13786 38817 134.20123 − 33.12718 0.42
C 3.71 13140 36240 134.19919 − 33.13445 0.58
Last astrometric data point 3.80 12783 35181 134.19836 − 33.13743 0.65
D – max 4.61 9568∗ 25648∗ 134.19083∗ − 33.16432∗ 2.31∗
End 5.46

Although the height of peak brightness is wrong for Chelyabinsk,
the reported (latitude, longitude, and height) triplet is located near
the ground truth track, hence the fall analysis would not signifi-
cantly change for large masses. Therefore of the events compiled
in Table 7, only two out of nine events (Košice and Chelyabinsk)
would have reasonably accurate fall positions if computed from
USG records.

But even worse, the 0.1◦ error on latitude/longitude translates
into a ±5 km error on position on the ground, this is particularly
large for undertaking meteorite searching activities.

From these considerations, it would be ill-advised to undertake
meteorite searching solely based on USG data.

4.2 On the ground-based imaging capabilities of metre-scale
impactors

With the help from collaborators outside Australia, the DFN is
expanding into the Global Fireball Observatory, and will eventu-
ally cover 2 per cent of the Earth surface in the next few years.
Metre-scale object will fall on the covered area every 1–2 yr on av-
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Table 7. USG events that have their trajectory independently estimated. Note that the date/times of the events all match the independent measurements.
The location is considered valid if the (latitude, longitude, height) is somewhere on the trajectory. CSS: Catalina Sky Survey, V: video, P: photographic, PE:
photometer, CV: casual video, I: infrasound. �: correct within errors. ≈: incorrect, but not far off. �: incorrect. NR-U: not reported by USG. NR-L: not reported
or yet published in literature. ∗: From light curve and infrasound data, [5] conclude that the impact kinetic energy for Košice is >0.1 kT, without an upper
limit. References: (0) this work; (1) Hildebrand et al. (2018); (2) Brown et al. (2016); (3) Borovička et al. (2017); (4) Borovička et al. (2013b); (5) Borovička
et al. (2013a); (6) Farnocchia et al. (2017); (7) Milley (2010); (8) Jenniskens et al. (2009); (9) Borovička & Charvát (2009); (10) Palotai et al. (2018); (+) JPL
Horizons ephemeris service, using CSS and ATLAS astrometry.

Event Date (UTC) Instruments Location Airburst height Speed Radiant Energy Ref

2018 LA 2018-06-02T16:44:12 CSS NR-L NR-L � � NR-L +
Crawford Bay 2017-09-05T05:11:27 CV, I ≈ � � � � 1
DN170630 – Baird Bay 2017-06-30T14:26:45 P, V � � � � � 0
Dishchii’bikoh 2016-06-02T10:56:32 V, CV � NR-U NR-U NR-U ≈ 10
Romanian 2015-01-07T01:05:59 CV, PE, P � ≈ � ≈ � 2, 3
DN150102 – Kalabity 2015-01-02T13:39:10 P, V � � � � � 0, 2
Chelyabinsk 2013-02-15T03:20:21 CV ≈ � ≈ ≈ � 2, 4
Košice 2010-02-28T22:24:47 V, P, PE � ≈ � ≈ �∗ 2, 5
Buzzard Coulee 2008-11-21T00:26:40 CV � ≈ � � NR-L 2, 7
Almahata Sita (2008 TC3) 2008-10-07T02:45:40 CSS ≈ � � � � 2, 6, 8, 9

erage, but is the currently deployed technology fit to observe such
events?

4.2.1 Night time observations

Fireball observatories are typically optimized to observe the be-
haviour of macroscopic meteorite droppers throughout their trajec-
tory during the night. The challenge is mostly a dynamic range
one: being sensitive enough to observe the smaller meteoroid
at a high altitudes to get precise entry speed for orbit calcula-
tion, whilst not saturating the records of larger rocks shining 100
million times brighter when they reach the dense layers of the
atmosphere.

So far no iron meteorite fall has been instrumentally observed,
but it is expected that this class of objects contains the smallest
meteoroids (i.e. the faintest fireball) that can drop a meteorite, as
their large strength allows them to enter with limited mass-loss due
to fragmentation. For instance, if we assume little to no gross frag-
mentation (Revelle & Ceplecha 1994), to produce a 100 g meteorite
the parent meteoroid (ρ = 7900 kg m−3) can be as small as 0.5 kg
≡ 5 cm diameter, assuming the most favourable entry conditions
(vertical entry at 12 km s−1). It is desirable to observe the meteor
before the rock starts being affected by the atmosphere too much,
80 km altitude at which it would glow at magnitude MV = −1.5
(assuming a luminous efficiency of 0.05).

On the bright end, we look at the compilation of Borovička et al.
(2015) and see that metre-scale events usually approach Mmax

V =
−18, although this is highly dependent on their atmospheric be-
haviour, where and how important the fragmentation events are.

The set goal is then to have instruments that can cover 20 stellar
magnitudes of effective dynamic range.

Long exposure high-resolution fireball camera systems have a
long track record for yielding meteorite ground locations and orbits
(listed as ‘dedicated search from detailed computation of trajectory’
by Borovička et al. 2015), compared to video systems. Thanks to
their logarithmic response, film based imagers cover a very wide dy-
namic range (∼15 stellar magnitudes), but those systems are costly
and impractical for large distributed autonomous fireball networks
(Howie et al. 2017a), and do not achieve the 0 magnitude sensi-
tivity objective. The DFN (Howie et al. 2017a) and the European
Network (Spurný et al. 2016) have recently switched from film
to digital camera technology. This shift has simplified some op-
erational aspects (e.g. enhanced autonomy, better reliability, eased

data reduction), but it has come at the cost of a much limited dy-
namic range: ∼8 magnitudes without saturation. For astrometric
purposes this range can be extended to 15 magnitudes (Deville-
poix et al. 2018), but this is still quite far from the 20 magnitudes
objective.

Video cameras are generally more sensitive than the still imagers,
but suffer from the same limited dynamic range. Although a lot of
events have been recorded, fixed frame rate TV systems have not
been proficient in yielding meteorite fall positions. This is likely to
be due to the low resolution offered by those systems (a PAL video
system with a matching circular fisheye lens has an average pixel
size over 10 × larger than the DFN cameras), and the difficulty of
getting enough stars for astrometric calibration across the field of
view (most of these cameras cannot shoot long exposures). However
recent advances in digital video camera technology allow higher
resolutions, long exposures for calibration, and higher bit depth, so
we expect networks based on these systems to be more successful at
meteorite recovery in the near future (e.g. the Fireball Recovery and
InterPlanetary Observation Network (FRIPON) network of Colas
et al. 2015).

4.2.2 Daytime observations

The easy exposure control on industrial digital cameras allows low-
noise long exposure calibration shot to be taken at night, but also
permits very short exposures to operate during the day. The FRIPON
network endeavours to operate their cameras during both night time
and daytime (Audureau et al. 2014), however fireball detection on
daytime frames appears somewhat challenging (Egal et al. 2016).
Even if calculating fall positions turns out to be difficult from day-
time data, the prospects of being able to calculate orbits for mete-
orites that have been independently recovered are very interesting
(9 out of 14 US meteorite falls in the last 10 yr do not have a tra-
jectory solution published), as the astrometric calibration of casual
footage can be very time consuming.

5 C O N C L U S I O N S

This work investigates the NEO impacting population around the
metre-scale size range. Such events are relatively rare (35–40 per
year), therefore a large collecting area is crucial in order to study
them. The DFN is leading the effort as a ground-based instrument,
covering over 3 million km2.
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Meteoroids that have been observed by both the USG sensors
and independent means comprises a small set of nine events. In
this study we use a precise comparison of these events to assess
the reliability of the USG sensors for NEO studies, yielding the
following unequivocal conclusions:

(i) USG sensors data are generally unreliable for orbit calcula-
tions. The new metre-scale impactors source region of Brown et al.
(2016; HTC) is based on three particular USG meteoroid orbits. We
have shown that two of these are erroneous, seriously questioning
the existence of this source region.

(ii) Size frequency distribution work relies on determining rough
sizes and having a good knowledge of the probing time area. The
USG seem to achieve both with reasonably good precision. This
confirms the sound basis of the work done by Brown et al. (2002)
and Brown et al. (2013).

(iii) Basic impactor physical properties (size and strength) can
be well constrained with USG data. This validates the conclusions
of Brown et al. (2016) that relate to physical properties of objects.

(iv) Based on how often the derived trajectories are wrong, it
would be naive to invest large amounts of resources to undertake
meteorite searching using USG data.

We also note that ground-based fireball networks must find solu-
tions to increase the dynamic range of their observations, in order
to get sound observation data when metre-scale objects impact the
atmosphere.
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Abstract

Objects gravitationally captured by the Earth–Moon system are commonly called temporarily captured orbiters
(TCOs), natural Earth satellites, or minimoons. TCOs are a crucially important subpopulation of near-Earth objects
(NEOs) to understand because they are the easiest targets for future sample-return, redirection, or asteroid mining
missions. Only one TCO has ever been observed telescopically, 2006 RH120, and it orbited Earth for about 11
months. Additionally, only one TCO fireball has ever been observed prior to this study. We present our
observations of an extremely slow fireball (codename DN160822_03) with an initial velocity of around 11.0 km
s−1 that was detected by six of the high-resolution digital fireball observatories located in the South Australian
region of the Desert Fireball Network. Due to the inherent dynamics of the system, the probability of the meteoroid
being temporarily captured before impact is extremely sensitive to its’ initial velocity. We examine the sensitivity
of the fireball’s orbital history to the chosen triangulation method. We use the numerical integrator REBOUND to
assess particle histories and assess the statistical origin of DN160822_03. From our integrations we have found that
the most probable capture time, velocity, semimajor axis, NEO group, and capture mechanism vary annually for
this event. Most particles show that there is an increased capture probability during Earth’s aphelion and
perihelion. In the future, events like these may be detected ahead of time using telescopes like the Large Synoptic
Survey Telescope, and the pre-atmospheric trajectory can be verified.

Key words: meteorites, meteors, meteoroids – planets and satellites: general

1. Introduction

Occasionally when an object gets close to the Earth–Moon
system, it is captured by Earth’s gravity. These objects are
commonly called temporarily captured orbiters (TCOs), natural
Earth satellites, or minimoons (Granvik et al. 2012). The first
mention of TCOs was by Chant (1913) and then Denning
(1916) in a description of a extraordinarily long fireball that
was witnessed over North America. Since the event lasted so
long, according to witnesses, the source was speculated to be
orbiting Earth before entering the atmosphere. Besides this
brief hypothesis, the study of TCOs was mostly left unexplored
for the rest of the twentieth century. During the space race,
when artificial satellites began to be launched into orbit, there
was speculation on whether or not natural Earth satellites
would exist side by side with the artificial satellites (Baker &
Robert 1958).

For the last half-century, there have been many studies of
captured objects by the large gas giants in the solar system,
particularly Jupiter (Heppenheimer & Porco 1977; Pollack
et al. 1979; Kary & Dones 1996; Nesvorný et al. 2003, 2007).
There have also been several papers discussing the capture
mechanisms and dynamics in the circular restricted three-body
problem (CRTBP) and whether or not individual planets are
even capable of sustaining a TCO population. Originally the
models were simple and showed that only the large gas giants
were capable of capturing satellites (Yegorov 1959). Even-
tually, Bailey (1972) extended this methodology to any planet
in the solar system. He showed that TCOs are possible for any
planet when considering each in the limiting framework of the
elliptic restricted three-body problem, instead of assuming
circular orbits.

Following this study, Cline (1979) was the first to explore
the viability of a lunar assisted capture as a way to check for
viable ballistic trajectories to the outer solar system’s planets.
Since then, there have been a handful of studies interested in
the feasibility of Moon-assisted captures along with using
moons for decreasing the delta-V required for space missions to
outer solar system objects (Tsui 2000, 2002; Lynam et al. 2011;
Gong & Li 2015; Luo & Topputo 2017).
While studying the capture dynamics of Jupiter, several

papers found that the capture duration was highly unpredictable
(Murison 1989; Brunini 1996; Kary & Dones 1996). This
unpredictability was due to the fractal nature of the orbital
phase space from which the objects originate. Furthermore,
Murison (1989) stated that temporarily captured objects may
have to have some chaotic origin, being on the boundary of two
adjacent sinks (i.e., they can either evolve toward a heliocentric
orbit or a planetocentric orbit). Thus, small perturbations in the
initial conditions can radically change the evolutionary
behavior of objects, i.e., whether or not it is captured and for
how long the object is captured. Astakhov et al. (2003) also
showed that whether an orbit displayed prograde or retrograde
behavior was intrinsically tied to the initial energy along with
the size and distribution of regular satellites in the Hill sphere.
This chaotic nature associated with the dynamics of natural
satellites will make it much more difficult to predict where the
meteoroid observed by the Desert Fireball Network (DFN)
originated from in the solar system.
It was not until 2006 that the first Earth TCO was observed.

Asteroid 2006 RH120 orbited Earth from 2006 to 2007 July
before escaping the Earth–Moon system (Kwiatkowski et al.
2009). This asteroid is still the only observed TCO, but this will
undoubtedly change once the Large Synoptic Survey Telescope
(LSST) starts making regular survey observations in 2022
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(Ivezić et al. 2019; Fedorets et al. 2015). Granvik et al. (2012)
were the first to model TCOs that considered capture
probability as a function of orbital element space for the
near-Earth object (NEO) population. The model also calculated
the size–frequency distribution and orbital distribution for
TCOs. Fedorets et al. (2017) expanded on this work by
focusing on objects that approached Earth and were captured
but escaped before they could complete one orbit, also known
as temporarily captured flybys (TCFs). Based upon these
models, they predict that the largest object in orbit around Earth
at any given time is about 1 m in diameter and that these
objects are typically captured through Earth’s co-linear L1 and
L2 regions. Additionally, they predicted that 0.1% of all
meteors were previously TCOs before they impacted Earth.
Given this information, we expect to find about one TCO
within the DFN’s data set.

Clark et al. (2016) searched for fireballs that were natural
satellites of Earth before they impacted the atmosphere. They
found one fireball detected by the European Fireball Network
(EFN) that had a 92%–98% chance of being captured by Earth
before detection according to their model. Although, the
capture duration for this meteoroid varied from 48 days up to
over 5 yr. Clark et al. (2016) also looked at data from the
Prairie Network in the United States along with data collected
by United States government sensors. None of the low-speed
objects could be confidently said to be captured before impact
due to the unknown or high uncertainty in the pre-atmospheric
velocity for the measurements. To date, the event recorded by
the EFN and described by Clark et al. (2016) is the only fireball
observed with a very high probability of originating from a
TCO orbit.

Granvik et al. (2012) assumed the orbit–density distribution
is independent of the size–frequency distribution for their TCO
model. While this is accurate for more substantial objects, it is
unlikely true for smaller NEOs. The DFN and other fireball
networks like it are particularly ideal for characterizing this
portion of the meteoroid population. Using TCO fireball data
collected from these types of networks, we can ascertain how
likely the Granvik model is accurate for smaller size ranges.

Generating an accurate orbital model for TCOs and TCFs is
vital because these bodies are the most accessible in the solar
system. They are the ideal targets for future sample-return,
in situ resource utilization, and asteroid impact mitigation
technology testing (Chodas 2014; Brelsford et al. 2016).
Additionally, since the average TCO orbits multiple times
before escaping, this allows for multiple observations within a
small time frame. These observations of TCOs can be used to
understand the smallest members of the NEO population (Bolin
et al. 2014). TCOs have the potential to have far-reaching
effects on our understanding of asteroids and the history of the
solar system along with many other future space-based
technology applications. Thus, if we can better predict the
orbital paths of these bodies based on observations and models,
finding TCOs and TCFs will become easier.

The DFN is a continental scale facility that observes fireballs
in our atmosphere, calculates their pre-entry orbit, and
determines where any possible meteorite material may land
(Howie et al. 2017a). There are currently 1300+ fully
triangulated events detected by the DFN. Previous models of
the natural Earth satellite population (Granvik et al. 2012;
Fedorets et al. 2017) predicted that about 0.1% of all meteors
impacting Earth should have been temporarily captured prior to

impact. Based on these models, assuming the orbit–density
distribution is independent of the size–frequency distribution,
there should be one or two events in the DFN data set that were
captured objects before impacting the atmosphere.
The questions to be addressed within this study as as

follows.

(i) Is the number of TCOs in the DFN data set consistent
with previous models?

(ii) How would such meteoroids get captured by the Earth–
Moon system and is this different than expected from past
models?

(iii) How long might any TCOs have been captured before
they hit Earth?

(iv) How much does the presence of the Moon affect the
capturability?

2. Event DN160822_03 Observations

Within the orbital data set of the DFN, one event was indeed
flagged as a possible TCO: DN160822_03. Here we will detail
the event from initial observations to triangulation and will
discuss in the following sections its’ nature as a TCO.
Event Detection. DN160822_03 was observed by six of the

DFN’s high-resolution fireball cameras in South Australia just
before 11 PM local time on 2016 August 22 (Figure 1). All but
one of the cameras were able to image nearly the entire
trajectory (Table 1). The event lasted over five seconds and had
a nearly vertical atmospheric trajectory (∼87°). This high-angle
impact argues against an artificial origin and pre-atmospheric
trajectory integrations eliminate the possibility of standard
satellite debris. Although, however unlikely, this does not
eliminate the possibility of debris from Apollo or other past
lunar/interplanetary missions. Table 2 summarizes the

Figure 1. Map of camera observations for event DN160822_03 in Southern
Australia by the DFN. The orange arrow indicates the ground track of the
fireball’s luminous trajectory. This path is extremely small due to the nearly
vertical slope of the trajectory (≈86°. 6). Six camera observations were collected
during the 5.32 s duration.
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atmospheric trajectory, mass, and velocities determined for
event DN160822_03.

The camera systems used to observe the event are described
fully in Howie et al. (2017a). The absolute timing for the event
was recorded using a de-Bruijn sequence that is encoded into
the fireball image using a liquid crystal shutter in addition to
the built-in shutter (Howie et al. 2017b). The liquid crystal is
synchronized with a global navigation satellite system module
using a microcontroller, which produces absolute times
accurate to ±0.4 ms.

Astrometric calibration. Astrometric calibration is performed
using background stars, as described by Devillepoix et al.
(2018). This results in astrometric measurements that are
generally accurate (1σ) down to ;1.5 minutes of arc (as shown
by the errors bars in Figure 2), limited by astrometric noise in
this case.

Triangulation. During the analysis of the event detected by
the DFN, two separate triangulation methods were used. We
did this to check the sensitivity of the orbital history for this
meteoroid to the triangulation method based on the work of
previous studies (Vida et al. 2018). Our primary method is a
straight-line least-squares (SLLS) algorithm, modified from
Borovicka (1990), with an extended Kalman smoother (EKS)

for velocity determination (Sansom et al. 2015). Additionally,
the dynamic trajectory fit (DTF) of T. Jansen-Sturgeon et al.
(2019, in preparation) was utilized alongside the traditional
triangulation methods for comparison. The SLLS algorithm
determines the straight-line trajectory by minimizing the
angular distance between it and the observed lines of sight
from every camera. The DTF algorithm is similar, however, it
fits the observation rays to a trajectory based on meteor
equations of motion, therefore dropping the straight-line
assumption. One might say the SLLS is a purely geometric
and simplifying fit, while the DTF is more based in reality.
However, the initial velocity at the top of the luminous path
(v0) errors produced when using this DTF method cannot
account for model error. The SLLS with an EKS velocity
analysis can include this factor, therefore producing more
reliable errors. Moreover, the event in question has a nearly
vertical slope (87°.8), and the luminous path deviates negligibly
from linear (Figure 2). Thus, the backward integrations initiated
after using the SLLS method in this paper are more statistically
robust than those produced by the DTF method. We use both
methods to demonstrate the highly sensitive pre-atmospheric
orbit of event DN160822_03 to the calculated v0.

3. Methods

Summary of Definitions and Abbreviations. Within this study
we followed the notation of Granvik et al. (2012) and Fedorets
et al. (2017) for consistency (see the Appendix for a full list of
symbols). Consistent with Granvik et al. (2012) and Kary &
Dones (1996), to be considered temporarily captured the
particle has to be within at least 3 Hill radii of Earth and have a
planetocentric Keplerian energy of E<0. Additionally, to be
classified as a TCO, the particle must have orbited Earth at least
once. Unlike previous studies (Granvik et al. 2012; Clark et al.
2016; Fedorets et al. 2017), instead of determining TCO
membership by measuring the change in ecliptic longitudinal
angle in the synodic frame, the TCO membership was
determined by measuring the proportion of an orbital period
each particle was captured. This reduces some of the ambiguity
between TCFs and TCOs as demonstrated by Urrutxua &
Bombardelli (2017).
Orbital Integrator. Simulations in this paper made use of the

publicly available REBOUND code.1 The 15th order IAS15
integrator of REBOUND was used for this study because of its
resolution of close encounters, its adaptive time step, and the
ability to incorporate nongravitational forces along with other
perturbations like the nonsphericity of Earth (Rein & Liu 2012;
Rein & Spiegel 2015). The IAS15 integrator is based on the
RADAU-15 developed in Everhart (1985) and used by Clark
et al. (2016) to model a captured-object impact detected by the
EFN. IAS15 improves upon the RADAU-15 by suppressing
the systematic error generated by the algorithm to well-below
machine precision, implementing an adaptive time step, and
adding the ability to include nonconservative forces easily
while ensuring that the round-off errors are symmetric and at
machine precision (Rein & Spiegel 2015).
Atmosphere Model. The publicly available additional forces

of REBOUNDx2 were used as a way to add other forces to our
model. We split up the regression model into two scripts: one
that integrates back through the top of the atmosphere, and one

Table 1
Locations and Observation Details for DFN Observatories that Detected Event

DN160822_03

Observatory Range (km)a Start Time (s)b End Time (s)b

Moolawatana 117 0.10 5.32
Wertaloona 117 0.20 5.12
Fowlers Gap 157 0.00 5.06
Weekeroo 203 0.20 2.66
Wilpoorinna 221 0.50 4.96
Etadunna 270 1.10 4.16

Notes. Start and end times are given relative to the event start/end (the first
event to detect the fireball has a relative start time of 0.00).
a Line-of-sight distance to the start of the trajectory.
b Relative to 12:17:10.826 UTC on 2016 August 22.

Table 2
Atmospheric Trajectory of Event DN160822_03

Beginning Terminal

Time (isot) 2016-08-22T12:17:10.826 2016-08-
22T12:17:16.146

Height (km) 74.1 24.1
Mass (kg) 11.8 0.3
Latitude (deg) −30.53009 −30.53960
Longitude (deg) 140.38927 140.36020
SLLS TOPS velocity

(km s−1)
10.95±0.07 3.90±0.18

DTF TOPS velocity
(km s−1)

11.07±0.14 3.77±0.07

R.A. (deg) −63.06557±0.00831
Decl. (deg) −29.35007±0.00726
Slope (deg) 86.55081±0.00725
Duration (sec) 5.32
Best convergence

angle (deg)
87.8

Number of
observations

6

Number of data points 506

1 http://github.com/hannorein/REBOUND
2 https://github.com/dtamayo/REBOUNDx
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that integrates back until the particles are out of the Earth–
Moon system. The first integration code uses the whfast
integrator provided by REBOUND along with the
NRLMSISE-00 model 20013 to take into account atmospheric
drag that took place before the meteoroid started to ablate
significantly in the upper atmosphere (Rein & Spiegel 2015).
The model produces a multivariate normal distribution of
10,000 particles given by our triangulation of the event. The
particles vary in shape factor from a sphere to a brick
(1.21–1.55) and are either chondritic or metallic in density
(3500 or 7500 kg m−3). These particles are then integrated
backward in time until all the particles are above 200 km. At
this point, the simulation is handed off to the next integration
script.

Integration Method. The long-term integration script takes
the distribution of particles from the results of the atmosphere
script and generates particles from this distribution to be
integrated out of the Earth–Moon system. The Sun, Moon, and
Jupiter are directly added to the simulation from the JPL
Horizons solar system data4 and ephemeris computation
service. Only these bodies were added to reduce the
computational load and because they are the primary gravita-
tional perturbers. REBOUNDx was used to incorporate orbital
variations due to Earth’s oblateness, and J2 and J4 gravitational
harmonic coefficients were applied to the particles. We
additionally accounted for radiation pressure using the

REBOUNDx module. The model automatically adjusts the
time steps based on the nonlinearity at that point in time. The
integration itself is also split up into thousands of sections in
order to save the appropriate outputs at regular time intervals.
At the end of each integration section, the algorithm checks and
records the particle’s positions, orbital elements, and capture
status, along with many other metrics.
In total, eight distinct orbit recursions were run. We varied

the triangulation method, the meteoroid density, and the
segment of the trajectory used to generate the orbits from the
observations. In Table 3, we varied the density between high
and low, corresponding to metallic (7500 kg m−3) and
chondritic (3500 kg m−3) densities respectively (Consolmagno
et al. 2008). Half of the orbital integrations were performed
from triangulations using only the upper portion of the
observed atmospheric trajectories. This top of trajectory
(denoted as “tops” in Table 3) is defined by all observations
triangulated above 65 km altitude. This was done to reduce the
dependency on the chosen triangulation model where high
sample rates can observe variations due to additional physical
effects occurring lower in the atmosphere (i.e., gravity,
atmosphere; Figure 3). If a similar event occurred where the
sampling rate was lower, varying the triangulation method
could lead to an erroneous analysis of the results as the models
will likely converge on full trajectory solutions.
By reducing the amount of data, the uncertainties increase

and the mean TCO probabilities converge. Therefore, any study
that states that a TCO fireball was observed based on
atmospheric observations by photographic networks should
be accepted with a degree of skepticism. Events like these, that

Figure 2. Cross-track residuals to the straight-line trajectory fit (SLLS) of the event DN160822_03. The dots correspond to the perpendicular distance between the
observed lines of sight and the predicted straight-line trajectory. The error bars represent the 1σ formal astrometric uncertainties, however, these uncertainties are likely
overestimated due to not well-constrained point-picking uncertainties (nominally 0.5 pixel error). The observation range from each DFN station is given in the legend
(highest point–lowest point).

3 Ported to python based off the Dominik Brodowski 20100516 version
athttps://www.brodo.de/space/nrlmsise/index.html.
4 https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/
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come from inherently chaotic dynamics, cannot have their
orbital histories definitively known. Usually, the triangulation
and velocity determination methods do not vary the results
significantly. Although, event DN160822_03 is long lasting,
has a significantly large observational data set (506 points;
Table 2), and most importantly it is on the boundary of being
geocentric and heliocentric, it is significantly more prone to
model selection biases because slight variations in the starting
conditions for this event drastically change the calculated
orbital history. The particles were integrated back five years,
enabling comparison with Clark et al. (2016).

4. Results and Discussion

Calculating Probabilities. The capture probabilities listed in
Table 3 were calculated in a very similar way to Clark et al.
(2016). If a particle was deemed to be gravitationally captured
while integrating backward, it was classified as a TCF until
completing one orbit around Earth and then it was reclassified
as a TCO. The total number of temporarily captures (TCs) was
determined by taking the sum of the TCO and TCF particles. If
a particle appears to originate from Earth (i.e., impacts Earth in
the backward integration), it would be removed from the TC,
TCO, and TCF counts and classified as a Sputnik. Additionally,
particles that were captured but never escaped from the Earth–
Moon system within the 5 yr integration time were labeled as
still captured (SC). If the particles were never captured by the
Earth–Moon system, then they were marked as unbound (UB).
Furthermore, if the particles passed within 3 or 1 lunar Hill
spheres of the Moon, they were recorded as 3H or 1H,
respectively.

Based on the pre-atmospheric orbit of event DN160822_03,
the probability that the meteoroid originated from typical
artificial satellite debris is unlikely. However, due to the lack of
spectral data, the possibility of originating from some previous
lunar or interplanetary mission cannot be eliminated. Subse-
quently, we have assumed based on the orbital characteristics
that the event has a sufficiently small likelihood of coming
from an artificial source. Thus, when calculating the capture
probabilities, the Sputniks were removed from consideration
due to their unlikelihood, producing the following general
equation:

( )=
-

Probability
Subset

TotalParticles Sputniks
1amin

( )=
- -

Probability
Subset

TotalParticles Sputniks SC
, 1bmax

where the subsets are either SCs, TCs, TCOs, or TCFs. The
SCs were considered invalid when calculating the TCF, TCO,
and TC minimum percentages and included when calculating
the maximum percentages. This is done because they could
either eventually evolve into Sputniks or they could just have
TCO dynamic lifetimes longer than the 5 yr integration period.
The 80,000 particles that describe this one event were
integrated in groups of 1000 for computational purposes, and
the results of each run were very consistent with each other.
The %SC was calculated using Equation 1(a).
Capture Probability. Considering the large amount of data

collected, the model choice affects the TC probability results
more significantly when using the entire trajectory to determine
v0. In order to reduce this dependency of the model choice,
the integrations were also performed using just the top of
the observed atmospheric trajectory (>65 km altitude). This
reduces the effect of the assumptions you make when choosing
a model. Predictably, the two models’ results tend to converge
more when only the top is used (Figure 3).
During the integrations using the top of the trajectory, the

particles generated from the SLLS still are nearly all either
gravitationally captured or seem to originate from Earth. On
the other hand, about 30%–60% of the particles generated by
the DTF method are TCs. The DTF produces nonconclusive
probabilities for this event considering the v0 distribution of
the DTF is nearly centered (within 0.38σ) on the escape
velocity for Earth at the corresponding altitude (Figure 3). In
other words, the mean initial velocity (at the beginning of
observations) predicted by the DTF method is very similar to
the escape velocity. Therefore, the TCO probability for this
event determined by the integrations initiated from DTF
triangulation is predictably around 50%.
Given the results from the integrations (Table 3) using our

most statistically robust triangulation method (SLLS with
EKS), there is a >95% probability that the meteoroid observed
was captured by the Earth–Moon system before atmospheric
entry (i.e., only <5% chance it was heliocentric). Although, the
pre-atmospheric path is impossible to exactly model due to the
intrinsically chaotic nature of the system (as seen in Figure 4)
and small variations in how the initial state of the fireball is
determined have the potential to affect the resulting capture

Table 3
Summary of 5 yr Recursion Results for Event DN160822_03 in Which Over 16,000 Valid Particles Were Integrated, 10,000 for Each Run and 80,000 in Total

Triang. Method Density # Sputniks %SC % TCO % TCF % TC 3LH % TC

SLLS full Low 9728 98.1 93.3–99.9 0.1–6.2 92.9 99.5–100.0
SLLS full High 9711 96.4 97.0–99.9 0.1–2.9 96.6 100.0

SLLS tops Low 9060 95.3 88.5–99.5 0.4–8.5 87.8 97.0–99.9
SLLS tops High 9173 95.5 90.6–99.6 0.3–6.8 90.0 97.4–99.9
DTF tops Low 2974 36.5 23.3–51.3 8.4–13.3 22.5 36.6–59.7
DTF tops High 2879 35.6 22.7–50.2 8.5–13.2 21.9 35.9–58.7

Note. TCs represent any captured particles, TCOs are captured and have orbited Earth at least once, TCFs are captured and have not yet completed 1 orbit of Earth,
Sputniks are particles that originate from Earth, SC represents particles that are still captured after 5 yr, and TC 3LH is for TCs that go within 3 lunar Hill radii. The %
TCO, %TCF, and %TC values are calculated after removing Sputniks. In all of the integrations initialized from the SLLS, the Sputniks account for >90% of the
particles. Due to the highly irregular orbit originating from Earth, Sputnik particles are assumed to be invalid. There are no unbound particles that go within 3 lunar
Hill radii recorded in the simulations, suggesting that the capture was facilitated by a close encounter with the Moon.
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probability seriously. Due to the high probability that the
meteoroid passed very close to the moon (possibly multiple
times), the system is highly unpredictable as a result of the
chaotic scattering.

Capture Mechanisms. In Figure 5, the capture distribution is
clearly multimodal. Most of the TCs are captured through the
first or second Lagrange points, with the remaining TCs
captured through a close encounter with the Moon. The capture
location probabilities for the L1, L2, and lunar captures are
23.8%, 67.1%, and 9.1%, respectively. The specific Lagrange
point capture locations depend on the Jacobi value for that
given particle; in other words, the spread of Lagrange capture
locations is due to the variations in the orbital energy of the
particles. These capture mechanisms are easily seen in
Figure 5. The capture locations also do not significantly
change when the triangulation method is changed, however the
proportion of the captures at each location does very slightly
because of differences in the v0 estimate in each model.

As exhibited in Table 3, the captured particles have a
significantly higher amount of close encounters with the Moon
compared to unbound particles. This implies that the Moon likely
played a significant role in the meteoroid’s eventual impact with
Earth. Considering that nearly all of the particles generated from
the SLLS/EKS are still captured at the end of the integration, this
may imply that the meteoroid was an extremely long-lived TCO
like those described in Granvik et al. (2012). Granvik et al. (2012)
found that the longest-lived TCO particles in their simulations
were those that had multiple close encounters with the Moon,
which lowered the apogee of the orbit below 1 LD. As seen in
Figure 6, the temporarily captured particles within our simulations
for the most extended times do indeed have numerous close
encounters with the Moon throughout the integration. The
presence of the Moon more often contributes to the length of
the capture rather than the actual capture itself.
Orbital Evolution. As shown in Figure 7, there appears to be

some trends over time for the geocentric orbital elements of

Figure 3. Comparison of the v0 distribution generated by the EKS and the DTF methods using either (a) the full trajectory or (b) the top of the trajectory (observations
>65 km altitude). Given the large amount of data collected for event DN160822_03, 506 data points, the v0 is more dependent than usual on the choice of
triangulation and velocity determination methods. When only the top of the observed atmospheric trajectory is used, the models’ assumptions affect the results less and
the v0 distributions converge.
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captured particles. In Figure 7(a), the captured particles that are
integrated until they become heliocentric tend to approach
higher semimajor axis and eccentricity values asymptotically.
In Figure 7(b), TCs that are retrograde and do not have a low
semimajor axis encounter the Moon more often, causing them
to be less dynamically stable and have shorter capture
durations. The longest-lived particles have an apogee value
lower than 1 LD, thus reducing the number of close encounters
with the Moon. This is consistent with the longest-lived TCOs
in the simulations done by Granvik et al. (2012) in which
particles with the longest dynamical lifetimes tended to have
multiple close encounters with the Moon, which resulted in an
orbit completely interior to the lunar orbit. Within this study, as
shown in Figure 7, TCOs with low apogee values that had
capture durations shorter than the integration period tended to
evolve from highly eccentric retrograde orbits with larger
semimajor axis values. This evolution from a retrograde,
eccentric orbit to an orbit internal to the Moon was most likely
due to a series of fortunate lunar close encounters like those
described in Granvik et al. (2012).

Precapture Orbit. By studying the trajectories of the
simulated particles before encountering the Earth–Moon
system, we find the event DN160822_03 most likely to belong
to the Apollo NEO group. Event DN160822_03 produced
particles that were 88.4% Apollos, 6.2% Amors, 2.9% Atiras,
and 2.5% Atens. Although, due to the chaotic nature of the
event, the heliocentric orbit is impossible to determine
accurately without more data, preferably pre-atmospheric
observations (Murison 1989; Astakhov et al. 2003).

Comparison to Models. Finding this single TCO in the DFN
data set is consistent with the models of Granvik et al. (2012)
and Fedorets et al. (2017), although not statistically robust as

Figure 4. Particle orbits within the Sun–Earth-particle synodic reference frame
centered on Earth’s center of mass and corotating with Earth so that the
direction of the Sun is always at (−1 au, 0) in the x–y plane in this figure (not
shown). The colors are indicative of the particles’ spatial density, yellow being
the most dense and black/purple being the least. The axes are in units of lunar
distances (LD). There appears to be a clear preference of entry into the Earth–
Moon system through either the L1 or L2 Lagrange points (represented by red
points), as shown by the prevalence of trajectories in the directions of the co-
linear Lagrange points.

Figure 5. Gravitational capture locations in the synodic reference frame with
the L1 and L2 points marked by red crosses. The Sun–Earth synodic frame is
centered on Earth’s center of mass and corotates with Earth so that the direction
of the Sun in this case is always at (−1 au, 0) in the x–y plane. The figures
above show three distinct capture regions: L1 capture, L2 capture, and close
lunar encounter capture. The tail-like feature near the L2 point is caused by a
large group of particles that were captured fairly quickly into the integration so
they did not scatter as much.
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the numbers are small. We found the most probable capture
locations were concentrated at Earth’s aphelion and perihelion,
as described in both Granvik et al. (2012) and Fedorets et al.
(2017). Although, as shown in Figure 8, the particles captured

in proximity to the L1 and L2 points clearly display an annual
variation in the probable magnitude of the capture velocity.
Also, unlike general models of the entire TCO population,
particles were captured through close encounters with the

Figure 6. TCs that get within 3 Hill radii of the Moon (3H) produced by the SLLS and DTF. Each point represents one particle within 3H and the y-axis indicates the
geocentric semimajor axis (LD) for that particle at that time. Most of the TCs in the simulations have close encounters with the Moon multiple times. The probability
of an encounter increases once a month, due to the geometry of this specific event. This indicates that the Moon was likely critically important for the geocentric
orbital evolution of the meteoroid and the impact of the meteoroid with Earth.

Figure 7. Geocentric semimajor axis vs. eccentricity and inclination for the temporarily captured particles. The color bar is indicative of gravitational capture duration
during the simulation with yellow corresponding to a longer capture duration and black corresponding to a shorter capture duration. Particles that were captured the
longest tended to have lower eccentricity, lower semimajor axis, and lower inclinations. This is generally true because the particles that had more close encounters with
the Moon tended to be less dynamically stable. Also, particles that were not able to transition from the initially highly eccentric detected orbit to lower eccentricities
typically had lower capture durations.
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Moon (Figure 4(a)) and had only slightly lower capture
durations compared to the Lagrange point captures.

Moreover, these close lunar encounter captures varied
according to the lunar month for this event. This is seen in
Figure 8(a), where the yellow/red points representing captures
close to the Moon seem to make vertical stripes every 28 days.
This lunar cycle is also seen in Figure 6, where the amount of
lunar encounters seems to spike every month. Although, this
cycle of close lunar encounters every lunar month is most likely
specific to the geometry of this event. Due to the low geocentric
inclination and very high geocentric eccentricity, the particles
generated are consistently capable of making numerous close
encounters with the Moon. The presence of a lunar influence
was also identified by Clark et al. (2016), where the lunar

encounters tended to occur directly before the impact with
Earth, implying that the Moon is highly influential on whether
or not TCOs dynamically evolve into an Earth-impacting orbit.
Annual Variations. There is a relatively large annual

variation in the expected capture velocity and capture
semimajor axis, varying over 300 m s−1 and 0.15 au, respec-
tively, for this particular event. This large annual variation in
this event is due to the fact that Earth does not have a perfectly
circular orbit around the Sun. This eccentricity causes the L1
and L2 Lagrange points in the simplified CRTBP to wobble in
and out throughout the year by about 3.4%. As a result, the
capture characteristics also wobble throughout the year. This
implies that the source region for TCs also varies annually with
Atiras and Atens more likely to be gravitationally captured

Figure 8. Total capture duration vs. velocity during capture for TC particles. The relatively large annual variation in probable capture velocity results from the
eccentricity of Earth, as Earth moves closer or further from the Sun during the year, the capture velocity also varies. This annual variation in the probable capture
velocity thus produces annual variations in the Lagrange point capture location and the source NEO group (panels (b) and (c)). Probably due to the geometry of the
event (high eccentricity, low inclination, apogee ≈1LD) there also exists vertical bands of close lunar encounter captures that occur every lunar month (panel (a)).
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during perihelion (January) and Amors and Apollos more likely
to be gravitationally captured during aphelion (July)
(Figure 8(d)). Atira and Aten orbits are more likely to be
gravitationally captured during perihelion because the L1 and
L2 points are closer to Earth and faster objects relative to Earth
are capable of being captured, i.e., objects with orbits interior to
that of Earth. Conversely, the Amor and Apollos are more
likely during aphelion because they orbit relatively more
slowly and have orbits more outward from Earth. As shown in
Figure 8(d), interestingly the faster and slower lunar captures
consistently come from Apollo and Aten type orbits respec-
tively. Additionally, this annual variation in probable capture
velocity also implies that the capture mechanism by L1 and L2
varies annually, as in Figure 8(c). The most probable
gravitational capture time for this event is either during
aphelion or perihelion, consistent with Granvik et al. (2012)
and Fedorets et al. (2017).

Comparison to Clark et al. (2016). In the study by Clark
et al. (2016), they detected an 8.1 s fireball over the Czech
portion of the EFN with two high-resolution digital camera
observatories. Given their observations, they determined that
the detected event had a 92%–98% chance of being captured by
Earth before impact detection. The DFN event described here
was about 5.3 s in duration and was detected by six high-
resolution digital camera stations in South Australia (Figure 1).
Despite a large amount of data collected of our event (six
cameras with >500 data points), the results varied significantly
between model choices. Previous studies have demonstrated
that the sensitivity initial orbits can have the choice of the
initial velocity method (Vida et al. 2018). This is especially true
for shallow events that penetrate deeper into the atmosphere
where v0 variations are more sensitive to model choice. The
capture probabilities given for the EFN event are valid for the
triangulation method that they used, but similar to our event,
the use of a different triangulation method on their data may
likewise find a reasonably high variation in the TC probability.
Given that the event described in Clark et al. (2016) was longer
and shallower than the one described here, the v0 variation due
to model choice may cause more discrepancy in their v0
estimates if fitting to the entire trajectory. Despite this, the
Clark et al. (2016) event has fewer observations, decreasing the
sensitivity of model choice. This is because the v0 distributions
for multiple models have a higher chance of overlapping and
possibly not causing as large of an issue with the discrepancy
between models.

If an object likely has a geocentric orbit, we further need to
prove it is of natural origin and not from a human-made object.
The event observed by the EFN recorded spectral data of the
fireball was able to conclude that the object was conclusively
natural. The event described here, on the other hand, may still
have originated from an artificial source; however, this is very
improbable given the pre-atmospheric orbit of the event.

In the future, the best way to confirm TC impact events
would be by collecting more data prior to atmospheric entry
using telescopes, which may come to fruition with the
beginning of observations in 2022 by the LSST (Ivezić et al.
2019; Fedorets et al. 2015). In addition, if TCs can be detected
far enough in advance, future sample-return missions could
target these objects as the delta-v for the mission could be
extremely low relative to other asteroid sample-return missions.

5. Conclusions

Based on our analysis, the event DN160822_03 detected by
the DFN has a high pre-impact capture probability, as large as
>95% captured with our most statistically robust model. We
find that the probable capture time, capture velocity, capture
semimajor axis, capture NEO group, and capture mechanism
all vary annually, with most captures occurring during Earth’s
aphelion or perihelion. This has been noted to some extent
previously (Granvik et al. 2012; Fedorets et al. 2017), but most
of the annual probability variations associated with Earth’s
eccentricity found for this particular event have not been
described before. We also discover that the probability of
capture occurring as a result of a close lunar encounter varies
according to the lunar month for this event. Although, this is
probably due to the specific geometry of this event (i.e., low
inclination, high eccentricity, geocentric apogee ≈1LD).
Despite the large amount of data collected by our six cameras
of the event, we cannot say for certain that the pre-atmospheric
orbit was due to the highly unpredictable nature of the system,
and the chaotic scattering that occurs with every close
encounter with the Moon and Earth. We caution future analysis
of possible TCO events to explore the effects of small
variations in the initial conditions and various triangulation
methodologies. Despite these uncertainties and chaotic ele-
ments, we can determine the probable origins of this event
statistically to be 88.4% Apollos, 6.2% Amors, 2.9% Atiras,
and 2.5% Atens. In a couple of years, more fireball events like
this may be able to confirmed by additional telescopic
observations like those from the LSST.

This work was funded by the Australian Research Council as
part of the Australian Discovery Project scheme.
This research made use of Astropy, a community-developed

core Python package for Astronomy (Robitaille et al. 2013).
Simulations in this paper made use of the REBOUND code
which can be downloaded freely at https://github.com/
hannorein/REBOUND.

Appendix
Summary of Definitions and Abbreviations

Within this study we followed the notation of Granvik et al.
(2012) and Fedorets et al. (2017) for consistency.

1. SLLS—straight-line least-squares triangulation method
with extended Kalman filter for velocity and error
determination

2. DTF—dynamic trajectory fit triangulation and dynamic
modeling method

3. TC—temporarily captured. The sum of the total TCOs
and TCFs

4. TCF—temporarily captured flyby; TC that has not
orbited Earth once

5. TCO—temporarily captured orbiter; TC that has orbited
Earth at least once

6. Sputnik—particle in integration that originates from
Earth

7. NES—natural earth satellite
8. NEO—near-Earth object
9. UB—unbound (i.e., not gravitationally captured by

Earth)
10. 1H—came within 1 lunar Hill sphere of the Moon
11. 3H—came within 3 lunar Hill spheres of the Moon
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12. SC—particles that are still captured by the end of the
integration

13. LD—distance from Earth to the Moon.
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As fireball networks grow, the number of events observed becomes unfeasible
to manage by manual efforts. Reducing and analysing big data requires auto-
mated data pipelines. Triangulation of a fireball trajectory can swiftly provide
information on positions and, with timing information, velocities. However, ex-
tending this pipeline to determine the terminal mass estimate of a meteoroid is
a complex next step. Established methods typically require assumptions to be
made of the physical meteoroid characteristics (such as shape and bulk density).
To determine which meteoroids may have survived entry there are empirical cri-
teria that use a fireball’s final height and velocity – low and slow final parameters
are likely the best candidates. We review the more elegant approach of the di-
mensionless coefficient method. Two parameters, α (ballistic coefficient) and β
(mass-loss), can be calculated for any event with some degree of deceleration,
given only velocity and height information. α and β can be used to analytically
describe a trajectory with the advantage that they are not mere fitting coef-
ficients; they also represent the physical meteoroid properties. This approach
can be applied to any fireball network as an initial identification of key events
and determine on which to concentrate resources for more in depth analyses.
We used a set of 278 events observed by the Desert Fireball Network to show
how visualisation in an α – β diagram can quickly identify which fireballs are
likely meteorite candidates.
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1. Introduction1

Meteorites are examples of planetesimal building blocks and hold invalu-2

able information on early solar system processes. Less than 0.1% have known3

pre-impact origins. When extraterrestrial material encounters the Earth’s at-4

mosphere, a bright phenomenon can be observed as the meteoroid ablates and5

ionises the atmosphere. If observed from different locations with high precision,6

these phenomena can be triangulated and their trajectories determined. Dedi-7

cated observation networks, such as the Desert Fireball Network in Australia,8

record the timing along the luminous trajectory to acquire velocity information9

(Howie et al., 2017).10

The goal of such networks is to determine heliocentric orbits for these bodies11

as well as establishing if any mass survived atmospheric ablation to impact the12

Earth’s surface. Recovering a fresh meteorite minimises terrestrial contamina-13

tion, and the ability to associate an orbit with this material is of exceptional14

value. Despite the knowledge obtainable from meteorite samples on Solar Sys-15

tem formation and evolution, very few have orbits to provide location context16

information (< 0.1%). Fireball networks are bridging the gap between asteroidal17

observations and meteoritic analyses by providing this context.18

Whipple (1938) details the first multi-station photographic meteor program19

from the mid 1930s, designed to determine trajectories and velocities of meteors.20

Larger fireball networks have been observing the skies since the 1960s (Ceplecha21

and Mccrosky, 1997) and have accumulated large datasets, though those deemed22

“unspectacular” were classed as low priority for data reduction (Halliday et al.,23

1996). There were not enough resources to measure and reduce all observed24

meteors, and it was an identified bias in flux surveys. Interesting events were25

assessed to determine if they were candidates for meteorite searches (Halliday26

et al., 1996). Common practice for identifying which meteoroids may have27

survived entry is by assessing a fireball’s final height and velocity – low and28

slow final parameters are likely the best candidates. Brown et al. (2013) discuss29

how this was empirically determined by early studies of meteorite producing30

fireballs of the MORP (Halliday et al., 1989) and the PN (McCrosky et al.,31

1971). The set of empirically determined conditions for a fireball to produce a32

meteorite is an end height below 35 km and a terminal velocity below 10 kms−133

(Halliday et al., 1989; Brown et al., 2013; Wetherill and ReVelle, 1981). This34

has been used to direct resource focus to the most likely meteorite dropping35

events.36

1.1. Established methods of identifying meteorite-dropping events37

Despite advances, reducing fireball data to determine terminal mass esti-38

mates is still a non-trivial task. Established methods, such as Sansom et al.39

(2016, 2017); Egal et al. (2017); Ceplecha and Revelle (2005), are based on a40

set of single body aerodynamic equations that require assumptions to be made41

about the physical properties of the meteoroid, or in some way statistically es-42

timate their values. These unobservable values, such as shape, density and even43

ablation efficiencies, introduce many degrees of freedom to modelling scenarios.44

2
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More complex Monte Carlo and particle filter techniques can intelligently assess45

the parameter space to give statistical likelihood of parameter sets (i.e. Sansom46

et al., 2017). However, these methods still require a multivariate solution and47

require supercomputing resources to run.48

One concise way of assessing the trajectory without assuming any parame-49

ters is the dimensionless coefficient method first described by Gritsevich (2007).50

The method is based on dimensionless equations describing the trajectory in-51

troduced by Stulov et al. (1995). Gritsevich and Stulov (2006) describe the52

simplified (asymptotic) solution of the method, and the latest, more advanced53

realisation of the algorithm (including the incorporation of an arbitrary atmo-54

spheric model) is well outlined in Lyytinen and Gritsevich (2016). The ballistic55

coefficient α, and mass loss parameter β can be calculated for any event with56

some degree of deceleration, given only velocity and height information. For me-57

teors showing no deceleration these parameters may be linked to the terminal58

height of luminous flight (Moreno-Ibáñez et al., 2015). These two parameters59

can be used to analytically describe a trajectory, given an entry velocity (V0).60

This is similar to the mathematical curve fitting performed by Jacchia and61

Whipple (1956), subsequently improved by Egal et al. (2017), with the added62

advantage that there is a link to the physical meteoroid parameters through63

using α and β rather than mere fitting coefficients. This link allows more ro-64

bust conclusions to be made on the incoming body by assessing the groupings of65

specific α–β values. This is also a fast and easy method to implement and run66

on a large dataset, such has been done by Gritsevich (2009) for both the Prairie67

Network (PN) and Meteor Observation and Recovery Project (MORP) data.68

It has also been applied to well-documented meteorite falls including Pr̆́ıbram,69

Lost City, Innisfree, Neuschwanstein (Gritsevich, 2008b), Bunburra Rockhole70

(Sansom et al., 2015), Annama (Lyytinen and Gritsevich, 2016), Park Forest71

(Meier et al., 2017), and Kos̆ice (Gritsevich et al., 2017).72

1.2. Applying the α–β criterion to DFN events73

Here we calculate the α and β parameters for 278 fireballs observed by the74

Desert Fireball Network (Section 2). This is a subset of some 1300+ fireball tra-75

jectories triangulated by the DFN, where noticeable deceleration has occurred76

(Vf/V0 < 80%). We then plot these data in a similar fashion to PN and MORP77

data in Gritsevich et al. (2012)1 The location of events on this plot instantly78

allows us to identify key events, such as those likely to drop meteorites. This79

is an under-utilised tool by fireball networks with large datasets to determine80

such events to concentrate resources for data reduction. Often identifying good81

meteorite dropping candidates is done by assessing how low and slow a fire-82

ball was observed in our atmosphere using the empirical criteria (end height83

< 35 km and a final velocity < 10 kms−1 Halliday et al., 1989; Brown et al.,84

2013; Wetherill and ReVelle, 1981). However, such a classification scheme is85

1Note that fireballs from the PN and MORP surveys were not subject to any deceleration
threasholding.
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highly dependent on the equipment used to record a fireball, and the range at86

which it was observed. This is also not a rigorous assessment of the event where87

slope, mass and shape dependencies all come into play The α–β approach may88

seem over simplified, but led to the fast recovery of both the Annama mete-89

orite (Gritsevich et al., 2014; Trigo-Rodriguez et al., 2015; Dmitriev et al., 2015;90

Kohout et al., 2017) and Ozerki2 meteorite.91

With the statistically large dataset of the DFN, along with PN and MORP92

data, we aim to establish an α–β criterion for classifying the possible outcomes of93

meteoroid atmospheric entry (Section 3). We are ultimately looking to establish94

crude criteria for whether further analyses and meteorite searches are worth95

prioritising.96

2. The α–β Diagram – Desert Fireball Network Data97

Values of α and β are calculated using a least squares minimisation of the98

analytical function (see section 3 of Lyytinen and Gritsevich, 2016, after Grit-99

sevich and Stulov, 2007)100

y = lnα+ β − ln
∆

2
(1)

where y is the height of the meteoroid normalised to the atmospheric scale height
(h0 = 7160 m), ∆ is a function of the exponential integral (Ēi) as follows:

∆ = Ēi(β)− Ēi(βv2),

and v the meteoroid velocity normalised by V0. An example of the fit of this func-101

tion to observational data is shown in Figure 1. The code used to generate such102

figures, and determine α and β values for decelerating meteoroids is provided103

at https://github.com/desertfireballnetwork/alpha_beta_modules.104

α is related to the initial mass of the meteoroid (M0, Equation 2) and the
entry angle (γ), while β is related to the instantaneous mass (Mf , Equation 3)
and the shape change coefficient (µ) (Lyytinen and Gritsevich, 2016):

M0 =
1
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m sin γ

)3

(2)

M = M0 exp



−

β

1− µ


1−

(
V

V0

)2




 . (3)

If quantitative values of these masses are required then assumptions must be105

made for the drag coefficient (cd), initial cross sectional area (S0) or initial106

shape coefficient (A0) and meteoroid bulk density (ρm); the atmospheric surface107

density (ρ0) is typically set to 1.21 kg/m3. Applying such assumptions is similar108

2https://www.lpi.usra.edu/meteor/metbull.php?code=67709
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Figure 1: Plot of observational data with velocity normalised to entry velocity V0 and height
normalised to the atmospheric scale height (h0 = 7160 m). The fit is good despite significant
scatter in the data.

to other methods, albeit the parameters that are needed to assume in this case109

have a limited range of values (meteoroid densities are well documented, as are110

shape, shape change and drag coefficients). β here entirely replaces the need111

to assume an ablation parameter and subsequently a luminous efficiency – the112

two most highly uncertain parameters usually required. The advantage of this113

method, however, lies not in extracting individual parameters, but in assessing114

the relationship between α and β values directly. With such a large data set,115

we wish to determine if any deductions can be made from groupings in these116

parameter spaces. By rearranging Equation 2 for α, we can see that a body117

of different entry masses, slopes and volumes are able to produce the same α118

values. The inclusiveness of these two parameters makes them more appropriate119

than the typical suite of parameters for predicting the outcomes of meteoroid120

atmospheric entry.121

We extracted all fireballs within the current DFN dataset where there is122

noticeable deceleration (Vf/V0 < 80%), and have calculated α and β value for123

the resulting 278 events (see supplementary material for reduced data). We plot124

the results in a similar fashion to Gritsevich et al. (2012), taking the natural125

logarithm of the α and β values (Figure 2). Although not a direct input param-126

eter of either of Equation 2-3, the final observed height of the fireball (where127

the observation limit of the hardware can no longer observe ablation) shows a128

clear horizontal trend with little relationship to β. Points with lower lnα values129

will also have higher initial masses, as given by Equation 2.130
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Figure 2: Distribution of α and β parameters for Desert Fireball Network fireballs. Recovered
meteorite falls plotted: (1) Bunburra Rockhole (DN200707B); (2) Murrili (DN151127 01);
Dingle Dell (DN 161031 01)

3. Determining the meteorite fall region131

As previously stated, if we were to assume values for, say, density and shape132

in Equation 2, it is possible to then calculate the entry mass of a meteoroid133

using α. Further assuming the shape change coefficient of the body can give a134

final mass using the β value and Equation 3 (with luminosity values, µ can be135

determined following Bouquet et al., 2014). Here we plot a series of bounding136

curves for a given set of assumptions on the α–β diagram. This is an ideal137

visual tool for quickly assessing which fireballs from a large network might be138

meteorite droppers.139

As discussed in Gritsevich et al. (2012) the interpretation of the events is140

biased to the trajectory slope, individual for each event. Here we look at re-141

moving the effect of trajectory slope from the α–β diagram. If we plot instead142

ln(α sinγ) as the x-axis, this effect is removed (Figure 3). The clear horizontal143

trend in end heights, discussed in the previous section, now falls apart; there144

is no longer a distinct relationship. This is where the modified α–β diagram in145

Figure 3 is a more inclusive classification tool for fireballs. We no longer need146

to rely on final velocity and final end height requirements to classify a meteorite147

dropping event.148

How are we then able to identify such a meteorite dropping region in these149

plots? If we would like to assess the relationship between α, β and mass, we can150

extract α from Equation 2 to give a parameter M∗0 which is no longer dependent151

on α or the slope of the trajectory (Equation 4):152

M0 =
1

α3 sin3 γ
M∗0 , where M∗0 =

(
1

2

cdρ0h0A0

ρ
2/3
m

)3

. (4)

To assess the final mass of a fireball, we look at Equation 3 in the case153

where the velocity becomes insignificant compared to the entry velocity (where154
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Figure 3: Distribution of fireballs from the Desert Fireball Network (DFN) with trajectory
slope dependence removed (x-axis is now a function of γ). This changes the relationship
between α and end height seen in Figure 2. The bounding line for a 1 kg meteorite is shown
in black for the case where there is no spin (µ = 0) and in grey where spin allows uniform
ablation over the entire surface (µ = 2/3). Solid lines are for likely values of cd A = 1.5 and
are dashed if cd A = 1.21. Meteorite falls plotted: (1) Innisfree (MORP285, 2.07 kg+); (2)
Lost City (PN40590, 9.83 kg+); (3) Bunburra Rockhole (DN200707B, 174 g+); (4) Annama
(FFN, 120 g); (5) Murrili (DN151127 01, 1.68 kg); (6) Dingle Dell (DN161031 01, 1.15 kg),
where masses are given for largest recovered fragment and ‘+’ indicates other fragments were
found. Also note that the α – β values for Annama (4) were calculated using the method of
Lyytinen and Gritsevich (2016) where a realistic atmosphere model is used rather than the
exponential atmosphere as for other falls.
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(V/V0)2 −→ 0):155

Mf =
1

α3 sin3 γ
M∗0 exp

{
− β

1− µ

}
(5)

To define a region on the modified α–β diagram where a certain minimum final
mass is obtainable, we can rearrange Equation 5 for β:

β = (µ− 1)

(
ln

(
Mf

M∗0

)
+ 3 ln (α sin γ)

)
. (6)

To solve Equation 6 for a final mass of Mf = 1 kg, we use a density, ρm =
3500 kg/m3 and a typical shape-drag coefficient, cdA = 1.5 (Gritsevich, 2008a)
to get a value of ln(Mf/M

∗
0 ) = −10.21. We can plot this boundary line given

the two extreme values of the shape change coefficient – when µ = 0, there is no
spin of the meteoroid, and when µ = 2/3, there is sufficient spin to allow equal
ablation over the entire meteoroid surface and no shape change is expected to
occur, giving:

µ = 0 , lnβ = ln{10.21− 3 ln (α sin γ)} (7)

µ =
2

3
, lnβ = ln{3.4− ln (α sin γ)}. (8)

These boundary curves are plotted on the modified α – β diagram in Figure156

3 for such a 1 kg mass. Many similar scenarios can be actualised for various157

shapes, densities and minimum terminal mass values3. Such an example plotted158

in Figure 3 includes using cdA = 1.21 for a perfectly spherical meteoroid body.159

As mentioned previously, there is a general rule of thumb that crudely uses a
fireball end height of < 35 km and terminal velocity < 10 km s−1 to determine
which meteoroids may have survived entry. If we define a macroscopic meteorite-
dropping event as having a final mass of > 50 g (following Halliday et al., 1996
and Gritsevich et al., 2011), Equations 7-8 become:

µ = 0 , lnβ = ln{13.20− 3 ln (α sin γ)} (9)

µ =
2

3
, lnβ = ln{4.4− ln (α sin γ)}, (10)

given a ρm = 3500 kg/m3 and a cdA = 1.5.160

In Figure 4 we plot these boundary curves with the fireball data from the161

DFN and these previous studies (MORP & PN). Note that PN and MORP data162

were not subject to the same deceleration thresholding applied to DFN data163

here, and any differences in α – β values for these other studies to Gritsevich164

et al. (2012) are due to the slope dependence being addressed here. As the165

boundary lines are given for the two extremes of the shape change coefficient166

µ, events falling beyond the µ = 0 line are unlikely to have produced a 50 g167

3The interactive tool available at https://github.com/desertfireballnetwork/alpha_

beta_modules provides a means to investigate these scenarios
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meteorite. Fireballs associated with known meteor shower events all plot in168

this area, with high ln(β) and ln(α sin(γ)) values. Fireballs below the µ = 2/3169

line are strong meteorite-producing candidates. The significant area between170

these two curves illustrates the sensitivity of the dynamic flight equations to171

meteoroid rotation. As a subsequent step, the shape change coefficient can be172

calculated for individual events from luminosity values following Bouquet et al.173

(2014).174

Events that meet the empirical criteria (Vf < 10 km s−1 and Hf < 35 km)175

are highlighted in Figure 4. Within the ‘likely fall’ area, nearly all events meet176

this criteria. All highlighted events fall within the µ = 0 bounding line. These177

bounding lines are highly compatible with the empirical fall criteria and present178

a physical basis for the classification of such events. We propose that these179

bounding lines be used in future for more rigorously determining a meteoroid’s180

potential to survive entry. We will further discuss the advantages and limitations181

of using the α – β diagram, and the cases in particular of ‘likely fall’ events that182

do not meet the empirical criteria.183

4. Discussion184

Figure 4 clearly demonstrates the suitability of Equations 9-10 to determine185

the likelihood of a macroscopic terminal mass. Although the general rule of186

thumb is consistent, there are multiple events in both the ‘possible fall’ region187

and the ‘likely fall’ region that do not satisfy the simplified empirical criteria.188

Could these missed events really be falls? Let us first discuss the possible189

limitations of this method before addressing these events.190

Once an event is located on this modified α− β diagram, if it falls in either191

of the grey regions in Figure 4 it is worth further investigation. Following this192

α – β approach, there are several advancements on this basic implementation193

that can be performed. Despite using the simplified exponential atmosphere as194

a generic model, the actual atmospheric conditions for individual cases can be195

accounted for, given the time and location of the fireball as described in Lyytinen196

and Gritsevich (2016). There is also a strong sensitivity of this method to the197

initial velocity, as the normalisation of velocity values uses V0. Although a first198

order V0 can be used initially, for possible fall events, it is best to recalculate199

velocities using a robust method (such as discussed in Sansom et al., 2015 and200

Vida et al., 2018). Differences in V0 calculation methods by MORP and PN201

could be a possible explanation for many of the light grey events falling in the202

‘likely fall’ region. Using more realistic atmospheric conditions (Lyytinen and203

Gritsevich, 2016), and with recalculated V0 values, the resulting α and β values204

become more representative.205

The position of an event on the α – β diagram within the grey region indi-206

cates that there may be a macroscopic mass at the last observation point. This207

may not, in some cases, correspond to the terminal bright flight mass, or to an208

equivalent meteorite mass on the ground. For example when the last observed209

point is not the end of the bright flight trajectory, due to missing observations,210

or distance of the trajectory end to the observer. Distant fireballs may continue211
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Figure 4: Distribution of fireballs from both the Desert Fireball Network (DFN) and previ-
ous studies (Meteor Observation and Recovery Project Halliday et al., 1996; Prarie Network
McCrosky et al., 1979). Fireball events that meet the criteria Vf < 10 km s−1 and Hf < 35
km are considered likely meteorite droppers (after Brown et al., 2013) and are shown in red
(DFN) and blue (previous studies). Boundary lines for a 50 g meteorite are given for the two
extremes of the shape change coefficient µ using Equations 9-10. The area beyond both these
lines will be unlikely to drop a > 50 g meteorite, while those within the dark grey ‘likely fall’
region will be strong meteorite-producing candidates.
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to ablate beyond the limiting magnitude of imaging systems. MORP and PN212

studies used large format film systems recording a single image per night, with213

fireball segments recorded at a frequency of 4 Hz Halliday et al. (1978) and214

20 Hz McCrosky and Boeschenstein (1965) respectively. PN systems identify215

typical projected limiting magnitudes of -3 at the centre of their frames (with216

-5 toward the edges) McCrosky and Boeschenstein (1965). These systems may217

not have been sensitive enough to reliably image the end of bright flight. Such218

missing information could account for why terminal masses may appear over-219

estimated in the α – β diagram. Fragmentation within the bright flight is to220

some extent accounted for by the nature of fitting the deceleration profile with221

Equation 1. Where fragmentation occurs at the end of the bright flight however,222

the terminal mass expected will no longer be a single main mass. Modelling of223

fragments through darkflight may still be valuable if the end mass is significant224

enough. An estimate of this terminal mass can be calculated using Equation225

3. This does require assumptions to be made for density, shape and of course226

µ. For a more in depth analysis/assessment of specific meteoroid trajectories,227

more involved modelling techniques such as Sansom et al. (2019) and Egal et al.228

(2017) can now be applied with confident use of resources.229

Let us return to the grey DFN events in Figure 4 that are within the ‘likely230

fall’ region (we include the two on the µ = 2/3 line). Of the five, the most eye231

catching is at [2.88,-0.936] in Figure 4 and from video data shows significant232

flaring, including a final late flare. The mass at this point is still significant ( 1233

kg) and a search for fragments will be conducted in the future. The event at234

[2.30, 0.75] in Figure 4 is a great example of hardware limitations interfering235

with expected results. DFN observatories are designed to take a 25 second236

long-exposure image every 30 seconds. This 5 second down time allows images237

to be saved and systems to be reset. This event likely continued to ablate238

beyond the end of the exposure and was unfortunately not captured in the239

subsequent image. The remaining three are triangulated from observatories at240

significant ranges; the closest camera to DN151105 15 (Figure 4 [3.08,0.27]) was241

430 km. These are therefore still possible fall candidates that were missed by242

the empirical criteria, simply because the end of bright flight was not observed.243

These were modelled using Sansom et al. (2015) and masses at this last observed244

point are all > 100 g. This method is therefore able to identify likely fall events245

that might previously have been missed if using the empirical criteria for a246

typical meteorite-dropping event.247

5. Conclusions248

Here we demonstrate an α – β diagram as a simple, yet powerful, tool to249

visualise which fireball events are likely to have macroscopic terminal masses.250

We plot 278 fireballs from the Desert Fireball Network on a modified α – β251

diagram, accounting for the differences in trajectory slopes (Figure 3). Bound-252

ary lines can be plotted to define a region of events having a given minimum253

terminal mass. The shape change coefficient, µ, is capable of enhancing mass254

loss and its influence should be considered. Equations 9-10 define the boundary255
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curves for a terminal 50 g chondritic mass, given the two extremes of meteoroid256

rotation (0 < µ < 2/3; Figure 4). Events beyond both these lines are unlikely to257

have survived atmospheric entry, while those below both lines are likely to have258

dropped a macroscopic meteorite. Depending on the meteoroid rotation, events259

in the region between these lines should also be considered as possible falls.260

Events from previous studies (MORP and PN) are also shown for comparison.261

Events that meet the current empirical fall criteria (Vf < 10 km s−1 and262

Hf < 35 km) all lie within the proposed fall regions of the α – β diagram (Figure263

4). Not only can this method locate all events identified by the empirical criteria,264

but it is able to provide the physical justification for highlighting such events.265

Additionally, the α – β method is able to detect likely fall events that do not266

meet these empirical criteria, identifying non-typical events. The use of the α –267

β criterion is a way to quickly and easily identify key events in large datasets.268

This method is easily automated and has previously been shown to scale to269

airburst and cratering events. With more data, this could become increasingly270

useful for identifying where hazardous material may be originating from in the271

solar system.272
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7. Summary of definitions and abbreviations286

A0 − Initial shape factor - a cross sectional area to volume ratio A = S
(
ρm
m

)2/3
.

cd − Drag coefficient.
ch − Heat-transfer coefficient.

Ēi − Exponential integral, Ēi(x) =
∫ x
∞

ez

z dz .
g − Vector of local gravitational acceleration (ms−2).
h0 − Scale height of the homogeneous atmosphere (h0 = 7160m).
H∗ − Enthalpy of sublimation (J kg−1).

m − Normalised meteoroid mass, m =
M

M0
(dimensionless).

M − Meteoroid mass (kg).
M0 − Initial entry mass of meteoroid at the beginning of the observed, luminous

trajectory (kg).
M0 − An intermediate variable defined by Equation 4 (dimensionless).
Mf − Terminal mass of the main meteoroid body at the end of the luminous trajectory

(kg).
S − Cross sectional area of the body (m2).
S0 − Initial cross sectional area of the body (m2).

v − Normalised meteoroid velocity, v =
V

V0
(dimensionless).

V − Meteoroid velocity (ms−1).
V0 − Initial entry velocity of the meteoroid at the beginning of the observed, lumi-

nous trajectory (ms−1).
Vf − Terminal velocity of the main meteoroid body at the end of the luminous

trajectory (ms−1).

y − Normalised meteoroid height, y =
altitude

h0
(dimensionless).

α − Ballistic Coefficient.
β − Mass loss parameter.
γ − Angle of the meteoroid flight to the horizontal.
µ − Shape change coefficient representing the rotation of a meteoroid body (0 <

µ < 2/3).
ρa − Atmospheric density (kgm−3).
ρm − Meteoroid bulk density (kgm−3).
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